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INTRODUCTION

Between 1616 and 1618, and again from 1625 to 1630, the cities of Bamberg and Wurzburg were 
subjected to a series of witch trials. Such was the scale of the persecutions they became known as 
'superhunts.' Estimates of the numbers executed vary between 500 and 1500 people.

When the witch craze subsided from 1650 onwards the trauma of the trials persisted and in 1673 
two groups from Bamberg and Wurzburg came together, determined not to be troubled by similar 
persecutions ever again.

This early collaboration of witches grew into a network that spanned Europe and their initial 
motives were clear: self-defence and a desire to continue their practices without interference from 
the Christian authorities.

But after four hundred years of existence, the size and corrupting influence of the network began to 
attract the attention of several European police forces. Following a string of deaths, including those 
of Roberto Calvi in 1982 and Alexander Litvinenko in 2006 (murders attributed to other groups), 
Interpol came under pressure to launch an investigation.

Finally, in 2009 the investigation began and Interpol gave it and the network a title: Malandanti; 
named after evil spirits from the Friuli region of Italy in the 16th century. The Malandanti 
investigation cost 300 million Euros in its first year and resulted in no arrests or prosecutions!

With the investigation on the brink of closure, it obtained a twelve month extension in 2014 
following the murders of two police detectives from Bamberg. One of the detectives 
Kriminalkommissar Albrecht Korminsky was later found to have been working for the Malandanti.

Interpol continued to maintain a level of operational secrecy until a series of extraordinary events in
November 2014, less than six months after the killing of Albrecht Korminsky.

Lena Siebert-Neved, a prominent Bamberg business woman, wife of Russian composer Dmitri 
Neved and leader of the Bamberg coven, was killed in Cumbria, England. Her death and those of 
her coven colleagues were filmed live by the rock band Toten Herzen and used in the world 
première of the video for their single Disorientated.  

On the same night as the live broadcast, Dmitri Neved and an associate of the band, Barbara 'Raven'
Turkington, were filmed outside Neved's house as it burned to the ground. Toten Herzen released 
their new album and named it Malandanti, and the network at the heart of Interpol's investigation, 
the network formed in 1673, became public knowledge for the first time.

The story told in Who Among Us... begins a year after the death of Lena Siebert-Neved. The exact 
events have been altered and some of the names changed, but the story is true, recounted to the 
author by an anonymous source who played a significant role in the proceedings and ultimately, the 
Malandanti's collapse.



PART 1

1

The first sign of trouble began on Katzenberg, on the pavements outside Frieda Schoenhofer's 
office. Early morning pedestrians, tipped off by messages and phone calls, heard the peel of a 
solitary bell and quickened their pace; others stopped and changed direction. All of them, distracted 
and disturbed by the promise of another Bamberg incident, headed up the hill towards the Cathedral
and the morbid invitation of the bell.

Frieda grinned, secured her motor bike and joined the growing line of pilgrims. Her phone rang 
and a voice said, "Have you seen him yet? You owe us a thousand euros, loser."

She trotted uphill, eager to race ahead of the crowd. The chatter diminished. The noise of the bell 
increased. Her heart pounded when she rounded the southern end of the Cathedral where the 
Domplatz opened out and the wind unleashed its energy. A huge mob had gathered along the edge 
of a swollen police cordon. Frieda used her crash helmet to push through to the front, forcing her 
way forward from Bamberg sunlight to Cathedral shadow until the police tape stopped her from 
going any farther.

Outside the north entrance, plain clothes cops wrestled with an inflatable forensics marquee. A 
squad car made way for a van with three officers balancing on the roof. And above them all, 
hanging from the ornate cornice surmounting the portal, a rope and a bell, and beneath the bell the 
trussed up body of a naked corpse swinging upside down in the turbulence like a human pendulum. 
With every dizzying pass from left to right, right to left, the bell rang and celebrated another 
moment of Bamberg's tormented history.  

Frieda's phone rang again and the same voice sang to her, "Ding dong the witch is dead, witch is 
dead, witch is dead. Ding dong the wicked witch is dead. . . ."

She ended the call and laughed so loud Kriminalkommissar Oliver Tollmann heard her. He pulled
out of the contest with the struggling marquee and led Frieda down the police tape away from the 
crowd. "You find this funny?"

"No, no. Not him. Not exactly. No. Sorry. He wasn't a witch, that's all."
"What do you mean?"
"Nothing. Someone is mistaken." Frieda's soft, almost reluctant voice contrasted with the bright 

enthusiasm in her eyes; her exuberant smile, wide and generous, masked a latent indifference to the 
pain of others.  

Tollmann's features creased with repulsion, transforming every time the bell rang; a gentle clang 
that increased his frustration at the efforts to reach the dangling body.

"They're not quite tall enough, are they?" Frieda said. "I thought there was a minimum height to 
join the police? Is he dead?"

"Of course he's dead . . . Don't, stop. Stop doing that."
"Doing what?" 
"Who did this, Frieda?"
"I don't know."
"You do know. You're always around somewhere when these things happen."
"You're being paranoid. How did he die?"
"You tell me."
"How should I know?"
Even from a distance and with the frantic scene populated by police and police vehicles, Frieda 

could see a line of blood traced across the ground beneath the path of the swinging body. "Throat 



cut?"
"Fucking nail through his neck or a . . . a coach bolt or something, I don't know. Why am I telling 

you? You already know. It's all linked isn't it?"
"What is?"
"You. The covens. You did this?"
"What, him? I didn't do this. I can't reach up there."
"Well, who did?" 
"Someone above the law."
"What?"
"Come on, you know they're everywhere." 
"Who is everywhere?"
"Whoever is committing these lawless acts."
"You're taking the piss now."
"I have to go. I have a meeting this morning."
"How convenient. How is business?"
"It's very good. Thank you for asking. And you should be grateful."
"Why?"
"Because without all this crime you'd be out of a job. Look at all the employment it creates." She 

walked away.
Tollmann wasn't finished. "They'll get to me eventually."
"Why is that?"
"They don't think I'm up to it. They think all this is beyond me. And do you know what?"
"What?"
"Good." Tollmann's body shook. "Fuck them. I don't care any more, if they demote me, transfer 

me back to traffic, whatever. Fuck it. This goes beyond Bamberg and nobody gives a shit."
Frieda wanted to place a comforting hand on Tollmann's arm and reassure him, but her hands 

were full and she knew there was more to come, more misery waiting for him. She was curious to 
see the form it would take. 

"This is not a Bamberg problem. This is a European problem," he said.
"Why are you telling me?"
"Because you're part of it. And you do know the people involved. You know how far it extends."
Frieda puffed her cheeks. "If you need any help, for what it's worth," she nodded towards the 

spire of the Cathedral's Gothic tower. "Watch what happens up there." 

- 

On a normal day the office of Schoenhofer crackled and fizzed with ideas. A white open plan field 
of static electricity from a permanent brainstorm, a permastorm, of money-making ideas. 

But today was different. Today, the investment strategies of advisers made way for the modus 
operandi of murderers. Being tied into a contract didn't have the same urgency as being tied to a 
bell. Frieda heard an unfamiliar murmur, the unwelcome sound of trivial speculation. Gossip.

She kept her coat on and was ready to go straight back out again, but she noticed the new lawyer 
sitting at her workstation, hands clamped around a cup of coffee. "Are you okay?" said Frieda.

The lawyer shook her head.
"What's the problem?"
"The Cathedral."
"Did you see the victim?" said Frieda. The lawyer shook her head again. "If you didn't actually 



see it then you can't be so traumatised by it. You're imagining demons. Stay at work and distract 
yourself."

"I was in the square," she said. "I heard other people talking about it."
"But you didn't actually see anything. Stop torturing yourself. You'll be okay once you start 

working on something."
The business bric-a-brac on Frieda's own desk challenged her every morning. She couldn't sit 

down without assessing it, and every morning came to the same conclusion. The complicated 
phone, the dozing laptop, the wooden puzzles, they all served a purpose, all had their reason to 
occupy those few square centimetres of office desk real estate. . . .

"Your meeting. . . ." Frieda's PA leaned around the door frame and waved a tablet. 
She checked her watch. "Yes. My meeting."
"Quite a morning. People are wondering who he was, how he got there, who would do something 

like that?"
"Theo Wenders, nail through the neck, very bad people." Frieda tutted. "Very very bad people."
Now that the morning's murder had been explained Schoenhofer came alive. Office phones 

trilled, printers cleared their throats and the whole mechanised digitised paraphernalia of commerce 
reanimated. Frieda checked her rucksack once more and headed out.

"What time are you back?" said her PA.
"No idea."

-

To the north of Bamberg lay the medieval pile of the Ransahlhof, and to the north of the Ransahlhof
stood the Hunting Tower. The hollow column protruded from bare scrubland when it was first 
constructed, but centuries of forest growth left the tower imprisoned by invasive vegetation so 
dense only the owners and several satellites knew it existed. Every time Frieda arrived the 
automatic gates welcomed her with a gasp of rusty bronchitis and a prolonged squeal of geriatric 
metal hinges. 

And every time she arrived on the Ducati she reminded herself to visit next time in the Aston 
Martin. The rippled cobbles of the drive squirmed through the woodland scrub like a hardened 
serpent, rattling the Ducati's frame and threatening to shake off Frieda's helmet. 

The drive arrived at the crumbling bole of the tower and its long eroded decoration and stonework
covered by an autumnal rash of creeping vines. Stonework from which eight enemies of the 
Ransahlhof's owners were hung on meat hooks in 1593.

At ground level the shadow of the tower crossed the spot where Jacob of Rote's father landed 
after he was thrown off the top by Jacob in 1712. Frieda avoided the Bentleys and BMWs, Porsches
and Ferraris, and parked her motorcycle next the shallow depression in the gravel created by the 
thud of the falling body. (Or so she liked to imagine.)

From here, Frieda left her helmet attached to the bike, and set off on a twenty minute hike through
the claustrophobic woodland of the estate to the rotten carcass of the Ransahlhof. Beyond the 
canopies, high above the grabbing tree tops with their upturned claws and cackling rooks, the sky 
began to darken as heavy cloud rolled in from the east. The mood of the forest shifted from light to 
dark, like a shadowy heartbeat, every time the sun attempted to break the cloud. 

The Ransahlhof introduced itself almost apologetically, as if taken by surprise. A collapsed pile of
stones, an iron fence lunging from the brambles, and two decapitated stone pillars, their footpath 
long since devoured by encroaching groundcover. Up ahead, at the base of a weathered wall worn 
smooth by abrasive winds Karin Vogts, the coven leader, stood like a blackened sentinel outside the



main entrance. She was already dressed for the ritual, her pointed hood lying flattened on a semi-
collapsed wall. "We're waiting for one more," she said to Frieda. "If you change inside, use the 
ante-room. Everywhere else is rigged to go."

Inside the crumble and squalor twelve coven members waited in silence for the thirteenth: 
Dorothea, the widow. Late again - as she was for her husband's funeral.

Frieda was dressed in her robe and hood when Dorothea arrived in a fluster and full of apologies. 
Karin confirmed the coven was complete and led the gathering away to the underground chamber 
where the meeting would take place. 

They followed the same route - the only route - deep into the building, retreating from the outside 
world, the real world. Candle light played across the walls and worn carvings of illustrations from 
Agrippa's De Occulta Philosophia: illuminated figures coming and going as the flickering flames 
touched them and gave momentary life.

The gentle echo of synchronised footsteps became a hypnotic rhythm. Frieda's mind wandered 
into a private darkness and her thoughts turned to Lena, the previous leader of the Bamberg coven. 
Lena preferred open spaces, large spaces, gathering points for the numerous covens from Wurzburg 
and Munich, Oberamergau and Nurnberg. She avoided the damp and the slime of the Ransahlhof 
where every corridor had its own unique breath: a lukewarm whisper or an icy draft. Where every 
turn of a corner slapped the face with an onrush of circulating air through the old passageways, as if
lost in time, trying to find the exit. Trying to exhale. This is what happened when a building held its
breath for too long.

For a moment the procession found itself outside in the dim cloudy daylight. They passed through
the cavity created by a destructive fire that had burned away the roof and created a new courtyard. 
Frieda, woken by the change of light, saw the empty shell of the building and reminded herself to 
find Dmitri Neved. Find him and ask him again why his wife Lena went to England? Why she 
became obsessed with Toten Herzen, the rock band with the rumours and the secrets and possibly 
the answers to Lena's questions?

After the cold courtyard, the route plunged into the ever-darkening hole of a spiral staircase. The 
windows diminished in size until the candles provided the only hint of light.

Frieda wondered why the others chose to join the coven after Lena's had been wiped out on the 
mountain tops in England. The coven offered Frieda advantages, business opportunities, openings. 
But the others? What was in it for a dog breeder from Hungary? Was the headmaster spying on his 
own teacher? Did the twins simply enjoy dressing up? Membership of the coven demanded the 
surrender of identity and once inside the hoods the thirteen individuals became thirteen pairs of 
eyes, thirteen mouths. No expressions, no emotions. No signals. . . . 

The journey ended when the sound of dripping water fell onto stony ground. Here, at the bottom 
of the abyss, a circular chamber waited for the arrival like a stagnant pocket of air. Hacked and 
carved out of the rock without undermining the foundations of the building, the chamber revealed 
its patterned floor, its decorated tiles and faded pentacle. Grim symbols of alchemy, of hermetic 
secrets coloured grey by ancient layers of lichen bloomed into golden life as thirteen candles were 
set down. In the middle of the pentacle, the grinning face of Baphomet looked up at the coven 
assembling around the glow of the circle. His horns no longer displayed the virulent fires of his first
incarnation when the chamber was created three hundred years ago. But his intent was permanent.

Beyond him, beyond the flicker of light, the gloomy outlines of the coven and the smeared 
shadows cast against the rough stone walls, two doors opened out to a terrible darkness and two 
unending corridors of intense subterranean night time. Two nightmarish tunnels.

Karin's form hung like a slender faltering lampshade; the feeble candlelight unable to reach the 
top of her hood where it merged into the low lying darkness of the chamber. "Considering what has 



happened this morning I think we should take a moment to reflect. I  thought it appropriate we 
should make an offering in fire. We neglect the power of fire to cleanse the air, to cleanse the 
atmospheric poisons." 

Frieda stood opposite Simon Frenzel (nervous Simon) framed by the eye holes of her hood. His 
subdivided figure studied Karin and Frieda waited for his reaction to the rearranged format of the 
gathering, the hasty change of agenda.

"Let us offer fire." Karin held a length of hazel in her right hand and a small sapphire in her left. 
Palms up she positioned the sapphire above the hazel and blew across the gem until a small flame 
danced away from  the surface of her glove. Sustained by willpower the flame lingered and listened 
to the coven's 14th century fire incantation.

'We call to the south and the equatorial heat, we call to the earth's internal fires, we call to the sun 
and the life giving inferno.'

The offering moved left to Karin's colleague, and on to the next and the next . . . a circular chorus 
line of flames: the headmaster and the twins; the dog breeder; each producing a small tongue of 
writhing fire. Frieda held out her hands, offered her own hazel wand and sapphire, and breathed into
life the seventh flame. Frenzel studied her studying him through the haze. 

The offerings continued around the circle and arrived at Frenzel's trembling hands. He hesitated. 
"I'm sorry, but I feel very cold. . . ."

"That's fine Simon. We can return to you." Karin allowed him a moment as the circle completed. 
Twelve figurines of fire cast a delicate glow across the patient hooded faces of the coven. And the 
fleshy mounds of Frenzel's upturned palms shook with nothing more than fear. 

"I think we have a problem," said Karin.
"I think we have our intruder," said Frieda.
Frenzel bolted for the nearest open door. No one moved. Instead, they listened to his footsteps 

diminish, fade like an old memory until there was nothing to be heard. A calm fell over the circle. 
The eternal rhythm of the dripping water ticked away the seconds, the moments; ticked away 
Frenzel's disappearance, his hopeful escape and his inevitable return. . . . 

Footsteps approached, a clattering flight from unseen dread. Frenzel burst from the darkness 
beyond the second open door. His momentum and surprise threw him down into the middle of the 
circle where he landed against the expectant face of Baphomet. He looked up at Frieda, 
astonishment visible through the holes of his hood. She was wrong about the hoods: when emotion 
was intense, when the man inside was desperate and terrified, the fabric deformed, the inner identity
transferred to the outside where it soaked into the fibres like a hideous ink stain. 

"Are you lost, Simon," said Karin. "All paths lead to our eventual death. That's the great practical 
joke of life. Everything comes down to this."

The coven lifted his exhausted body and carried it to the bell tower and a muted timber-lined 
room ringed by glassless windows boarded up with plywood that heaved with every gust of wind. 
Below the windows lay several tidy piles of broomsticks. The bell had been removed, leaving a 
supporting framework of weathered wood and gristly metal. He was woven into it; legs tied to the 
matrix of diagonal spars, arms trussed to horizontal beams. 

Panic dribbled from his mouth. "They know I'm here. They'll come. They know I'm here, they 
know where I am."

Karin leaned into the framework of the timbers. "Do you think we don't know you're being 
tracked? Well, let them come. It's a pity you can't see what happens."

"We don't mind waiting," said Frieda.
And so they did, and Frenzel was right. The police knew where he was and came for him. Frieda 

counted four marked police cars, two unmarked, blue lights rotating and flashing, but no sirens. The



arrival thrashed through the scrub and bushes. Tyres dragged across the gravel as the brakes 
gripped. 

Frenzel heard the arrival and yelled for attention. 
"Even if they hear you, Simon, they still have to reach you up here. There's a reason why we 

chose the Ransahlhof to meet your employers. . . ."
The police barged through the fragile entrance. Poured into the building. Frieda watched, but 

could only imagine what happened next when the noise of fractured floors and burning timbers 
devoured the latest wave of visitors.

In the bell tower the building's agony rose up to Frenzel and the coven. The floor shuddered and 
the frame creaked like an old ship.

"Even if you kill me, they'll find you." 
"No, they won't," said Karin.
The Ransahlhof rattled again and released another shriek of masonry.
"I'm married, did you know that?" said Frenzel. "I have three children. One has just started 

school. She loves to tell me what she studied when she comes home." He tugged at the ropes. 
"That's emotional blackmail, Simon," said Karin. "Most of us have families. If you have your way

we'll never see our families again. Do you think I'm going to put your children ahead of mine?"
"But we can all benefit. No one needs to suffer from this."
"What makes you think they'll miss you? You knew the risks when you signed up for this. 

Whatever misery your family endures is your fault. Your responsibility, Simon. Don't try to pass 
your responsibility onto someone else."

From inside the hoods, the men of the coven stared at Frenzel. They all had families, all had 
children. All of them fathers, brothers, sons. Frenzel appealed to them, to the humans inside the 
hoods.

Karin took a call on her phone. "An SEK back-up's on its way. We have fifteen minutes."
"Why didn't you warn Theo Wenders he was in danger?" said Frieda.
"I don't know," said Frenzel. "I didn't know you were so aware."
"Why didn't he warn you?"
Frenzel cried like an angry child and snatched at the ropes. Fumes from the fires below engulfed 

the bell tower.
"Don't tell me," said Frieda. "He didn't know. After four months did either of you learn 

anything?"
"You're all insane. You're all fucking evil. Fucking evil bastards."
Frieda closed the shutters of the bell tower.
"You're even wrong about that." Karin blew out the only candle. In the concealed corners and 

crevices of the roof, glowing eyes leered down at the captive still wrapped and trapped by the lattice
of the bell tower's strangulating frame.

Frieda's heart thumped in time to the clump of footsteps across the timber floors swept by the 
brushwood of besoms. The coven gathered their waiting broomsticks, paused to allow the energy of
an ancient spell to charge the atmosphere and held on as the besoms twitched angrily. Unable to 
hold back the energy any longer, Frieda's besom sparked and fired forward, blasting through the 
flimsy shuttering of the bell tower window. She launched away from the Ransahlhof, hanging onto 
to the wood tucked under her left shoulder.

Like violent spores pulsing from stone fungus the coven members poured into the light and 
circled the tower, circled the ruined aftermath of the police arrival; the rubble and soot, scattered 
vehicles and ugly black smoke pouring from every ground floor orifice.

And once again Frieda saw him, sat on his backside, shocked and wounded: Kriminalkommissar 



Oliver Tollmann shielding his eyes as she flew like a bird. The others hurtled away to the north and 
the Hunting Tower, but Frieda couldn't resist a closer look. She swooped low, around the shoulder 
of the building and passed over Tollmann's head. A colossal static charge plucked him off the 
ground and dropped him several metres away where he landed in a clumsy bundle. One final look 
over her shoulder, uproarious laughter lost in the scream of the besom’s shockwave and she was off,
darting towards the Hunting Tower, exhilarated and ecstatic.  

She dropped down next to Karin's Mercedes and listened to her conversation over the in-car 
phone. ". . . We've left him in the same place and this time can you dispose of him in a slightly less 
eccentric manner than Wenders? . . . A bet?" She glanced at Frieda. "Yeah, she's here now . . . Well,
if you're confident then get on with it. I don't want to know." She hung up. "You bet they couldn't 
hang Theo Wenders from the Cathedral entrance?"

Frieda nodded and collected her breath. "They're full of shit. We can do this, we can do that. The 
stunt cost me a thousand Euros."

"And how much will this bet cost?"
"Five thousand. But they'll have to pay me this time. I'm sure of that." She lied. She wasn't sure. 

In spite of the challenge these people could be very inventive.



2

"Why are you whispering?" 
Tollmann refused to acknowledge the reason for his whispering, his discretion, his shifty 

behaviour as if engaged in some shady transaction. He wanted to avoid the eyes of another eager 
crowd marshalled to the edge of the Domplatz. Another day, another bunch of early comers, over-
enthusiastic citizen journalists clustered close to the Cathedral. And she was there again, staring at 
him, studying his behaviour and body language. Enjoying his embarrassment. Frieda Schoenhofer 
and the smile she reserved for Tollmann: a curling line of casual cruelty. They shared a common 
experience; one he would never forget. 

The furious noise of a helicopter rising from behind the Cathedral interrupted Tollmann's 
whispering. Next to him, Anders Boorhans followed the trajectory of the helicopter and its 
ludicrous payload. A bodged cylinder of canvas snagged to a makeshift tubular frame hung from the
underside of the chopper.

"You should have taken this threat seriously," shouted Boorhans.
"I know. In hindsight I know."
"It's not hindsight. You were told how dangerous these people were, but you didn't listen. In spite 

of everything. You didn't listen." 
The canvas cylinder struggled in the downdraught of the helicopter. In a moment it would be 

battling the winds tripping across Bamberg's rooftops.
"Power was shifting from Bamberg." Tollmann kicked away a stone. "We assumed the problem 

was in Wurzburg. And I know what you're going to say next. Never assume."
"I don't need to say it then."
"It's okay for you in Belgium. You fly in and out-"
"Spare me the hysterics."
"When Korminsky was killed this lot went quiet. I actually slept at night."
"Lucky you. I haven't slept since 2011."
"No. Must be the guilt of supplying shit intelligence, the pretence that Interpol are here to 

help. . . ."
The crowd's preoccupation with the helicopter and its dangling ghostly cargo only heightened 

Frieda's peculiar apathy to the airborne drama. Twenty-four hours earlier she had told Tollmann to 
focus on the spire and here they all were, another morbid gathering, another gruesome exhibit. 
Bamberg's greedy appetite for weird murders was becoming a daily habit. First, Theo Wenders 
hung above the north door of the Cathedral, and now Simon Frenzel impaled on the Gothic tower, 
ninety metres above the ground.

Boorhans watched. Tollmann watched. The crowd watched. . . . The helicopter buzzed the spire 
and its dreadful ornament, but before Simon Frenzel could be covered up the belligerent winds 
intervened, seized the canvas cylinder and lifted it horizontal. The rotor blades' downdraught tore it 
apart.

"Oh, Jesus." Tollmann turned away and watched a long black car slip through the police cordon.
The crowd photographed the disaster, uploaded the ghoulish images, emailed the excitable 

reactions. Tollmann couldn't stop himself from glancing at his own phone and the rapid leak of 
information into the sewers of the internet. Bamberg's gory farce discharged to a world of ravenous 
voyeurs.

The driver of the black car stood guard, his attention on Boorhans.
"Friend of yours?" said Tollmann.
"No." Boorhans turned his back to the car. "What do you plan to do now?"



"Well, the mountain rescue teams don't want to know. Abseilers can get to the top, but can't lift 
the body off the spike. So, it looks like he'll have to stay there until he decomposes, which shouldn't
take long."

"Three years we've tracked these people and every time we ask dumb bastards like you to take 
over, accept your role, your responsibilities. . . ."

Frieda's smile expanded. The smile of innocence, deliberate calculated innocence like a child who
kills the family pet and challenges the parents to punish her. There she was, on the ground, her 
victim up in the air. Tollmann tried not to think of them having anything in common, but like the 
body on the spire, Frieda remained untouchable. . . .

"Are you listening?" Boorhans clicked his fingers.
"Do you have names?" said Tollmann.
"Excuse me, names?"
"Yes, names, suspects, ringleaders, criminals. Names. Because the only intelligence you've ever 

fed through to us was the information provided by Theo Wenders and him," Tollmann jabbed his 
finger towards the spire. "Everything he ever told us could have been lifted off Wikipedia. He told 
us nothing."

"He told you where they were, what they looked like, where they met."
"They were in Bamberg. They met at the Ransahlhof and they looked like every other citizen of 

Bamberg. Take a look." Tollmann gestured to the crowd. "Tell me which one of those looks like a 
member of a coven. Tell me."

"What about her?" Boorhans selected Frieda.   
Tollmann blinked, but then again Frieda was the only person watching them and not the spire. He 

scrolled through photographs on his phone.
"She . . . is Frieda Schoenhofer. She is trying to buy the assets of Lena Siebert-Neved's business."
"What's stopping her?"
"Rutger Holness. A financial advisor, sees himself as a kind of protector of the Neved's interests."
"So, keep an eye on him. If anything happens to him you have a suspect."
Tollmann laughed.
"What?"
"She doesn't exactly hide. She was here yesterday when Wenders was found." 
Frieda looked directly at Boorhans as if she could hear him talking. Tollmann wondered if they 

knew each other, but that was Frieda. Even if you knew her you didn't know her. You didn't really 
know her, but she knew you.

She made it her mission to know all about you.
"How was she?" said Boorhans.
"Calm. I asked her who she thought was responsible. She said someone above the law."
"And she's right." The driver of the black car continued to wait for Boorhans.
"Is someone from Interpol standing at another crime scene like this?" said Tollmann.
"What does that mean?" 
"The body thrown off the Eiffel Tower. . . ."
"They obviously gave up trying to reach as high as these people."
Tollmann found more images on his phone. "What makes you think they're people." He held up a 

crime scene photograph of Kriminalkommissar Korminsky. Bamberg police detective, murdered 
twelve months earlier. Bite marks to the throat.

-



"The Malandanti investigation would have been shut down, but for Korminsky's murder." 
The black car seated six, but its solitary occupant Leonard Thwaite was too important to share it. 

Too important to drive it, but until cars drove themselves he was forced to endure the presence of a 
driver. And now, forced to endure the presence of Boorhans. Thwaite spoke slowly in the company 
of people he didn't trust, or hadn't made up his mind if he trusted them or not. 

"Seven months I fought to keep that investigation open and then this Korminsky character was 
murdered."

"Tollmann says the Malandanti went quiet after he died," said Boorhans.
"Of course they did. They lost their eyes and ears. What the hell is going on up there?"
Thwaite glared at the helicopter. It hovered a moment too long, too low above the spire, and 

whipped Simon Frenzel's body off its ridiculous hook. The bits and pieces landed in the Domplatz 
with a variety of bloody splats and explosions, scattering the crowd. Frieda stepped back and before
leaving the square offered Tollmann one final shake of the head, one final grin.

"They seem to have regrouped," said Boorhans. "The police here think it's all shifted to 
Wurzburg."

"Maybe it has. What disturbs me, Anders, is how they can place their people inside the EU, 
NATO, the IMF, and yet we can't place two of ours inside their organisation without all this carry 
on."  

The redundant helicopter flew away. The body had been retrieved.
"Do you want me to go to Wurzburg?"
Thwaite groaned, the thick upholstery of his seat groaned with him. "Wurzburg is only thirty 

kilometres away. It's neither here nor there. There's a scandal brewing in Brussels. It'll hit the press 
next month. I want you back in Belgium. Damage limitation. Pick someone up for it. A journalist, 
something like that. Make people look the other way."

-

Once the body bag was unzipped the contents were received with relish, curiosity, resignation, and 
an eagerness to make a start, an impatience to grab a knife. Tollmann never asked how the 
pathologist's mind really worked. The day before, he was almost barged out of the way by a lab 
technician too eager to start cutting into Theo Wender's head. 

But that was Tollmann's impression. Unfamiliar with the environment he found himself staring at 
a corpse for the second day in a row. His colleague Korminsky had the strongest stomach for the 
autopsies until Korminsky became the subject of one. For Tollmann, a body on a slab was an event; 
for the forensics team a routine matter.

"What's the symbol?" Simon Frenzel's forehead had been marked with a complex scar of crossing
lines and triangles. A technician peered at it, took a photograph and stepped away. Tollmann leaned
over the body and studied the symbol. "Can someone take a look online?"

The pathologist pulled him back. "Excuse me."
Forensics had delivered one body bag, half full. The rest of Frenzel's remains occupied the other 

autopsy tables, enduring the fuss and fascination of the technicians. 
Tollmann found a notepad and scribbled the symbol from memory. His partner Heike poked and 

stroked her smartphone. He looked over her shoulder. "Try witchcraft. . . ."
"Witchcraft? You think witches did this? In some places that would be considered 

discrimination." 
No results.
"Wicca?"



The usual signs and symbols scrolled by: the double serpents, the pentagrams, the sun wheels. 
Tollmann checked his notepad.
"Anything else?" said Heike. "What about-"
"Black magic, try black magic." 
Out of the bag, Frenzel's body became the subject of more photographs, taken this time with 

scientific detachment and accuracy. Dr. Heller, who thought the previous day would never be 
repeated, fingered and thumbed the pale fattiness, the purple shoulders; outlined the dull crimson 
eye where the Cathedral spire had punched through the torso. After a series of gestures, grimaces, 
deep breaths and head nods he spoke into his Dictaphone.

The conclusions, serious trauma to the abdominal region, catastrophic haemorrhaging. . . .  
Tollmann rolled his eyes. "I hate to interrupt you at this delicate moment, but may I ask you about 
the wound?"

Dr. Heller held the Dictaphone at arms length and clicked the pause button. "The wound?"
"The wound on the torso. Can we establish from that if he was dead when they carried him up 

there, or did the impalement kill him."
Dr. Heller pursed his lips. 
Tollmann asked again. "I know it's too early to be conclusive, but you've had time to examine the 

body out in the Domplatz. Do you have any initial ideas?"
"Possibly dead before. May I continue?"
"Yes. Yeah you can." Tollmann turned back to Heike.
"Come on, let them get on with it. Anything on there?"
"No." Heike had searched witchcraft, Wicca, black magic, black magick, magick, sorcery, 

alchemy, paganism, pagans, Bamberg, Bamberg symbol, symbol of Bamberg, cults, religious cults, 
religious groups, hermetic beliefs, occult, occult symbol. . . .

"Don't look on Pinterest," Tollmann said. "There's nothing on Pinterest. Come on, we're already 
late."

And so the pathologist and his team were left to fiddle and snip, saw and slice, with Dr. Heller 
mumbling into his Dictaphone as the camera clicked and recorded the sloppy visceral mystery. 

Outside, in the freezing rawness of October, Tollmann could breath again without worrying about
the atomized bits of Frenzel's remains drifting down his throat. Bamberg's blustery avenues 
provided a comforting lungful of diesel fumes, inert and uninfected. 

"Theo Wenders didn't have the mark on his head like that," said Heike.
"No."
"Why was that? Different killer, groups competing with one another?"
"No, I think they've finished. I think their business here is done. God, I hope so. Do me a favour. 

Check your phone again for that symbol. Try Interpol."
Heike hesitated.
"It's a long shot, I know, but they're rotten to the core." Heike tapped. "They're more interested in 

shutting down Assange and Wikileaks than serious crime."
"Doesn't look like anything. Surprise, surprise."
Tollmann walked away without waiting for Heike to catch up. "Put someone like Edward 

Snowden on the radar and they pull out every stop. Why is that?"
"Why is that what?"
"They're more interested in keeping people quiet than making people talk."
"I thought the NSA wanted Snowden?"
"NSA, Interpol, MI6, BND, they all function the same way. Shut down political opposition, hide 

corruption and let us deal with the real criminals."



"And I bet you think 9/11 was the Illuminati."
Tollmann pulled up. "Who needs the Illuminati? Who needs an urban myth when you have 

Interpol."
"You're letting Boorhans get to you."
"No." Tollmann's voice became audible above the traffic. "I thought things were shutting down. I 

thought this problem was Wurzburg's problem, but no. It's come back. Find that fucking symbol."

- 

Tollmann had the task of repeating his theory before an investigation committee convened to 
establish how the police were reacting to the killings. Bamberg's local media called it a plague; 
southern Germany's regional media tossed around phrases like Bamberg's curse and Bamberg's 
problem, as if there was something uniquely Bambergian about Cathedrals and murdered men. 
Headlines in national media outlets took a more aloof approach, less hysterical, almost joking. 
Terrorists reach new heights said more about Bild than events in Bamberg.

Tollmann and Heike barged through an excitable pack of reporters outside the police 
headquarters. They parried a verbal assault, fought off the cameras and microphones and arrived at 
the door of the committee hearing. 

"Jesus, I hate doors," Tollmann said. Inside the room another crowd waited for him, sitting 
around an oval table, not a friendly face in sight and only the politest of welcomes before he was 
flung into an interrogation of his own.

"Who are your chief suspects. . . ?"
"How many lines of enquiry are you following. . . ?"
"When will we see arrests. . . ?"
"How do you explain the second killing. . . ?"
"In your opinion, who might be doing this. . . ?"
"Someone above the law." Tollmann's answer surprised everyone sitting opposite. They waited 

for him to continue. He offered his hands, his empty hands.
"Above the law?"
Tollmann could sense Heike waiting for his explanation. "We have lost the only two people with 

access to this group-"
"The Malandanti?"
Tollmann winced. "That was always an informal name for the investigation. We know these 

people don't refer to themselves as Malandanti. What we do know is that they are a cellular 
structure. The group operating in Bamberg don't know anyone from any other part of the 
organisation. Not by name. That's why Simon Frenzel couldn't provide any useful intelligence.     
The names of the other coven members were false. They never checked out."

"And what about Theo Wenders?"
"Theo Wenders was an intermediary. He received the information from Frenzel, passed it on to 

Interpol who fed it back to us. Interpol didn't want Frenzel talking directly to police. Wenders was 
like a family friend. They could talk in private."

"And now their families are in danger."
If only Tollmann could reassure them, give them the guarantees they wanted to hear, but 

guarantees died with Korminsky the year before. 
"Are they safe or not?"
Tollmann struggled for a preamble. "It's not so simple. Before Korminsky was murdered all our 

safe houses and protection programmes were compromised. We're still trying to build up a new 



infrastructure."
"But the protection is needed now."
"Well, unfortunately I can't work miracles. Korminsky was corrupt. The whole department is 

corrupt-"
"Oli!" Heike's whisper attracted everyone's attention.
"Organised crime only works when there are people on the inside." Tollmann ignored the sound 

of coughing and scraping chairs. Everyone in the room discovered an itch that needed scratching, 
but Tollmann's valve had blown and Heike couldn't stop him.

"I can't trust my own colleagues, my own superiors-"
"One of your colleagues is sitting next to you."
"Interpol can't be trusted. There is intense pressure to shut down the Malandanti investigation. 

Why is that? Three times I've been told to back off investigating this person and that person. . . ."
"Who?"
"Walther Primke, the developer, Gerda Mannershelm, the magistrate. . . ."
Eight people objected to the accusation. "Wait, hang on. . . . If you have suspicions, Oliver, you 

go through the channels. . . ."
"I've tried to go through the fucking channels. . . . "
"There are procedures, due process. . . ."
"Fuck them." Tollmann stabbed the table with his finger. A sharp pain shot up his hand. "They 

use the procedures to stop me doing my job."
"Calm down, Oli." Heike was part of the rot. Part of the problem.
"I won't calm down. These people have to know. You've experienced it yourself. You were 

threatened with a charge if you approached Gerda Mannershelm with questions."
"Is this true?"
Heike nodded. She held her phone underneath the table to continue searching for the symbol on 

Frenzel's head.
"Let's take a break for a couple of minutes."
Toilet breaks and a hunt for coffee left Tollmann alone with Heike and Jan Matheus, the leader of

Bamberg's business group. He waited for the door to close itself. 
"Why did you suspect Walther Primke?"
"With all due respect, Herr Matheus, I'm not sure why you're asking. I'm not sure I want to tell 

you."
"I ask because his business is doing very well. His competitors are going to the wall. They tell me

the banks won't lend to them, but they lend to Walther."
"We think he had information on a senior manager at Bayerische Investmentfonds. He had access 

to money like it came out of the taps. He could build where he wanted."
"His competitors had a lot of trouble with their planning applications."
The door opened and the room started to fill with people interested in Tollmann and Matheus' 

discussion.
"I was asking how they got him up there," said Matheus. "Up on the spire."
"I've no idea." Tollmann sat down and waited for the meeting to resume, but his suspicions were 

unsettled. Suspicions going back to the moment when Korminsky was killed along with another 
officer. Korminsky bitten in the throat, his colleague's head torn off. The trouble started then and 
concluded with Simon Frenzel being hauled to the top of the Gothic tower. And connections to the 
rock band Toten Herzen, lurid rumours of vampirism, became colourful local gossip. The brief 
appearance of the Toten Herzen effect was mercifully short, with only two people murdered and the
burning down of a house belonging to a prominent business woman. One more bit of tittle-tattle for 



the guidebooks, but when the pragmatic power brokers of the city sat at the table Tollmann felt 
neutered, unable to say what he thought. Bringing vampirism into the discussion would only make 
him look even more deranged.

"I've come here from the autopsy," he said. "We can be pretty sure Frenzel was dead before he 
was impaled on the spire. But you saw how difficult it was to get a helicopter up there. You can't 
climb the spire carrying a body."

"I think we're getting nowhere," said Matheus. "We're not here to find out who did this, we're here
to tell you to get on top of this problem. Your priority is to safeguard the families of Simon Frenzel 
and Theo Wenders. I'll have some discreet conversations, try to allay your fears. But Oliver, quit the
conspiracy theories. We know about Korminsky's corruption. It ended with him. Local people are 
scared. We all want answers and we look to you to find those answers."

Heike had found one of the answers.
"Something wrong, Oliver?" said Matheus.
"No. Forensics information. I asked if the victim was . . . you know, dead before he was taken up 

the spire." Tollmann took Heike's note, ". . . apparently he was." He stared at the heavy 
handwriting.

SYMBOL REPRESENTS LUCIFER



3

At the periphery of Jankel Farm, on a lightless patch of scorched earth beneath a copse of ancient 
yew trees, two sprites danced and jigged, bouncing to the throb of rock music. And when they 
recognised the words they sang along:

I'll meet you on the other side
If you make it that far, yeah

You can make it to the other side
If you sign your life away
Sign your life away, yeah

The merriment stopped when the bushes bristled, the scrub parted and Jennifer Enzo thrashed her 
way out of a clinging embrace of thorns and thicket. She carried a bloodstained knife, a black 
cockerel and an astonished glare of ill intent. 

"Look what I found." She waved the confused cockerel in front of her. It quivered and blasted a 
cry of avian shock.

"How wicked is that?" Jenzo attempted a few words in cockerel, but her new friend didn't 
understand the blubbering string of chicken vocabulary.

"Let it go," said Ruby Summer. "Or you gonna tell us you're more scared of him than he is of 
you?"

"What can we call him?"
"Christopher."
"Christopher? What sort of a name is that for a cockerel." Jenzo noticed the bruise below Shalini 

Mithra's temple. "Who punched you?"
Ruby had accidentally whacked her with a wine bottle when the dancing became too robust. 

Dazed herself from a second bottle of Cabernet Sauvignon, she was rubbing the swollen eye socket 
with a handkerchief.

Jenzo shoved the bird's beak into Shalini's face. "Kiss it better, Christopher, go on. . . ." Shalini 
swatted the bird away.

"We should have won an award for it, Jenzo." Ruby  swiped Shalini's bottle of champagne. "It's 
why we're out here. We can award ourselves, give the arseholes in there . . . something." One 
champagne bottle between three was never going to last very long. The final drop fell out of the 
bottle into Ruby's eye. 

"You're right," Jenzo said. "We excelled ourselves. We reached new heights. Bild were spot on. 
We reached new heights. The Bamberg Award for Disposal. And I tell you something else," the 
three of them huddled around the cockerel, "they're all shit scared of us now."

"All of them," said Shalini to the bird. "Last year no one gave me the time of day, this year. . . ."
"This year what?"
"Dunno."
Had the music been a little quieter they would have heard Sam the Man calling for them to come 

indoors. Instead, he approached deep into the darkness, into the audio epicentre until he was close 
enough to touch Ruby on the shoulder. Jenzo saw his creeping silhouette homing in on Ruby, but 
said nothing. The touch of hand followed by a yew-felling shriek was just what she expected.

"You need to come inside. The Wishlist is ready." 
Jenzo handed Sam an empty champagne bottle and a puzzled cockerel. "Look after Christopher 

for us."



"What am I supposed to do with this?"
"Cook it, take the eggs, milk it, I don't know. What do other people do with black cockerels?" She

cantered off towards the barn. "You're the witch, Sam, use your imagination."
For Jenzo, Shalini and Ruby, in their current state - a wine and champagne potion of ecstasy and 

vertigo - no door was too wide. They crashed into the frame of the barn and gathered up their 
discarded shoes.

"Where are mine?" said Shalini. She was still wearing them.

-

Tonight the barn was conference centre, ballroom, chapel and brothel in one 17th Century high 
beamed venue. The barn last played host to a herd of animals six years ago. A new multi-purpose 
cattle shed and milking unit allowed the Jankel family to diversify, to kick out the cows and use the 
old outbuilding for other more lucrative purposes. 

And now the Wishlist ceremony was held on a farm for the first time after years of draughty 
handovers in remote forests. The barn had been modernised. New timbers, sandblasted stone, 
bleached wood flooring. The complex geometry of the roof beams straddling the cavernous volume 
with ecclesiastical grandeur. 

The guests turned out with equal splendour. Adorned and embellished with their couture purses,  
wristwatches and cuff links, they met the challenge of the occasion. Added the right amount of 
pomp to the ceremony. They were financiers, media barons, coiffed accountants and gold dusted 
editors. Rich, famous (in their own worlds); stomachs tucked in, breasts pushed up. A walking 
catalogue of plastic surgery and miraculous hair colouring. 

"They think we're the dancers," said Gregor Schevchuk. Jenzo came alongside to hear more. 
"They've been wondering what routine we'll be doing." 

"Let's hope they're not disappointed. Mind you, you get what you pay for and they haven't paid to 
be here."

"They can't figure out why there's no band."
"Where would they play?" Shalini tried to focus on the far wall. "It looks like a death metal gig."
Gregor joined the other members of the forty-nine gently pushing aside any guests too slow to 

realise the floor now belonged to someone else. It belonged to the dancers.
Ahead of them a simple table draped in cloth embroidered with fantastic symbols, mythological 

beasts, alchemists and a distant castle beneath the sun's rays of gold thread. The forty-nine's block 
of seven by seven opposed a line of thirteen coven members, the hosts, the organisers. A black line 
of unidentified figures, each wearing dark robes embossed with coiling snakes and hoods directing 
attention to the raging image of Baphomet painted onto the wall of the barn.

The faceless leader of the coven stepped forward.
"I would like to thank everyone for accepting our invitation to be here. Tonight is a special 

occasion for us and our organisation and a chance, not only to celebrate the achievements of the 
past year, but also to look ahead to the challenges of the coming months.

"For those of you unfamiliar with this event, and that includes everyone of you standing around 
the room, our purpose tonight is to present our special affiliates with a challenge. A challenge to 
which they have responded with incredible determination and thoroughness in previous years." 

Sam the Man had abandoned the cockerel and was stood by himself to the far left of the altar. He 
wore his own robes and hood, but made no gesture to acknowledge the coven leader as he continued
to address the silent room.

"Our forty-nine friends are truly gifted, gifted in ways you will never be able to comprehend. 



You, our select guests this evening, should offer them a sign of respect." A reluctant round of 
applause fluttered from the assembly. Jenzo sighed and smirked.

"And now I call upon one of you to step forward and accept the Wishlist for the coming year."
Gregor stepped forward illuminated by a candle carried by the woman next to him. Across the 

altar he took a slim leather bound volume from the coven leader, nodded, turned and in the light of 
the candle, opened the volume and scanned the pages and the list of names. He pursed his mouth, 
raised an eyebrow, shook his head. Every turn of the page invoked another response. A quiet laugh, 
a wide grin.

"I've seen all his films," he said. The woman took a look for herself. "We'll be doing the world a 
favour killing him." He waited for the polite babble of laughter to settle and closed the volume. His 
jovial expression blackened. Jenzo always felt herself to be in the presence of great wickedness 
when Gregor's eyes narrowed and his features were drawn tight by his emerging menace. He looked
across the heads of the forty-nine and said, "Our work can begin again."

There was a moment of hesitance. In the polite interlude Jenzo heard the guests whispering.
"Are they going to move?"
"Is that it?"
No, that wasn't it. The main event was about to start. If they could only keep their silence for one 

more minute, resist the need to scratch, hold back on the wine. If only they could hold their tongues.
Gregor stamped his foot. The others followed the signal with a collective stomp that shook the 

floor, disturbing the candles and extinguishing the flames. Now the darkness took hold and the 
guests, powered by impatience and lubricated by wine, filled the void with hushed chatter.

"Are they foreign?"
"Leonore would love to see this."
No, she wouldn't. Gregor stamped his foot again. The others replied, more vigorous, more 

determined, a single collective stomp with a dry reverberation around the roof of the barn. And they
waited. . . . They waited.

They waited.
Jenzo looked forward to this moment. The final moment of peace, the solitary pause when the 

earth gathered itself. The electricity of expectation thumped in her chest. The temperature soared 
and a bead of perspiration slipped down the side of her face.

At last, the answer.
A distant horn droned, a distant horn way beyond the fields surrounding the farm. The pigs 

clamoured to escape the pens. The dairy herd moaned. Chickens babbled. Horses replied, grunting 
and stumbling in the stables; they would be on the front line when the visitation swept in from the 
eastern horizon. 

Jenzo whispered, "Hear the call, the distant call that says we're on our way." Her mouth was dry.
The horn sounded again, close enough to deflect off the farm buildings and rattle the loose fittings

of the cowshed and the feed store. Hooves scraped the cobbles of the yard, scrambled up the walls, 
rattled across the roofs and thumped down the compacted clay of the tracks until they were gone, as
violent as a hailstorm, as brief as a snowflake landing on warm earth. The animals settled once 
more.

A single knock on the barn door. A mere tap, but in the long humid silence, in the gathering steam
and sulphurous stench, it was enough to usher the guests away from the walls of the barn. 

The knock sounded again with more impatience, with more threat and the guests shunted forward 
with more urgency. Jenzo heard a deep scratch of timber, a rough line scored along the length of the
barn. 

Three heavy knocks. Jenzo whispered again, "Who amongst you will open the door?"



No one dared. Footsteps shuffled. Clothing ruffled, jewellery chinked against wine glasses 
gripped by nervous guests holding their breath in the hope the caller would go away. 

No one would open the door.
Even when the knock became a frantic hammering, when the walls vibrated with the clatter of 

hands and the roof shook under a new stampede, no one dared open the door.
Even when the smoke, the sulphurous smoke, writhed in the turbulence, pushing the mist of sweat

around the heads of the guests disturbed and tripping, clambering over each other until a pile of 
bodies choked and gagged, the door remained closed. 

"Who amongst you will let us in?"
Above the fist banging and the hoof clattering a man cried out, his voice strangulated until he 

cawed like a crow. A woman screamed. A deformed knot of limbs scuttled in front of Jenzo's legs. 
When she closed her eyes she was free to fill a blank canvas with her own scenes of demonic 
bedlam. Possession, torment, disfigurement, torture, the wretched activity concealed by smothering 
cloud. Every year she closed her eyes and guided her hands over the imaginary landscape, daubing 
great washes of agonised red and crimson. Her mental canvas filled with fabulous birds and 
amazing creatures, and human beings bent and broken, faces convulsed, their own hands tearing at 
their own flesh, grabbing for their innards, pulling themselves inside out. . . .

The floor around Jenzo churned with the liquefying filth of bodies from which an arm reached out
and gripped her knee. She stared down at the shady outline of a man with shoulders turned back to 
front, legs spread like a spider. Through the haze she recognised the crooked features of the crooked
Luxembourger Alain Gaumont wriggling around on the back of his shoulders, gawping through 
blackened eyes. His mouth gasped until the jaw cracked and split apart. Jenzo kicked his arm away. 
She didn't want her expensive boots smeared with Gaumont's bloody palm prints.

"Who amongst you will step forward now?" The barn door exploded and those guests not yet 
consumed by the possessing demons surged towards freedom like termites. 

Completion of the painting would have to wait another year. There was more work to do.

-

On the outside of the barn a flight of stone steps climbed into the dense cloud covering the farm. A 
body slumped against the wooden rail at the top. Jenzo dashed up the steps and found the body of 
an old man, dead to the night. His face moulded by possession  into a gasp of agony.

"My, what big eyes you have, grand papa," she said before wedging her foot against the body and 
heaving it off the step. It flailed and almost landed on Ruby's head who stepped back just in time. 
"Sorry, didn't see you standing there."

"You'll be needing a hand with that."
Jenzo jumped down the steps. "I'm not carrying it. Not tonight."
Ruby clapped her hands. Two miniature figures scurried out of the cloud towards the body and 

poked it, rolled the lifeless head, examined the silver watch and emerald ring.
"Take it to the dump." Ruby pointed towards a tractor and trailer where several bodies had 

already been dumped on the back. "Take it there and you can keep the jewellery."
The figures showed eagerness and hauled the body towards the tractor. 
"Quite a long list this year," said Ruby.
"I haven't looked at it yet."
"I put a claim on Adrian Mellor, you know the ex-MI6 guy?"
"Oh, yeah. Heavily guarded these days, isn't he?"
"Should make it all the more interesting."



The figures pulled and tugged at the jewellery before lobbing the body onto the trailer. Gregor 
leaned on the wall of the pig pens and called, "Bring out your dead."

"Strong for their size," said Jenzo. 
"Did they. . . ?" Gregor flapped his arms and whistled.
"What does that mean?"
"In Bamberg? Up the spire?"
"Trade secret," said Ruby. "Who's in the pen, Gregor?"
He glanced over his shoulder at the rabble of men and women tied together. "A few media 

executives, some journalists. The usual shit."
"The closest you'll ever come to being famous, Gregor, you fucking left handed weirdo."
Gregor never responded to Rose's baiting, or Jenzo's, or Shalini's when she was around. For all of 

them the presentation of the Wishlist was the starting gun for another year-long race to excess and 
gratuitous competition. And he loved it. They loved it. The challenge, the planning, the drama and 
theatre. Jenzo almost respected him for his attention to detail, his deranged imagination and lateral 
thinking. 

She winked at the grinning Ukrainian. "Who've you bagged on the list?"
He put his finger to his lips. "That'll be my surprise. Watch and wait."

-

With the hard work complete Jenzo could settle down and enjoy a late evening stroll with her 
incubus. He held her hand and carried the wine, the dry heat of his body insulating her against the 
briskness of a cool unsettled breeze.

"Drink." On her command the attendant devil held the wine bottle to her lips.
She took a swig and resumed her story. "But Galfino, you never answer me with a direct answer. 

You. . . . No, that's answer twice in the same sentence. You never answer me with a direct reply. 
Still doesn't sound right. You never reply to me with a straight answer. Yeah, go with that."

When the clouds shifted the moonlight swiped the garden and glowing groups of locked lovers 
decorated nocturnal flower beds and writhed on monochrome lawns. Jenzo recognised the horned 
outline of Shalini's incubus pumping and thrusting.

"So romantic in the half light," she said to her own partner. He offered the bottle again. "Why 
thank you, good Sir Incubus."

One circuit of the path through the vegetable plot equated to one chapter (with revisions). And 
after the wine bottle was emptied and the incubus's hands had been lifted and knocked away Jenzo 
finally surrendered to his attention. Below the jaggedy canopy of an old contorted apple tree she 
mounted her partner and rode him until she was out of breath.

Jenzo moved away from the tender shelter of the apple tree and was straddled across a stone wall 
when Virginia Bruck found her. The waiting witch politely directed her attention towards a nearby 
outbuilding.

"Don't . . . mind . . . us." The incubus paused and listened for an instruction. "It's that time of the 
night when the passionate stuff gives way to something a bit rougher." Jenzo detached herself from 
the devil. "This had better be important."

"I need to speak to you in private." Virginia played with the long hood of her ceremonial outfit 
and exchanged a disapproving look with the incubus and its accusatory member pointing at her.

"Go and bite someone," Jenzo ordered. "We'll carry on later." The incubus lumbered away. "They
don't like being interrupted and neither do I for that matter."

"All the rumours I've heard about this ceremony appear to be true."



"The whole world is like this every weekend, Virginia."
"So I believe."
"What do you want?"
Virginia waited a moment as if the issue was no longer important. "A colleague of mine heard a 

comment." She brushed the fabric of her hood. "It worried her."
"Toughen up." Jenzo's legs almost gave way as she clambered down the from the wall. "What do 

you mean comment?"
"Something and nothing, an offhand comment-"
"So, what's the problem?" 
"One or two of the coven members are not sure it was as innocent as it sounded."
"You said yourself it was offhand. Something and . . . something, what was it again?"
"One of your colleagues was disappointed. Disappointed because there would be no one on the 

list from the upper covens. Again."
"So what?"
"What did they mean?"
"How do I know? Is that it? You interrupted me in my hour of need to tell me that?"
Virginia tutted and slapped the hood against her leg. "Is that how you lot feel about us?"
"Gosh, I say, Ginny. I've always thought of you as, well, rather dashing actually. Top ho and all 

that, up the chaps, what?" She wondered where the incubus had gone. Her own rugged Anglo-
Saxon consonants and northern Italian vowels came rolling back. "All those Pierres and Gudruns. 
Mind you, you never made it to the main coven did you, Ginny? All these years, still stuck in the 
second division-"

"We're all well aware of what you lot are capable of. We trust you not to turn on us and comments
such as those threaten that trust."

"It was just a comment. Just a-"
"Jennifer, try to focus for a few more minutes. When . . . if your colleagues decide to turn on us 

the integrity of the whole movement will be compromised."
He wasn't coming back. The incubus would be on top of someone else by now. Jenzo turned to 

Virginia and took her hood. It was sturdier than she imagined it would be and when she pulled it 
over her head the ambient aroma of Chanel filled her nostrils.

"Why would a member of the main coven be on the Wishlist. Look, let me lead you around, show
you what's going on here. It might open your eyes. God knows you can't see much out of one of 
these hoods. You all look like the Ku Klux Klan." Virginia refused Jenzo's hand. "I don't bite. . . ." 
But she still wouldn't accept her hand. 

-

High up the wall of the barn, almost tucked under the eaves of the roof, a door opened onto a 
narrow balcony. The ceremony had cleared and the only remaining guest, laid out on the makeshift 
altar, was being folded backwards by a second subhuman form.

"This is your first time here, isn't it?" Jenzo said. "You'll hear the bones break and then the imp 
will start to turn him inside out."

Virginia couldn't take her eyes off the demonic taxidermist. "What is it doing? It made no 
incision. . . ."

"Don't go getting all scientific about it. I've never asked how it's done. But he's on the altar 
because he's a descendent."

There weren't many of them, descendants: the living relatives of the duke-bishops and 



chamberlains, the counts and princes, the magistrates and Inquisitors of the 17th Century witch 
trials. But occasionally, either by luck or perseverance, one would be found, in a remote corner of 
the EU Commission or a research post at one of Europe's universities. The family tree would be 
verified and then, if they weren't on the Wishlist, they'd receive their invite to the following year's 
presentation and sacrificed on the altar. The forty-nine always reconnected them to their ecclesiastic
heritage.

From half way down the steps the view reached into an old dog kennel. "Over there," Jenzo 
pointed at two figures, "they should have been looking after the money of the New York covens. 
Every year we meet accountants and financiers, investors, speculators who think it's easy money, 
who don't believe the tales and rumours about the people who own the money they're trusted with."

"I know all about it." Virginia refused to look at the two men having their flesh picked and pecked
by two demonic scavengers. "The FBI turn them like pancakes. There's no loyalty in the modern 
world." 

"Hey, don't you find the symbolism a nice touch?" Jenzo said. "Taking our pound of flesh."
"Mm. Very commendable." 
Across the yard was the pig pen abandoned by Gregor and left to the swooping buzz of a swarm 

of insects. The men and women in the middle had been stripped and tied together. "You think you 
have the media on your side." Jenzo leaned on the wall and watched the captives ducking and 
squirming as the insects went for the eyes. "Marcy Kirschner." The woman looked up when Jenzo 
called.

Virginia knew the name. "Is that her? I didn't know she was here."
"Still thinks she can take over Conde Nast. After you were put in place at Hearst, it still wasn't 

enough. You went and commissioned all those exposes."
Kirschner lifted her head to answer and lost an eye to an eager demon the size of a large 

dragonfly. "They never learn," Jenzo said.
"Can we move on." Virginia's skin was losing its daylight pallor, turning greyish and morbid.
"But there's so much to see, Ginny." Jenzo skipped over the cobbles, kicking up small sheafs of 

hay, grabbing a stray stem and jabbing it into the corner of her mouth. "Oi gots a lot a show 'er." 
She squeezed Virginia's backside. "Owz about a roll in the 'ayloft, eh?"

The pace quickened away from Jenzo's roving hands. Behind the main barn giant lamps glowed 
in the faces of trussed up politicians and their advisers. The allies who had turned political colour 
now faced the bleaching, burning spotlight head on, face first.

"You seem to have too much time on your hands," Virginia covered her eyes. "It's all a bit too 
gratuitous for me." 

An extension of the barn offered shade and the opportunity to talk without distraction. "I need a 
personal favour," said Virginia.

"Do you?" Jenzo pulled off the hood and handed it back.
"I need you to ask questions. At Raiena."
Jenzo lifted her chin and peered over her cheekbones. "You want to take me to Raiena? You will 

let me out again, won't you?"
"Of course I will. I want to make use of your . . . interrogation techniques."
"Is that a euphemism for something? Or a synonym?"
"What? It doesn't matter. I want you to ask some questions."
"Oh, yeah, I can do that. Vot ees your name?"
"Spare me the clichés, Jennifer."
"Should I wear a monocle? Or. . . ." Jenzo pulled a long bladed knife from her waistband and 

pushed it against her cheek, "a scar. I could have one of those scars the villains always have."



Virginia eased the knife aside. "No need to go that far, Jennifer. Just ask the questions."
She tapped the blade against Virginia's nose. "I have a question for you, Ginny. What's in it for 

me?"
"Sadistic satisfaction, I suppose. . . ."
They heard a rustle of straw and the slow creak of the door. The backlit silhouette of a female 

figure crept towards them. A succubus separated from the nearby merriment was bringing its 
voluptuous danger to some other victim. She crossed a diagonal beam of moonlight and Jenzo 
recognised the scorched and scarred face. 

"What do you want?"
The succubus stopped. Transfixed by Virginia she offered her a severed hand. 
"Should I be worried," said Virginia.
"Go back out there. Find another hand to go with the one you've got there. Go and find Gregor."
The figure hissed in Virginia's face and waved the severed hand. 
"You won't want that," said Jenzo. "Go back outside!"
Bristling and twitching the succubus lurched forward, forced Virginia into one of the stalls and 

left a blood-smeared kiss on her mouth. Jenzo grabbed the demon's matted hair and pulled her away
in a demented struggle of spitting and cursing. "I'm not sure what to say. . . . I should apologise, but 
I actually think that was quite funny."

Virginia cleaned her face with a handkerchief. The succubus sprang onto a ladder and laughed. 
"You're trying my patience. Get out."  
She kicked the ladder away. The succubus dropped in front of Jenzo and grinned. Gregor had this 

view, this panting proximity, on a frequent basis: the brittle nose, sharp lips, angular jawbone 
descending from the ears to a prominent chin like a devilish almond. The eyes had been beautiful 
once, but like the skin were scratched and raw. The lips parted and her tongue slipped through a 
display of serrated teeth.

She dropped the severed hand, pulled her shoulders back and made a great display of pushing 
Jenzo aside.

"They're such hard work. You think we're trouble. Mind you if I was in a fight I'd want one of 
those on my side." The succubus lashed the door with her tail as she swaggered outside. 

Virginia leaned back against a timber column. "Spare five or six for me."
"Succubi?"
"Humans. I want to take some of them back to Raiena. Five or six."
Gregor's arrival startled Virginia. 
"She's gone," said Jenzo.
"Gone?"
"Came and went. Gave Ginny a good seeing to and left."
Gregor scanned Virginia. "Did she say anything?"
"Of course she didn't say anything. She doesn't talk."
"Yes, she does," Gregor confided to Virginia. "You should hear the way she purrs."
"How positively endearing."
"Oh, I say. You're one of those awfully posh English gals." He kissed the back of her hand. 

"Enchente, Madam."
"Fuck off," said Jenzo. "Ginny and I were having a private chat. Go and pucker up with 

Catwoman."
"Okay, I'm going. I know when I'm not wanted." He backed his way out of the barn with a 

flourish of his hand.
"Are you all like this?" said Virginia.



"No. Some of us are quite mad." Jenzo sat on the ladder and picked her nails with the knife. "You 
gonna tell me more about Riaena?"

"How do you do it?"
"Do what?"
"Control these things, these demons and devils or whatever they are?"
"Tell me about Raiena first." 
Like everyone on the periphery of the covens, Jenzo had a patchy understanding of Raiena. The 

concrete blocks and bunkers in a forbidden Hungarian forest released toxic rumours and anecdotes. 
Contradictory anecdotes. Confirmed eye-witness accounts were non-existent.

"What do you want to know?"
"Everything."
"That would take a long time."
"Does anyone ever come out alive?"
Virginia captured Jenzo's attention with a stare. "No."
"What about the people who work there. Who are they?"
"It's not important."
"I heard they don't get out alive either."
Virginia had a very intense stare. . . . "That's not true."
"Glad to hear it. How did you get involved?"
"Does it really matter?"
"You asked me about the demons. That knowledge is currency, but what I will tell you, it takes 

skill, risk and dedication."
"The Abramelin procedure?"
"What do you know about it?" Jenzo pointed the knife. "A lot of people have the wrong 

impression of the Abramelin."
"It's the only way to control demons. Isn't it?"
"The Abramelin is for god-botherers who want the influence of evil out of their lives. But there 

are alternatives. Variations. You're a scientist, Ginny. Don't dabble in my world."
"Don't ask questions about mine and I won't ask questions about yours."
"Good." Jenzo leapt from the ladder and headed outside. "Tell me when you're ready to leave." 

The knife held at arms length glinted in the artificial light of the farmyard. "Once more unto the 
breach, for Harry and St. George and all that other shit. . . ."



4

Raiena welcomed all its visitors with equal severity: a jarring touchdown onto a short runway 
glossy with early morning ice; a brutal bulwark of concrete slabs, stained by winter and punctuated 
with emaciated watchtowers and floodlights; and a welcoming party of uniformed guards who 
directed the shackled and manacled guests towards the facility's entrance. The narrow black maw of
the outer wall opened upwards like a deliberate yawn.

This was the business end of Raiena, the tradesman's entrance, the forbidding endpoint of a route 
from plane to building, cold to warm, life to death. Around the perimeter a deep grey forest of pine 
and larch stood back as if fearful of being dragged inside, dragged through the portal and into the 
unknown promise of Raiena's reputation. 

The procession shuffled through the snow like an obedient line of circus animals. Clothed, 
unclothed, captor, captive, tugged through a silent mob of male and female faces framed by kevlar 
helmets and chin straps. Jenzo detected a discreet twitch of fear in the throat of some of the guards. 
A worried double take, a suspicion passing from helmet to helmet. Apparently, some of the visitors 
were unexpected.

Once through the portal, the world transformed from sour cement to brightened ceramics, but the 
extreme whiteness of over polished tiles was not the light of hope, but examination. The rattling 
clatter of the visitors played a rough rhythm alongside the percussion of exploding locks. An alarm 
gargled, a red light pulsed, the portal clasped its jaw shut. The visitors had arrived.

Jenzo presented her ID. A temporary rectangle of milled aluminium. No name, no signature, no 
clue to her identity. Her ID converted to an encrypted string of numbers known only to the 
algorithm buried in the servers, which were themselves buried in a mountain in northern Hungary. 

"Where are we?"
"What?"
Willem Friedrich blinked and asked again. "Where are we?"
"You're on vacation." Jenzo grabbed the handcuffs and pulled him down a new fluorescent 

corridor. "I've heard this place is the place to come to get rid of a hangover."
Friedrich's hangover made its excuses somewhere over Austria when the five survivors from 

Jankel Farm realised the ride home was taking a long detour.
"You bit me, on the plane," said Jenzo.
"That was an accident."
"Well, accident or not that's why I'm personally escorting you to a room where we have a special 

machine that can flay you alive."
"That isn't funny."
"I wasn't being funny, I was being sort of cartoon-villainish. You know like in the movies the bad 

guys always say things like 'for you eet ees time to die.' I know them all. 'What do you want, 
Blofeld? I vont you to die, Meester Bond.'"

"You're insane."
"I can do the laugh too." An erratic howl, part cackle, part yodel, hammered off the tiled walls. 
"You were having a good time at the farm. Was that Barbara Ronson from the World Bank you 

were humping? People couldn't reach the salad buffet because of you two."
"Is she here?"
"No. We buried her. Don't worry, she was already dead."
Friedrich snatched at his handcuffs, trying to use his weight to free himself. He almost dragged 

Jenzo off her feet, but she hung on, grabbed the chain with both hands and heaved him against the 
wall. 



"You don't get out enough," she said. "It's nice here, you'll like it." The door plugging the corridor
hissed and opened with a deep clunk. "You're just in time for the karaoke."

Behind her four others, including Ruby and Gregor, filtered through the various check points and 
secure doors, exchanging stares and surprised expressions with the facility guards. They stepped 
back as Jenzo came through. "What's the matter with you lot? You never seen a devil worshipper 
before?" 

They progressed deeper into a second world of rock tunnelled through walls made wet with the 
geological seepage of surface water. A world of acrid background aromas and chilled air molecules.
Breath lingered like a phantom. 

Five cells had been reserved for the guests. Five concrete boxes with scorched and blistered walls.
Jenzo checked the number and shoved Friedrich inside. "Sorry it isn't en suite."

The adjacent cube housed two facility men staring at a line of security monitors and a full length 
one-way screen overlooking Friedrich pacing from corner to corner in his empty cell. 

"Have you ever received a parcel and when you opened the enormous box the contents were just a
tiny thing rolling around inside?"

The two men said nothing.
"Maybe it's just me."
Virginia Bruck joined Friedrich. Still wearing her black coven outfit she stood back from the man

and studied his embarrassment, waited for him to stop pushing against the wall and face her.
"She's trouble," said Jenzo. "I'll bet you fifty Euros she never says please."
Virginia spoke. "Confirm your name?"
"Willem Friedrich."
"Okay. You are Chief Investment Director for Zurich Finanz?"
"Yes."
"See what I mean," said Jenzo. "Never says please."
"You personally oversee investment in high-tech start-ups in advanced and emerging 

technologies."
"What do you want?"
"Answer the questions."
"Yes. Yes, I am. Why have you brought me here? Where is-"
"In the last three years who have you supported?"
"Supported?"
"Start-up companies your bank has supported. Name them."
"Please," said Jenzo. "Name them please."
Friedrich stuttered. "I . . . don't know. There was, er, Portenz, a small software firm in Zurich. The

mobile security start-up Yarrow. A Canadian company."
"Go on. Your memory's coming back to you. There can't have been too many to remember."
Obviously there were, but Friedrich was distracted by the harsh bareness of the cell and his 

unexpected predicament.
"Think!"
"Maybe . . . Fruitjuice. There was an Austrian company called Fuitjuice."
"What was their innovation?"
"Fruit juice?" said Jenzo.
"They were developing cross platform apps and visual input interfaces."
"Did you finance any companies developing artificial intelligence?"
"Can you be more specific?"
"No. You either remember or you don't."



"In that case, I don't."
Virginia took offence, considered her next move and for a moment almost lost control, stepping 

backwards, her fingers clicking. . . . She closed her eyes and rolled her head back. Friedrich glanced
at the ceiling. The two men next to Jenzo stepped away from the monitors and avoided a pulse of 
energy that made both rooms blink. Friedrich howled, launched off his feet by a massive electrical 
discharge.

"Let me start again." Virginia calmed herself, crossed her arms and waited for Friedrich to stop 
convulsing. "Who have you met in the last three years. Give me names, some examples of the 
CEOs, finance directors. Company owners."

"Give me a moment, please."
At last someone said please.
"A moment." Friedrich, on all fours now, offered a hesitant string of names from all over the 

world. 
"And none of them mentioned Eve to you?"
"No. No, no Eve. Who is Eve?"
"What about Patrick Cobbold?"
Friedrich shook his head and shook it again when two more names were suggested. "Vincent 

Harrington? Jeffrey Lonsdale?"
"No."
"You never heard those names?"
"No."
"In three years, dealing with start-up companies in advanced computing you never once heard 

those three names mentioned? Business meetings, conferences, informal chats, gossip?"
"No, no, no."
"You're lying to me."
"I'm not lying."
Virginia's head rolled back. . . . Jenzo peered through the window to examine the ceiling, but the 

bare concrete wrapped every side of the cell. No plugs, no switches, no contacts from which a 
discharge would come, no contraption, paraphernalia, fantastic bit of gadgetry that every 
underground lair should possess. She almost leaned against the glass, but one of the two men took 
her arm.

"Time to go. We're done here."
"What? Why?" A shimmering heat haze deformed the view of the cell and Virginia's terrible 

outline. Friedrich hopped about, unable to avoid the hotplate searing his feet and the latent heat 
blistering his skin. Before the door was shut behind her Jenzo heard him scream.  

-

"Is that your party trick?" said Jenzo.
"What?"
"The heat sink. You turning into a sunbed?"
"Don't joke with me."
"Oh, am I on your territory now? Zees ees my vorld, Yennifer and don't you forget eet."
Virginia slammed the cell door. She never appeared to display any colour, even in the glow of 

Jankel Farm she was monochrome, but under Raiena's antiseptic lights she was almost translucent. 
"Others might worry about you, but I don't." The embossed snakes on the chest of Virginia's 

leather tabard blinked.



"Must be living with an artist," Jenzo said. "You've got that arrogant spark of the auteur."
"Your mouth will get you into trouble."
"I doubt it. Other bits of me are far more problematic."
"We'll see."
Virginia didn't quite have Jenzo's height, but she made the effort to meet her eye to eye. Unlike 

the guards stood along the passageway, hands on holsters, nervous trigger fingers waiting for the 
first blow to be exchanged, the first burst of supernatural conflict.

"Am I done here?"
"It looks like it," Virginia said.
Jenzo's long walk back to daylight was interrupted by a hysterical burst of alarms and a dash of 

activity as if the guards were hard-wired into the system. She turned back. Virginia stood at the 
centre of the storm. 

"Problem?"
"For someone." Virginia joined the flow towards the source of the commotion. Jenzo found 

herself heading in the opposite direction. Pushed along against the oncoming human current.
Another passageway, another intense stream of traffic. Jenzo met Ruby, Gregor and two others at 

the front of an urgent knot of guards shoving them away from the action.
"What happened?" said Ruby.
"Whatever it is I hope they're sending us to the exit."
"They found Eve."
Jenzo wasn't sure where the voice came from, but a ruck developed as the guards swarmed 

towards the informer. In a passageway less than two metres wide Jenzo's crew became entangled in 
a snorting contest with the helmeted coveralled guards trying to drag away the one who dared to 
speak out when he shouldn't have spoken out. 

The fight intensified. Electrified batons were produced and elbow room created to throw them 
around. But Jenzo's crew weren't the usual desperate souls abandoned in the Raiena labyrinth; they 
enjoyed pain, taking and giving. The guards were pushed back by intense and savage resistance. 
Knives were brandished, skin cut, blood lost. The electrified batons fell into the wrong hands and 
Jenzo allowed herself a moment to try one out on the guard she had pinned to the floor. 

"Suck it, big boy." He bucked and writhed, ready to pass out before a boot to the back of the head 
knocked her horizontal.

The queue of personnel blocked the corridor and attempts by a second guard unit to support their 
battered colleagues. Stalemate, but only because swinging a punch was now impossible. 

"What's the problem?" said Ruby to the waiting spectators. No one answered.
"You were all in a rush a minute ago," said Jenzo. "Come on, get moving. People want to fight 

here."
They streamed past, heads bowed, and the guards reformed a wall across the passageway.
"Now what?" Jenzo stood back.
"You know they were talking about you guys when they came in." The guard, 4848, grinned.
"They? Who do you mean, they?"
"The coven members. They think you're gonna kill them all."
Jenzo nodded. The conversation at Jankel Farm came back to her through a foggy wine-fuelled 

memory. "There's too many of them. Mind you we have powerful allies." She looked at 'big boy.' 
His mouth had swollen. "I thought you were gonna swallow it."

"Fuck you."
"Why the sensitivity?"
"What sensitivity?" said 4848.



"If I mention the name Eve you gonna beat us all up again."
"You know that's classified."
"We were stood in a room watching Virginia ask some guy about it. Suddenly you're dragging us 

away."
"You shouldn't have been there. You shouldn't be here."
"Virginia doesn't make mistakes," said Jenzo.
"Who's Virginia?" 
There were times when the network's cellular structure baffled even those within it. Jenzo turned 

to Ruby and noticed the confusion amongst the others stood behind her. "Are we supposed to know 
her name?"

"Don't ask me." said Ruby.
"And where's Shalini?"
"Face down in a ditch somewhere, I don't know." 
"We all know who you guys are," said 4848. "And what you are."
"What we are, yeah, that's the important bit. What we are. We could make you step aside if we 

wanted." The guards allowed Jenzo two steps before pushing closer together. "Truth be told we 
could kill the other lot too, but then we'd be out of a job and there's no way I'm working in a call 
centre." 

"You could work here. Always a need for psychopaths like you guys." 4848's words resonated 
amongst his colleagues and a sprinkle of laughter echoed around the passageway.

"I don't really see myself in that uniform. Overalls are too baggy for my liking. I like the boots 
though. I could live with the boots."

The second guard unit pushed through, asking questions about the stand-off. The interrogation 
cells were quarantined, a two hundred metre exclusion zone should have been established, Raiena 
staff with the appropriate clearances only, blah blah blah. Jenzo interrupted her. "We're going. 
We're not interested in Eve unless she's on our list."

Jenzo's crew shuffled away and wandered unmolested through Raiena's innards until they arrived 
at another group of guards and the exit out to a service area. The sun crowned a distant rim of 
wooded slopes, an enclosing diorama criss-crossed by the high security fencing. In a glazed 
watchtower the silhouetted M of an unknown guard leaned against the window frame.

Jenzo zipped her jacket and pressed the collar around her jaw. A shallow crust of snow crunched 
underfoot.

"Think I'll buy a car this year," said Ruby.
"What do you need a car for?"
"Something to do in my free time. I always fancied a Lamborghini."
"Don't you want to relax in your free time."
"What, and write a book?"
"Keeps your mind active. Stops you going senile."
"Shalini and I have a bet with each other. You'll end up in jail for killing the editor who turns 

down your manuscript."
"Is that what you think?"
"Yep."
"You think I'm petty enough to kill an editor just because they turned down my manuscript?"
"Yep."
"Well, you'd better pay up sweetheart, because you don't send your manuscript to editors-"
"Or whoever you send your shit too-"
"Now you're backtracking, you said editor-"



"The bet isn't with you."
"You see, that kind of shoddy attention to detail is what really pisses me off." Jenzo pulled out her

phone. The screen was cracked.
"My punishment," Ruby groaned. "This is where you bore me to death. . . ."
"Galfino's expression hardened when he heard footsteps along the gravel path. She was here 

again. The woman with the glazed eyes and the generous mouth."
Ruby laughed out loud. 

-

"I suppose we should expect false alarms like this. I keep forgetting it's the name of a million real 
people." Virginia hadn't slept since the night before the Wishlist ceremony and now the whole 
world was frustrating her. People and machines alike withholding information, withholding secrets, 
the coffee machine withholding the caffeine she needed to stay awake. She prowled Raiena's only 
furnished room outside the guards' quarters, approached the settees one by one, threatening to sit 
down, threatening them as if they were also holding on to some deep secret. 

"It happens two or three times a week," Javier, the facility director, settled into a deep armchair 
with the glow of sunrise filling the wide balcony windows behind him. From the comfort of the 
upholstery he waited for the light to shine on the existential problems of his two colleagues: one 
troubled by the release of information, the other troubled by the need to contain it. His facility 
deputy Selene concerned him more. "Speak up, what's bothering you?"

"The others, Director. I'm surprised they were allowed in."
Javier waved his hand. "They saw nothing."
"They saw what we do here, Director. They had access to the interrogation cells."
"They do far worse for the covens than wander round facilities like this," Virginia said.
"Four hundred and seven people in the world know about this place. I'm simply reminding you of 

the sensitivity of what we do."
"I know. I know."
"There was an incident in one of the passageways. . . . "
"Selene is very protective of the facility, Virginia. Selene, they were in and out. No damage 

done."
"My staff could have been killed."
"There was no danger. . . ."
Selene's intense shadow appeared, a sun rise reinforcement warning Virginia not to antagonise the

Deputy Director or any member of Raiena's fanatical staff. After several years of regular visits and 
co-operation she almost had her own door key to the place. But privilege was a rare commodity and
easier to lose than to gain. "Actually, maybe I made a mistake. I won't bring them back."

"We know what they are," Selene said. "We know what they control. We can defend Raiena 
against them, but not against anything they might summon."

"It won't come to that." Virginia wanted Selene to soften, melt a little, but the woman was stiff 
like an iron bar, weight planted with uncompromising solidity on both feet. "They don't know how 
to get here even if they chose to come back."

"Who else travelled with them? What else? We don't know. . . ."
"Nothing travelled with them. Trust me, we would have seen the effects of that. Look, we're over-

reacting to a throwaway comment. We have work to do here. Let's not get hung up on drunken 
jokes at parties. If you ask me they're all nuts anyway." Virginia stalked out to the balcony.

Javier remained in the upholstered comfort of his chair, but Selene stomping across the room 



forced him to launch, deflect her away from the target outside. She held back.
Virginia probably smiled for the first time in forty-eight hours, she wasn't sure. Perhaps the harsh 

chill turning Javier's face blue reminded her neither of them were dressed for Raiena's icy location. 
Selene stood guard at the balcony windows. 

"Why did your husband choose to retire?" said Javier.
"He hasn't retired exactly. He works for himself now. Does what he wants, not what his patrons 

want. He's very liberated. Do you know his sketches of me get more curvaceous every day."
Javier shivered. "But what's the effect on you?"
"What do you mean?"
"Doesn't it inspire you to spend more time with him?"
"No. Quite the opposite."
"Can I offer you some advice, Virginia? From a friend."
"Uh oh!"
"Don't kill yourself over this obsession."
"It's not an obsession, Javier. This isn't for my benefit. We all benefit."
"Maybe, but I would have thought it was obvious by now." Selene could hear, but pretended not 

to. "The main coven don't want you, and they're wrong. They've never wanted you, have they? Tell 
me you're not doing this to impress them."

"I'm not doing this to impress them." 
Below them, Jenzo and her four colleagues kicked the powdery snow at their own shadows. They 

had an acute disinterest in the cold concrete surroundings, a naive jollity as if at any minute the 
fresh sunlight would force the walls to unfurl and blossom, and they'd find themselves playing 
within a woodland garden.

"They don't seem to take anything seriously," said Virginia.
"I doubt that," Selene replied. 

-

Ruby snatched Jenzo's phone and threatened to smash it beyond repair if she didn't stop reading out 
loud her 'bloody awful fiction.' 

Jenzo promised, with her fingers crossed, and took her phone back. "Oh, look up there. Is that 
Virginia?"

On the roof of an adjacent block Virginia held conference with two uniformed figures. The first 
appeared responsive and sympathetic; hand on arm, nod of the head, active, interested. The second 
didn't budge, wouldn't give, and after several attempts to provoke a response Virginia turned away 
and directed her distant gaze at Jenzo.

"Love to know what that's all about."
"Must have been the wrong Eve," said Ruby.
"Give it time. They'll be asking us to stop killing and start looking." Jenzo's footsteps crunched 

the brittle ground until she stopped beneath the balcony. "Freezing out here, Virginia," she called. 
"You not cold in that witch's outfit?"

"No."
"You look a bit perturbed."
"Do I?"
"If you don't mind me saying, your questioning method is a bit shit."
"Thank you. I'll remember that."
"I don't know how you earn a living, but you'd make a lousy interrogator."



"How I earn a living is no business of yours, Jennifer. You do your job, I do mine."
"And not very well if your body language is anything to go by. You know, from up there you look

like a North Korean dictator. Maybe that's where your future lies. Mind you, he hasn't been added to
the list yet either."

"Who? What the hell are you talking about?"
"Kim Jong Un. Overlooked again."
"Jennifer, you've done what you were asked to do."
"Only trying to help."
The robotic guard next to Virginia whispered something unexpected. A silent exchange took 

place, an agreement, a deviation from protocol followed by suspicious glances from the balcony. 
"If you think you can do any better I can get you a temporary clearance."
"No funny business," said Jenzo. The cold air started to bite at her bare throat.
"It goes without saying. Go back to the security point. You'll be escorted from there to the 

interrogation centre."
"I'm honoured. Deeply honoured. If only I had a lute I'd serenade you, fair maiden."
"Go to the security point before I change my mind."
Ruby had known Jenzo too long. All the subtle nudges and tricks. "She rolled over quickly 

enough."
"Desperate people do. If I don't get out alive will you try to get my book published?"
"No chance. I don't hate the world that much."
She left Ruby at the security point, passed its reluctant clutch of guards, and met Selene: a 

malevolent column of red uniform and blackened mood. Jenzo followed the robotic figure along the
tunnels and passageways, through sealed gateways and airlocks and into a lift. The polite ritual of 
stranger-silence endured for one floor. Selene looked straight ahead, back turned to Jenzo, tattoo on 
the nape of her neck visible: a small thorny branch curling out from under her collar.

"Nice tattoo," Jenzo said. No reply. "I got one just like it on my left buttock. Grows out of my 
arsehole." An uncontrollable smirk stiffened Selene's jaw.

Arrival at the deep end of Raiena followed a hushed crumple of the lift door and a rush of warm 
air. The silence was typical of facilities like this: the silence of the lull, a heavy pulsing void in the 
eardrums left behind after the agonised shrieks have diminished. The steel décor of the lift's interior 
extended into a lofty reception area. Clinical and clean, polished until the walls reflected endlessly, 
a forensic hall of mirrors. A smooth world with lighting fixtures flush to the ceiling and drainage 
gullies flush to the floor and waiting to capture unknown liquids spilled, lost, expelled, Jenzo 
thought better to ask . . . . .

All the steel and sterility made the place impossible to creep around. Virginia's footsteps arrived 
several seconds before Virginia. Jenzo glimpsed a yellowing cadaver in a side room.

"Guests sleep in late round here, do they?" she said. Selene closed the door.
"Jennifer." Virginia arrived.
"Where is he?"
"Who?"
"Whoever you want me to talk to?"
"He's unavailable. I want you to try someone else."
Another side room, another full-length window and a bare room like all the others. The occupant 

crouched at one end, knees pulled up to his chest, head bowed. 
"Paul Watson," said Virginia. "His company owns the technology magazine TechWire. He should

know."
"Know what? Eve?"



"Just ask him the questions I feed to you. Don't deviate, don't start reading extracts from your 
novel. Just ask him what I ask you."

Jenzo had no intention of reading extracts of her novel. She was fitted with an earpiece and sent 
into the cell. Watson tensed and pulled his arms tighter round his legs.

Stood over him Jenzo relayed the first question. "Where is Eve?"
Watson's face was damp with tears. "Who?"
"Eve. Where is Eve?" 
"Eve. . . ."
"Where is Eve?"
"Eve?"
"You were brought up Catholic, weren't you?"
"Jennifer," Virginia's voice interrupted.
"Spent a lot of time in St. Stephen's Church in Boston, didn't you? Devout little Catholic boy with

mummy and daddy, every Sunday. . . ."
"Stick to the question, Jennifer."
"Where is Eve?"
"I don't know."
"He does know," said Virginia. "How can he not know."
"Don't you write about breakthroughs in your industry?"
"Yes."
"Not much of a magazine otherwise. Or do you just reprint everyone else's stuff like the 

Huffington Post?"
"No, we have our own staff."
"And you never wrote about Eve?"
"Ask him about Patrick Cobbold, Vincent Harrington and Jeffrey Lonsdale."
"Hang on, one at a time." Jenzo adjusted the earpiece. "Sorry. I get these voices in my head and 

they torment me," the bones in her neck cracked, "they torment me!"
"For God's sake, Jennifer. . . . "
"Sorry. Where was I? Patrick Cobbold, name mean anything to you?"
Watson shook his head.
"Vincent Harrington?"
Watson's mouth levelled into a taught line pulling his chin into a cube.
"I think you're lying, Mr Watson." She stepped back. "I think the owner of a technology magazine

must have heard of these people."
"No."
"You're lying. What about Jeffrey Lonsdale?" Jenzo turned to the screen concealing Virginia. 

"Who are they anyway?"
"Ask him, not me."
"One more chance, Mr Watson and then I'm going to reveal who I really am."
"I don't know. Any of them. Eve. I don't know."
Inside the steel cell, swelling in shape and size, Watson deformed into a startled young boy sat 

next to his parents in a church pew. He looked up, dropped his jaw and released a screech that 
shattered the passive sanctity. His parents scrambled to pacify him. The church amplified his 
terrified hysterics, a deafening contest with no apparent cause until the boy raised a reluctant arm 
and pointed at the balcony. His mother gasped. His father tried to drag them, mother and son, out of
the pew, but they were rigid. Dead weights.

"Where is Eve?" Jenzo's own distorted form, crimson, cloven hooved, naked as the day she 



emerged from the womb, straddled Watson. Now she had his attention, now she could impress him 
with the vast uncurling wings and the swarm of flies, the invisible hands snatching and pinching his 
head. She aimed the point of a long writhing tail at Watson's chin and raised his face.

"Where is Eve?"
"Don't know Eve. I don't know." He forced his eyes shut and muttered. "Our father, hallowed be 

thy-" 
"Never there when you need him, Paul. Not like me, I'm always here when you need me. You 

need me now, Paul. To get you out of here. Do you know what they'll do if you don't give them the 
answers? Give me the answers and I can help you. I help everyone who calls on me, Paul." She 
squatted over Watson's pounding chest and pushed her face against his. "I was an angel once."

Watson screamed. 
"And I have so many friends." The lights faltered. 
"Jennifer, what are you doing? I can't see anything, what have you done?"
Jenzo continued the routine, ignored Virginia's yelling, the echoing bedlam and the dying lights. 

Another minute and Watson would implode, crushed by the shadows and the chattering cackles of 
creatures tripping in and out of the strobing light.

"You can come with us, Paul. Take you away from all this."
The door crashed inwards and Selene, sent to intervene, stiffened and stepped back into the 

corridor. "Virginia wants you out."
The aftermath of Jenzo's transformation lingered. In one cell Watson's buckled body quivered in 

the corner. Next door the one-way screen reflected the vague impression of Virginia's furious 
expression. "I asked you to question him, not scare him to death."

Selene tested the monitors. "They're working again." Watson's moaning leaked through the 
intercom. "That was quite a display."

"I don't know what you mean. Can I read you a bit of my novel now?"
"Forgive me for saying no." Virginia wanted to be somewhere else.
"If you spend all your time down here, Ginny, you'll turn blind. You know like those pit ponies 

who lived down the mines all their life."
"I don't live down here."
"No, I noticed you come up for air now and again."
On the way back to the exit Jenzo said, "What are you doing tonight, Selene? Staying in and 

washing your coveralls."
"Thank you for you help," said Virginia.
The exit, the guards surrounding it, the cameras scanning them, the entire facility, its shabby 

walls, its torturous routes, its depressing security, prepared for Jenzo's ejection, but she wanted a 
final private chat with Virginia (within earshot of Selene). "I could put in a good word for you if 
you ever need a reference. Always reliable, good time management skills, knows which knife and 
fork to use and how to address an archbishop."

"Thank you, Jennifer. I don't have any plans to meet your master just yet."
"What? I'm talking about the main coven."
Selene turned away.
"That isn't funny," Virginia whispered.
"Everyone thinks I'm always joking. If we kill the main coven you could be in there. Mind you, I 

still don't know who any of them are, apart from your leader, what's his name? Hans-Peter 
Schneider. He'll be main coven won't he."

"Can we get on?" Virginia's request prompted Selene and a pressing of keys on a keyboard. The 
hydraulic doors opened and the facility breathed out.



"If we find him-"
"Be quiet," said Virginia. "Everyone here is monitored and recorded. Be careful what you say."
A camera pointed its black lens at Jenzo.
"Sorry. Only joking. Lovely guy, Hans-Peter." The exit door waited. "It's all right, I'm going. 

Stand at ease. You can stop shitting yourselves now. I'm sure I'll be back in one capacity or 
another."

-

"So, what's it like in the pit?" said Ruby.
"The devil runs free. You don't wanna know."
Gregor blowing on his cold hands was unimpressed by Raiena. "It's such a waste."
"How so?" 
"It's supposed to be a deterrent. You know, like the Gulags, like Guantanamo. But you tell 

someone they're heading for Raiena and they don't know what you're talking about."
"That's what I think," said Ruby.
Jenzo examined the walls again, the stark concrete boxes penned inside the electrified fencing and

watchtowers. No company name, no address, no welcome sign. It sprawled towards the scrappy 
Hungarian woodland like it couldn't care less what people thought about it. No one feared Raiena 
because no one knew it was here until they arrived and only then discovered there was one way to 
come in and one way to come out.

"People need deterrents, you're right. Of course you're right. We see what happens when people 
stop believing there's a hell. They do what they want. People should hear about this place." She 
howled at the walls. "People need to know you exist. People need to know there is a hell."
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People who knew him said Rutger Holness walked around with his left hand in his trouser pocket so
that he could wave people away with his right. He projected an impression of high indifference, 
even cultivated it. 

Unannounced, unexpected, uninvited, Holness sat himself down in Frieda's office in the company
she had temporary control over. "None of your people like me," he said, both hands now in a 
fingerly embrace.

"Can't think why, Herr Holness."
"I always have this urge, an overpowering urge to remind you that this company still belongs to 

Dmitri Neved. You're his client."
"Thank you for reminding me."
"Are you ever going to make an offer or are you waiting until you've sucked the life out of it?"
"But then it would be worthless?"
"And cost next to nothing to buy."
Frieda loved large executive chairs. The way they pitched and rolled amplified the authority of all

who sat in them. "Herr Neved asked me to take as long as necessary to secure this business, not 
destroy it. Restructuring takes time."

"Four months?"
"People interrupt me. I've no idea who keeps talking to the police. Anyone would think I'm a 

dangerous criminal."
Holness's knuckles whitened. "Lena's business was a going concern-"
"Let me stop you there. When I came in, the business had already lost four accounts worth twenty

million Euros, and two more were thinking of leaving. I persuaded them to stay-"
"Correction, lady. I persuaded them to stay. I reassured them you wouldn't be hanging around for 

much longer. That's why they stayed."
"They told me you spoke to them." Frieda wasn't sure how to read the angle of Holness's head. 
"When?"
"When I met them on the third of September and again on the fifth. Zachary told me you pleaded 

with them to sell me out when you met them at the end of August. And Koenigsbier asked me to 
ask you to stop interfering. You were, what was the phrase, 'clouding the beer.'"

"I don't believe you."
"Fine." Frieda swung her chair and waited.
Holness's chair was fixed. He could only swing himself. "I made a promise to Lena and Dmitri to 

take care of this company should anything happen-"
"Like . . .  what did you have in mind?"
"Events. God rest her soul, I never thought the day would come, but I was mentioned in her will. I

am the executor of her assets."
"Her assets were assigned to me by her husband."
"To sell it as a going concern. Dmitri would never sell his wife's business to a parasite like you. 

Go away!" Holness barked at a member of staff about to enter the office. She went away. 
"He wants a quick sale," said Frieda, "and if you were as close as you say you are you would have

known he wanted nothing more to do with his wife's business interests. I can't sell a company like 
this quickly. I have to maintain the client base. Reassure them. Persuade them to stick it out until 
things settle down."

"In Bamberg?"
The subject of Bamberg and Frieda's connection to the more gruesome events was too outrageous 



even for Holness. But his frantic antagonism had driven him to make a phone call, a tip off to 
Tollmann about a possible link between Frieda and Lena's house burning down. Business clients 
spooked by Lena's curious death weren't reassured by Frieda, who suddenly found herself a 
suspected arsonist. And bodies hung from bells, bodies impaled on spires were certainly bad for 
inward investment; in Frieda's email inbox two business newsletters were calculating future 
downward trends. Times were tough. 

"Did you come here for a reason, Herr Holness? Do I have to change the locks?" 
He coveted the office, had his eye on the chair Frieda was sitting in. "Dmitri talks to me almost 

daily. He's anxious to move on and yet he feels you're dragging your feet."
"I'll speak to him. He always seems to be busy when I try to meet him."
"I wonder why."
"Meaning?"
Holness arose from the chair. "He doesn't like you."
"I don't want him to like me." 
"He wants you out of his life. He wants the company off his hands so that he can move on. The 

memory of his wife is being tainted by the delay."
"Memory of his wife tainted." Frieda laughed. "This is Lena Siebert-Neved we're talking about? 

Witchcraft. Baader-Meinhoff, justice fugitive. Friend of rock stars."
Holness waved his right hand (the rumours were true) and headed for the door.
"Why was she mixed up with Toten Herzen?"
"I'm sorry?"
"I never figured that out. Why would a mature successful wealthy businesswoman like Lena hang

around with four notorious rock stars? What was she looking for?"
"Who says she was looking for anything. And it was her husband who spent time with them, but 

with all due respect, and I consider Dmitri a friend, he always had terrible judgement."
"Picked the wrong friends, you mean?" Frieda smiled. "Oh, Herr Holness watch out for the snakes

when you leave the building."
"Go to hell."
"The building is infested. . . . " But Holness was gone leaving Frieda to enjoy her chair, the same 

chair he had his beady eye on, and its reassuring leathery creak. The perfect spot to hear the yell 
echo through the floor of the office, to watch the secretary rush along the corridor . . . and come 
rushing back.

"Frieda, Herr Holness saw a snake. It almost bit him."
"I know." She swung round to face the window. "Rutger's under a lot of pressure at the moment. 

He'll survive."

-

Dmitri Neved laboured. His misbehaving garden had fallen to the greedy demands of an 
uncontrollable onslaught of vegetation. Vegetation determined to seize his land, seize his property. 
Seize him. Frieda, concealed by a rampant hazel hedge, waited a moment. Neved tugged at an 
obstinate mass of ivy. 

He gave up and noticed her across the knee high grass of the lawn. "How did you get in?"
"Your gates were open."
"That isn't a signal to come in."
"It's not a signal to stay out."
Neved returned to the fight with the ivy. The anger in his shoulders disturbed his speech. "Have 



you sold the company yet?"
"I will. In time. Herr Neved that's not why I came here." She brushed through the long grass. 
One wing of the house had survived the inferno leaving a burned-out carcass with blue tarpaulins 

waving from the roof. One wing, two rooms, barely enough living space for any man; Neved was 
compelled to store his discarded Calor Gas bottles and refuse bags and boxes outside. And then 
encouraged by any and every gust of wind, the contents would make an understandable dash for the 
derelict attraction of the garden. The unremitting, uncooperating garden of garbage with its 
belligerent borders growing in size and disfigurement. Neved haunted this ruin, haunted it like a 
ghostly hillbilly trying to reassemble the living hours before it all went up in smoke.

"Well?" Neved grunted as he snatched free a resistant length of ivy. "Any news?"
"I'm sorry I can't make things happen any quicker. Your so-called financial advisor thinks I'm 

stalling for time. Hoping the company drops in value so that I can buy it for nothing."
Neved kept his head down, hunted for vulnerable bits of ivy and a stronger handhold. 
"He's not much of a financial advisor if he thinks business rescues work that way." 
"The blind leading the blind."
"Pardon?"
"Not you. Him. Me. Neither of us know the dark arts of business rescue."
"They're not dark arts, Herr Neved."
"No. Who would believe in rubbish like that?" He pulled at the ivy and almost toppled over 

backwards.
"I've tried to explain to Herr Holness, but he doesn't like me. He blames me for the fire."
Neved mumbled.
"Do you blame me for the fire, Herr Neved?"
"I never really took an interest in this garden. It seems to have remembered all those years of 

neglect. Lena paid for gardeners. I'm sure the garden holds it against me. Bears a grudge. I, on the 
other hand, don't bear grudges. I try to move on. Bearing a grudge will get you killed in the end."

"That's quite an extreme statement."
"Is it? My wife and everyone she associated with bore a grudge for four hundred years and looked

what happened." He pointed at the house. "Look what happened." 
The house wasn't the only ruin. It may have been the biggest, but Neved's frayed collar, his long 

fingernails, hair flopping around the side of his face, his unshaved face like pink sandpaper, added 
to the accumulation of disrepair.

"I'm trying to create the conditions for a successful sale."
"I don't want a successful sale, just a sale. Any sale."
"And then what? Rebuild the house?"
"Rebuild the house. I have no intention of staying here."
"I can understand that."
"No, you can't"
"I'm sorry if the delays trouble you. . . ."
"Trouble me? Does it trouble me? I'm a free man, the first time in thirty years I'm not forced to 

put up with the consequences of her actions, with the fall out, the conflicts. I'm not troubled. Why 
should I be troubled?" He surrendered to the ivy. "Why should I be troubled by the loss of my wife, 
my best friend, the woman I loved with all my heart and soul, with my very existence?"

"I don't mean to be insensitive."
"Well, in that case you can go. That would be the most sensitive thing to do. Go and sell the 

company so that I can be released."
The ivy clung on to the cracks and mortar joints of a low wall alongside an empty flower bed. 



Neved ripped and tore at the plant until he found himself with a handful of damp leaves. 
"Give me one more month. I'll guarantee a sale price of forty million Euros and then you can 

make plans. Go back to Russia or whatever you would like to do."
Neved's eyebrow twitched. "Russia. It won't be Russia."
"One month and then I'll be out of your life." 
Frieda's view of the wall and the ivy revealed Neved's problem: a main root grafted to a crevice 

between the base of the wall and the fractured edge of an adjacent path. She willed the grip to 
slacken, to give up its obstinate security. The leaves shivered and the binding twine of the plant fell 
away from the wall and withered. 

"You. . . ." A bundle of ivy stems fell from Neved's hand.
"Your wife was an inspiration, Herr Neved."
"You too. I don't want your help. Get off my property."
"You need my help."
"Not any more. I don't want you on my property. If I had known . . . I would never have allowed 

you near . . . Rutger is right to be suspicious of your company-"
"Rutger Holness is no friend of yours."
"I've known him longer than you."
"And how long did you know your wife?"
"I knew Lena from the start. That was my mistake."
"So you'll know about her relationship to Toten Herzen."
Neved gasped, almost choked.
"The incongruity, Herr Neved. To an outsider it's odd."
"I know what you're doing, why you're asking. I'm done talking about it." He gathered the loose 

ivy and limped towards a smoking compost heap. How much work he expected to carry out to make
this war zone habitable was probably another unwelcome question. He raked up the remaining leafy
stragglers, talking to himself, talking to the captured litter. "I suppose Toten Herzen could offer me 
a home. What a home that would be. Perfect for a nineteen year old vampire wannabe, but not a 
sixty year old washed up dried up musician."

Frieda angled to make eye contact. "Could you work with them? After everything?"
"No." He was wise to Frieda's manoeuvring. "And don't try your tricks with me. Lena taught me 

how to avoid falling for any of that."
"Any of that?"
"I've asked you once to leave. I will ask you one more time."
"What did you mean, a nineteen year old vampire wannabe?"
The fire was fattened by more swept up vegetation and litter. "The blue haired girl."
"Who was this blue haired girl?"
"What?"
"A wannabe vampire. What does that mean?"
Neved suspected the question, suspected the motivation behind the question. "She's long gone. I 

don't know where she is now. And better for it. You won't find her."
"How did you know her? Herr Neved, how did you know her?"
The fire belched an angry rasp of tongues and forced him back, prompted him to answer.
"How did I know her? She was everywhere. Moaning and groaning about this and that. She was 

even here for a while. Haven't you left yet? How many times must I ask you to go?"
"I'm not leaving without an answer, Herr Neved."
"She met a boy, a student."
"What was his name?"



He swung around waving a blazing bundle of ivy roots, almost setting alight the loose collar of 
his coat. "Klaus. Now, for Christ's sake get off my property."

"Klaus." The name was enough. Klaus, whoever he was, would be free of grief, free of 
anticipation. Free to talk.
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"Do you need the keys? They're under the counter."
Klaus was slow to respond. He watched his boss struggling on a stepladder, pile of books cradled 

by his right arm and a gap on the bookshelf filling with awkward toppling volumes every time a 
space was created. 

"Are they there?"
"Yes, they're here."
Wittendorf made one more attempt to fill the gap with the books and failed. "You could help 

here."
The window of the bookshop framed Bamberg, contained the demographics of Kleberstrasse until

it resembled a normal city. At that precise moment Klaus observed a uniformed deliveryman, a 
child too large and too old for the pram she was being pushed in, and a large silver taxi, its backseat
occupant concealed by a reflective screen, conspiratorial photons protecting another curious 
observer. . . .

"Did you find them? They're in the cupboard." Wittendorf dropped his stubborn books on the 
counter top.

Klaus waved the keys.
"What's so interesting outside?"
"Nothing."
"You're not wanted by the police, are you? For the Cathedral murders?"
"No."
"Why, Klaus? Why did you do it?"
"I didn't do it." A week ago Klaus would have responded better to the throwaway comment, one 

of several habits Wittendorf practised: asking for tea and then changing his mind and changing it 
back again . . . and again until Klaus was dizzy with the indecision. Or demanding a biscuit they 
didn't have in stock, accusing Klaus of stealing a book delivery, driving a joke to its limit until 
Klaus was onto him and then, like a slalom skier, shifting direction and taking his tomfoolery with 
him.

"Okay, you didn't do it. But I bet you figure out how they did it."
How they did it, how they impaled Simon Frenzel on the spire of the Cathedral still had the power

to derail conversations. The speculation on the internet appealed to Wittendorf's sense of mischief, 
depressed Klaus's academic rigour. 

"No. Haven't figured that one out yet."
"Amazing."
"Why amazing?"
"Because you've been silent, uncharacteristically silent, weirdly silent since it happened. You've 

spent all morning staring at the window as if you're trying to propel yourself through it."
"It is theoretically possible."
"Well, theoretically do it. Impress us all."
There she was again, the woman, the old woman in the garish dress, heavy woollen coat and thick

curly hair like an exotic hat. She studied the ornamentation of the buildings, the hidden mathematics
in the geometry, the Classical ratios and masonic finesse. And then, as if her observations were a 
mere preamble, her attention fell on the bookshop, its window and Klaus staring back.

"Friend of yours?" said Wittendorf. "She doesn't look your type. Wrong coloured hair."
The woman didn't have blue hair, didn't have the shocking colour palette of Raven's kaleidoscopic

wardrobe. And she didn't have the distracted body language of youth. No, her mobility was 



calculated, her gaze direct albeit brief. Deliberate.
"She spoke to me this morning. Told me she could see a young woman with me and that she had a

sign of life with her."
Wittendorf half-listened. He had his eye on the bookshelf again. "You want evidence, you want 

some observable phenomenon, some empirical data to measure the veracity of her observation."
"I want to know what the hell she was talking about."
"That's what I said."
Klaus flipped the keys in his hand, grabbed a coat and prepared for the dangerous mysteries of 

Kleberstrasse. With the old woman gone the street had reverted to its familiar predictability and 
Klaus could walk unmolested. He found Wittendorf's car and a boot full of books: Weak Scale 
Supersymmetry - Superfields to Scattering Events. Wittendorf said he could have a free copy, but 
changed his mind and then changed it back again, backwards and forwards for four days until Klaus
offered to pay. He took one copy, walked away and was round the corner of the block before he 
remembered to go back, close the boot and lock the car.

Detached from the stares and suspicions of public space, Klaus glanced at the contents page of the
book, about to turn to page eight when, "Who was that young woman?"

A hand touched his forearm. 
"What?"
"That young woman. She had such an unusual smile." An old woman, another old woman, the 

second in one day. Klaus pulled back. The woman's eyes peered out from a face framed by a 
crimson scarf. She was heading for the door of a patisserie and had obviously stopped, deliberately 
delayed herself to ask the question.

"What, what young woman? I don't know what you mean."
The confusion passed back and forth. The woman's curiosity, Klaus's confusion, the woman's 

error. . . .
"I'm sorry, I must be mistaken."
"Obviously. You're the second person today to ask me that question."
"I'm sorry. I'll let you go. But she was so beautiful. And the sign of life, she carried the sign of 

life."
"What sign of life?" 
Convenient deafness intervened and she trundled into the patisserie, offering Klaus a single 

glance and a smile as if he knew, knew what she meant. But he didn't know. He hurried back to the 
safety of Wittendorf's indifference.

"It's happened again," he said barging into the shop.
"Another body? Same spire?"
"What? No. Another woman, stopped me and asked about the young woman with me. . . ."
"You didn't say the first woman stopped you."
"What do they mean? Who are they?"
"How the hell should I know? Did you get the book?"
"Yes."
"Did you lock the car?"
"Yes, yes I did."
"Ah. You didn't, did you? You had to go back because you forgot."
"How do you know that?" Paranoia could be such a devious informer. He pulled his coat off and 

felt a weight in one of the pockets. 
Wittendorf examined the pocket and its fruity occupant. "You don't like apples."
Klaus stared at the apple, a fresh green apple, stuff of Newtonian legend.



"Maybe they remember the blue haired girl. She was hard to forget, admit it."
"But that's months ago. . . ."
"Read the book. You live in a quantum world, Klaus. Strangeness shouldn't have this effect on 

you. Nothing strange about apples."

-

Two days passed, long enough for Klaus to write off his weird encounters, record them as 
anomalies. Spikes in the data. The weekend had arrived and Wittendorf had his Saturday staff to 
bamboozle. Klaus took himself to the Red Bar to watch Bayern.

At half time he went to the bar for another beer. Pasha, a Ukrainian barmaid with a malign 
attitude and a stud through her lower lip, anticipated his order. The purchase took place without 
words or acknowledgement and Klaus was happy for it to be that way. She placed the beer on the 
bar top and nodded at the table where Klaus had sat during the game.

"Who was the girl?"
"Girl?" Pasha? Pasha didn't care about anything. Pasha was barely aware of the world one metre 

beyond the bar top. "What fucking girl?"
"I'm only asking? Fuck you." She marched away to the far end of the bar and another customer.
Klaus followed her. "What girl? What did she look like?"
"Tall, slim, blue eyed. Sullen."
"Sullen?"
"You didn't talk to her. She didn't talk to you. You two argue this morning?"
He attempted to speak, but who would be the psychopath in this situation? Klaus and his invisible

girlfriend, Pasha hallucinating?
"She had the sign of life. You shouldn't treat people like that."
He should have stopped her, he should have demanded an explanation, but the other customer 

wanted beer and food. Pasha battered through the door into the kitchen and didn't come back. Two 
men sat at the bar waiting; one for his food, one for his answer, but Pasha had gone. Klaus ambled 
back to his table.

Kaiserslautern surrendered the game and Bayern walked off the pitch with a four nil win. Klaus 
missed all four goals. (He did see the ball cross the line, but there was no record on any of his 
neural pathways.) Before leaving he took his glass back to the bar and caught the attention of 
Molke, the barman.

"Where did Pasha go?"
"Pasha?" Molke's method of speaking to the beer pump told Klaus there was something wrong 

with the question. Eventually Molke looked up.
"She wanted to tell me something, but she was distracted," Klaus said.
"Flight delayed. She's still in Kiev. She'll be back on Monday."
The ghostly grip on Klaus's stomach shifted to his chest. Wittendorf was right: in a quantum 

world where solid objects could pass through other solid objects, where a single entity could exist 
simultaneously in another part of the universe, and where multiple universes lay in the complex 
mathematical musings of existential theories and concepts, nothing should surprise him. But he 
wasn't in the quantum world of his textbooks and lectures, he was in a bar in Bamberg. He was in a 
street, and a supermarket, he was buying salami, and waiting for the bus. And yet in all these real 
world scenarios the quantum world would poke its head through some invisible crack in an invisible
curtain.

He left the bar, but Molke called him back. "What about your apple?"



A green apple sat on the bar top waiting to be claimed. A harmless green apple. Klaus shook his 
head. "It's not mine. I don't like apples."

-

Life was everywhere in the Zug. Life in all its catalogued forms entered the nightclub doors at 
9p.m. and by 1a.m. had coalesced into a single sweating mass of bare skin, lank hair, discarded 
clothing and lost money. Skinheads walked in stiff shouldered and frightening, and crawled out on 
all fours. The fetish mob, black and leathery, left the building breathless and empty. What was left 
of humanity, the semi-naked girls, the preening boys, out-of-work chancers and student impresarios,
succumbed to the heat, the compaction, the noise and the intoxicants and had to be carried out or 
abandoned where they collapsed.

Nature enforced the laws of physics and Klaus reached the point where the stability of his 
quantum state threatened to collapse.

A vast wall screen played non-stop video. When Laibach's stomping rhythms consumed the 
warped noise of the Prodigy Klaus decided to leave. (After one more drink. Maybe two more 
drinks.) At 1.20 in the morning he lifted the fifth bottle of Stella to his lips and watched a girl 
dancing alone on the screen. A girl somewhere in the nightclub. Between the lower strands of hair 
and the waistband of her skirt the club's lasers and lights skipped across her skin. And within the 
flickering strobe of colours and shapes the club's logo appeared and disappeared: a double helix. 
DNA. 

The sign of life!
Standing on a bar stool at 1.20 in the Zug wasn't unusual, but Klaus received a round of applause 

from three giggling Geishas immediately below him. The camera had somehow isolated the girl 
from the mass of bodies lining the balcony, dancing on the staircase, pushing and shoving on the 
stage. A momentary solar flare leaping out of a churning inferno. 

From his wobbly stool Klaus recalibrated his search and briefly, the girl flared again, upstairs, 
heading for the exit towards the river terrace where the overindulgent clubbers escaped to cool 
down or pass out. He clawed and grabbed and thrashed a path through the compacted weight of the 
crowd until light became dark and fresh air filled his lungs. The girl was settling herself at the top of
the embankment where the grassy slope met the rough edge of the terrace.

Klaus glanced at the river, but he and the girl were too far back from the water to cast reflections. 
He needed to know if she had a reflection.

"Are you stalking me?"
"No. No, just getting some fresh air, you know. It always seems fresher next to water."
"What does?"
"Air. Always seems to be fresher next to water."
She sat cross legged on the grass, bare skin tinged with the fluorescent blue of the security lights. 

Her back unmarked. No signs of life. No signs at all.
"How much fresh air do you need?" she asked without looking up.
"Quite a lot at the moment."
She raised her right arm and pointed back towards the throbbing body of the nightclub. "Lots of it

over there."
"Yeah. Right. I'm not following you, I just noticed something on your back when you were 

inside."
No answer. No acknowledgement.
"Some people kept telling me I was with someone who carried the sign of life, and when you 



were dancing the club's symbol was reflecting off your back. The DNA logo. Do you know 
anything about that?"

"DNA?" She twisted her head around. "Know what?"
"Who those people were, telling me about you?"
"What have you been drinking?"
"Stella."
"How much?"
"Six Euros. . . ."
"What? Quantity, not price.""
"No, I'm not making myself clear." He sat down next to her - not too close, he allowed for a large 

psychological bubble - but sat down and explained his encounters in the street, outside the 
patisserie, Pasha and everywhere else he had been spotted with a girl carrying the sign of life.

"I'm not a girl."
"No, obviously. . . ."
"I'm twenty-seven."
"What's your name?"
"What's your name?"
"Klaus."
"Frieda."
"Nice to finally meet you, Frieda."
"You think this is fate? That meeting me has somehow been foretold?"
"I don't know. Statistics say it's just a coincidence, but statistical evidence can sometimes throw 

out unexpected outcomes, like tossing a coin and heads shows up one hundred times in a row. 
Statistics are unaffected by recent results and the next throw isn't influenced by the previous one 
hundred, but universally the odds increase exponentially, and predictably the odds of one hundred 
and one heads in a row is larger than the known universe."

Frieda considered the enormity of the numbers. "Do you say that to everyone you meet for the 
first time?"

"No. These are exceptional circumstances."
"Why?"
"Because people kept seeing you, but I couldn't. Seven people stopped me and asked me who is 

the girl?"
"I'm not a girl."
"No, you said. I can't explain it. I thought maybe it would stop if I met this girl, this woman, they 

could see, and then I saw you, with the sign. I wanted to know if you were that girl."
"Woman."
"Woman. Sorry."
Frieda silenced him with a long examination. "The colour blue. I can see the colour blue."
"Really?"
She asked him to turn around and he saw the club's logo drawn by the blue tubes of neon.
"You see. Coincidence everywhere."
"Yeah. True. But you haven't answered my question. Who do you think those people were who 

said they could see you."
"Klaus, I have no idea. But you're a student aren't you?"
"Yeah, how do you know?"
"Notes written on the back of your hand haven't washed off yet."
His notes; book page references to Niels Bohr's meetings with Erwin Schroedinger in 1926. 



"And you like heavy metal."
The Toten Herzen crest tattooed on his lower arm crept into his peripheral vision.
"You might have friends with a sense of humour. Maybe you should develop one of your own."
"I have a sense of humour."
"Tell me a joke."
Klaus didn't know any jokes, she was right, he had no sense of humour. There were times when 

he looked in the mirror and his smile was upside down like a deformed frown.
"Do you believe in fate?" he asked.
"No."
"There were lots of things I didn't believe in until I met someone late last year." He rubbed the 

Toten Herzen logo. "She was someone who knew the band, Toten Herzen. Said they were vampires.
Convinced they were real vampires. Wanted to be one herself. I thought it was all bullshit, but there
was something about her.

"Something?"
"She was very casual about it. As if being a vampire was the most normal thing in the world. And

I guess when you think about it, it is physically possible. It's even possible from an atomic and sub-
atomic point of view. Travelling without physically passing through three dimensional space, 
disappearing, reappearing. . . . "

"Drinking blood?"
"Drinking blood." Klaus laughed.
"Did she drink blood?"
"Who? The girl? No. Tea. Lots of tea. And beer. But no blood."
"Do you miss her?"
"I guess so, but she was preoccupied. She was over here for a purpose, but didn't tell me what. 

And then after Toten Herzen released their single she went back to Britain, back to the band."
"You are missing her, aren't you. Your little blue haired girl."
She did have blue hair. The game continued. Everyone Klaus met knew more about him than he 

did. (The text books said nothing about this.) He processed several years of study to see if anything 
connected, explained this phenomenon in which strangers correctly identified aspects of life: 
quantum probability; random pattern interpolation. . . .

"You look lost, Klaus. Do you want to talk about it?"
He did. Endlessly. They faced the river until a security guy asked them to leave just after six a.m. 

And as they strolled along empty streets under a rising sun, Klaus talked and talked and talked until 
only a kiss could stop him. The conversation concluded outside the apartment block where he lived.

"Do you want to go somewhere quieter tomorrow?" he asked.
"Tomorrow is today."
"You're right. Well, later today?"
"Later today." Frieda smiled, a wide smile, a real smile the correct way round and the right way 

up. 
"Great."
He kissed her again and left her alone on the pavement. After closing the door of the apartment 

block he felt an overwhelming urge to reopen it and test Schroedinger's hypothesis about 
influencing what is observed. Would Frieda continue to exist? He opened the door and she was still 
there. Statuesque. Distant. Almost vacant as if she couldn't see him.

The observed was influencing the observer. Klaus bounded upstairs to his room, desperate for an 
explanation, determined to scavenge and ransack his text books until a conjecture could be found, 
but he found nothing. Until breakfast, that is, when he opened his fridge. . . .
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Away from the Bambergian whirlpool of Wittendorf's demands and peculiarities Klaus suffered the 
Wurzburgian incendiaries of Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker. At the University, Klaus grappled the 
quantum curiosities of his own doctoral thesis on parallel dimensions, and without prior warning 
would step on a verbal land mine laid by Doctor Hoenenbacker. The tiny tutorial study would echo 
the deafening shock and awe of academic derision.

But after spending a week with Frieda, Klaus had developed a Zen like reflectivity to his mentor's
malevolence. He would find himself snatched back from thoughts of wedding receptions, joint 
accounts and double beds. . . . 

"You're a child," said Doctor Hoenenbacker. "I know where all this is leading."
"Where is it leading, Doctor Hoenenbacker?"
"That band. Those things, I'm not even going to say the word."
"Fine. I can't respond if you don't say the word."
"You're different today. You haven't winced since you sat down."
"I'm wearing ear plugs."
"You are not wearing ear plugs. You know people's reputations have been ruined for less. Do you 

want people thinking you're Erich von Daniken?"
"I only said I wanted to investigate the possibility of cross-over from one dimension to another by

exploiting branes."
"Yes, the brain, Klaus. You've been exploiting yours for far too long."
"No, brane: b - r - a - n - e."
"I know, Klaus. I know. . . ."
"If spin-2 particles can exist in higher dimensions what happens if they jump from one dimension 

to another if an open ended string attaches to it? What form might they take? What kind of energy is
released? If any."

Klaus couldn't lose a reputation he hadn't earned; that didn't worry him at all. No, it was the 
disturbing accuracy of Doctor Hoenenbacker's perception. Klaus wasn't ready to face up to his 
motives, wasn't prepared to acknowledge the opportunism, his dangerous obsessions, their effect on
his Doctorate.

Raven had left him with a great unanswered question, but he began to believe he was in a position
to answer the question. If such things existed, if vampires - or any of the panoply of mythical 
creatures - existed, could there be an explanation hidden in the mathematics of multiverses, higher 
dimensions, parallel worlds?

"I saw you yesterday answering questions. Even your seminar group noticed," said Doctor 
Hoenenbacker.

"Noticed what?"
"Your distance. Your vacuity. Last month you sat there and I almost had to strangle you to shut 

you up. Today you're like a condemned man."
The skin across Klaus's shoulders quivered. "I'm having trouble with the mathematics, Doctor 

Hoenenbacker. My own computer grinds to a halt when I input the models."
"Okay, okay. You require the data sets for a multiverse model where propagation occurs between 

corresponding dimensional space," Doctor Hoenenbacker made notes of his own words, "add to that
the behaviour of exotic particles in transition and calculate outcomes in what, three-dimensional 
space?"

"Yes."
"If you write a hypothesis perhaps you can apply for funding, take your problem down to CERN 



and use their computing resources."
"Do you think they'd do that?"
"Who? CERN? What the hell do you think they're there for? They don't lock the doors behind 

them, they open their facilities to anyone with a valid thesis that fits their own research. Honestly, 
Klaus, I wonder how you managed to pass the entrance exams."

"I assumed they would only be working on their own remit, that's all."
"There is an alternative." Doctor Hoenenbacker searched his tablet. "Professor Bruck may be able

to offer the computing power you need."
"Professor Bruck, here in Wurzburg?"
Doctor Hoenenbacker paused. "Is there a second Professor Bruck? Tell me the odds of that, 

Klaus. She will be at my home on Wednesday. We're meeting to finalise the speakers list for 
December's symposium. If you promise to wash and try to smile now and again you can call in for a
few moments."

"Thank you, Doctor Hoenenbacker."
"Only a few moments, mind. And for God's sake don't mention your real motives."
"My real motives, whatever you think they are, are not what you think they are."
"How do you know what I think they are? Now you're a mind reader." He gathered a sheath of 

notes off the coffee table and stood to leave. "Your intellect is approaching infinity. Do not mention
those things." And he left without offering a clue. 

Vampires. Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker didn't want Klaus to mention vampires.

-

Wednesday arrived and Klaus turned up at Doctor Hoenenbacker's house. Frieda followed him like 
an assistant. She thought Klaus's thesis was fascinating, his studies extraordinary, his world a 
conundrum. He wanted to know how Frieda came to be the owner of an Aston Martin, but was 
scared to ask.

"You know just because those directors were forced into hiding shouldn't make you afraid of 
success."

She did it again: raise a subject they were talking about fifteen minutes ago. Klaus sorted through 
his mental cache to recall the conversation. . . .  "I'm not afraid of success, I'm just wary of the 
people we meet in life, who is attracted to you by what you do. I mean, you said yourself you have 
more friends when you become rich, but they're not dangerous."

"What if those false friends are in the military, or spies?"
"Patrick Cobbold's problems weren't his friends they were his enemies."
"Sounds like paranoia to me. And besides you already have an enemy."
"Who?"
"Doctor Hoenenbacker."
"He's not an enemy," said Klaus, "he's nuts. Just don't mention . . . you know." The doorbell 

clicked in its brass frame. "Do you think it rang?"
"We'll know if we're still standing here in an hour."
"People at the university think Professor Bruck is a witch."
"Why?"
"Rumours."
"Where did the rumours come from?"
"Little things. The pentacle jewellery, the casual mention of occult references in seminars and 

tutorials, her interest in Eliphas Levi."



"Aha."
"Personally, I think arriving at the university on a broomstick is the real give-away. . . ."
The door opened. An ornately decorated woman guessed Klaus was Klaus and said, "You must 

be. . . . Come in. And wipe your feet."
She stood to one side and tutted disapproval of Frieda's elaborate sweeping gestures with her feet 

on the mat.
"Clean now," said Frieda. 
Mrs Hoenenbacker banged the door shut. Her sphere of influence extended from the floral pattern

of her dress to the floral displays placed with haphazard guile around the hallway. Displays chosen 
to soften the heavy Gothic timbers, lighten the deep auburn wood flooring, make human the lofty 
scale of the stair well that heaved towards an elaborate ceiling. 

Doctor Hoenenbacker's house wasn't like Doctor Hoenenbacker: it had a human touch. Perhaps 
the grandeur bore some of his ego, but his wife tried to downplay it with sprays of fuchsia and 
lopsided bonsai trees. 

The meeting of masterminds took place in a large study. Six figures huddled around a small table 
containing some hidden curiosity. After several whispers Klaus noticed a chess board and pieces 
positioned mid-game. One of the visitors suggested king's knight to bishop six, which provoked a 
lot of audible breathing and chin rubbing.

"Gert. Your guest." Mrs Hoenenbacker abandoned Klaus at the threshold of the room. 
"Ah. Good. Did you wash like I asked you?"
"Yes, Doctor Hoenenbacker. Twice."
"This is him, Virginia. He's all ready with his request. I don't think you'll need to distract yourself 

for too long, but I think you may be able to help him."
Klaus was eager to suggest the next move on the chess board. "Do you play?" Klaus didn't know 

the man who asked.
"Yes, I do."
"White to move," he said again. "Gustav thinks the bishop is doomed, but I think Smyslov 

avoided a similar problem in the 1957 match with Botvinnik."
"Reminds me of Yuri's problem in 1957," said Doctor Hoenenbacker. The others grinned. 
"Did that involve a bishop, Gert?"
"More like a rogue neutrino than a rogue bishop." And they laughed again. Doctor Hoenenbacker 

was enjoying his role as host until Klaus opened his mouth to suggest a move. He was dragged 
away.

"Yes, you didn't come here to play chess, young man. Virginia, could you tear yourself away for 
two minutes?" Professor Bruck, 'Virginia,' followed Doctor Hoenenbacker and the visitors being 
guided to a distant drawing room. "You can show yourself out when you're done," he said to Klaus. 
Before he left them he turned to Frieda: "So, you're the girl?"

"Pardon?"
"He's been distracted for nearly two weeks. I guessed it was either a girl or he'd murdered 

someone and was feeling the pressure of guilt."
"How do you know how murderers feel, Herr Hoenenbacker?" 
"Doctor Hoenenbacker."
"Sorry. Doctor Hoenenbacker. And I'm not a girl."
Klaus disguised a grin with a brisk pinch of his nose.
Virginia waited until Doctor Hoenenbacker was gone before turning to Frieda. "What's your 

interest in all this?"
"Curiosity."



"I see. And Klaus, how can I help?"
"I don't know if Doctor Hoenenbacker has explained to you already, but I need computing power 

to test models in a hypothesis. He thought you might have access to special resources or IT."
"No, that's not what he told me."
"Oh."
Virginia grinned. "He said you wanted to prove the existence of vampires."
"Oh, shit."
"Is it true?"
"No. No, I want to test the effects on spin-2 particles. There are two great enigmas in physics-"
"Gravity and dark matter," said Virginia.
"Yes. Perhaps we can't fully account for their qualities because they change form as they pass 

from one dimension to another, or cross from one universe to another."
"I see."
"Doctor Hoenenbacker thinks I want to demonstrate how that might prove the existence of 

vampires. I'm in the third year of my Doctorate, Professor Bruck, I'm not going to derail it by 
bringing in esoteric rubbish like that."

"Doctor Hoenenbacker is an empiricist. He likes his matter to be solid matter with a good robust 
equation to back it up. People like him don't count sheep when they want to fall asleep, they try to 
solve the Riemann Hypothesis."

Frieda had stopped listening. She tip-toed around the room, examined the art, stroked the picture 
frames, lifted the ornaments. Virginia watched every move.

"I'm not sure how you can help Professor, but Doctor Hoenenbacker thinks you have access to 
computing power. It's either that or trying to get into CERN."

Virginia sighed. "Well, they'll let you into CERN if you offer to fix their machinery, but other 
than that I suppose I'm your best chance. . . ." Frieda held up a paperweight made of mottled 
turquoise glass, "to prove your theory about vampire particles."

"Isn't this unusual?" said Frieda.
"Klaus, do you mind if I have a moment with your friend?"
"No."
Frieda replaced the vase and waited for Klaus to leave the room. He closed the door and stared at 

the solid wood, the guarded mahogany. What was the nature of the conversation it now concealed? 
A crystal glass vase, blown and spun into a delicately slim shape, balanced on a table next to the 
corridor window. He removed the flowers, poured out the remaining drops of water across the dark 
rug, and stuck the glass against the door. 

The words were muffled, the conversation unclear like a distant thought. Professor Bruck knew 
Frieda. He moved the vase closer to the door frame and the words became a little more distinct . . . 
but frustratingly, only words, no complete sentences. Someone was the owner of an investment 
fund; someone had an interest in Lena Somebody-or-other's company; someone was up to 
something. Frieda was interested in Lena, interested in Toten Herzen and the connection. Klaus 
heard his own name, but not the question or the answer. . . .

"What in God's name are you doing?" Doctor Hoenenbacker's voice was too clear to be a distant 
thought.

Klaus stepped away from the door and placed the empty vase back on the table. "Measuring 
resonance in hardwood structures?"

"Mahogany is a softwood."
"Yes, Doctor-"
"Where's Professor Bruck? And don't you dare tell me she's on the other side of that door."



The door opened. Virginia and Frieda ignored Doctor Hoenenbacker and silently left the room. 
"Oh, it's you," he said to Frieda. "I wasn't aware you two knew each other."
"Neither was I until this evening," said Virginia. "Frieda has been asked to develop a business 

plan to rescue Lena's old company."
Doctor Hoenenbacker's eyebrows almost lifted off the top of his head. "Really . . . You!"
"Yes. Me. Sorry."
"But you're. . . ."
"Just a girl?"
"So young."
Virginia led the Doctor back to his own study. "I think I can help Klaus find his vampire 

particles."
"Does the broomstick outside belong to you, Virginia?" said Frieda.
Doctor Hoenenbacker doubled back spreading his arms as if shooing geese down a lane. "Thank 

you. Professor Bruck will not humour that kind of nonsense. This is a house of learning."
Outside, (ejected without the chance to say goodbye) Klaus looked again at the Aston Martin. He 

now knew how she afforded it. And the costume jewellery she wore, the sparklers, the silver: were 
they real diamonds? Solid silver?  

"How do you know them?" he said.
"I didn't. They knew me. Isn't that strange when someone you don't know seems to know 

everything about you?"
"Weird," said Klaus. 
"She knew I was interested in some business in Bamberg. I don't know how."
"Forces you to start asking questions about everything."
On the drive back to Bamberg Frieda said, "You're supposed to ask questions, you're a scientist 

aren't you? Don't scientists discover things by asking questions?"
"Yes. But you didn't tell me you owned a company."
"You didn't ask."
"But it's a big deal. Why didn't you say?"
"If it's such a big deal why didn't you ask?"
"I can't ask about things I don't know about."
"I thought that's what questions were for. Or do you only ask rhetorical questions?"
"No, no, that's not what I meant."
Frieda's phone rang. She pushed a button on the dashboard and Virginia's voice emerged from the

speakers.
"One question I wanted to ask you, Frieda. Have you ever been asked to rescue IT companies?"
"No, can't say I have."
"No British start-ups that have bit the dust early on?"
"I don't do business in Britain."
"And you've never heard anyone mention the name Eve? Suppliers to IT firms, consultants to IT 

firms, anything like that?"
"No, afraid not. I can listen out for you. Eve? Who is Eve?"
"It's all right, Frieda. I'll get back to you. Sorry for asking."
When the call ended and the music resumed Klaus asked the same question. "Who's Eve?"
"Didn't you hear me," said Frieda. 
"When you said you don't know, do you really not know?"
She pushed back against the head restraint. "Why would I say no if I mean yes?"
"Forget it."



"Okay. Next week I want to go to England. Fancy a ride?"
England next week was short notice and unexpected, but Klaus was beginning to expect the 

unexpected. The familiarity excited and disturbed him. Frieda excited and disturbed him, and he 
knew when objects and systems became excited and disturbed they were about to undergo radical 
change.

Quantum change.
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9.07 a.m. Vienna

Portugal wanted money, IMF money, but Niels Kramer refused to recommend the request to his 
seniors. Half a dozen advisers arranged like the six of clubs around the makeshift poker table 
supported Portugal's position. Kramer countered their arguments with phrases like money pit, black 
hole, and Greece. 

Enrique Sallas had arrived late for the meeting and found himself out of position at the head of 
the table as if he were the chair. Constance, his PA, fed him statistics, data and all sorts of 
antagonistic figures which should have wiped out Kramer's opposition, but the man from the IMF, 
Lagarde's lackey according to the whispering in the corridors, refused to listen.

The impasse continued and the body language poured into the silence: a lowering of heads, 
retraction of hands, slumping of torsos. The tap of pen on notepad, the irritated flipping of 
smartphone. Six pushed against one and the one simply refused to move. . . .

All morning Sallas's phone had vibrated his inside pocket like chronic palpitations. At eleven 
o'clock the meeting broke for coffee and he scurried outside. 

Constance followed. "People in Lisbon should be here arguing for their own money."
"The people in Portugal don't travel well," Sallas said. "Let's give Niels one more opportunity to 

change his mind before we change it for him." His phone hummed again. Eleven waiting messages 
from the same number. 

"The house in Croatia is mine," said Constance. Sallas nodded. "Parents wonder where the money
comes from-"

"Hush. Not in a public building." He apologised to his phone and walked away.
The first message read: 

Is it true about the 49?

"I'm sorry, I have to make a phone call." He left Constance alone and rang the number.
"What have you heard?"
"They were seen at Raiena."
"Who? The forty-nine?"
"Yes."
"What, all of them?"
"I'm not sure. I'm assuming so."
"Raiena? What were they doing at Raiena?"
"I don't know."
The lack of certainty troubled Sallas: the forty-nine with access to Raiena, the forty-nine possibly 

having access to Raiena. . . . Certainty was measurable, quantifiable. Certainty could be fought.
"Let me make a few calls and get back to you." 
His own coven in Milan avoided the aftershocks of Bamberg, but these new tremors out of 

Hungary would resonate much farther and propagate with greater intensity. 
Constance gestured, the meeting was ready to resume. He apologised again. "I can't go back in 

just yet. Tell them I've been distracted." He headed for the elevator.
"Sure. Problem?"
"Possibly. Or it might be nothing." Before the elevator doors closed he said, "Give that bastard a 

helping hand. Make sure he knows it's in his fucking interests to agree with us."



11.26 a.m. Marseilles

"It's like recovering from a long illness." Henri Pascal turned away from the window, the framed 
panorama of the port and a single container ship drifting towards a calm Mediterranean horizon. He 
loosened his trouser belt and prepared for the pleasures of his secretary's thighs. "When you're ill 
you think you'll never be healthy again. When you're healthy you can't imagine being ill. You feel 
indestructible."

"Do you feel indestructible now?" Lisette's hands wandered towards his neck.
"Yes."
"Unlike your wife's lawyers. . . ." She coiled his tie around her fist. 
"Indiscretion, Lisette." His phone rang. His special phone: the phone he never ignored. . . .
"Yes."
"The forty-nine have made a move."
Pascal ordered Lisette to leave the room. "I thought it was a rumour."
"No. They've already interrogated people at Raiena."
"Raiena?"
Lisette peered through a gap in the door. Pascal slammed it closed. "How did they gain access to 

Raiena?"
"I don't know, but the area is compromised now. They know where it is and how it's organised 

and managed."
"Didn't they receive the Wishlist recently?"
"I believe so, yes."
"Could it be connected to that?"
"They don't question individuals on the Wishlist, Henri."
"No. Keep me in touch."
"I will. If I learn any more I'll contact you." 
Pascal rang a colleague from his own coven in Paris. The line was dead. In the adjacent room 

Lisette was stripped down to her underwear. She straddled an office chair, Pascal's tie hanging from
her own neck. Through the window behind her the container ship sailed free of the port and beyond 
the safe haven of the harbour walls. Now the cumbersome drifting monolith exposed itself to faster 
predators. And if it survived, if it outmanoeuvred the threat, it would arrive at the distant line of the 
horizon and plunge off the edge of the world. . . . 

"Something out there more interesting than me, Henri?" 
Pascal swallowed and felt a raw irritation at the back of his throat. Always the first sign of illness.
  
2.38 p.m. Berlin
 

"Have you found it, I think you have. . . ." 
Sarah Marchant held up her tablet and photographed Kolorscheme 4, a vibrant orange slab of 

abstract art, perfect for the chilly blue walls of her client's dining room. She dragged the image into 
a high definition render of the dining room and Kolorscheme 4 came home.

"Exxler is an investment and a genius. . .  ." The white maze of interconnecting rooms captured 
the voice of the gallery owner. Amongst the click of footsteps the disembodied voice echoed as if 
the owner was broadcasting propaganda from another location in Berlin. (Sarah's phone rang.) 
Voice and owner were reunited. "Kolorscheme 4. . . ." The gallery owner with horrified eyes and a 
finger to her lips, sidestepped Sarah's phone conversation.



"Where are you?"
"I'm in Berlin looking at work by Anton Exxler-"
"Get back to Amsterdam."
"Why-" 
"Bring the coven together and move to a safe place."
"I'm sorry. I have to leave." Sarah ran through the gallery, leaving the owner's voice behind her 

absorbed by the white walls.
"Is something wrong?"
"Who was that?"
"No one." Sarah hit a wall of noise from the traffic outside the gallery. Her hotel was to the right. 

"What's going on?"
"The forty-nine have taken over Raiena. They already have people contained there."
"But it was supposed to be a rumour. A joke." She dodged a tram, threaded through parked cars, 

sprinted for a green light on a pedestrian crossing.
"No joke. The Paris coven might be next. Milan may have gone already. I can't find anyone who 

can give definitive answers, so we need to be cautious."
"Cautious? Who's dealing with this?"
"Nobody. It's a mess. Everything's a mess. It's happening too quickly."
Three men stood guard at the entrance to her hotel. Three men she had never seen before. Sarah 

froze.
"Are you still there?
Her passport was in the hotel. "Yeah. I've got to go. I'm on my way back." The men could be 

anybody. Hotel guests, visitors, staff. They could be anybody.
She ducked behind a news kiosk and rang a colleague in Amsterdam. "Have you heard anything 

about Paris and Milan?"
"No."
"The forty-nine, the threat to take on the heads of the network. They're onto Paris and Milan. It's 

started."
"But I thought the threat was just a rumour."
"So did I. The Wishlist event was the start of what's playing out now."
"And is anyone doing anything about it?"
"I don't know, but at this moment in time there's still a chance enough of us can work together to 

stop them."
"How?"
"Kill them before they kill us." Her phone battery was almost out of juice.
The run from the gallery, the icy airborne crystals, the helpless dread all conspired to produce a 

plume of vapour around Sarah's head. The Berlin breeze caught her billowing breath and carried it 
towards the hotel, an easy offering to the waiting threat at the entrance. Her only help was the occult
force of the coven in Amsterdam. A two hour flight if she could recover her passport, if she could 
make it to the airport.

And the longer she stood panting behind the kiosk, pumping out steam and attracting the curiosity
of strangers the closer she came to danger, discovery. "The network's cellular structure has become 
its weakness," she said. "No one knows what's going on. A leader's message here, a vague reply 
there. Chinese whispers. . . ." The phone's battery died. Sarah was talking to herself.

3.49 p.m. Helsinki



Piro Maakenen drove across the city to a safe house. A journey of jumped red lights and car horns 
and the frantic trill of his phone. When his hands were free to release the call his phone stopped 
ringing and a maddening spiral of frustration forced his foot down harder on the accelerator. He 
played cat and mouse with the traffic and whack-a-mole with his dashboard until an awkward driver
filled two lanes with his unavoidable truck. Maakenen's finger hovered over the touch screen . . . the
phone rang and Katya Novine's voice babbled an incoherent mix of panic and speculation. 

"Slow down. I can't drive and make sense of what you're saying," he said.
"Raiena is under their control; Paris and Milan covens are gone, probably in Raiena by now; and I

can't make contact with Amsterdam. That's all I can find out."
"Paris and Milan? They're third degree covens. Why do they care about them?"
"I don't know. I don't know. But that means they have another hundred and sixty-eight covens to 

control the upper degrees."
"No, no, they can forget the third degree covens, they don't need all of them, just the leaders. Two

leaders would be two representatives of second degree covens. They only need another eleven 
leaders to control the second degree, and if you control the second degree you control the main 
coven."

Maakenen drove several hundred metres without looking at the road. Katya struggled with the 
permutations, the numbers, and the ominous fact that she, as coven leader in Helsinki, would be a 
priority, a strategic target. "Sorry, didn't mean to worry you."

"Even if they wanted to they can't kill them all," she said.
"Really? You know Raiena's capacity is approximately fifteen hundred? They can kill three 

hundred a day up there." 
"Let me make another call. I'll speak to you again in one hour."
"Wait, wait. . . . Bamberg."
"What about it?"
"Third degree coven, yes? They were compromised again, weren't they?"
"Twice. But. . . ."
"But they solved the problem. They dealt with the threat. They had help from the forty-nine." He 

snatched the car into a side-street and parked on the pavement. "Are you thinking what I'm 
thinking?"

"I doubt it. What are you thinking?"
"Could the Bamberg coven be behind this?"
"Now you're being paranoid."
"No one figured out how they got Frenzel's body onto the spire. They're third degree. No coven 

has ever moved up a level. What if they're trying to set a precedent?"
He turned up the phone's volume.
"That's a little far fetched, Piro."
"They were wiped out last year. Is it at all possible they blame the main coven for what happened 

in England."
"You shouldn't talk like this, Piro."
"Katya, do we honestly think a ridiculous rock band wiped out an entire coven like that? On 

camera, filmed live, with everybody watching? A band everyone thinks is fake, a hoax? It doesn't 
make sense. There had to be some help, someone behind it. Someone controlling it and maybe the 
people in Bamberg found out."

"Simon Frenzel and Theo Wenders were part of an Interpol operation. If anyone was helping 
Toten Herzen it was them, not the main coven." 

The point of Maakenen's journey was to reach the safe house, not conclusions. The plausibility of 



his theory faded with late afternoon light and the reality of his surroundings engulfed him: he had 
stopped in a quiet side-street, an empty unpoliced side-street. "Maybe you're right. I don't know, 
maybe you're right." He pulled out in front of a taxi.

"What was that?" said Katya.
"It's okay. Everyone in Helsinki is blowing their horn to get my attention." 
At the end of the street the rush hour waited for him and with the traffic gridlocked he was finally 

stopped by a red light. 

4.16 p.m. Bucharest

The group agreed to move on from agenda item three to agenda item four: supply chain logistics. 
How to respond to western European supermarkets and their strategies for squeezing margins, 
throttling profits. The trend interfered with processes for Eleanor Mitrescu's agribusiness, but she 
had two solutions. The first, consolidation of production from eighteen sites to fifteen, required 
board approval. The second solution was no concern of the board. She'd keep the second solution to
herself.

"Do any of you have issues with the choice of sites for closure?" The door to the meeting room 
burst open. Chief of Security, Roman, marched ahead of a line of his biggest colleagues. They 
surrounded Eleanor.

"You have to leave."
"What, now?"
"Yes. I'm sorry."
Eleanor stood and asked the vice-president of the company to chair the meeting. "I'll explain 

when I'm back. . . ." She heard herself say 'if I come back' and joined the solid column of Roman 
and his humourless minders.

On the roof, a helicopter sat grumbling in a hurricane of dust and litter. "I thought it was under 
control," she said, but Roman was busy shielding her from the throaty threat of the rotor blades. "I 
feel like one of the Ceausescus".

Roman waited until they were over Bucharest before saying, "We can't clarify the reports. We 
thought it better to be cautious. What we do know is the forty-nine are not in Raiena. Five members 
did gain access a few days ago, but they left after several hours." He retrieved the information from 
his phone.

"And where are they now?"
"We don't know." 
The lattice of Bucharest's street lights curled away and the helicopter flew on into an enclosing 

uncertain blackness. Only the throb of the engine sustained any awareness of motion, and when the 
interior lights projected vivid reflections onto the windows Eleanor found herself staring at the face 
of a woman she didn't recognise. Stiff, short of breath, a woman visibly ageing as the journey 
progressed.

Roman continued. "Paris, Milan, Amsterdam and Helsinki have gone silent. Munich is cautious. 
Wurzburg is still active for some reason."

"Do we know why?"
"They don't seem to be worried."
"Why wouldn't they be worried?"
Roman's phone didn't have all the answers. "Hans-Peter does have access to eavesdropping tech."
Eleanor made a call. Hans-Peter Schneider was surprised to hear her voice. "Are you safe, 

Eleanor?"



"Yes. How are your colleagues, Hans?"
"Fine. I've accounted for all of them."
"All of them?"
"Yes. Why?"
"Hans, are you happy with your colleagues in Wurzburg?"
"Yes. I'm not sure where this is going, Eleanor."
"If ever you have a problem you must tell me. You must tell us all. We can deal with it."
Schneider's hesitation gave her time to reconsider the words, change her mind and acknowledge a 

disturbing truth: the main coven no longer had the means to deal with it, to deal with anything. Not 
in the old way. Not in the clean, hands free, leave someone else to deal with the dirty end of 
business way.

"How has this happened, Hans? When the situation settles we all need to talk. This cannot happen
again."

"We know a little more than we did a few hours ago. Katya from the Gdansk coven is co-
ordinating a plan."

"Good."
"I'll call again in one hour, Eleanor."
Next to her the window framed a judgemental face. An accusing face, questioning her flight, her 

escape. "Can we turn these lights off?"
Roman flicked a switch and the world vanished. The world she knew and recognised extinguished

in a second.

5.27 p.m. Gdansk

The rancorous task of co-ordinating a response from the main coven fell to to Katya Novine. An 
eruption of messages blown from the fractured lower covens propelled panic and confusion, fuelled 
by the amazing velocity of events. 

She worked through her personal list of names and consumed increasing levels of caffeine until 
stress forced her onto neat vodka. When she made contact with Samuel Lombard on his houseboat 
in the Norfolk Broads her vision had reduced to a blur.

"Sorry I can't take your call at the moment."
"Shit. Sam, it's Katya. I'll call again. . . . "
"Sorry, Katya. I'm here really."
"Sam, don't do that. I have one more call to make and then we can get together to deal with this 

problem."
"Problem?"
"The forty-nine."
"The forty-nine. Yeah. They've certainly started a wildfire. Are you sure the threat is real?"
"Real? My information tells me Raiena is in lock down, all inmates there have been extinguished,

the Paris, Milan, Amsterdam and Helsinki covens are silent. Members of the main coven are safe 
for now, but I need to contact Hans-Peter in Wurzburg directly. Apparently eight days is all we 
have to bring this threat to an end."

"All this because of a rumour, eh? A joke? It's nearly a month ago since this first came to light. 
Has anyone spoken to someone in Wurzburg to clarify what really happened?"

"I'll know more when I speak to Hans-Peter. It's obviously not a joke, Sam. Third and fourth 
degree covens are working on their connections to intelligence and security agencies. Hans-Peter 
should be monitoring traffic and communications. If the forty-nine don't know we're listening we 



can catch them when they move."
"You want me to contact Cheltenham?"
"Yes. The second degree covens can come together within three days to establish some protective

force until we start to pick them off. It worked when we took out Litvinenko and Nemptsov . . . and 
Calvi . . . we can do it again."

"But there's forty-nine of them. Blackfriars Bridge isn't long enough."
"We can retrace the names they're chasing on the Wishlist and track them down through that. 

They'll be scattered-"
"Not if they're planning a takeover. They won't be wasting time with the Wishlist, they'll be 

together."
"That's true."
"Plotting. . . . "
"Yes, yes."
"Planning."
"You are taking this seriously, Sam?"
"Sorry. Of course I am. Let me speak to someone I know, they have access to PRISM at GCHQ. 

See if their footprints are visible."
"When can you do that?"
"I'd have to speak to them in person. . . ." Sam checked his watch, "maybe as soon as sevenish, 

tomorrow morning. If you can co-ordinate with other security personnel, start calling in favours, we
can have a plan in place by mid-day."

"That's short notice."
Sam raised his tea cup. "Raiena is a two hour flight, Katya."

-

After the conversation ended, Sam listened to the chatter of waterfowl outside the boat, the patter of
feet on the roof, the easy breeze stroking the reed beds. He opened his laptop, connected to Tor and 
made a secure call.

'Where are you?'
Twelve minutes later the laptop answered: '19-71 Belvederâ‚¬\\'
'seven.solaris'
'con'
He packed a two-day bag, dressed for the level exposure of the Broads and secured the houseboat.



9

"Bambi's in the clearing." The target entered the exclusive circle of Jenzo's binoculars. "Suspension 
is quite low for the tyre profile. Must be armoured coachwork." She tracked the monolithic Range 
Rover along New Bond Street; the largest and heaviest member of the herd grazing on the exclusive
designer grass of Hermes, Chanel, Dior.

Ruby's microphone, a parabolic dish aimed at the distant street, amplified the chatter, but heard 
nothing noteworthy. In contrast, short wave radio scans babbled with activity and white noise slices 
of human life. "Do you remember the shipping forecast enthusiast in Oxford?"

Jenzo murmured. A second Range Rover rode shotgun to the main car.
"He's on here again."
"How do you know it's the same guy?"
"Same voice. He's obsessed with Cromarty. Wants to sail there one day."
Jenzo, Ruby and Shalini lined the ledge of Refuge House like three resident raptors. Their nosy 

gadgets pilfered the airwaves, satellite tracking signatures and the streets below for patterns and 
players. And when Jenzo was satisfied the other two had become one with their equipment (and 
dropped their guard), she struck. . . . "I've never asked you two what you'd do if you found a garden 
of temptation?"

"We hoped you never would." Shalini sighed.
"It's any excuse with you, isn't it?" said Ruby. 
"Only asking."
"What about the kill, more importantly, what about the method."
"Only asking."
Ruby lifted one of the headphone cups. "Now isn't the time to talk about your bloody awful 

novel."
"You always call it that. My Bloody Awful Novel. . . ."
"Sounds like a good title to me," said Shalini.
"Well?"
"Well what?"
"What would you do?"
"I'd burn bloody awful novels. And then I'd burn their authors."
"That's not allowed. I make the rules in this garden. I'm interested to know what others would 

do." She peered down the lens barrels of her binoculars, two eyes on the street, two ears on the 
ledge.

Shalini shook her head at Ruby. "With your warped imagination you can't think of your own 
temptations?"

"I know what you'd want," Jenzo stared at Shalini through the binoculars, "but it vud be 
anatomically impossible to valk, even in zee undervorld."

The tracker signal from the target Range Rover blinked onto Shalini's screen. "He's stopped to 
buy something from Louis Vuitton." 

"Look at that, he's stopped in a taxi rank," said Jenzo.
"Some people have no respect." Ruby aimed the microphone at the car and heard a rushed 

conversation. "He'll just be a second, picking up an order, traffic wardens will accept a fifty, 
minimum. . . . "

"Fifty?" said Shalini.
"Fifty quid to look the other way. Security chief too."
"Bent as a nine quid note. This guy deserves a spectacular."



Shalini, sat with her back to the action, suggested a subterranean explosion. "Gas leak?"
"Gas would be a bit unpredictable," said Ruby. "Collateral damage would paint an interesting 

picture though."
"You'd have to go down the sewers, Shal. You get queasy sat on the toilet, how would you cope 

wading through other people's-
"They're not happy stopping like that," said Ruby. "Security guy in the second car just told him to

ask his wife to collect her own shit from Louis Vuitton"
"I bought a bag from Louis Vuitton," said Shalini. "Lost it in Copenhagen. I think it was 

Copenhagen."
"We haven't done brazen for a long time," said Jenzo. Adrian Mellor, former Assistant Director of

MI5, paced out of Louis Vuitton and climbed back into the passenger seat of the Range Rover.
"Brazen and bizarre," said Shalini. "How would we do that?"
"My neck's seizing up." Jenzo sat upright and cross-legged on the ledge. "Of course, there are no 

bloody awful novels where you come from, you Cornish docksy."
"No," said Ruby lost in the intercepted chatter. "Only Daphne du Maurier and Thomas Hardy. Oh,

yeah, Jamaica Inn, wots that allabout, eh, eh? Thomas Hardy. The twat. Anyone can write like 
that. . . ."

"All right, all right. We know you're educated. We've all seen that fake certificate on your parent's
living room wall."

"Fake? You wouldn't know how to spell fake, you spic. . . . "
"F - u - k - u."
"And where have you picked up a word like docksy?"
"I've heard gran use it."
"I can believe that. All the circles she mixes in."
"Not anymore." Mellor's car tried to edge through the pedestrians. "She never leaves the house."
"Is she bedridden?" said Shalini.
"Bedridden? If she never leaves the house that makes her house bound, not bedridden."
"You can spell bedridden, can't you, Shalini?" said Ruby.
"Yeah."
"There you go. It should be you writing that novel, not B.A. Enzo."
"B.A?" Shalini's red dot came to a halt.
"Bloody Awful."
"That's a tight corner," said Jenzo. "That's when we hit. What's the junction, Shal?"
"New Bond Street and Clifford Street. He has to follow the one way left."
"Pretty obvious innit," said Ruby. 
Jenzo packed away the binoculars and waited for another insult. 
"Why don't we make a special Louis Vuitton window display?" said Ruby.
The binoculars came out again. The shop was a perfect picture frame for one of Ruby's ghoulish 

dioramas. She did them so well: no door too hard, no spire too high, no shop window too exposed. 
"Can't wait to see Sam the Man's face when we tell him about this one."
"And Gregor's when we finish it." Ruby had a dinner date with a racehorse trainer from 

Newmarket and was eager to leave. She pulled off her coveralls and smoothed down the emerging 
royal blue dress. Headphones and microphone were stuffed into a rucksack after pulling out a pair 
of Jimmy Choos.

"Is he hung like one of his horses?" Shalini asked.
"Won't know until later."
"Wonder what he has planned for you," said Jenzo. She answered a voicemail. "Sam, we're ready.



Where do you want to meet? . . . . It'll just be me and Shalini. Ruby's got a date with a racehorse."

-

Shalini bounced the bike onto the embankment promenade and followed a direct line at Sam. He 
sidestepped like a lazy matador, rebalanced the overcoat on his arm and waited for the raging 
engine and flailing passenger to spin around for a second attempt. It stopped inches from the toes of
his brogues.

"What's wrong, Samuel?" Jenzo tugged off her helmet and adjusted a flattened fringe in the 
opaque visor's reflection.

"You have a problem."
"Do I?"
"You don't want to kill anyone not on the Wishlist, right?"
"Don't want to kill anyone, full stop, Sam, but we can't help it. You know how it is. Some girls 

are good at taking their clothes off, some good at reproducing, spend their whole lives spawning 
like salmon. And some of us-"

"They're coming for you. The main coven is spooked."
"Unfortunate term to use about witches, Sam."
"They've given themselves eight days to stop you. They'll probably use their contacts in the 

security services to track you down."
"Did you hear that, Shal. Our paymasters have had enough of us."
Shalini's attention fixed on Tower Bridge. . . . "We always knew they would one day." Farther 

down the Thames a tall masted boat passed safely through the glowing Gothic maw. She turned 
back to the conversation, pulled off her helmet and shook a heavy cascade of black hair into Jenzo's 
face. "Do we carry on with the list?"

"Who's on it?" said Sam.
"We chose the MI5 grass Mellor, Kalimov the Belarus crook, and that tart from South Africa."
"How quickly can you do them?"
"Quickly?" said Jenzo.
"We don't do things quickly, Sam. We're artists. We have a responsibility to maintain standards. 

Gregor doesn't think we can cut it."
"Does Gregor know about this?" Jenzo leaned over Shalini's shoulder. "They all need to know 

about this."
"It affects you all," said Sam. "You need to go somewhere they can't find you, but I'm not sure 

that place exists."
Sam scanned the embankment and surrounding ecosystem either side of a churning brown river 

channel. London concealed its intentions, its villains and assassins, its plans and plotting; concealed
them behind diamanté windows and inside the red eyed lines of traffic. Unlike Jenzo, whose 
devious smirk answered any threat, projected her own obstinate menace.

"It's nothing to smile about," said Sam.
"Finding us is one thing, killing us is another task entirely. How much notice do they take of you?

You're a third degree initiate, aren't you. Third division."
"Actually, no. I belong to two covens."
"You never told us," Shalini said.
"What's the other one?" said Jenzo. "Come on, no secrets from us, Sam."
"Gdansk."
Shalini and Jenzo shrieked. "Gdansk! The shipyard Gdansk? Lech Walensa and all that lot 



Gdansk?" 
"Old Danzig." Shalini wiped her eyes dry. "I bet you all call it Danzig."
"I don't. You have no idea how many covens there are, do you?"
"Didn't know there was one in Gdansk. Were they Solidarnosc witches?" Jenzo gasped. "Hang on 

a minute, you're gonna tell us the collapse of communism started with the Gdansk coven. Actually, 
big respect, Sam. We should take it seriously."

"Yeah, you should take it seriously. All of you. Forget Gdansk, I don't care if you think it's 
hilarious or not. They're watching you. They'll be following you soon."

"Do they know you know us . . . obviously not, you wouldn't be here warning us otherwise. They 
don't know you deliver the Wishlist, do they?"

Shalini laughed. "It's time they all started talking to each other. We wouldn't be here but for all 
this cloak and dagger intrigue."

"The cloak and dagger intrigue is the reason they've survived for four hundred years, Shalini." 
Sam's restless presence reacted to every noise, every call, ever hoot of boat and echo of distant dogs
barking. 

"Don't like being pursued, do you Sam? You know, you can always link up with us. Put away all 
that pagan shit you believe in."

"It's not my scene, Jenzo."
"No. Your gods and goddesses drop you like a stone when you need them most. Our guy never 

lets us down. You want something you get it. No vague shit about looking inside yourself or 
discovering what is wholesome. And all that poetry and wanton pseudo-philosophy. Make the 
horizon your target in life. Idiot who came up with that one doesn't tell you it's physically 
impossible to reach the horizon. Ambiguous shit gets you nowhere, Sam. You not tired of it? Don't 
you ever wish someone would give you a straight answer to a straight question?"

"I don't ask questions, Jenzo."
"What's the point if you never get any fucking answers?"
"We should be going," said Shalini. "We've had our warning."
"Yeah, thanks for the warning, Sam."
Helmets on, Shalini fired up the bike and circled the forlorn statue of Sam; Sam of Gdansk, Sam 

of casual nature and goodness of heart. 
Jenzo played a drum roll on Shalini's helmet and pointed forward. "Remember what I said, Sam," 

she shouted. "Always a seat at Lucifer's table. Prince o' Darkness never turned anyone away." The 
bike's power threw her head back and her arms out. Shalini covered fifty metres on one wheel 
before punching her way back into the traffic and back into the hidden mysteries of London's 
chaotic underworld. 

-

If only the security staff at JFK airport took more interest in their home life, for all its dull boredom,
and less in their work forever throwing up international curiosities and technical discrepancies. One 
turn of the head, one missed phone call from Cambridge, England, one lapse in protocol and Gregor
would have passed through customs unchecked.

His passport said Chris Denomitius, Estonian national, visas intact, all paperwork in order. But in 
spite of this he was escorted to a secure room and stared at by two men bloated by a lifetime of 
American-sized portions of food. There was hardly room in their torsos for air in the lungs.

Gregor sat handcuffed, calculating how many miles these two would have to run to burn off the 
fat and make room for their lungs to fill with enough air to breathe properly. Eventually, he said, 



"Mars."
"Beg your pardon?"
"You two. All that weight. You'd have to run to Mars and back to loose it."
"Shut the fuck up."
Gregor lifted his hands in surrender. "Touched a nerve?"
"I'll touch more than a nerve if you don't shut up, motherfucker."
"Calm down, gentlemen. I'm not al-Qaeda." He smiled his aquiline smile that pulled in his 

features until his face became the beak-like mask that frightened children. "I'm far worse."
The door rattled open. A third guy, tall but slim, hungry-looking in a country of culinary excess, 

pushed between his bigger colleagues and sat directly opposite Gregor. 
"What are you doing here?"
"I'm here to kill some people."
"Wise guy. You should be on the stage."
"Ask a silly question."
Slim hesitated, produced a wad of papers and flicked through them.
"Nothing to do with me," said Gregor.
"What?"
"That there file. Who's Gerard Molineaux?" 
Slim closed the folder and sweated. 
"What are you waiting for?" said Gregor. "Waiting for these two to lose weight?"
"We have suspicions that you're not who you say you are, Mr Denomitius."
"Well, I'm not Gerard Molineaux, if that's what you think." Gregor didn't like the aggression 

spreading across Fat Guy 1's features. "You didn't like Fallujah, did you big guy?"
"Huh? What you talking about?"
"I have it on good authority it was like Hell at times, but I can tell you, unless you've been to Hell 

you have no idea what it's really like."
A sharp knock on the door made everyone jump. Slim dragged the door open and leaned out. 

"Who knocked then?" Nobody outside answered. "Stop pissing around."
"All that noise and screaming," said Gregor, "must have been quite an experience-" He was 

interrupted by more banging on the door. Palms slapped heavily against the wood until the door 
frame shook.

"I'll get it." Fat Guy 2 grabbed the door handle, but it wouldn't move. The banging outside 
increased in volume and violence. "What the fuck? Who's that outside? Get the fuck away from this
door."

"They can't hear you, big guy. The souls of the dammed don't hear you anymore."
The banging escalated. Screams followed in the background, distant screams, shattered glass, the 

hard puff of gas and explosions. A sweet smell of diesel carried on high pitched cries of men 
howling like slaughtered livestock. Fat Guy 1 covered his ears and shuddered every time the flimsy 
walls were shaken by another agonised thud from the world outside. Unable to resist the pressure 
the room began to drop, a slow descent to begin, but then a sudden plunge. . . .

"We're going down," Gregor shouted. "We're on a one way trip downwards, gentlemen. Only one 
hope for you now." He switched his Ukrainian vowels to southern Baptist drawl. "Gonna have to 
call out to Jesus, gentlemen. Only Jesus can save you now."

Gravity turned to heat. At the base of the descent the evaporating sweat of the security staff 
drifted round their heads like ectoplasm. 

"Say the words with me, gentlemen. Say the words. Lift your eyes and pray to Jesus. Pray to 
Jesus, gentlemen. Say it, say it with me . . . save me, Jesus. . . ."



The room began to roast. The three men blanched and boiled in their own fat, their own 
substantial juices. Gregor kicked at the door, yelled to be released. Startled staff crashed into him 
and stopped to gawp at three charred bodies fused together in the corner of the room.

"Oh, thank you, Jesus," said Gregor. "Who says he never answers my prayers."
"Get this lunatic outta here."
They dragged Gregor across the customs area, yanked the coat off his back, lifted his feet off the 

ground and almost throttled him in an arm lock, but the struggle to hold him worked in his favour. 
He shrugged them off, wriggled out of the arm locks and the greasy grips and leapt onto a line of 
lockers. The room darkened in his shadow, consumed the staff members seconds before they took 
in the vision and fled. 

"You called!" Gregor screamed. "You called on me, you called my name. Now you have me you 
fucking run away!"  

-

Ruby's steak ran red, oozing blood across her plate until it settled in a puddle around the 
caramelised courgette.

"When I said rare I didn't mean still alive. This meat has a pulse. I can hear it breathing."
"It does look more like a murder scene," said Roger Rogerson, owner of eight racehorses, seven 

of which had never come close to winning a race. (The eighth had yet to be taken anywhere near a 
racecourse.)

Ruby's handbag quivered. Her vibrating phone offered a text message:

look who’s here, check out the video

"Can you excuse me one moment, Roger. I think I need to be sick."
Gallant Roger stood up, offered to call a doctor, but was reassured by Ruby's insistence a good 

poke down the throat with her finger should put things right.
In the bathroom of the restaurant she clicked the link and tried to understand the streamed video 

of Gregor stalking a secure area at JFK Airport in New York. He hissed and cawed, sprang from 
one perch to another, locker to cubicle to air conditioning pipe. The remaining visible staff (those 
who hadn't found a way out) cowered behind partitions and peered round corners. Ruby rang Jenzo.

"What is this?"
"Gregor's been picked up entering the US. They must have been tipped off."
"Tipped off?"
"The covens are upset. They're moving to take us all out, and moving quickly by the look of 

things."
"What was he doing?"
"He must have been using suggestion, scare them shitless. Looks like it was working too. We'll 

have to ask him what he looked like."
"Do I need to leave?" said Ruby. "Is my date who he says he is? All his horses sound like 

donkeys to me."
"Probably best to make your excuses. Sam warned us, but I think they're already on the case. I'll 

be in touch."
Back at the table, Rogerson's sea bass had arrived and wasn't flipping about on his plate. 
"Sorry, Roger, I have to go. Grandfather's had a heart attack."
"Oh, my goodness."



"Let me call you from the hospital and rearrange this evening."
"Yes. I hope he's okay."
Ruby dashed out and had no intention of seeing Rogerson again. She commandeered the first taxi 

to drift towards the restaurant entrance. "Grosvenor Hotel, please." After the second wrong turn 
Ruby realised the driver wasn't familiar with the Knowledge. He pulled into a narrow side-street. 
Parked outside a closed bookshop. Turned to her and fired a single shot to the forehead.
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Shalini and Jenzo found the taxi and found Ruby on the back-seat. The simple wound, the modest 
deep red dot like a grotesque bindi, was the coven's message. Shorthand for speed, efficiency, 
determination. They had mobilised and translated their desperation and panic into a deadly 
proactive rage of fear.

Shalini's awkward grief filled the taxi. She hugged Ruby, wrapped her with an embrace tight 
enough to almost pull Ruby into her own body to share the blood, share the circulation, the oxygen; 
share the life force until Ruby could breathe again by herself.

"This is not how you were supposed to go. You were supposed to go in style, fit for a princess. 
What can I do to make it right, Ruby? Tell me how to make it right."

The narrow street was free of security cameras. One of the few blind spots in a city of electronic 
eyes. The perfect spot for a kill.

"Quite a statement." Jenzo leaned head first against the roof of the taxi. She couldn't remember 
the last time Shalini cried so hard, the last time she sobbed until her body shook. Grief pulsed 
through the taxi roof, transferred to Jenzo's own brain and stirred up initial thoughts of revenge, 
retaliation. An appropriate response. She climbed into the taxi and stroked Ruby's hair. "We'll take 
her back to Pendle. You okay on the bike? We can come back for it."

"No. I'll be okay. Be careful with her."
"I will." 
"Abara dekha habe, Ruby."
Shalini sat with Ruby for another ten minutes and whispered a one sided conversation in Bengali. 

Jenzo listened, allowed them the privacy of their exclusive language. She heard her own name 
mentioned and took it as the signal to tear apart the dashboard and hotwire the taxi.

"You sure you're okay to ride this thing?" Jenzo held Shalini's hand steady as she put the key into 
the bike's ignition.

"I told you, I'm okay."
"I'll take your word for it."

-

The drive back to the safe house near Pendle Hill was a long morbid journey. Jenzo took the time to
consider changes to her novel, to stir things up a bit, give Galfino something to think about. 
Introduce him to the concept of loss. Through Northampton she considered an exchange of ideas 
with Ruby, but Shalini's ever-present menace in the rear view mirror persuaded her to concentrate 
on the driving.

The journey passed without trouble as far as the gate of the house . . . and the white van of the 
security firm that made regular visits to check the property. They had chosen tonight to mooch 
around the old stone walls, flash their torchlights, probe the overgrown knot garden. . . .

Jenzo called to Shalini, "Stay with the car, I'll get rid of them."
She hunted for the security team, ready with an excuse if they asked any questions. If they didn't 

accept the excuse she was ready with the seven inch blade of a knife.
One part of the team, a man in black with reflective shoulders, headed towards the driveway. 

"Nice to know you actually do what you're paid to do." Jenzo startled him.
"We weren't told you'd be here."
"Why, what are you up to? Not devil worshipping, are you? We know some funny things go on 

round here. Witches and everything."



"No. No."
"I'm just joking." She waited for him to take an interest in the taxi. A casual glance and she'd give 

him the story about a long night and too much Merlot. A closer inspection and she'd cut his throat. 
"We're stopping for the night, so we'll take over from here. Thanks for coming."
He joined his colleague. The two burly shadows in noisy wind proof jackets sneaked a look at the 

taxi and the drunken woman next to her unconscious friend. Must have been potent stuff, one of 
them said.

Ruby's personality was weightier than her body. Shalini and Jenzo carried her to a bedroom and 
prepared a bed of clean Egyptian cotton sheets. In the delicate light of a waxing moon the blue of 
her dress glowed against the flat white background, a gentle tint of life prolonged by memory. 

"I'll start on the wood." Shalini left Jenzo alone.
The house interior creaked and strained. Jenzo heard the irregular heartbeat of a brittle staircase 

under leaden footsteps and a reluctant kitchen door warped by old age resisting the rough stone 
floor. Silence returned when the wind chimes in the kitchen settled and the percussion of the 
kitchen door's belligerent closure diminished. The house settled once more into a state of slumber, 
but then the midnight sawing of wood and rustle of bushes announced Shalini's preparation of the 
pyre. Only Ruby would sleep tonight.

"So, it's all right for you," said Jenzo. "Lying there. What do we do now? How are we supposed to
react to this? If it were you you'd be back out there with an Adams tank blowing the fuck out of 
everything, but it's not that simple, is it?" She held Ruby's cold hand. "Truth be told, I'm a bit lost. 
I'm not used to this. If you're still alive somewhere, some kind of sign might be useful."

The sound of snapping branches drew Jenzo to the window. Through the grimy glass Shalini's 
illuminated form set about the disintegrated remains of a shed, ripping it to pieces and heaving the 
wood to the paddock. Grief built the pyre, grief distracted by toil would find more wood until the 
pyre was as high as Pendle Hill, and even then, even after Shalini had deforested the valley, pillaged
every timber structure, it wouldn't be high enough. The grief would endure and she would walk 
within a circle of pain like the sorry light projected from her head torch.

"Sorry for doing this, Ruby, but there's a bit of my bloody awful novel I never read to you." Her 
throat tightened. She found the chapter on her phone and began to read. "You find it funny why I 
keep coming back here. You find it funny. Do you find me funny? I know what you are, I have no 
illusions - should be delusions. . . ." She typed the correction and swallowed hard. "I have no 
delusions what you are, a bad person, a person who enjoys tricking people. But I don't deserve this. 
I don't deserve the way . . . you've treated me." She typed: "You bastard. You fucking bastard, you 
have no right to do this, no right to do what you have done." The screen deformed behind a film of 
tears; Jenzo pushed them away with the ball of her thumb. "Galfino's garden was a paradise for 
now, but there were ways to poison it, ways to kill the blossom, ruin the paths, poison the lawn, 
poison the deceitful goodness, the colour of the lies. There were ways. I'll turn this into a wasteland.
I'll make it my mission, my ambition . . . " She lost sight of the screen. "No one who was cursed 
ever inhabited paradise."

Ruby's hand was so cold. Jenzo held it, rubbed the skin, blew on the fingers, but the warmth was 
gone.

-

"If this happens to you I don't know what I'll do." Shalini, stood on the opposite side of the pyre, 
ghostlike, ephemeral through the haze as if she might vanish at any moment.

"Don't. Don't say that."



"I relied on her too much. Long before I met you. I can't rely on Gregor if anything happens to 
you."

"You'll be all right. Trust me. Everything will be okay. We stay here, we'll be okay."
"But what if it's not okay. I'm a child."
"Are you serious? It's not like you to bare your soul-"
"I've always run away from responsibility, but when I was a kid the thought of an arranged 

marriage scared me for the opposite reason. Having someone who made all the decisions, organised
the world. Joined all the dots and left you with nothing more complicated than chopping 
vegetables."

Jenzo waited for the punchline. 
"Having no responsibility can be a straitjacket, can't it?"
"I've no idea," said Jenzo. "Can it?"
"It's a claustrophobia. When you rely on someone to that extent it makes you helpless. I never 

wanted to be helpless, but look at me now. My help is going up in flames. . . ."
"You're not helpless."
"Not yet. But if they get to you. . . ."
"They're not gonna get to me."
"But what if they do? What then?"
"Get married." (Shalini's incubus was seven feet tall and not the marrying kind.) "The rest of the 

group will look out for you. And besides, you don't know how you'll cope until you have to."
"I don't want to die."
Jenzo's stomach knotted. She stepped around the pyre and held Shalini so tight she could feel the 

heat in her clothing. "I won't let that happen. Trust me."
Ruby's body reducing to cinders fed Jenzo's vengeful imagination, generated thoughts, nourished 

the garden, her imaginary garden. Galfino had yet to appear in a scene like this or any of Ruby's 
grotesque creations; her ideas lived on, survived the fire, excitable ideas like the spitting embers, 
pervasive like the smell of charred wood.

"The answer is in front of us. The image, the solution." 
The flames continued to feed, unaware of their inclusion in a second ritual created out of twigs 

and stones. Jenzo and Shalini surrounded the pyre, measured out a grid and marked the intersections
with hawthorn shoots stuck into the pasty ground. Smaller twigs, arranged to represent a specific 
combination of numbers, filled the squares of the grid. Now, in the emerging light of dawn, they 
called for help, chanted names from the Keys of Solomon and waited.

The taller trees around the house responded first, swaying agitated, encouraging the lower bushes 
to bristle. Jenzo's hair blew across her face and the fire contorted, fought the breeze growing to a 
gale. The house came alive. Doors slammed, windows flapped. Beyond the hill, beyond the massive
shadow of Pendle Hill a distant horn sounded and Jenzo knew - once again. She smiled.

"Hear the call, the distant call that says we're on our way."
Ruby's inspiration billowed from the funeral pyre, materialised inside the raging flames: a ring of 

fire, an explosion, the assistance of their demented invisible friends and one final display of 
determination, revenge, resistance, stubborn antagonism. 

"Are you ready to go back?" said Shalini.
"I am if you are."
"I'm ready."
"If we go, we go together. And we go in style."

-



Ten hours later they were back on the roof of Refuge House. Only two raptors this time, back on the
lip of the building, looking down towards New Bond Street at the sharp end of a deadly trajectory. 
The junction below them waited for its moment of late afternoon drama. Traffic pulsed and shunted,
pedestrian groups bloomed and scurried across impatient streets. Mayfair was busy.

Around the junction, walls, bins and lamp posts displayed a series of numbers: a combination 
taken from the fourth grid of the twenty-second chapter of Book Three of the Abramelin Variation. 
A series of numbers left as an instruction to those summoned for a special favour. 

The black Range Rover appeared with its twin vehicle close behind. Shalini and Jenzo smiled 
when the distracted pedestrian pack surrounded the vehicles, stopped them mid-junction.

For a few anxious seconds the Range Rover ticked over until space appeared again. But a frame 
of dancing flames sprang from the ground, a burning hoop that boiled up from the tarmac like a 
blazing amber hedge. The heat reached the roof of the building, the smell of burning tar sweet 
above the dry musk of diesel. 

The road buckled. Pedestrians recoiled, forced to retreat like a mad troupe of tumblers. Cars 
edged into any available space, into each other, onto pavements, scooping up frantic shoppers 
dashing from the fire. Horns honked, a chaotic tune of snorts and hoots among the screams and 
yells. Mechanised fear, human fear, panic to escape the devious flames creeping closer to the Range
Rover's petrol tank. The congestion peaked, the pedestrians, in determined groups of twos and 
threes, barged their way through shop doors. The rest streamed down Clifford Street, a surge of 
human terror as if running from some fearsome monster. 

A manic pattern of scratches scored the roof of the Range Rover, digging through the paintwork, 
almost through the metal. Mellor's foot, and then Mellor, stepped out of the passenger door, but was
forced back by the fire.

"There he is," said Jenzo. Shalini took out an automatic pistol and aimed for the petrol tank. "Say 
hello to this, you fuck." A single shot punctured a hole in the bodywork of the car. A solitary hole, 
but enough to allow the flames to join forces with the fuel.

The explosion took out the Range Rover, Mellor, the car behind, the cars in front, and every 
window in sight. A searing pulse of heat blew across Jenzo's face followed by a shockwave that 
blew her backwards.

Fuel tanks ignited. People howled as loud as the erupting alarms. Falling masonry shattered and 
crumbled and filled the narrow canyon with dust and smoke. The stench of charred flesh and 
burning petrol lifted and drifted on airborne particles beyond the ledge of Refuge House and its two 
satisfied raptors. 

"By the time we get down there the final piece should be in place." Jenzo bounded down the 
stairwell and dragged Shalini out of the building and into a frosted landscape. The alarms deafened, 
amplified by the narrow street. Jenzo pushed through the opposing crowd, a mob of traumatised 
shoppers and office workers stumbling away from the explosion.

"I can smell gas," Jenzo shouted. She and Shalini were the only people not covered in a grey film 
of masonry dust. "We don't have much time." She grabbed Shalini's hand and sprinted through the 
crowd, stopping for no one, ignoring the aftermath and its carnage, the crimson puddles, the skeletal
vehicles with blackened occupants. Solid ground had become a brittle surface of broken glass and 
boiling tar, a carpet of kerb stone rubble and compacted soil blown up from beneath the road. 

Towards Louis Vuitton the smell of sulphur lingered, the innocuous tell tale sign of the plan 
fulfilled, the help received. They ran around the edge of the crater where Mellor's incinerated Range
Rover had been lassoed by fire. And in front of them, contained by the blown out frontage of Louis 
Vuitton, a single heroic display, the only display to survive the blast.



Mellor's body. Blackened and blistered, hung from a hook and adorned with a scarf priced at 
£570. 

Jenzo struggled to breathe. "We have powerful friends."
Shalini was about to agree. . . . The ruptured gas main blew. Jenzo heard a crack and the world 

switched from blinding white to solid black.
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Frieda ambled through Keswick listening, eavesdropping, slowing to catch a mumbled remark, a 
whispered opinion: catastrophe clung to every conversation. No longer in a rush to reach a specified
location she took her time and measured the reaction to events in London.

"Extremists." Klaus orbited Frieda who pulled him from local cluster to shop window. "The 
security services have all those resources and the killers still get through."

"Yes. Suspicious, don't you think?"
"Suspicious?"
"Disgraced former intelligence chief. One of their own letting the side down. People often dish 

out the most cruel punishments to their own kind."
"You think MI5 did it?"
Frieda stopped. "Did I say that?"
"No." Klaus reassessed her words. "No, that's not what you said."
"No." She abandoned Klaus at the entrance of an outdoors shop and found a member of staff. 

"Hello. You know your sign over the window outside is wrong."
"Wrong?"
"It contains an error. An apostrophe."
"Does it?" 
"Abbotts Outdoors. It doesn't need an apostrophe before the s in outdoors."
"Well, it's not actually my shop."
"You should tell the shop owner."
The shop owner heard the exchange and approached. "Is there a problem?"
"Your sign. It's the first thing potential customers see of your business and it contains an error."
"Well, I'll have it corrected, but it's not a priority at the moment."
"It should be. First impressions last. You'd be surprised how a drop in quality like that can affect a

business."
"When I get round to dealing with it I'll contact you as a business consultant."
"I can tell you don't take it seriously, but it's worth remembering." 
Klaus hid his face as Frieda left the shop and a wake of baffled staff behind her. "Was that really 

necessary?"
"You're a scientist. Language doesn't mean anything in your discipline, but you recognise the 

importance of detail, the minute, the infinitesimally small. You of all people should understand. 
Imagine, Klaus, in the quantum world an apostrophe would be the size of a planet."

Around the corner, safe from the errant crowds and grammatical crimes Frieda found the police 
station where she had arranged to meet one of her contacts. She didn't explain to Klaus how she 
came to know a British Detective Inspector, and Klaus knew it wasn't his place to ask. 

The officer at the desk tried his best to be helpful, but only the complete details of DI Starmer's 
itinerary would have satisfied Frieda. "He's part of increased security measures."

"What does that mean?"
"It means he's busy."
"Doing what? Busy could mean anything."
"Following the events in London he has a lot of issues to deal with. . . ."
He invited Frieda and Klaus to sit in the reception area while DI Starmer was found and notified.
"Have you noticed how everyone uses that phrase, the Events in London?" said Frieda.
Klaus sat forward in his chair and picked his fingernails. "Yeah."
"The events in London. It's like they're afraid of confronting what has happened. They can't deal 



with it if they don't confront it."
"It's a sensitive euphemism."
"Sensitive?"
"Twenty people died. Three hundred injured. Three hundred and twenty innocent people."
"How so?"
"What?"
"Innocent. How were they innocent?" The question wasn't a normal question. It wasn't rhetorical. 

And Frieda didn't deal in philosophy. Whenever she stared at Klaus with her quiz master’s 
impatience he knew he had to decipher the question hidden amongst the words, not the words 
themselves.

"They're innocent because they weren't the target."
"Unless you cause the explosion how do you know they weren't the target? Intelligence guy 

killed, bystanders killed. How many of those bystanders read Snowden's revelations and thought 
photographing their restaurant meal was more important than state intrusion. If you're not interested
in the big bad world don't cry when the big bad world kills you."

"That's a poor argument."
"That's reality, Klaus, but some people think it doesn't apply to them. That they have some kind of

privileged exclusion clause. You think the real world doesn't apply to you, well it does."
"Is that coldness the reason why you're a successful businesswoman?"
"No. I'm a successful businesswoman because I'm good at what I do."
A uniformed officer approached. "Barry's held up in a meeting in Carlisle. He says he can meet 

up with you this afternoon."
"Okay. I'll come back later."
Outside Klaus said, "Time to kill," and immediately hoped Frieda didn't interrogate his choice of 

words.
"Yeah. Let's go to the scene of the crime. Honister is an hour's drive. Let's find the rock face that 

killed Lena Siebert."
Klaus hesitated.
"What's wrong? You want to go somewhere else? We could go to the house where Toten Herzen 

recorded their album."
"It's a private house."
"We could say we're fans. Flash your tattoo."
Klaus didn't smile.
"Wait here a minute I need to go back." 
She was incapable of opening a door without the threat of taking the door frame with it. Klaus, 

abandoned again on a pavement in a foreign country, listened for a rumpus inside the police station,
raised voices and a hail of gunfire. But that was cinema, that was the comic representation of people
like Frieda. Unstoppable people, determined people, so determined they teetered on the brink of self
parody.

He told himself not to worry, that Frieda would reappear in one piece, calm and stately and not in 
a rush to jump into a getaway car. Nor would she be in a rush to bound across the street to the fish 
and chip shop and congratulate the owner on having his apostrophes in the right place.

"Okay, we can go." Her voice made him jump.
"Go where?"
"The crime scene."

-



Klaus didn't see the report until Frieda parked the car below the sweeping rock face of Honister 
Crag. She pulled the rolled up document out of her rucksack and held it like a sprinter's baton. 

"Imagine falling down here," she said craning her neck to examine the terrible verticality of the 
crag.

"Where did you get that?"
"This?" She waved the report, a thick comb-bound A4 document with a forbidding police crest on

the cover. "The officer in the station let me borrow it." The report into the death of Lena Siebert-
Neved. "It has all the eye witness accounts."

Klaus's doubts increased with every word Frieda spoke. The menace of the Crag and its 
devouring shadow matched his horror of the emerging menace in Frieda's behaviour. He scowled 
every time she looked at him. Shook his head in response to every statement. 

"You look troubled, Klaus. Come on. Speak to me."
"You do strange things."
"Like what? Isn't this an adventure? A mystery. You were so close to it, you knew one of their 

own."
"Hardly. I knew Raven for a couple of months. I didn't meet the band. Didn't meet this Lena 

you're looking for."
"Aren't you curious? How can you not be curious. She had a company worth forty million Euros 

and yet became obsessed by a stupid rock band, or even a stupid hoax rock band. Doesn't that 
appeal to the quantum physicist in you? It's like one of the mysteries of the universe."

"No, it doesn't. And it isn't. The quantum world doesn't involve murder, or death. You seem to get
a kick out of it."

"No, I don't."
"Well, at least you're indifferent to it."
"I understand it." She slapped Klaus's chest with the report. "I'm baffled by your world because I 

can't comprehend it, you don't like my world for the same reason."
Gusts of provocative wind, funnelled by the valley's narrowing profile, shoved Klaus in the back. 

Pushed him to stand his ground, confront Frieda's strangeness.
"You of all people should see the science behind everything that's happening. The coincidences, 

the connections, the similarities, the reactions." She opened the report and fingered the loose pages. 
"Look, let me make it easier for you. Three people found Lena's body," she studied the course of the
stream, "around here somewhere, but," she strode away between the boulders, over the hummocks 
and across the shallow water. "The same three people said another woman was lying a few metres 
away, but she was still alive. Badly injured, but still alive." 

Klaus sat on a large rock and listened from a distance.
"The three witnesses and the injured woman are joined by four other people, one of whom 

disappears with Lena's body." She spun round. "Now, do you think they meant he literally 
disappeared? Can something literally disappear, Klaus?"

"Transition between two locations in the same dimension can occur if quantum tunnelling takes 
place through an upper dimensional geometry."

"Now, you're getting into the spirit of things. So, this guy picks up the body, disappears, then 
according to the report the other four disappear also. But look at this," she ran back and held the 
report in front of Klaus. An immaculate burgundy fingernail singled out the words of the witness 
statement. "Look what they said, what the disappearing people said. Show's over, one day we'll 
reveal how we do all this."

"Magicians."



"Possibly. But it's amazing how you can convince people they're looking at something that isn't 
really there." Frieda closed the report and handed it to Klaus. Facing into the wind she took a long 
gulp of onrushing air, arched her spine . . .  and began to transform. Transform in height, weight, 
stature, every joint and feature, every limb until a smaller thin legged creature stood in mutated 
multicoloured clothes. And when the clouds scurried across the crag top and the sunlight dimmed in
the valley bottom, Frieda's hair shone like a vibrant blue beacon.

"Remind you of anyone?"
"Stop." Klaus jumped from his rock. "You scare the shit out of me."
"I'm just demonstrating how it's possible to put an image into someone's eyes." Frieda's Raven 

impression held Klaus by the waist. "It's not magic, Klaus. It's persuasion, suggestion. Some people 
can make you see what you want to see, sometimes what they want you to see. Do you understand 
the potential if you have that ability?"

He closed his eyes to give the world outside his head a chance to reset, but he could hear the 
babble of the stream rise to a torrent and the insects buzz with more anxiety, greater urgency, 
sensitive, like Klaus, to the plunge in temperature. The only warmth was Frieda's waist, a tempting 
heat beneath his hands. If he opened his eyes again he would see her voluptuous smile, her radiant 
face; he could use the isolation of the valley to lose himself inside her, inside Frieda. . . . 

But the Blue Haired Girl endured. Not the Raven he once knew with the slapdash English accent 
he had so much trouble understanding. A different Raven, one who spoke with soft Germanic 
precision.

"This is all too much to take in."
He needed a supercomputer to calculate the spinning path he was on, from a girl carrying the sign

of life to a woman who contradicted life itself. She should have been a gift, an immaculate curiosity
for the scientist inside him, but there were too many questions to answer, too many to comprehend.

"Too much to take in."
"Why are you so surprised? Why are you so scared? Were you scared when you first learned of 

ghost particles or anti-matter?"
"No-"
"No, because you can't see them. They're only mathematical models, but when it actually happens

in front of you, it scares you. Learn to live with it, Klaus. Learn to live with the mysteries of life."
"There are mysteries and there are mysteries. . . ."
"But we're both the same. We both explore what is beyond reality. You with your laboratories and

your equations, and me with my incantations and natural substances. But there's something out 
there that's bigger and we're both looking for it. Lena was looking for it."

"Lena was tricked. Everyone who goes near Toten Herzen falls for their tricks."
Frieda didn't believe him. "Okay. Sit on your rock." Raven disappeared. 

-

Consumed by boredom Klaus found a website of esoteric papers written by scientists on the fringe 
of respectability. He sat on his rock and ignored Frieda sat on her own rock (together they framed 
the grassy lay-by like a pair of gnomish bookends). She munched an apple and Klaus could tell 
when the report livened up by the way her chewing slowed down.

"Someone here," she said without looking. DI Barry Starmer rolled his blue-smoking Toyota onto
the lay-by. Frieda spoke to him from the rock. "You got the message."

"I wouldn't be here otherwise." Starmer was a big man, a weather beaten mountain man with a 
worn woollen face lined like the ghylls and crevices of the fells.



Frieda jumped from the rock. "Not that message."
"What are you doing here?"
"I told you."
"Yeah, I know that, I mean . . . everyone has disappeared."
"People keep disappearing. It's becoming an overused word."
Starmer wasn't sure about Klaus, reluctant to face him, reluctant to turn his back to him. He 

couldn't keep his feet still. "Do you know how many people failed to turn up for a meeting this 
morning? A critical security meeting. Britain is on a substantial terrorist alert and everyone who 
matters made their excuses. We had to cancel it."

"Why is this important to me?" Frieda whispered.
"I asked a few questions. People were going into hiding before the events in London. As if they 

were expecting it."
"As if they thought they would be next?"
"Your people up here have gone off the grid and yet here you are in broad daylight like none of it 

matters."
"There are times when I wish English speaking people would use plain English. Can we talk 

about this?" She held up the report.
"Why are you so interested in this report?"
"I want to put the pieces together. Lena was looking for something, something worth risking her 

life for."
Starmer pulled Frieda away towards the stream. "I've no idea what she was looking for, if she was

looking for anything, but if you find out, what's in it for you?"
"Respect, Mr Starmer. If she was only searching her family tree then I'll look a bit stupid, but I'm 

prepared to take that risk. If it was something bigger, the elixir of life, secret to immortality, then 
that will benefit me and no one else. Does that make sense?"

"We found four bodies the night they filmed up here. The other nine members of Lena's coven 
disappeared. Bodies can lie around for a day or two up here, but they don't just disappear."

"What are you saying?"
"You might not be the only person looking for what Lena was looking for."
Balanced on his rock Klaus pretended to read his phone, equally fascinated and petrified by what 

he could hear.
"Who's he?" said Starmer.
"Klaus Lenzl. He knew Raven, a girl who hung around with the band. He's doing a Doctorate in 

some weird and wonderful bit of quantum physics. Looking for the Vampire Particle. But he doesn't
like using that term."

"And he doesn't know anything?"
"No. And he's not hiding anything either."
"Are you involved in the events in London?"
"No. I don't know anything about that."
"Mellor turning against you lot led to that attack. And after Bamberg, Interpol are crawling the 

walls now."
Frieda laughed. "Give it time, people will start talking about the apocalypse. The collapse of 

civilisation."
"It looks like the collapse. The patterns are there." Starmer's voice increased. "Your organisation 

is imploding. Mellor's evidence did a lot of damage. Lena's coven being wiped out-"
"Stop." Frieda spread her arms. Klaus finally looked up from his phone. "That is for someone else

to deal with. Me, I'm just doing my own thing." She opened the report.



"I'll have to take that back off you," said Starmer.
"That's okay. These three witnesses. Are they still available to talk to?"
"I think so."
"Did you believe their testimony?"
"No."
"No?"
"It was fantastic. At the time we thought they were part of Toten Herzen's publicity. It was only 

when we started finding the other bodies we thought they might actually have seen something."
"So, they're still alive?"
"Course they are."
The light was fading. Klaus's face reflected the glow of his phone.
"You mind if I speak to him?" Starmer paced across the lay-by.
"Sure."
Overwhelmed by Starmer's geological frame Klaus had a childlike innocence, a nervous 

expectation of trouble. Starmer glared down through the bristles of his beard. "The girl you knew. . .
."

"Raven?"
"Yeah. What was she doing in Germany?"
"She ran away from the band when it all turned ugly."
"Turned ugly?"
"Dee Vincent had a fight with Lena, threatened everyone, so Raven came back to Germany with 

Lena and her husband."
"Dmitri Neved was allegedly teaching Susan Bekker how to sing," added Frieda.
"Allegedly?"
"Not allegedly," said Klaus, "he didn't want to come home. He and Lena fell out about it."
"Raven told you this?"
"Yeah."
"And she didn't tell you anything else."
"She could be quite obscure at times."
The interrogation continued, but Frieda was more interested in the three witness statements. 

"Have you seen this bit here," she offered the open report to Starmer. "The girl with the camera. . . . 
Only one of the three witnesses mentions a camera."

"You'll have to speak to them in person."
Frieda noted their addresses on her phone. Finally, reluctantly, she handed the report back to 

Starmer.
"Who lives in the house where they recorded the album?"
"Not sure. They rent it out as a holiday home part of the year; live there in winter. I don't know 

how the band found it, to be honest."
"Doesn't matter."
Starmer took the report and dropped it into the boot of his car. He studied Klaus, made sure he 

was aware of the report's sensitivity, its exclusivity, then offered Frieda an unconvincing goodbye 
and good luck and left, taking his grizzly intimidation with him. Klaus watched the car drive away 
into the twists and folds of the valley. "What now?"

"Three people. They live in Carnforth, which is . . .  south of here. An hour's drive."
On the way back to the hotel Frieda took every blind bend like a test in a rolling road simulation. 

With each gear change, up and down, up and down, the engine revving and roaring in response, she 
threw the car around until Klaus hung on to the hand grip over his door. His conversation muted. 



His questions strangled.
"You're a witch, aren't you?" 
"That's quite a sharp observation, Klaus. What took you so long?"
"Lena, Bamberg. Your . . . whatever it was. Shapeshifting."
"Aha. Suggestion. All in the mind, Klaus."
"You obviously weren't a member of Lena's coven?"
"No. Fourth degree. I moved up when Lena's group had to be replaced."
"Moved up?"
Frieda pulled into a small car park. She had that quiz master’s face again. Impatient, as if Klaus 

not knowing the answer to his own question was ridiculous. "You move up, when you're ready you 
move up. Fifth degree, fourth degree, third, second and then, if you're good enough, if your 
knowledge is good enough, the main coven. The one that heads all others. Do you know how long it
takes to achieve that?"

Klaus shook his head. Of course he didn't know. 
"A lifetime. But not for me. I don't want to waste my life preparing for a few twilight grey haired 

years shuffling around some palatial ruin in the middle of France. Before I'm thirty I want to be 
there. First degree initiate. Main coven. Before I'm thirty."

She had three years to go. 
"I was a millionaire at twenty four, I can do it. I can do anything." She rammed the car into first 

gear. "Watch and learn, Klaus."

-

When Klaus saw the tree he was tempted to reach up and pluck the largest brightest shiniest apple 
that dangled from the lowest branch. The Lake District offered freshness, clarity, a lack of 
pollution, and in the darkness, a brilliant expression of stars, a proximity to the firmament with 
apples floating like red planets.

But he didn't like apples and there was no time to eat anyway. The house where Toten Herzen 
recorded their album had opened to visitors. Raven's distant voice, her hardened vowels and 
calloused glottal stops, tumbled out of the windows.

At the door Frieda waited for Klaus to finish his star gazing, his apple harvesting. She stood 
naked, a curvaceous revelation of rippled skin patterned like a snake, and a reptilian smile slippery 
with invitation. "We found a computer for you. A powerful one. Come and test it."

In a room fragrant with white iris, a black computer beckoned Klaus with a blinking cursor. 
Frieda helped him lie flat on the table, cushioned his head and pulled forward a monitor hung from 
the ceiling.

She left him to study the monitor's mysterious void and flickered in and out of his peripheral 
vision, tidying the room, moving objects from one position to another. Once she was satisfied with 
the arrangement she returned carrying a knife, a long knife with a dull patina as far as the blade 
edge where it shone with the fearsome promise of injury. She gripped the intricate handle, her 
fingers adorned with rings interlocking the knife's twisting metallic trim. Behind her, in the shadow 
of the room, Raven covered her face, unable to watch. 

Frieda raised the knife through an arc until it paused in front of the monitor. She screamed. The 
knife fell. . . .

"Oh, shit." Klaus heard his shoulder crack when he jumped up. A sharp pain scratched his back 
and the rough shingle of the lake shore bit into the palms of his hands.

He wondered how close the knife came to his torso before he woke up. Couldn't have been more 



than a micron, possibly less. He stroked his stomach, the unscarred surface intact, the contents 
contained; chest still as bald as it was when he woke up the previous morning. And the apples, the 
snake-like skin, the temptation, the dreamlike metaphors and Frieda's slithery temptation in her 
deadly orchard. The house remained, ashamed, hiding behind the trees, its chimney pot poking 
above the lower canopies. Frieda could appear at any moment with the knife, with the snake-like 
skin. . . .

But the jetty was nearby and the boat would approach from the other side of the lake and disgorge
its early morning cargo of day trippers and walkers. They'd find him alert and awake with his bed-
head and grit-filled boxer shorts and wonder, as he now wondered, why he was at the side of 
Derwentwater and not in his hotel.

He woke up again.
The room was empty. He showered and shaved and remained awake. No funny business, no 

opening his travel case and finding it full of cherries or bulldog clips. He dressed without 
questioning the reality of his dark blue tee-shirt, or the existential nature of socks, the 
supersymmetry of shoes.

Downstairs, on the way to the dining room (and the hope of eating breakfast without having his 
tongue cut out in some local Borrowdale ritual), he called at reception.

"She left about eight," said the Bulgarian guy behind the counter.
"How was she?"
"How was she? In what way do you mean, sir?"
"Was she in a rush?"
"Oh, no. She was okay."
Okay was not the word Klaus would have chosen. In the dining room a white cloth of reassuring 

thickness covered his table. For safe measure he sniffed the orange juice, examined the spiral 
croissants for impurities, glanced at the chairs around his table for discarded apples. The world was 
once more a world of comforting mundanity, no quantum strangeness; solid ground at the bottom, 
damp grey rainclouds at the top and the sharp heat of coffee somewhere in between level with his 
mouth. 

He plodded back to his room, the slow plod of a man with a good breakfast inside him. Fully alert
and as sure of reality a quantum physicist could be, he smiled at the unmade bed and the gentle 
impression left by Frieda's body: the curvature of space, the bending of time. He smiled for a full 
minute before he noticed the apple on the pillow and felt his breakfast began to rise again from the 
intestinal depths.

He snatched his phone from his pocket and made a call. "Hi, it's Klaus. I need your help."

-

The glass in the front door changed colour, a bloom of pink spreading over mottled white, and when
the transformation was total the door opened. An elderly woman in a faded fleece jacket waited for 
Frieda to speak.

"Mrs Druffal?"
"I don't want to buy anything. I can get everything done with grants these days."
"Pardon?"
"I don't need anything doing."
"You misunderstand. I wanted to talk to your husband about the incident in Honister."
The recollection furrowed Mrs Druffal's brow. "He doesn't really like talking about it. Are you 

from the police? He already gave them a statement."



A tiny-pawed white terrier, full of minuscule anger, scampered to the doorstep, ready to bark its 
disapproval of visitors, but Frieda pacified it with a grin. The dog detoured behind an untidy pile of 
shoes where it lay down silent and out of sight. "No, I'm not the police. I'm a friend of Lena Siebert-
Neved. She was involved in the incident. Part of the hoax."

"Hoax? No one said it was a hoax. And David isn't in anyway. He's out shooting."
"Shooting."
"Clay pigeon shooting. He was given some vouchers for his birthday. He's gone off shooting clay 

pigeons."
Mrs Druffal gave Frieda the details and sent her off to Leighton Hall, a grey ornate pile built with 

its back to the Lake District fells. The crack of gunfire directed her towards Mr Druffal's position. 
"Pull." The twin barrel coughed twice . . . and the clay pigeon flew on to its artificial freedom 

leaving the empty cases to rain down around Frieda's feet.
David Druffal struggled with the shotgun, breaking it like he was trying to snap in half a length of

timber. His corduroy trousers shuddered with each pull of the trigger and the recoil thumped his 
shoulder with such bullying force his jacket collar had bunched up around his right ear. Frieda 
controlled the urge to laugh out loud and approached. Her appearance offered him the excuse to 
take a rest from his hopeless inaccuracy and straighten his collar.

He smiled. "Are you the photographer?"
"No."
"There's supposed to be a photographer coming to take photos."
"That's what photographers usually do. I'm actually a friend of Lena. You've met Lena."
"Have I?"
"Yes. She supposedly fell off Honister Crag last November. You remember, the Toten Herzen 

hoax?"
"Didn't look like a hoax to me."
The host dabbed his forehead with a handkerchief, introduced himself as Bernard and waited with

polite reserve for Frieda to realise she wasn't supposed to be there.
"Can we meet in the cafe later?" she asked Druffal.
"Yes."
"I like to shoot," she said to Bernard. 
"Glad to hear it. Our shooting gifts are very good value for money."
Frieda nodded. "I prefer M16s to be honest, but maybe one day I'll give it a go."

-

"How do you know it wasn't a hoax?" Frieda held Druffal's arm and guided him down stone steps 
and along the path into a discrete woodland garden. 

"She were dead. I fought in Korea. You can always tell when someone's dead and when 
someone's playing dead."

"You mean the limbs are no longer in tension."
"All over the place. One man tried to pick her up, but it took three of them. She were definitely 

dead. A living person can't do that with their arms and legs."
"And the other woman?"
"She were more like a hoax. You don't fall down Honister Crag and survive."
"Don't you think it strange you just happened to be passing when it happened? At that time of 

night. They couldn't have known there would still be people in the valley."
"We weren't involved. We'd been round Crummock all day. Had dinner in Buttermere and were 



heading back to Borrowdale."
"You know Lena has her own marketing company? It was her idea. The hoax."
Druffal wasn't convinced. He gazed at the pond, lingered on the metal heron waiting to strike. . . . 

"It-"
"How can five people disappear like that. People don't disappear, Mr. Druffal."
"No, I know. . . ."
"And the weather was mist, yes?"
"There was a fine mist."
"You can project images against atmospheric moisture like that and in the dark, with the intensity 

of the projected light the images can appear solid. Did you touch anyone?"
"No."
"Did you step behind them?"
"No, but-"
"You could have walked right through them."
"Well, we didn't know at the time. . . ."
"One of them had a camera, yes?"
"Yes. . . . "
"What happened there?"
Druffal hadn't mentioned the camera in his witness statement.
"One of them, with the red hair, put the camera down when the other tried to pick up the body. 

Then another, long black hair she had, picked up the camera, but the other girl who fell down the 
crag told her to stop filming."

Frieda matched the names to the descriptions. Red hair: Elaine Daley, the English bass player. 
Long black hair: Susan Bekker. Dee Vincent must have fallen down the crag.

"Were they arguing? Over the camera?"
"The one who was injured sounded quite irritated. Understandably. You wouldn't want someone 

filming you if you were in that state."
They were in the deep shade of the woodland when Frieda's phone trilled like an electronic bird. 

"Excuse me. Hello."
"Where are you?"
"Who is this?"
"Karin. You're a long way from the coven. Haven't you heard?"
"Heard what?"
"The covens have been targeted. From the main coven down to third degree initiates. Everyone is 

at risk. Where are you?"
Druffal kicked at the stony footpath. "I'm safe. No one knows where I am. Someone mentioned it 

to me, but they weren't exactly lucid. Where is the threat coming from?"
"The forty-nine. They are trying to take over the organisation by removing the higher covens."
The door. The coach bolt. The spire. The handiwork of an unorthodox foe with a solution for 

every problem and a flare for embellishment. And now the events in London - if eye witness 
accounts and distant gossip were accurate - included a victim adorned with an undamaged scarf and 
displayed in a shop window.   

"What do you suggest?"
"For the moment, Raiena is probably the safest place-"
"Raiena? It's a death camp! How can it be a safe place?"
"It's secure. Defensible. Everyone is travelling there."
"I'll be in touch," said Frieda.



Karin objected. Insisted Frieda join the exodus to Hungary, but Frieda didn't belong in a pack. 
She only entered the coven for the opportunities to network and then discovered nobody knew 
anyone beyond the immediate thirteen. 

Druffal's inability to hit a moving target hadn't drained his enthusiasm for shooting pellets 
aimlessly into mid-air, nor had the ache in his shoulder, which he rotated like an eager athlete ready 
for his latest sprint. But he was drained of information. There was an argument, a dead body, a film 
on a camera and not much else. Not much to suggest the reason for Lena's fatal involvement in a 
bunch of alleged vampires. Maybe she wanted to be one herself. 

They walked back to the shoot location. "Have you hit anything yet?" Frieda said. "I've noticed 
there aren't many people around. Have you accidentally shot them all?"

"Not that I'm aware of." Druffal considered the possibility, but smiled when Frieda smiled. 
"You're just like my daughter," he said.

"No, I'm not." She watched him limp away and fumble with the object in his pocket. He examined
the apple as if he'd never seen one in his life.

Maybe Klaus and his spinning quantum friends contained the explanation for the plausibility of 
vampires. The Vampire Particle, in Doctor Hoenenbacker's unfortunate words. As soon as she 
stepped through the door of the hotel room she knew Klaus had left. Left the room, the hotel, the 
Lake District. His clothes and solitary suitcase were gone, jacket gone, wallet, passport. . . . No sign
of a struggle. The bed made, the tea and coffee sachets replenished.

The hotel receptionist hadn't seen him leave. (She only came on duty an hour ago.) Frieda stood 
outside and inspected the roof, checked the eaves and gables from all four sides. None of the doors 
were hung with anything other than door handles. 

She rang his phone, but the call went to voicemail. "Hi, it's me. Just wondering where you are." 
She paused and decided not to ask if he was safe, but hung up instead. Klaus was gone either by 
choice or force. Abducted, possibly, possibly not. 

Across the silver plate of Derwentwater she could see the ridge tiles of the house where Toten 
Herzen hid themselves away to record their album. The monochrome day faded to a banded display 
of colour with a graduating sky of gold and red and maroon. The unavoidable solitude and infinity 
offered peace and time to think flippant thoughts of vampires and witchcraft and record companies 
and abduction. . . . a mental leapfrog from one disconnected subject to another, hoping for a pattern 
to emerge, for a plan to ferment. Abduction, alien abduction, Alien Noise Corporation. She could 
make the band's record label an offer they wouldn't want to refuse. An investment, a partnership. 
Yes, a collaboration with Alien Noise Corporation.



12

"Who the hell wants to go to Carlisle anyway?" Boorhans' anger poured from his body and into a 
door swung open with such force he almost knocked a woman off her feet.

"Manchester, Leeds, Birmingham. Yes. People want to go to those cities. But no one wants to 
spend their mornings in a conference room in Carlisle."

His victim behind the door expected an apology, but Boorhans couldn't stop. He thundered down 
the corridor, looking for the next door to smash open.

"You're taking it rather personal, Anders." Tipo Briess always found hilarity in Boorhans' temper.
"You think this is funny?"
"No. I think your reaction is funny. Your left eye changes shape when you're this angry." 
"I'm supposed to be at the theatre tonight with Angela and now I'll have to pretend I'm enjoying it,

pretend all is well with the world, knowing at least two of the actors on stage are one way or 
another, directly or indirectly, Malandanti."

"No, they won't."
"Why? Why, Tipo, why?"
Tipo held the door open. "Because they're all in hiding."
"True."
"So, with a bit of luck the play will be cancelled and you can stay in to watch the Anderlecht 

match."
"I hate Friday kick offs."
They ignored the pedestrian crossing and took their chances with the traffic. Probability suggested

at least one car would be driven by an off-message hit man. 
"You know, I never thought there might be positive consequences of the Malandanti's collapse," 

said Boorhans.
"Always a silver lining, Anders. You either see them or you don't." Briess held the cafe door 

open.
"Yeah. And at the end of the rainbow there's always a crock of shit."
If Boorhans were to be placated Café Folle wasn't the best place in Lyon to sit and wind down. 

The television screen had abandoned the usual sports news and replaced it with a constant feed of 
the London explosion and its complex aftermath.

"Same people. In London," said Boorhans. "The audacity."
"You've no proof of that."
"They stuck his body in a shop window and put a scarf around what was left of his head."
"Still isn't proof."
Boorhans shook his cup, stirred up his espresso. "Sick sense of humour, Tipo. Not many have a 

sense of humour like that. But I'll tell you this. All the bastards who should have been at those 
meetings in Britain sent their representatives to that travesty we just sat through." 

"Why isn't Thwaite more worked up about this? And don't tell me he's part of it."
"I don't think he is part of it. But he must know people who are. They don't exist at our level. 

They don't get their hands dirty at our level." Boorhans tipped his head back and swallowed his 
espresso in one gulp. "They're all at the end of the line. The terminus."

"You finished already?" Briess's latte took longer to drink. 
"Yeah. I need to get some stuff before heading back." Boorhans couldn't understand editorial 

processes, how one news story was chosen above others to become the centre of attention. "In the 
past few weeks Alexander Varglen, Alberto Cancaledas and Daniel Forlan have gone missing and 
the family of Helena Merckx won't confirm her disappearance. Piet Vangless has been missing for 



over a year. People are dying like flies and no one reports it. Tipo, we have a form of genocide 
going on, and no one reports it."

"They will if they detect a pattern or a causal link."
"I can create one for them if I wasn't sure I'd get fired."
"We're better off with some of them gone." 
Boorhans always shivered when Briess spoke like that. He sounded like one of them, one of the 

deniers. 
"Don't get so worked up. They're not worth having a cardiac arrest for."
"No."
"That's where you're heading drinking so much coffee. All that espresso. You should have it with 

milk."
"Maybe you're right." But Boorhans wasn't ready to start a health drive when he was surrounded 

by obstacles, by obfuscation and approval given in the morning only to have it reversed by mid-
afternoon. He wanted to go to London, compare the scene of crime to the one he saw in Bamberg, 
but his request was blocked. He wanted to interview the family of Helene Merckx. His request was 
blocked. And now Tipo Briess was warning him about the dangers of blocked arteries when his 
whole life was one single blockage. Boorhans' life was a battle against systemic cholesterol.

"I'll go get my stuff. See you Monday."
Briess called as he left the cafe. "Bring back a programme." 
Boorhans barged through the door into a roughed up couple lingering on the pavement. The man, 

tall and tattooed, chatted with a woman whose own tattoos crawled up the side of her neck and 
around her left eye. 

"Sorry," said Boorhans.
"Are you." The other guy wasn't sure. He faced Boorhans, stopping him from walking away.
"I'm sorry. Don't take it personally."
The guy sniffed. The tendons of his neck were constrained by chains and decorations, including 

one pendant Boorhans had seen before. (The woman displayed the same chain around her throat.) 
The symbol carved into Simon Frenzel's head.

"Perhaps you want to start a fight in broad daylight?" Boorhans said.
"No. Not today. I'm feeling chilled today." The guy stepped aside.
His demeanour, his decoration, the flagrant confrontation of his body language and body art 

added to Boorhans' already agitated mood. The ten minute walk to his apartment allowed enough 
time to rue the collapse of social etiquette, of law and order, of common decency. Even the smells 
of Lyon pushed their luck; more intense than ten years ago they lingered longer, followed Boorhans
from street to street like persistent beggars.

Inside the apartment the sense of security and homecoming eluded his ritual of discarded key, 
removed overcoat, raided fridge. A sharp expectant atmosphere haunted each room, a ghostly 
presence yet to appear, but there, waiting. . . . In the bedroom he found an envelope pinned to the 
wall above the bed. A handwritten note inside said: 

'We can help. We can talk. We'll be in touch.' 

And below the message, drawn in ball point pen, the symbol etched on Frenzel's head and 
engraved on the couple's necklaces. 

-



Thwaite's arrival on the station platform took Boorhans by surprise. "Train journeys scare you, 
Anders? Jumping like that. It isn't healthy."

"I'm on edge."
"Why are you on edge?" Thwaite, like Boorhans, stood on the platform without an obedient piece 

of luggage at his feet. Together, without the necessary belongings and bother of legitimate travel 
they attracted suspicion. 

Boorhans shared his nervousness like a contagion. "I'll come straight to the point. Someone from 
the Malandanti wants to work with me."

"Go on."
He handed the note to Thwaite. "Pinned on the wall above my bed. It wasn't left there by the 

cleaner."
"What do you think they want?"
"They're breaking up. Factions must be taking sides against each other."
"I'd leave them to it."
"Would you? I think that would be unsafe."
"If they start killing each other we can pick up the remains. But if we become involved at this 

stage. . . ." Thwaite handed the note back. 
"We're already involved, Leonard. You know as well as I do they have their people inside 

Interpol, inside the Belgian police, German police. Christ, Adrian Mellor was one of them for a 
time."

"Well, it's up to you. You're a braver man than me if you run with them, but I think you should be
concentrating on diplomatic issues. Leave the grunts on the ground to deal with the shit."

"Like Tollmann? Like Bamberg? That's the outcome when you leave it to grunts, as you call 
them."

"Leave them to it, Anders. Let them kill each other."
Leonard Thwaite only said goodbye to people who were in trouble. He took advantage of the 

train's arrival, the hiss and squeal and automatic heave of luggage, and walked away without 
looking back.

Boorhans found his seat and enough space around him in the compartment to write his rambling 
thoughts, his conspiracy theories, without the unwanted attention of onlookers.

'Why would LT tell me to hold off? 1 - he's right, let them fight it out. The ones left standing could
be high up the organisation, isolated from the crossfire. More useful. 2 - he's part of it, doesn't want
me to find out.'

(He reminded himself to burn the notes as soon as he arrived home.) 
"And there's a third choice." The guy from outside Café Folle dropped into the seat next to 

Boorhans, filling it with his self-confidence and expensive cologne that didn't match his outward 
scruffiness. The Tag Heuer watch suggested big money or theft.

"You're following me?"
"Yes. The third choice. He loves you. Maybe he has a gay crush on you. Older man. They get a 

bit funny as they get older."
"What do you want?" Boorhans had a full on view of the guy's immaculate dental work. With 

each revelation and discovery of ostentation, he realised the shabby chic must have cost a fortune to
create.

"I want to help you."
"Help me to help you. That's what you mean."



"Do I? Oh, look, we're passing through Saint-Georges already. Listen, I don't want to go all the 
way to fucking Anderlecht with you. I hate Belgium. But I can get you in to the organisation. I can 
even give you a choice. Bamberg or Wurzburg. I've heard Wurzburg is very nice in winter. Great 
bridge. Just don't touch the wine. Fucking disgusting."

Boorhans didn't buy the guy's ironic smile. "How can I trust you?"
"You can't. Trust is a last century concept. Weigh up your options and make an informed 

decision."
"How do you know these people?"
"The Wurzburg coven hosted one of our events a few weeks ago. Very good hosts too. One of 

them invited us back to Raiena."
"Raiena? I see. Would that be Raiena mentioned in urban legends and lunatic theories? Do you 

need a tin foil hat to go there?"
"No." The guy was unmoved by the sarcasm. "You just need to know the right people."
"Such as?"
A second face thrust through the gap between the seats. The woman from the cafe, alchemy 

symbols tattooed on both temples. 
"Professor Virginia Bruck."
"Professor Virginia Bruck, I see . . . from the University of Wurzburg?" Boorhans' left eye 

compressed.
"Aha."
"Married to Earnst Bruck?"
"Is there another one?"
"None that I've ever heard of," said the woman.
"I don't really have a choice but to believe you, do I? Even though it sounds like far fetched 

bullshit, what else can I do?"
"She's the way in. All the others have gone running for the hills. But she's still out there . . . like a 

sitting duck." He turned to the woman. "A cynic might say that looks very suspicious, but she's no 
friend of mine."

"So, why are you wasting time talking to me. Why don't you kill her."
"We'd never get close. She has eyes and ears everywhere. Probably listening to us now. For all I 

know you might be working for her."
"We know some of you in Interpol are crooks."
"Wouldn't you love to have a conversation with Professor Bruck? Find out how far the poison has

spread through your own organisation? If anyone knows she knows."
The woman stood. "Our stop's coming up."
"Train doesn't stop until Lille," said Boorhans.
"Don't worry about us." The guy was ready to go. "We get on an off as the mood takes us."
Before the guy moved away, Boorhans whispered one more question. "Did you kill Simon 

Frenzel?"
"No. But we know who did."
"The same people who killed Adrian Mellor?"
"People? Wasn't done by people." He flashed his immaculate dental work again and with his 

smirking sidekick left the compartment. Boorhans opened his notebook and wrote: 

'A name. If it's true, for the first time there's a name. How do I verify it?'

-



The slime on Bruck's hands squelched. He smeared more clay on the figure, pushing and poking 
until it matched the outline of Virginia's body, his words as he worked following the rhythm of his 
sculptural daubing.

"They don't call them the forces of darkness for nothing." 
"No." Virginia didn't move. Her husband lost his temper when she moved and as he grew older 

his temper became shorter and more extreme.
"You can't see the enemy if they're as dark as the background."
"No."
"Shadows cast no shadows."
"No, they don't, do they?"
Bruck applied more blobs of clay, smudging the globules, scraping the profile, easing towards 

similarity and recognition.
"Of course, if you can see in the dark you're fine."
"Yes."
"You might even be one of them."
"Yes."
"Are you one of them?"
"A devil worshipper or a devil?"
"You worship me, but I'm no devil." 
"That's not what your agent thinks."
Bruck crooked his head and peeped round the clay effigy. "In that case we must conclude that it is

you who is the devil."
"Wouldn't that be something?"
"We are lacking a crucial element, an iconic component. . . ." Bruck took a small ball of clay and 

rolled out a slender length of twine. "What would that look like? My wife, the very devil herself."
The following morning Virginia's breakfast routine was interrupted when she found the clay 

effigy on the kitchen table. Fired, but unglazed, the provocative figure flaunted its curvaceous hips 
and breasts, arms behind her head as if reaching for the curling tail whipping across the fold of her 
back: a long slender tail concluded by the merest hint of an arrowhead.

Bruck had a sense of humour. He also had a sense of mischief. A mischief that appealed to her 
when she fell over his outstretched legs at a party in 1981. He said it was fate. The reason God gave
him legs in the first place: 'Not to walk, but to attract beautiful women.'

The two Virginias, major and minor, the unwitting creations of Bruck's artistry and Craft, 
analysed each other. What would people make of this, his juxtaposition of the woman made flesh 
and the woman formed of mud, his curious duality?

"I married him for his money," Virginia rocked the figure with her fingertip. "That's what they 
usually say. Married him for his money and never looked back." 

Amongst the table clutter of cafetiere, butter dish and toast rack, newspaper and tablet, cereal 
bowl and hand-made coffee mug, the effigy stood out of place, out of sorts like an unwanted 
intruder. Virginia's mind roamed the Raiena passageways to where Jenzo, with characteristic 
subtlety, summarised the situation: the only way in to the main coven was if the forty-nine wiped 
them all out.

The seven a.m. threshold passed and her phone rang. "Virginia, Kaspar."
"Morning, Kaspar. Where are you?"
"I'm at Mainfrankenpark. I'd like you to join me. There's a lot of traffic you need to analyse."
"Whose traffic?"



"They're all over the place. We nearly had one in New York, but he got away. It's pretty certain 
London was a response to the one we took out three days ago."

"Have things settled down?"
"They have, but there's suspicion regarding us, why we're still active when everyone else has 

gone underground."
Suspicion. That word again. The minor companion to motive. "I'll be there later."
Bruck was around before Virginia left. He tried to stop her leaving. "Why is it so important?"
"I've told you why." She made no effort to escape his embrace.
He kissed her forehead. "The search for the ultimate intelligence. And you, an educated woman. 

Dance with me."
"Earnst, It's seven forty-five in the morning." 
"My wife doesn't want to dance with me anymore. She's more interested in placing herself in the 

time line of fallen creators. You know the creator is always destroyed by what they create."
"Rubbish."
"Rubbish. My wife, the scientist, says rubbish with no empirical proof. God destroyed by man, 

Frankenstein destroyed by his Monster. My wife destroyed by her artificial intelligence. The rise of 
the machine."

She eventually escaped his embrace, but his words travelled with her all the way to 
Mainfrankenpark. He was right, without knowing he was right. He had no idea. 

-

East of Wurzburg, Virginia's alter ego operated from a control room within the industrial units of 
Mainfrankenpark. Professor Bruck endured academic scrutiny at her university faculty. Virginia 
Bruck enjoyed total freedom in the blue light of a hidden electronic nest. Today, the control room 
was full and every excitable monitor hypnotised a solitary operative, sometimes two when the 
intercepted waveforms exploded like seismic events.

"You have to give her credit," said Virginia watching a rerun of events in London, "she knew the 
security services would suspect Islamic State for an attack like that."

Kaspar spun his chair lazily from side to side. "Extremists always start to shout within three 
hours. They've all left it too long for their claims to be credible "

Virginia's lips pursed. "Well, they headed north after they found Ruby. Can't think where they 
might go now." 

"Pretty audacious coming back like that," said Kaspar. "You don't think they might have travelled
now to Italy?"

"Italy?"
"Back to Enzo's family?"
"No. Her family's villa is almost visible from outer space."
"Least obvious place could be the first place to look, Virginia."
"Possibly."
Under the floor, in the basement shielded from nuclear blasts and vibrations, servers suspended in

coolant water tanks received and distributed data from the GIS system up above, the transatlantic 
cables out to sea, and the microwave meta data harvested by every intelligence service in Europe. 
And none of it detected Jenzo's disappearance, or any of her forty-seven colleagues. Virginia 
inspected every monitor and the surplus of information; so much data, so little evidence.

An operative raised her hand. 
Virginia smiled. "You don't need to raise your hand, dear. You're not in a seminar here." She 



peered over the operative's shoulder at the grainy view captured by a security camera.
"I'm not sure, but this is a hotel room in Sofia. The Hotel Chartres. The person breaking in is CIA.

He's asking what he's looking for in real time and I thought I heard the name Eve."
Virginia turned to the room, "Hush!" A feint conversation seeped from the monitor speakers. 
'Have they made their own bed?' 
'No skid marks.' 
In the black and white haze a figure sneaked around the room, opening drawers, wardrobes, 

lifting the mattress, looking under the bed. He ran his hand along the top of cabinets, punched the 
drawn curtains, frisked the duvet. 

'No personal items, they're either travelling light or we got the wrong room.'
'It's not the wrong room. Cobbold booked it by credit card two days ago.' 
'Yeah, but we were done like this in Milan.' 
'Sooner or later he's gonna be here. He has to stay somewhere.' 
'If I was hiding I wouldn't be booking hotel rooms in my own name.' 
'Someone's working with him. Even a trail like this can tell us something about the people 

shielding them.' 
The conversation became heated, frustrated, the conversation of a wild goose chase.
"You'd think they would have learned by now," said Virginia. "Cobbold dragged them to 

Frankfurt, then Milan and now Sofia. He won't be able to use this trick again."
"Why are the CIA after him?"
Virginia thought the question was a joke. "Why? You seriously don't know?"
"This is my second day here."
"That's no excuse."
"They're looking for Eve," said the operative at the next monitor. "Everybody's looking for Eve."
"Sorry. I thought Cobbold was one of the forty-nine."
The operative's straight faced innocence encapsulated Virginia's concerns. Monitoring the forty-

nine had become a distraction and a confusion, a diversion of resources away from the hunt for Eve.
But the monitoring, unwelcome as it was, occasionally picked up a useful clue from Frankfurt or 
Istanbul, the Canary Islands or Cyprus. Strange activity (strange to those who didn't know what they
were listening to): the Chinese turning over rubbish bins on an industrial estate near Malmo; French
agents stopping every Audi A8 built after 2012; and even badly disguised Google employees 
arrested for breaking into a computer repair shop in Arnhem. All of them looking for Eve. All 
desperate to be the first to find Eve.

And all the time Jenzo and her Satanic lunatics bored deeper into the hiding places of the earth. 
The initiative had been lost; as soon as the bullet entered Ruby Summers' forehead the word went 
out, circled the world at light speed, encrypted, obscured, disguised by an ancient untranslatable 
language mixed up with gobbledegook and indecipherable characters.

A phone call came through for Virginia. She took it outside where the cool November morning 
gave her some escape from the physical and psychological heat of the control room.

"Ms. Bruck," the voice was Anders Boorhans from Interpol.
"Mrs. Bruck," said Virginia.
"Mrs. Bruck. My apologies. I assume you know why I'm calling you."
"No. I'm not a mindreader."
"The university gave me your faculty number. It seems to have redirected here-"
"Get to the point, Mr. Boorhans."
"My colleagues in Bamberg, as you might probably be aware, are struggling with their 

investigations into your organisation," 



"My organisation? I don't own the University of Wurzburg."
"You know what I mean. At least humour me."
"What do you want?"
"I've been led to believe you're experiencing a potential threat from within."
"You must be very careful what you read in the newspapers, Mr. Boorhans."
"I don't read the newspapers."
"In that case beware of friends bearing gifts. If anyone is feeding you information, tipping you 

off, I'd suggest you think of the long term repercussions."
"Is that a threat?"
"No, very sound advice."
"Thank you."
"Don't thank me. You saw Simon Frenzel on the spire of Bamberg Cathedral. Haven't you figured

out how they got him up there yet?"
"We don't need to know how they did that. We've already established cause of death. But the 

reason for calling you is to help me decide who we should work with."
"Go on."
"Well, do we work with you to catch them, or do we co-operate with them to catch you?"
The question fascinated Virginia's analytical mind - which couldn't have been Boorhans' reason 

for asking. Who would she work with if she was in his shoes? Option one seemed obvious: the 
covens were rational, predictable, focussed and single-minded. They knew what they wanted. 
Option two, the forty-nine, were unpredictable, irrational, mercenary and destructive. Their loyalty 
was flexible. 

"I'd love to help you answer your own question, Mr. Boorhans, but my opinion might be biased. 
Of course, the University of Wurzburg will always co-operate with the police, that goes without 
saying." Boorhans sighed. "The choice is yours."

"My choice will impact on you and your colleagues, Mrs. Bruck."
"Your choice will be the wrong one. Whichever choice you make." She returned to the control 

room and signalled to the first operative to trace the call. "Let me tell you about the people you 
might be working alongside. They have some unusual hobbies. They have an unorthodox view of 
right and wrong. They have an unhealthy penchant for pain. They challenge each other to carry out 
the most extreme executions they can devise, and when they decide they're tired of you they will 
find you if you don't find them first, and let me tell you, Mr. Boorhans, you won't be quick enough 
to find them first."

"Really."
The call was traced. Boorhans was in Anderlecht. An address registered to . . . Anders Boorhans. 

He was calling from home.
"They sound interesting," he said.
"Let me make a prediction. Now they've contacted you, now they know where you live, they'll 

decide how all this ends, not you." She studied the data scrolling on the monitor. "They'll know, for 
example, that you're married to Angela, you have two sons, Piet and Marten, and that you are being 
treated for an irregular heartbeat. . . ."

"How do you know all that?"
"It's all part of the strategy of survival, Mr. Boorhans. This is the level of detail you'll have to 

know to stay one step ahead of them. And even then they'll still find you. In the end they'll find you,
when you've outlived your usefulness. So you need to be very sure you choose the right side when 
you make your decision."  

The phone connection ended. 



Virginia paced around Kaspar's chair. "Put out a message, one that they'll hear. A press release, 
send it to Interpol . . . to Lyon for their approval. A lead established, an opportunity to identify the 
so-called forty-nine and track the people responsible for the London bombing. Evidence found in 
Anderlecht in Belgium. Once you've done that put a watch on him, everywhere he goes, everything 
he does. When they find him, we'll find them and maybe we can take out one or two more."

Kaspar groaned. "Easier said than done." 
"Nothing to lose, Kaspar. One way or the other we can get rid of another distraction. Another 

inconvenience. Oh, and include the name of that guy from Bamberg, Tollmann. They've never liked
each other, have they?"



13

In the kitchen of Boorhan's house, music, a morning radio racket, competed with the infant yelps of 
Piet resisting his mushy breakfast. Maarten careered around the table with his racing car, revving 
excitement, buzzing Piet, steering clear of his mother's handbag and the risk of having his car 
confiscated. 

Boorhans, deaf to the noise, indifferent to his wife's preparations, floated to the coffee machine 
and poured a single cup of espresso. Five hours ago he was awake, without the help of caffeine; 
kept awake by questions, choices, trying to calculate various permutations, combinations and 
outcomes. Possibilities, variabilities; whose side to take, leave them to it or intervene. . . . Now, 
with a full day ahead of him he was on the brink of sleep.

On his way to the kitchen he had glanced through the window of the entrance porch and spotted 
the car, the same nocturnal guardian parked fifty metres down the street, parked to be seen. He 
heard it arrive at four a.m. It was there at ten past when he went to the toilet. And just after five he 
couldn't resist checking again, nudging the window blinds apart, making a mental note of the 
number plate. An audacious deep red BMW and two figures in the front seats, unconcerned by their
obvious visibility.  

"I'll drop you off at my parent's house," he said to Angela.
"There's no need," she wiped Piet's mouth. "They'll enjoy a day in the museum."
"Not a whole day. They'll be restless."
"Well, you should know."
"What do you mean?"
"Mooching around like a fox. You think I haven't noticed?"
"It's just pressure. London is . . . London."
"London is not your jurisdiction."
Boorhans defied Angela and drove her to his parent's house. She didn't speak until she was stood 

at the front door with two unannounced visitors and no explanation. She clattered back into the car. 
"They were surprised." 

Boorhans pulled away from the house without waving to his puzzled parents. "They like 
surprises."

"I don't. If there's something I should know, you have a duty to tell me."
"It's confidential." Boorhans ran a red light.
"Concentrate on the road."
Outside the Europa Museum a sickly ochre glow from a first floor window discoloured the street 

trees. Boorhans had never imagined ochre capable of glowing. "I thought you were the key holder?"
Angela paused. "I'm not the only person who works here." She left him to his sleep deprivation, 

his moodiness, his inability to recognise her stiff shouldered anger and deliberate marching strides 
towards the museum entrance. She grabbed at the handle, but the locked door took her by surprise. 

He watched her struggle with the door's security, swiping the key pad, punching the code with her
thumb. His phone rang. "Yeah."

"Get down to an address off Boulevard Industriel. There seems to be a personal message waiting 
for you." The caller, a local colleague Alain van Popel, made no attempt to hide his anxiety. 
Everyone was stressed out this morning. 

Boorhans accelerated away before his wife was in the building. "What do you mean, personal 
message?"

"You'll see when you get there."
Squad cars and a forensics team surrounded a small filthy warehouse, the source of the message. 



And what a message it must have been to justify this amount of attention, this number of uniformed 
officers, the need to evacuate the entire estate. Boorhans inched through waves of engineers, 
mechanics, office staff, all of them guided towards an unrolling cordon of police tape. 

"Hope you've had a light breakfast," said van Popel.
Boorhans' arrival gave the assembled crowd a target for their suspicion and curiosity. "I'm not 

used to this," he followed van Popel past two queasy looking police officers and a puddle of vomit. 
"Usually someone else at the centre of attention."

A crime scene with so much grisly potential should have had a stronger stench than metal filings 
and used oil. Along a grim lightless corridor van Popel pushed through two forensics personnel and 
stopped inside a large storage room. He kept his distance from the centrepiece of the room and 
allowed Boorhans to inspect the bloodstained plastic chair. 

"Where's the victim?"
"We don't know." Van Popel wiped his eyes.
The chair or the fate of the last person to sit on it held no interest for Boorhans. The reason for 

coming down here with the siren blaring and the lights flashing spattered the dull yellow breeze 
block walls. Cleared of shelving and piles of boxes, the room ran red with wild words and crazed 
phrases scrawled in blood.

'Betrayal is a mortal sin'
'Without trust there is no life'
'Eye for an eye is not a deal worth striking'

The deranged poetry ran around the room in English, Flemish, Walloon, Latin, and the 
unintelligible scribble of an ancient cypher. Symbols, equations, star maps.

'We trusted you Boorhans' 
'We talked to you in confidence Boorhans'
'Fucking liar Boorhans' 

He followed the abuse into every corner of the room until he found a single phrase in small 
lettering where the blood was running dry. 

'Watch and learn'

Van Popel shook his head. "What the hell did you do?"
The two of them were almost out of the building before Boorhans answered. "I made a phone call.

. . . " He stopped. The noise above his head caught everyone by surprise. "On the roof." 
Footsteps scuttled across the flat panelled roof of the workshop. "Sounds like a fucking horse," 

said van Popel. "What is it?"
Boorhans instructed officers at the entrance to go outside, look up, see what was scurrying 

around. "There's two of them?"
"How do you know?"
"Something with four legs doesn't walk like that."
Van Popel's mouth drooped open. "I don't know anything with two legs and hooves."
The visitors left, the officers returned. "Nothing up there."
Boorhans ordered a separate team to a nearby building with rooms at a higher level. Rooms with a

view down onto the warehouse. 



Outside, van Popel asked again. "Who did you speak to?"
"I thought it was Malandanti, but this isn't their style."
"It's how they do things in Bamberg these days."
"Well, we're not in Bamberg." Distant sirens followed the increasing sunlight touching 

Anderlecht's central rooftops. "Alain, you go climbing?"
"Yes."
"Have you ever experienced an avalanche?"
"What's that got to do with any of this? You shouldn't be keeping things to yourself."
"I got a tip off. The Malandanti is turning on itself. This, all this, is part of that fight and it's 

dragging us in. It'll drag us all in."
Van Popel had one piece of chewing gum left. Part of his drive to quit the cigarettes. "What's the 

connection to avalanches?"
"You might be better off smoking again. You'll go through Belgium's supply of gum before all 

this is finished. Avalanches, don't they start with a bit of loose snow before the whole fucking 
mountain comes down?"

The distant sirens increased in anxiety, approached but then receded, controlled by the road 
layouts and rush hour traffic. The activity intensified. Boorhans commandeered a uniformed officer.
"Find out what all the noise is about."

He pulled van Popel away. "This is all going to get out of hand very soon, but I don't know how 
or what form it will take." 

"Tell them on the top floor if you're so concerned-"
"And what will that do? A committee meeting to form a sub-committee to discuss a strategy, 

develop a policy, draw up contingencies. I made the phone call yesterday morning and look where 
we are already."

"Sir," the uniformed officer called over. "Fire at the Europa Museum."
"Europa. . . . Shit!" 
Van Popel drove. One more siren added to the city's fraught cacophony. The Europa Museum's 

modernist box was a windowless shell spitting and billowing tongues of flame at the encircling fire 
tenders. The furious museum, cornered and captured, fought the fire crews hanging onto their 
umbilical hoses like Lilliputians.

The heat of the flames seared Boorhans' face. He rushed into a phantom-like mist and found 
himself in another world, a half-world, veiled and ephemeral. Motion slowed, solidity softened, a 
sugary smell of incinerated sap and the tannin of treated timber. In this half-world his voice yelled 
back at him, his deranged scream absorbed by the death rattle of the dying building until it was a 
mere echo in his head.

Van Popel and two firemen struggled to hold him back, wrestling his deranged strength until they 
dragged him down flat against the saturated road. But he was determined to rise again, driven by his
image of the interior, the inside of an inferno. This is what they meant by hell, the final punishment,
and here he was on his hands and knees trying to fight his way in. 

-

The fire surrendered after four hours and the building declared safe to enter after six. The chief fire 
officer and van Popel crossed the smouldering ground floor ruins, careful not to touch the 
carbonised interior deformed into an alien lair. Every footstep flushed out a complex scent of 
charred wood and molten plastic.

"Some of the bodies were back here." The fire officer pointed van Popel towards a bundled mass 



of wall panels and furniture. Only the tell-tale form of an outstretched human limb separated the 
writhing creature from its surroundings.

"Three there," he said moving on.
"Three. . . . " Van Popel only saw one body, but he wasn't the expert.
"Through here is different." Behind the hot remains of the room van Popel followed his guide 

slopping through several centimetres of water to a second space where the ceiling had collapsed 
bringing down the contents of the floor above. They found another body burned beyond 
recognition, virtually a single solid mass of fat. Van Popel held his breath and examined an 
uncharacteristic scar in the torched flesh. A pattern, a complex pattern he recognised.

"What is that?" said the fire officer.
"It's another message for Anders." Van Popel took a photo on his phone. "But I don't think it 

matters to him anymore."



PART 2
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Breakfast at Villa d'Enzo was a family flamboyance, a daily extravaganza. Food appeared as if 
delivered in secret overnight and left in a great display of meat cuts and whole fruit. Papa Enzo was 
the first to eat, unseen and alone. He rose before anyone else at 6.15 a.m. and was gone by 7.30 
when the rest of the family came to pick at the remains, drain the coffee, empty the jugs of juice.

Jenzo arrived long after the rest had fed, but not before a lingering house guest had left. Lucella 
Picolla was part of a group of society ladies visiting Mama Enzo to discuss altruism and local acts 
of kindness. They were boarded in a room at the back of the house away from the lake. (Where the 
coal workers sleep, Papa Enzo once said to his newspaper.)

"Jennifer. Look at you, it is you?"
"Yeah, it's me."
Lucella stood in the middle of the room. Jenzo twirled and bowed to her audience.
"The last time I saw you, you were nine years old."
"And look at me now." Jenzo assaulted the breakfast buffet crumbs and cast offs, filling her 

mouth at the same time as filling her plate.
"And what do you do?"
"Sorry."
"What are you doing these days?"
Jenzo held up her plate. "Having breakfast."
Lucella laughed revealing the gold incisor she had when Jenzo last saw her twenty-five years ago.

"No, I mean your job, your career. What do you do?"
"Oh that. I'm a Satanist. I get paid to murder people."
Lucella's gold incisor slipped out of view. "You had your papa's sense of humour at an early age."
Jenzo grinned with a mouth full of prosciutto. "And still cursed with it. You know, I was in 

London when that man was blown up."
"It must have been terrible. How awful for you."
"Oh, not so bad. The screams were the worst. You know what you see is never as bad as what you

can hear, and the screams of the dying and the mutilated were really quite unforgettable." She spoke
like a child. "Oh, mummy, god help me, mummy, please, oh god, please. . . . " and with her fork she
held up a flaccid slice of meat. "That's what the inside of your leg looks like-"

"Really." Lucella opened her handbag.
"When it's torn apart and all the gristle and muscle is exposed." She waved the meat with the fork.

"Oh, look at me, I'm a bit 'o leg. Leonardo da Vinci dissected people. Was he sick or what?"
"If you see your father tell him I was asking about him."
"Will do. Ciao." Lake Maggiore attracted Jenzo out onto the terrace. Dense cloud wrapped its 

suffocating storm around the mountain peaks and grumbled. The choppy water had cleared the lake 
of boats and threw itself at the shoreline, slapping the stone walls and gabions, teasing the timber 
stumps of the jetty. Jenzo carried her breakfast plate into the ionised breeze and breathed, inhaling 
the lake's volume, its capacity, its vast potential.

A newspaper, weighted down by an empty coffee cup, lay on the terrace table. The attack in 
London continued to radiate speculation around the world, but all the paragraphs and columns of 
expert analysis only reaffirmed what people already knew: the police were no nearer to identifying 
the attackers. The outrage competed for attention with killings in Yemen, a tragedy in Canada, and 
celebrities everywhere making fools of themselves for charity.



Full of food and faced by an impatient lake waiting for answers - Lake Maggiore always seemed 
to characterise her father's clumsy belligerence and sense of entitlement -  the urge to contact 
Gregor made her fingers twitch. He, she, all of them, couldn't hide forever. The initiative would be 
lost, the covens reorganised, their initial panic tamed. But she couldn't ring him, send a text or 
email, and in spite of what Ruby always said, couldn't shout loud enough to be heard across the 
Atlantic. 

The phone in the breakfast room rang. It continued for a moment, unanswered, trilling passively 
as if scouting for information, scanning the house for signs of life. Jenzo froze until the ringing 
stopped. 

"Mm. No one at home."

-

Shalini shared Jenzo's suspicion of everyday objects and treated everything she touched, stair rails, 
coat hangars, even her own lipsticks, as elaborate bugging devices. Life without her computer was 
like a return to the Dark Ages. Villa d'Enzo was not yet an open prison, but a few more weeks of 
electronic lock down would inevitably take its toll.

"What's so special about this car?" She revved the bike ready for Jenzo to jump aboard.
"Wait until you see it. It's powerful, it has more storage space than this bike."
"It has number plates?"
"Sort of." She climbed on to the pillion seat and hammered Shalini on the head. "Onward, 

Passepartout. Don't stop until Constantinople."
It wasn't a car, it was a truck. A forty-four tonne Scania, dead to the world in a storage depot 

south of Locarno. Shalini scouted a route up the side of the cab. "What the fuck is this?"
"My brother uses it for his race team. Been to Le Mans, Nurburgring, Spa. All over Europe. And 

he doesn't need it in winter."
"And you can drive it? You don't even have a car."
"I know. But you do."
Shalini gasped. "There are times when I think I'm going to wake up and this whole thing will be a 

bad dream."
"I thought you'd be impressed."
Shalini shook her head. "What if I walk out of here? What if I walk away from this?"
"You'd get about a kilometre down the road and then who knows what. You're stuck with it, 

Shalini. Like me, you're stuck in this mess until we get ourselves out of it."
"And this is your answer." She kicked the truck's tyre, a huge wall of unsympathetic rubber. 
"You need toe caps in your boots if you're gonna kick the tyres like that."
She turned away, cursed, limped the length of the truck. "You expect me to drive this? Are you 

living on Planet Deranged, I can't drive a thing like this."
"I thought you liked a challenge."
She did. The harder the better. She licked her lips and when she clambered up the driver's door 

like a spider monkey Jenzo knew the bait had been taken.
"Where are the keys?" she looked down at Jenzo waving the keys. . . .
"I knew you'd ask for these."
Inside the cab Jenzo bounced on the seat. There was space to sleep, a television, satnav and 

fourteen gears. "We can pack this thing with everything we need. Your bike, another car, camping 
stuff, weapons. It could be our mobile headquarters."

"And no one would notice it. Have you thought of that?" Shalini pulled and pressed every knob 



and dial on the dashboard. "The satnav will have to go. They can hack that. And the tacho . . . we 
need to rip this out. Anything with a signal." She undid the short wave radio from the cab's roof. 
The onboard computers winked and bleeped with each finger prod. "Get rid of all this and we might
survive in a . . .  Strategia race team truck trundling round Europe in winter. How much attention do
you want to attract?"

"It could be a decoy. Hitler had at least three impersonators to send people off in the wrong 
direction. Vot's gut for ze Fuhrer ees gut for us, yah?"

"I don't know. It's too conspicuous. They'll know who owns this truck, won't they. One traffic 
camera with us sitting up here, or at least me sitting in this seat. . . ."

"How will they see it? We can change the side panels. Change the plates, find the number off 
another truck. There are millions of trucks rumbling all over Europe. They won't be expecting us to 
move around in something like this. We can't fly, we can't use the train, we can't book hotels. We 
are stuck to the ground until they track us down. I'm stuck in that hell-hole of a house. Spent my 
formative years planning to escape and now I'm back. This allows us to get away and keep 
moving."

"But look at it. Look at the size of it. It's so big."
"You must have said that a million times before and it's never been a problem."
"Well, I guess in the absence of any other bright ideas. What about the engine management 

system? Does it send signals back to the factory?" 
"It's a truck not a Bugatti."
Shalini unzipped her jacket and took a necklace out of an inside pocket: Ruby's gemstone, a 

perfect oval of jet on a silver chain. Shalini hung it from the rear view mirror and held it still for a 
moment with her index finger. 

"You up for this? Tell me if you're not," said Jenzo.
Shalini's eyes closed in surrender. "No, we'll give it a go. See how far we get."
"Woo hoo! I knew you'd do it. God'dam Babydoll, I knews you'd be up for it." Jenzo crashed 

open the truck door. "I need to go get me a stetson hat . . . and an elephant."

-

At night Villa d'Enzo's gardens concealed an array of hidden lamps and lights. The borders and beds
shone like a jeweller's shop window. Green crystals of slender junipers, laurel trinkets and the 
glittery undergrowth of periwinkles glistened with beads from the afternoon shower. But no one 
saw any of it except the gardeners who visited twice a week. Jenzo's sister left home four years ago 
to live in Singapore with a young telecoms entrepreneur. Mama Enzo had another social evening in 
Ascari to attend, part of a semi-permanent programme of fundraising to relieve the boredom of 
wealth. And if her father was in the house he was very quiet. A person could die in Villa d'Enzo and
lie undiscovered for days. (Papa Enzo, with better things to worry about, would simply step over the
body.)

Up in her bedroom Jenzo rolled a tumbler of whisky between her hands. Shalini sat cross legged, 
arm outstretched: same tumbler, same amount of single malt. She waited for Jenzo's brother to 
respond to a simple request.

"Insurance would be twelve thousand extra-"
"What? Twelve thousand, to add Shalini to the company policy. She's not a boy racer. She's a 

grown woman. She's a careful lady driver."
"She has no commercial licence to drive the truck. She would need tuition-"
"She drove it today."



"At least five metres," Shalini added.
"Didn't get out of first gear though. That big garage wasn't big enough."
"It's a stupid idea. She can't drive a truck that size."
"She? She's got a name, brother. You selfish bastard. I should have drowned you when I had the 

chance." A chance thwarted by a housekeeper who spotted four year old Jenzo casting her baby 
brother out onto the lake. He drifted away in a bread basket and was a minute away from death 
when the housekeeper lifted him off the water in a fisherman's net. "You know gran said it wasn't 
attempted murder, it was destiny."

"Well, she'd know all about it, wouldn't she?" Luca never forgot his date with death and stayed 
close to the safety of the bedroom door and the escape route along the corridor. With his tie 
loosened and jacket off he looked like a hesitant lover. The reluctant smell of a cigar-filled business 
meeting hung off him. "If you told me why you want it I could arrange for someone to drive it for 
you."

"I've already told you why."
"Yes. Holiday in the Alps. As if you expect me to believe that."
"You're a Catholic, Luca. If you believe in God you'll believe any old shit. Why is this any 

different?" Jenzo moved to the open window where the swell of nearby water and the soft caress of 
tree canopies soothed her boiling temper. "You know, just for once maybe you could treat life with 
a bit more flexibility. Not everything needs a corporate strategy."

"And not everything needs to come back to this-"
"This? This what? You getting everything? It doesn't come back to you getting everything. It 

doesn't fucking bug me one fucking iota you fucking getting everything." 
She heard the bedroom door slam and felt the weight of anger surge through the walls to the 

window and collide with her own churning disappointment. And she hated the window, hated the 
view of the garden. . . . The stiff formality, the clinical tidiness, the satyr, a Baroque effigy of 
mischief stood in his own perfect parterre of clipped box.

The satyr, teased by a young Jenzo who dressed him in a hat and scarf and other ridiculous items 
of her mother's clothing. She recreated the outfits of Audrey Hepburn, Grace Kelly, Lauren Bacall, 
swapped memorable film lines with him and relived key scenes from the golden age of Hollywood, 
sang songs from the classics (her favourite being Somewhere Over the Rainbow). But come 
nightfall, Jenzo avoided the satyr, fearful he would take revenge for her daylight humiliations; dress
her up, force her to play the fall guy. Provoke her until she corpsed.

A large black dog padded into the borrowed glow of a bougainvillea. An old dog, but even from 
the window Jenzo could see the sparkle in his eyes when he looked back towards her grandmother. 
The nocturnal wanderers shambled everywhere together, keeping the circulation flowing, keeping 
the brain active. 

The only clue to Mother Enzo's age was her silver topped walking stick (which she named Cain), 
and the limp following a motorcycle accident on her seventieth birthday, twenty-one years ago.

Jenzo leaned out of the window and moaned. "Mother Enzo, Mother Enzo, this is the voice of 
Almighty God. . . ."

Mother Enzo stepped in front of Malvolio. "Leave me alone."
"Do you mean me or Almighty God?"
"Almighty God never did me any favours." She stood below the window and leaned on her 

walking stick, her words as brisk as her mind. "What are you up to? Anything interesting?"
"Trying to persuade my bastard of a brother to lend me his truck."
"You'll be lucky. Malvolio will sing My Way before you get a favour out of Luca. What's that 

you're drinking?"



"Laphroaig. Eighteen year old."
She turned away disgusted. "Must be like drinking tarmac. Do you have any rum?"
Jenzo asked Shalini. "Any rum over there?"
"Pampero."
"We've got Pampero. Does that meet your impossibly high standards?"
"It'll do." And she was off. Swinging Cain in a wide arc she raced Malvolio towards a hidden 

doorway to the villa.
Five minutes later she buried herself in an armchair, drink in hand, solutions primed. "How do 

they know where you are?"
"Eavesdroppers, spies, lookouts. They listen to your phone calls, read your emails and text 

messages. They spy on the spies."
Shalini added, "They fell out with the NSA and killed the guy who was five minutes from 

arresting Snowden before he got on a plane to Hong Kong."
"And driving an articulated lorry is meant to help? What is it, lead-lined, invisible? How can you 

hide in one of those things?"
"Conspicuously unseen apparently." Shalini tickled Malvolio's ribs with her toe. "Was that the 

phrase you used or am I mixing you up with Albert Camus?"
"And we need to regroup," said Jenzo. "Everyone's spread out. God knows where they are. The 

moment we communicate they'll have us."
"Well, you're in a right pickle aren't you?" Mother Enzo poured another glass of rum. "Aleister 

had a similar problem when an Austrian group of Jesuits wanted to kill him. He disguised himself 
as a clown and posted himself back to London."

Jenzo shook her head at Shalini. "Don't ask. She makes these things up."
"It's true. My cousin Ralph worked in the sorting office in Walthamstow. Stamped his passport 

for him."
"Well, we can hardly travel round Europe dressed as Charlie Cairoli, can we? Any other bright 

ideas?"
"You have an incubus?"
"Yeah."
She asked Shalini.
"Yes."
"What's his name?"
"Jaravek," said Jenzo.
"Parex."
"And the others, Gregor, does he have a succubus?"
"Ystiriia."
"Well, there you are." Mother Enzo took a triumphant sip of rum.
"Can you expand on that?"
"In sixteen-thirty five a Protestant minister in Copenhagen, Johan Waltus, needed to get a 

message to Augustus Duke of Saxe-Lauenburg. He couldn't use the normal channels of 
communication so he bought a consignment of cloth, coded his messages in the labels and had them
delivered to the Duke."

"You've completely lost me."
"Didn't you ever listen to my stories? The Duke who conversed with his clothing?"
"I was six years old."
"So you do remember. Tell your incubus to pass on a message to Gregor's succubus, and then she 

can pass the message on to him. They can't intercept a message passed between demons can they?"  



When heavy October cloud shrouded Lake Maggiore and the water lost the silver gilt of a 
glistening moon, the heavens settled on the valley sides; a blinking constellation of domestic light 
from the frayed shoreline to the ragged mountain ridges. And one of those lights shone from Villa 
d'Enzo. The bright light of intuition, the brilliant light of ancient wisdom and the candlelight of 
black magic. Mother Enzo gulped down the last drops of rum and heaved the furniture out of the 
way.

"I haven't done this since 1983. Shift yourself."
She turfed Jenzo out of her chair and forced Shalini towards the wall. 
"We can summon them without all this," said Jenzo.
"Maybe you can, but this old soldier prefers to do things the traditional way." She ripped up the 

rug. "Chalk."
"Chalk? I haven't got any chalk. . . ."
"Come on, girl, anything to draw a circle." 
Shalini's hand appeared holding a lipstick.
"Trust you. It'll do." On all fours Mother Enzo scribed a cherry red circle complete with ancient 

writings from De Occulta Philosophia and the symbols of Astaroth, Baphomet, Leviathan and 
Belial. Within the grid of lines and the criss-crossing bars of a pentagram she positioned several 
sheets of paper. Each sheet containing a number. . . . "It's number three, isn't it? Third chapter of the
Third Book?" 

"Hope my memory's as good as yours when I'm a hundred."
"Thumb." Mother Enzo dotted each number with Jenzo's blood from a pinprick.
"Don't you find this so much more exciting, the preparation, the artistry, the effort?"
"Effort?"
"Yes, effort. Your generation want it all done too quickly. In my day we took our time 

summoning demons. We didn't use a quick hand clap and a flutter of the eyelids." She beckoned 
Shalini. "Yes, I mean you, standing there grinning. Hold my hand."

Careful not to wake anyone they avoided the usual raucous calls demanded by Mother Enzo's 
technique. The whispered words raced towards the spell's conclusion, frantic ramblings uttered like 
a drumbeat, a fevered rhythm, a monotonous pulse repeated and repeated and repeated again until 
the calm broke. . . .  A distant horn sounded from the west followed by a tempest launched at the 
house. They hung on, the three of them, in the face of fury and the turmoil of trees on the point of 
being uprooted. The window frames thrashed, shattering the glass, and the room filled with the 
expectant smell of sulphur.

Mother Enzo closed her eyes. "The brimstone is so evocative. Takes me back. . . . You'll only 
appreciate what this is all about when you're older." She opened her eyes on the sound of Malvolio's
muffled grunt. Jaravek hovered in the circle, a translucent form in a veil of yellow mist expelling 
the heated chemical scent, the sharp aroma of visitation. Mother Enzo released herself, took his 
hand and spoke like an old friend.

"Well, I bet you never expected this?"
A wry smile stretched across his face.
"Tell me these two lack the imagination we had when we were younger."
Jenzo and Jaravek exchanged glances. She recognised a hint of chastisement in his features, a 

subtle narrowing of the eyes, the wry smile flattened to a stern straight line, the same expression her
grandmother used as a forewarning. Mother Enzo stood in a trance, staring through Jaravek's chest 
into the middle distance, reliving some old lost memory (and how many she must have). Her 
timelined hands, frail and brittle, all knuckle and bone, gripped his demonic copper fists as if she 
were hanging on to every lover she had ever met.



"How do you two know each other?"
"It's how I found you," Jaravek said.
"Is it?" Her grandmother's love and supervision in all its manifestations included this demonic 

matchmaking. "Can we stick to the point?" 
"You must contact Ystiriia," said Mother Enzo. "Pass the message on to her master and your 

reward will be left on the shore at dawn."
Jenzo was the reward. 
"The message is about Jenzo and Shalini. They are here, at home by Lake Maggiore. Gregor must

make his way back to here." 
Jaravek understood and bowed, a slow nod of the head, his horns curling down to rest on the thick

crown of Mother Enzo's hair. "Trieste? As we agreed in Trieste?"
"Why, yes." Mother Enzo smiled and was about to retrieve some ancient shared episode, but 

stopped herself as if the memory disapproved. "Well, I think that's it, unless these two have 
anything to say." 

Jenzo wanted the meeting to continue, let the old acquaintances reminisce, but Jaravek was not 
the nostalgic type and left with the message and a serious look of lust in his crimson eyes.

"Always was a big fellow," said Mother Enzo.
"What did he mean? Trieste?" Shalini wasn't privy to the significance.
"He brought a message to me in 1944." She poured another rum and sipped it with her back to the

room, reliving the past on her own.
"What would I do without you, gran?" Jenzo said.
"Exactly. You'd have to wipe your own arse for a kick off."
Grandmother and granddaughter replaced the rug and the furniture, tidied away the spells. "I'll 

rub the lipstick away," said Jenzo. "Cleaner's a devout Catholic, she'll shit a brick if she sees this."
Mother Enzo joined Shalini at the open window. The storm had passed and the air was fresh and 

clear. "You look a sorry sight."
"Sorry?"
"Standing at the window like this. She won't come back for you."
"Who?"
"Ruby."
Jenzo massaged Malvolio's oily neck and tried not to listen to the huddled couple by the window. 

Mother Enzo's gentle hand on Shalini's shoulder provoked a spasm of grief.
"With all your beliefs you don't think she's watching out for you? What would she think seeing 

you a wreck like this? The fearless Shalini. You don't look very fearless."
"I don't feel fearless. I feel hollowed out. How did I end up living like this?"
"What's the alternative? A ring on your finger and stretch marks. You're part of an adventure most

women your age would kill for, and if they don't want to kill for it what good are they? What kind 
of life do you want?"

"Not this one."
"When I was your age we were lucky to have contraception. It's all most women ever did, 

squirting out babies like a production line, they couldn't stop. Husbands down the boozer every 
night. Our idea of adventure was buying a new radio."

"What century are you talking about?" Jenzo couldn't keep quiet any longer. "They threw you out 
of the Hellfire Club for sneaking in disguised as Clement Attlee."

"I'm trying to motivate the girl."
"Well, buy her a set of hair straighteners, don't feed her all that codswallop about universal 

suffrage."



Mother Enzo hugged Shalini. "I see what you mean. If she was my only friend I'd throw myself 
through this window. It's about thirty feet, should be high enough to kill you."

The sobs became giggles and Shalini's uncontrolled laughter attracted Malvolio's wobbly body.
"If you don't get out there," Mother Enzo aimed a terrible glare at Jenzo, "I'll go myself. Teach 

this young cretin a thing or two."
"I am the way I am because of you. Three years old when she read Paradise Lost to me. I never 

forgot Dore's engravings you know."
"You loved it. Don't start telling me you didn't." Work complete, she headed back to her own 

room, grabbing Cain and the rum bottle. "Oh," the weightless volume of the bottle disappointed her,
"I'll buy you another one. . . . Come, Malvolio. To sleep, perchance to dream and let Old Nick 
worry about tomorrow."



15

Inside Pearl's Diner a customer could choose to be anonymous, to be absorbed by the unremarkable 
mix of melamine and vinyl. Surrounded by the skeletal power lines and pylons of the adjacent 
industrial complex, and the hurried rush of train lines heading south to New York, a man could be 
alone in a busy room. Alone with his thoughts, alone with his food.

Around Gregor the truck drivers, railwaymen and postal workers who kept New York supplied, 
sat with their comfort food and their healing caffeine and waited for time to roll forward another 
hour. They grazed in silence, the only sound supplied by a wall mounted television screen turned 
down to an apologetic volume. And all of them served by the only two women in the diner, Pearl 
and her daughter Kristen. 

"Hamburger's on its way, honey." Pearl pushed past Gregor and delivered a plate of food to a 
waiting giant at a table next to the window. Gregor assumed it was food; it was on a plate, but only 
the smell suggested anything edible.

When his own dish arrived he thanked Kristen without looking at her. The burger resembled a 
mud hut and contained a huge patty of meat consumed by a mound of cheese riddled with onions 
like emerging tapeworm. The greens and reds of chillies, sliced courgette and lettuce added to the 
culinary cement, binding the liquid, solidifying the edifice on his plate.

"You want ketchup with that?" said Kristen. "Mustard's at the end of the counter."
"Thank you." Gregor figured out how to lift the burger off his plate without it breaking in half 

under its own weight. The TV screen scrolled rolling news reporting another political problem in 
New Jersey and a rape accusation at some college upstate. The names passed him by, the 
significance lost. He didn't care.

What mattered was Gregor's identity. Or lack of it. And the food tasted better than it looked. 
Somewhere in the mix of substances was an aroma of blossom. A musky sensation on the back of 
the tongue. 

"Getting colder outside." Pearl patrolled the space behind the counter and topped up Gregor's 
coffee.

"Gonna get colder before it gets hotter."
"Minus twenty round hear last February. You remember that, Maurice?"
"What's that?" Maurice's voice came over Gregor's left shoulder.
"Had to scrape the ice off the tables in here last February."
"Oh, yeah. But you left the windows open though. What d'ya expect?"
Another bite and Gregor's burger began to smell like a spring woodland. He chewed slower to 

identify what was in his mouth.
"Jesus, someone's overdone it with the cologne. Which one of you's got a date?" On the wall the 

television blinked. Pearl had a fiddle with the remote, changing channels to check the reception.
"I was watching that," said a grey haired guy hunched over his coffee cup.
"You're interested in static? What are you, a human radio mast?" Pearl found a soap opera, but the

picture was still erratic.
Gregor's burger was transmuting from the woodland musk and spicy blossom into a sweet 

pungent smell that reminded him of oil refineries. He sniffed the food. It wasn't the food. When the 
smell turned to sulphur he understood. . . .

The television rasped. The diner blinked and a crack like a terrible broken bone snapped out of a 
flash bright enough to illuminate every astonished face in the diner.

Gregor heard a dog growl.
"Holy fuck," said the voice of Maurice.



Tables and chairs flew across the diner, thrown aside in the stampede to escape.
"Call 911," Pearl hollered. Kristen rushed for the phone near the kitchen door.
 A precise clop of hooves and heavy growl pushed through the vocal panic, the shouts and grunts 

and expletives clattered in the opposite direction. Gregor shoved his food away and felt a wet 
tongue lick the back of his neck. 

"Police, someone, something is attacking us . . . I don't know what it is." Kristen's gaze fixed on 
Gregor.

"What the fuck are you doing here?" Gregor slipped off his chair and pulled the naked woman - 
half woman - towards the exit. "I haven't eaten all day."

Outside the diner the post-evacuation calm exploded and a second panic scattered the customers 
across the car park like shrapnel. Trucks, cars and a solitary Harley Davidson fought to escape.

Ystiriia grabbed Gregor's head and started to suck his mouth. "What are you doing? Get lost."
"Message." The word clambered from the woman's throat.
"Message? What message." Police sirens grew louder.
"Jaravek." She waved her tongue in Gregor's face. "Jenzo on the lake. Jenzo on the lake."
"What does that mean?" 
She dragged him round the car park, leapt onto the bonnet of an abandoned pick-up (setting off 

the alarm) and wedged Gregor's head between her thighs. 
"Maggiore, Maggiore, Maggiore, Maggiore. . . . "
"Okay, okay." The sirens arrived. A flashing convoy of blue lights exciting the chrome and steel 

of the remaining trucks parked up along the perimeter. Gregor yanked Ystiriia off the hysterical 
pick-up and ran. 

A car door opened, a voice called out, "Hold it, police. And you in the fancy dress. . . ." 
He knew he could outrun them as long as Ystiriia held her iron grip on his arm as she galloped 

towards the industrial wasteland. They eventually stopped on a lightless stretch of railway line and 
after his heart rate had calmed down he rang Jenzo's number. She heard his voice, swore and hung 
up. 

A minute later she rang back. "You fucking idiot, why did you ring this number?"
"I got a message."
"Oh, she delivered, did she?"
"Delivered. Yeah, you could say that. Stark naked in a busy diner. What the fuck's going on?"
"I was trying to arrange a meet up, but we're gonna have to move on now. Stay out of sight, you 

moron."
"I was hungry. And I was doing okay until she showed up."
"I'll be in touch. Stay away from public places and don't ring this number again."
A locomotive rolled by, heaving and straining with a stretched out necklace of containers. Its 

headlights picked out Ystiriia's silhouette rummaging amongst the scrub grass. "Come here, you." 
She knelt in front of him and brushed his face with a sward of dried grass stalks. Gregor stroked 

her scarred and blistered skin and nuzzled the thick matted hair falling across his cheek. "You're 
here now. Might as well make use of you." 

-

Luca relented after his grandmother had a word with him. Twelve hours later Shalini was fighting 
the gear shift of the truck with desperate punches and parries. The erratic progress almost dislocated
Jenzo's neck and she shared the truck's pain; every graze of the paintwork, the smashed mirror, the 
choking sound of uprooted saplings pulverised beneath the front axle.



"We won't get anywhere near the border at this rate." Jenzo bit her tongue when the truck tripped 
over the kerb of a roundabout.

"I never said I could drive one of these."
"You could at least pretend."
Before the challenge of the Mont Blanc tunnel they parked up at La Palud in a state of physical 

collapse. "I feel like I've been thrown down a flight of stairs," Jenzo said. "It's all right for you, you 
had things to hang on to. Did you ever see The Music Box? That Laurel and Hardy film where 
Oliver Hardy gets dragged down the steps by a runaway piano?"

"No."
"I feel like that piano."
One phone call had forced a premature escape from Villa d'Enzo, but the urgency concentrated 

the mind and forced them to plan a route to the airport at Annecy where they could arrange to meet 
Gregor. Assuming he wasn't intercepted. Assuming Jaravek could continue to supply messages. 
Assuming Ystiriia had no more surprises for the local population.

"That's a lot of assumptions," said Shalini.
"The whole thing hangs on that monster at the other end." 
The onset of paranoia transformed La Palud into a netherworld of artificiality: the preponderance 

of black cars, the over-attention given to the truck by security staff and other truck drivers. The 
caged dog in the red Renault, barking with too much conviction, an overacting canine. And the 
children behaving as children do, running, squealing, pawing at their besieged parents. All too 
realistic, overcompensating. Jenzo paused at the entrance to the service station cafe. "It's quite busy 
in there. What did Gregor say? She turned up stark naked in a busy diner."

"She managed to get the first message through."
"That was a simple one. What happens if we need to fix times and dates, locations. You've met 

her. Can you imagine her pronouncing Bellegarde-sur-Valserine? And that's only the start. We have
a big task ahead. There's forty-nine of us. . . ." There weren't forty-nine, there were forty-eight. . . . 
Shalini walked away. "Sorry. Get some food from the shop, I'll meet you back at the truck." 

Jenzo was entertaining a couple of genuine Polish truckers when Shalini returned with two plastic
bags of supplies. She tripped the alarm and climbed up to the driver's seat. The Poles waited for the 
catch, the punchline, waited for the woman with the cascade of black curls and couture leather 
jacket step back down to earth and reveal the joke. 

But it was no joke. "Told you, didn't I," Jenzo leaned against the wheel arch. "Calcutta's answer to
Indiana Jones."

One of the truckers leaned into the cab. "You drive this?"
"Yeah."
The second trucker squeezed into the gap outside the cab. "You flew from Mont Blanc to 

Lavachey in a wingsuit? What was that like?"
"Easier than driving one of these." She blew the horn.
Jenzo shoved the Poles apart. "What's the problem? You never saw two Satanic chicks drive a 

monster like this?"
The ignition fired and the monster shuddered. Jenzo yelled out of the window. "You hear that 

noise, that's the engine. Have a good day, fellas. Y'all take care now." She closed the window. "For 
fuck's sake don't embarrass us."

"I'll try." Shalini grunted every time the gears refused to engage. The truck lurched like a 
spasmodic beached whale, belching its way forward, diesel fumes and black cloud expelled like 
dying flatulence. 

Jenzo waved to the astonished audience. "Try to get away from here without writing it off."



"If you can do any better you're free to swap seats, otherwise shut the-" she hit the right gear and 
the truck, free of its hydraulic constraints, zoomed onto the road.

"See, you can do it when you try."

-

They found cover on the French side of the tunnel. Forested mountainsides free of spies, swaddling 
cloud blocking the sight line of satellites, and the air filled with the early warning alerts of night 
creatures. A lay-by offered a chance to stop and let the truck calm down. 

Jenzo counted the cash in her wallet. "I mean what do they get for the money. You drive through 
the tunnel the same as a car, but they charge you three hundred times more money for it."

"You should have factored in the running costs of this thing." Shalini completed the shut down of 
the truck. 

"Be another big bill when we fill it up."
"Yeah. I want filling up. Bring the food."
They hiked into the forest and arranged the supplies and bagged up belongings around a fresh 

campfire. Jenzo made a mental note of how long the cash would last if they had any more tunnels to
travel through. Shalini blew the steam off a tiny cup of soup.

"We need divine help, you know," Jenzo said.
"We haven't run out of money so soon, have we?"
"No, not that. Apart from Virginia Bruck we don't know any of their names, where they are, who 

they are. How do they finance the system if they don't know who anyone is?"
"This soup has no seasoning."
"It's service station food, Shalini. You're not in Claridges now."
"Tastes like the devil's piss."
"Sam might be able to help. If we knew where his loyalties lie."
"He tipped us off."
"True."
Shalini bowed her head into the soup's tasteless vapour. "I wonder where the others are now?" 
The question had no answer. Jenzo sat like a leather jacketed Buddha, flicking her little finger 

against her knee, waiting for the fleeting moment of revelation. She was in a forest with dirt beneath
her nails and a headful of hermetic ambition. If inspiration didn't deliver itself in this evocative 
environment when would it come, from where would it come?

"You not eating?"
Jenzo shook her head.
"You not hungry?" Shalini threw the soup on the fire, ransacked a plastic bag and pulled out a 

packet of cigarettes. The soup had evaporated when she stuck the end of the first cigarette in the 
flames and took a long draw of nicotine. "We're okay for fuel. The truck's quite frugal . . . Tell me if
I'm boring you." A weary funnel of smoke mixed with the fumes of the campfire. The grumbling 
journey from Villa d'Enzo's soulless comforts had paused in a French forest next to the orange 
question marks of their miniature bonfire.   

"There is someone who knows?"
The ash on the end of Shalini's cigarette hung on to hear the answer. "Knows what?"
"The devil's piss, you said. . . . "
"What about it?"
"Problem is no one has ever summoned him and lived."
"You're not making any sense."



"Gran talked about someone years ago. She used to threaten me, she'd say if you don't behave, if 
you don't do as you're told I'll go for Brother Polder."

"Brother Polder?"
"He attempted the Abramelin. Got it all wrong. Instead of a legion of demons. . . ." Shalini came 

into focus, her huge brown eyes burning through the wispy trails of her cigarette. "The devil's piss. 
You don't summon Lucifer. No one ever summoned him and lived."

"Except this Brother Polder guy?"
Jenzo thought better on her feet. She circled the campfire, switching direction until Shalini gave 

up trying to follow her. "He would know the names. He would know the names, Shalini."
"Brother Polder? How?"
"No." Jenzo stopped pacing and dropped onto her knees. "Lucifer. The one who knows 

everything. Lucifer will know the names."
Shalini stubbed out the cigarette. "Wait . . . no, wait. You just said no one summoned him and 

lived."
"Not until now. We know the Abramelin inside out. We find out what Polder did wrong and we 

recreate it."
"Are you mad?"
"Yeah. Known me long enough, haven't you?"
"And where do we find Polder?"
Jenzo was upright again sniffing the air. "Sulphur. . . ."
"I can smell it too. . . ."
The canopies bristled. 
"This can't be him. . . ."
Jenzo flexed her toes. "I didn't say anything."
The thickening yellow mist emitted a morbid death call, a groaning timber rumble breathing out 

the pungent stench of a hidden predator.
"Hope it's one of ours," said Jenzo.
"You shouldn't have mentioned his name. . . ."
The ground splintered and Jaravek stepped between the rough scrub and brushwood. 
"Thank fuck it's him,"Jenzo said. 
"A message." He offered his right arm decorated by a line of clumsy text.
"A message, for us?" Jenzo read the words: 'gregor ancee apot 8 p m yulsdai.'
"Is that Gregor?" Shalini asked. "Gregor, sends a message to you with Ystiriia?"
The demon nodded. "Mother Enzo tells me to write your messages."
"Gran summoned you?" said Jenzo.
Jaravek nodded again and placed his forehead against Jenzo's face. "She rewards me."
"How? You haven't placed a finger on her, have you?"
He jumped back. "A woman sleeps. A villa on the lake nearby."
"Whatever. That's between you and gran."
"Mother Enzo knows more than you." Jaravek's serrated grin glistened in the campfire's dancing 

light. 
"Yeah, yeah, all right. Doesn't take a genius to work that one out."
"We should get a message back to Gregor," said Shalini. "Confirm we got the message."
"Do you have a pen?"
"A pen?"
"To write a message on his arm."
Jaravek held out his arm and licked the tip of his sharpened fingernail. "I write the message on her



arm or I write the message on her back in blood."
"Oh, she'll love you for that. Better keep it short, then. Message received."
Jaravek cocked his head like a poodle.
"We got the message," Jenzo said. "We'll be waiting. Do you understand that."
"He wants his reward," said Shalini.
Jaravek grinned again.
"You want paying for everything." 
After they agreed terms Jenzo lay back on a bed of pine needles and coupled with her demanding 

demon. But for all the shunting and rocking, the frenzied pulse of his energetic love making, she 
was more excited by Mother Enzo's inspiring idea to write down the messages rather than rely on 
Ystiriia's verbal limitations. It would be an underground grapevine that no member of the covens 
could intercept. 

And the advantages, the numerical advantages, rode along on Jaravek's rhythmic heat invoking 
another frantic rush of possibilities. If she counted the numbers there weren't forty-eight of them, 
there were ninety-six. Forty-eight humans each with a demonic message bearer. An army waiting 
for its command. (An army in need of a commander.) With Jaravek's weight surging towards a 
climax, her own solution to the greater problem expanded with every gasp, every heavy breath and 
taught muscle: find the one man who had summoned Lucifer and lived. . . . 

An elated cry of satisfaction took flight through the forest and Jenzo felt the bed of needles 
scratch the tender skin across the back of her neck. Jaravek's grunting head ruffled her hair, his 
horns ploughing the soft forest floor. When he was done he waited for a comment, an approving 
sign. 

Jenzo nuzzled his chest. "Tell me something about your boss."



16

Tipo Briess's train pulled into Gare de Bruxelles. He expected his journey to end at the platform, but
it continued outside; the extended conversation with a fellow passenger rattled on from the French 
border all the way through southern Belgium and into the car park. 

"Straight away, by giving them a name you're applying some kind of mythical status. The 
Phoenix Lights. They're just lights. US air force lights." Briess's police escort hadn't appeared as 
arranged.

"The US air force doesn't have that kind of craft capable of hovering for so long in that kind of 
formation. . . ."

Briess stopped him. "One day you'll find out what a helicopter looks like."
"They weren't helicopters."
"Bart, they weren't UFOs either. They weren't orbs, they weren't angels."
"They weren't normal. Their appearance at this moment in time, with everything that's going on, 

they were something we shouldn't ignore."
Bart's girlfriend waited for him, all skin and bone, dressed more for effect than for the weather. 

They kissed and left Briess to wait alone.
"The truth will out, Tipo," said Bart. His girlfriend smiled.
"You need to watch him. He's got a vivid imagination. Take care, Bart."
They were gone before Alain van Popel turned up harried and distressed. He shouted from inside 

the car and left Briess to bundle his own suitcase onto the back seat. "Tipo?"
"Alain?"
"Yep. Good to meet you. Hope you're ready for this."
"Is it that bad?"
The effort of driving left van Popel speechless. Unable to relax he relied on hand gestures and 

only spoke when the traffic stopped moving. "Some notes in the glove compartment. I can't bring a 
file for you because it's all off the record."

Briess found a folded wad of untidy scribbles on scraps of paper torn from a notepad. "Why off 
the record?"

Van Popel shrugged. 
"Why off the record? Don't shrug like that."
"I don't know. Seniors won't allow an internal investigation."
"It's a multiple murder, isn't it? Why's it any different?"
"No idea."
Another red light forced van Popel back into his seat and open to more questions.
"Where's Anders now?"
Van Popel's shoulders twitched. "Sorry. I don't know. We want to see him. Not to interview him, 

to see if he's okay."
"But they won't tell you?"
"No. They won't tell us anything." The traffic moved again. "He was in a state, Tipo. Babbling 

and shouting about the devil and his wife burning in hell. You knew him, have you ever seen him 
like that?"

"No. I saw the wrong side of his temper though." Briess couldn't make out the handwriting on the 
note. He held the paper up to van Popel. "What does this say?"

"Sigil."
Briess sighed. "Right. Can we divert to the crime scene before we get back to HQ?"
Van Popel agreed and lurched the car left at the next junction. The estate where Boorhans was 



taunted by blood-written messages had reclaimed its usual ramshackle dirtiness, a busy muddle of 
office space and workshops reunited with all the old diesel detritus and cast-off pallets. Heavy 
booted filthy figures ambled about as if gruesome murder was a daily occurrence.

A clean car in a grimy yard, however, attracted a few turned heads. Jack Balhatcher, the business 
owner, met Briess and van Popel outside the unit.

"Back to business," said Briess following Balhatcher to the room at the back where the blood 
transfusions took place. He didn't like Balhatcher's brevity or the names his staff had given to the 
room: the scarehouse, the morgue, the barber's shop.

"I lose twelve thousand Euros a week if I'm closed, so that's why we're up and running again." 
Balhatcher introduced Briess to a guy checking stock on high rusty metal shelves.

"What do you deal with here? Automotive?"
"Trucks, vans, commercial supplies. A lot of Anderlecht and Brussels is running on our parts."
Behind the shelves the flowery smell of fresh emulsion blended with the metallic whiff of oil and 

grease. 
"When was it painted?" Briess asked van Popel, but Balhatcher answered.
"Last Wednesday. Place was a fucking nightmare."
"Who allowed that?"
"Forensics had everything they needed," said van Popel. Briess waited for him to continue. 

"Didn't take long. There was nothing else outside this room."
"Even so, a crime scene seven days ago, cleaned up and repainted two days later." 
Balhatcher blew his nose on a blackened handkerchief. "Did me a favour."
"I'm sure it did." 
"Come on, what do you want me to do, leave it as it was? The place looked like an abattoir. We 

just wanted it cleaned up. Forget about it."
"Yeah, yeah. I'm not getting at you. Wouldn't want my kitchen looking the way this place did." 

Briess examined the decorating, peered between space on the shelves for any red bits missed by the 
paintbrush, but the job was thorough. Every corner, every length of pipework, the edges of every 
electrical socket and switch were swiped and fettled back to a vacant white innocence. Even the 
floor had been jet washed.

Leaving the estate van Popel managed a smile when Briess suggested the weather followed him 
around Europe. "Do you agree with that? Cleaning things up so quickly?"

"No," said van Popel, "but you can't disagree. There's no one who'll take you seriously. The order 
came down . . . in fact, I don't even know who the order went to. I found out the business was in 
action again, but that's the first time I've been back. I suppose if forensics have what they want 
there's no reason for holding up the guy's business unnecessarily."

"It's not forensics' decision to make though. Someone senior made that call. They should have 
asked you if you were happy to release a crime scene like that." Briess struggled again with van 
Popel's handwriting. "Are you dyslexic? What's that word?"

"Malandanti."
A broken down Volvo blocked the neck of a roundabout. Two black clad men stood guard and 

eyeballed van Popel as he guided the car round the obstacle. "Anders said the Malandanti had split."
Briess again tried to decipher van Popel's handwriting. 'Malandanti split, two parts at war, 

everything collapsing.'
"Did he say anything like that to you in Lyon?" said van Popel. "He was really agitated when he 

came back from Lyon. Said he'd met them, two of them on the train. He said they jumped off the 
train."

"Jumped off the train?"



"He wasn't making much sense at the end."
"Did he say that before or after the murders here?"
"Don't know."
According to the notes, Boorhans had made contact with someone called Bruck. "What's that 

name?"
"Virginia Bruck. Can't tell you anything more than that."
Van Popel's hastily recorded notes were almost apocryphal, convoluted like bad poetry or stream 

of consciousness rambling. A detached word: sigil. A meaningless phrase: all seeing, all hearing. So
many words that looked like doctors' signatures. When he reached the last page Briess had a vague 
idea of Boorhans' state of mind and the fragmentation of what he knew: he had been in contact with 
a Virginia Bruck, the Malandanti was split, collapsing and in conflict with itself; his wife was 
burning in hell, and somewhere in all this the devil himself had made an appearance, even left his 
calling card in the form of a sigil.

"And I suppose you have no idea where his children are or even if they're safe?"
"No." Van Popel found a parking space behind Anderlecht's police station. "Maybe it's better that 

way. If Anders was right, we're all potential Malandanti. The place is crawling with them. Top to 
bottom."

Commissar Huygens swooped on Briess with such velocity he forgot to rescue his suitcase from 
the back of van Popel's car. "Thanks for coming, Tipo."

The pace of arrival accelerated to an urgency Briess usually tried to avoid. Huygens strode off 
down a sterile corridor, made no attempt to introduce his colleague - who made no attempt to 
introduce herself. "We can brief you later, but for now there's something you need to see." Huygens 
wasn't setting the pace. He was struggling as much as Briess to keep up with the woman who led 
them both to an isolated room and a computer monitor with a sinister secret.

On the screen Anders Boorhans lay in a foetal position on a bed inside a white cell.
"Where is he?" said Briess.
"In a safe location. He's sedated for now, but when he's awake he's in a bad way. As we all would 

be after everything he's gone through."
"When can I talk to him?"
Huygens and the woman both turned, astonished by the request. "Talk to him? You can't talk to 

him."
"Why not? He's a witness. He won't be like this forever. . . . Won't he? What's wrong?"
"Witness?"
"Witness . . . to a crime."
"What do you mean?"
"Anders was the target of the writing inside the unit on the industrial estate. He must know the 

significance of all that."
The woman stood with the same menacing stance of the men next to the broken down Volvo. 

Suspicious, alert, so alert she agitated Briess just as his heart rate was settling down. Like the 
Volvo's guardians she was all in black, a tailored trouser suit, black top, simple silver necklace with 
a small crucifix, and a straight edged fringe of black hair covering her eyebrows. Briess preferred to
see the whole of a person's face before he decided he could trust them.

Huygens had the case file. He removed a sheaf of photographs taken inside the unit. The wording 
on the wall was unequivocal; accusing, angry, threatening, personal. Boorhans' name was at the end
of nearly every blood-stained sentence.

"Who was the victim?" said Briess.
"Victim?"



"Victim, yes. Would you like me to speak a little louder? The owner of the blood. The victim."
"An itinerant. No record of him on file, so possibly an illegal. Eastern European perhaps, or 

Syrian, Kurdish. Middle east."
On screen Boorhans continued to sleep inside his white walled womb. 
"His children okay?"
"They're as safe as they can be."
"For God's sake." Briess handed back the photographs. "If you want me to take on his case load 

you'll have to be more open with me than this. I'm not psychic. Can I read that file or does it stay 
with you?"

"Of course you can read it, but not outside this room."
"Why not?"
"I'm trying to limit the number of people with access to it."
"Why? What are you afraid of?"
"If I knew the answer to that I'd feel a lot better."  
Huygens asked the woman to replay an earlier recording. She tapped at the keyboard and opened 

a video file of the CCTV camera in Boorhans' cell. Two uniformed police officers guided him 
towards the bed. He made no attempt to resist, but grumbled to himself. The woman increased the 
volume.

". . . It's so hot in hell. I saw them, the two of them, male female necklaces with the sigil, the same
sigil on Simon's head, the mark of the devil, everyone has the mark of the devil. They jumped off 
the train, jumped off the train as it was still moving and they met me in the street in Lyon, they were
in Lyon and they met me in the street and met me on the train. His teeth were perfect, she had a 
round face with tattoos and then they jumped off the train. It was them on the roof, had to be them 
on the roof, I didn't see their feet, but they had hooves, cloven hooves. White teeth and cloven 
hooves." And on he grumbled, after the police officers left him, after they closed the door and 
locked him in, he continued to chatter. Everything he said contained in van Popel's ragged notes. 

The woman switched off the video and Boorhans reappeared. Still asleep, unmoved. Briess 
noticed a mark on the wall above the bed.

"What's that? Can you zoom in?"
The woman waited for a nod from Huygens and zoomed the camera's view to Boorhans head. 

Briess saw and recognised the mark on the wall. The sigil, the same symbol etched on Simon 
Frenzel's head. The symbol of Lucifer.

"Did he make that mark?" Briess asked.
"Yes." Huygens gestured right with his fingers. The woman turned the camera's attention away 

from Boorhans. "He drew it on the wall next to his bed because there was no more space anywhere 
else.

The camera scanned the walls of the cell. Clean and clear before he arrived, they were now a 
wretched tapestry of sigils, symbols, glyphs and patterns, scrawled, and scraped, overwritten with 
words and demonic portraits of horned demons and cloven-hoofed devils. Boorhans had drawn 
shaky diagrams and maps decorated with bridges and towers and spires, surrounded by flames, 
interspersed with his own name: Boorhans liar, Boorhans cheat, Boorhans criminal, Boorhans 
suffer. . . . 

"If you can make any sense of this, Tipo, be careful who you tell. I'd appreciate it if you only 
speak to me or Bernadette here. Our contact details are in the file and secure methods of contacting 
us if you need to talk.

"Should I talk to this Bruck person?"
"Who?"



"Virginia Bruck. The woman he contacted."
Huygens adjusted his glasses. "Virginia Bruck is a Professor of advanced computing and artificial

intelligence at the University of Wurzburg. She's had a reputation for attracting rumours ever since 
her family lost what was left of their wealth in the 1980s. Don't believe everything you read about 
her, but by all means keep an open mind. It's up to you if you decide to contact her."

Huygens continued, but until Briess was formally introduced to the nodding woman behind him, 
Bernadette and her incomplete expression, he felt the explanation could apply to her as much as to 
Bruck. He couldn't take his eyes off her and felt himself shiver as Huygens spoke. "She may be 
connected to the coven in Wurzburg, or she may be part of the Bamberg coven, we haven't 
established that yet. If Anders is ever fit to talk he could clarify what he knows, but for now it's up 
to you to interpret his babbling."

He handed Briess a swipe card allowing access to the room and the computer. "I don't need to tell 
you to look after that card."

"No, you don't. I left my suitcase in someone's car. . . . " Briess took one final look at the screen, 
at Boorhans, the man he once recognised, and the remains of his mind spewed out across the walls 
of his cell. 

-

Boorhans slumbered through his drug induced calm. Briess glanced at the computer monitor like a 
concerned parent watching the child upstairs. The greedy case-load had a record of every fact and 
criminal misdeed dating back to 2009. Boorhans had a habit of including tangential events on the 
off chance that the Malandanti's operations in Europe might be connected to a school shooting in 
America, or a tsunami off the east coast of Japan.

At 1p.m. Briess was only a third of the way through the information, but a pattern was emerging. 
A pattern heavy on killings, bribes, extortion, but light on names unless the victims of the killings, 
bribes and extortions were included. Suspects? Briess gave Boorhans credit for avoiding 
speculation and guesswork, but a clue here and there would have helped to keep him awake long 
enough to reach the half way mark.

Briess fought exhaustion until he twitched with such violence he almost fell off his chair. Rain 
speckled against the frosted glass window and scurried across the roof of the building like a bird. A 
large bird. Briess paused to listen to the deliberate to and fro of the raindrops: across the roof, 
stopping at the edge and returning to a point directly above his head. He wanted to ignore the sound,
explain it away: leaking gutter and a cross-fall directing the water to the edge where it would meet a
perimeter lip that directed the water back to the centre of the roof. . . .

He closed the folder containing the case file and followed the raindrops across the roof in several 
directions. The outside of the frosted glass was dry. 

Boorhans slept. 
A gentle drum roll of fingers tapped the door. Briess opened it. An empty corridor of geometric 

shadows stretched away beneath brilliant spot lights on the ceiling. Briess turned back to the secure 
room. . . .

"Oh, shit. . . ." He shook his head at the weary sentinel, his own shadow projected onto the far 
wall. "Get home. I'm done here-"

He was barged in the back. A scream from deep in the throat pierced his eardrums. Briess 
tumbled forward, landed on his elbow. The door swung to close, but he crawled back to the 
corridor. Still no one out there. No shadow of an intruder. His heavy breath squeezed the sweat 
against the edge of his shirt collar.



"Oh, fuck. Get out of here." Standing up took far too long, demanded too much energy and 
resolve. He returned to the table, grabbed his coat, the struggle with his sleeves slowed him down 
and he saw the wall and the word 'leave' carved into the plasterwork. 

Briess's right sleeve felt like it was stitched closed. Folder in his left hand, he limped down the 
corridor and arrived at the building's reception half dressed. Behind the desk two uniformed officers
jumped as he clattered into view.

"Are you okay, sir?"
"No, I'm not okay. Oh, Jesus. Get me a glass of water." He slumped down the wall and squatted, 

face in hands, sweat running down the back of his head. The water arrived along with three other 
officers.

"You need to get Commissar Huygens down here. Get him down here."
Reception staff and officers, plain clothes and uniformed transformed the area into a minor 

response centre. Briess shifted his clumsy weight to a chair, and the concern for him, as much 
confusion as compassion, added to his discomfort. 

"Can I get you anything, sir?" The repeated question began to annoy him within five minutes. 
Huygens arrived after twenty.

"What the hell's happening?" The late night call had caught Huygens by surprise and forced him 
out of the house wearing a bright green tracksuit and gym pants. "These were the quickest things to 
pull on," he said in response to Briess's disgust.

"What are they, your daughter's?"
Bernadette marched into reception, dressed as black as the situation. Briess welcomed the mood 

of authority she brought with her. "What's happened?"
"The room." Briess's knees could hardly support his weight when he stood up. "You need to see 

something. And we need at least two officers to come with us."
A group of five returned to the secure room. The corridor lights were off. Briess struggled to 

swipe his card in the lock. He stood back as Bernadette tried and the door clicked open. She was the
first to step inside, the only one to enter the blackened void without hesitating. The light switch 
failed.

"A torch . . . come on, a torch." Briess took a torch off one of the officers and aimed the beam at 
the wall behind the door. 

"Jesus Christ," said Huygens. Bernadette gasped. Words and phrases scarred the wall, overwritten
with a haphazard web of lines. Briess walked across a crust of fallen plasterwork and paint flakes. A
second torch illuminated the scale of the damage around the rest of the room. More words misspelt, 
back to front, upside down, words of every recognisable language alongside letters from alphabets 
Briess had never seen. And in the middle of the dust and debris the soft glow of the computer 
monitor and the angelic peace of Boorhans asleep inside his own apocalyptic babble.

Huygens cleared the room. "Evacuate the building. Get everyone out." They fled to reception. 
The order spread via walkie-talkie until a crowd gathered around the headquarters pockmarked with
the ochre glow of lights through the upper windows.

"What was that, Tipo?" Huygen's chest swelled and deflated too quickly to calm Briess transfixed
now by the sky over Anderlecht. His distraction passed to Huygens and Bernadette and one 
mesmerised expression after another along the road. High above the headquarters, a line of lights 
hovered and pulsed: Phoenix Lights. . . .

"When are people going to start taking this shit seriously?" said Briess.
Huygens stared upwards. "What do you mean?"
"This," Briess shook the folder in Huygens' face. "This. All this shit. How long is it going to go 

on for before someone takes the decision to do something? This case, the whole Malandanti 



programme, was about to be shut down eighteen months ago. It took two people dying in Bamberg 
to keep it open. Look at it." He gripped the folder's edges and flicked through pages of criminal 
description, dead ends, cancelled initiatives. . . . "And all this is on the verge of collapse. It's 
stalking the fucking corridors where we work."

"Tipo, calm down."
"I won't calm down."
"Calm down, Tipo."
"Take your hands off me." Briess backed away from Huygens and his suspicious comfort. "I'm 

not touching this case until you and those above you take some responsibility. I'm not ending up 
sedated on a bed in a psychiatric unit like Anders, drawing shit on walls. . . ." 

Huygens held up his hands in surrender. "Okay. Tipo, give me the folder, go home, go back to 
Lyon. Take some time off."

"Permanently. I've had it. That guy in there has lost his wife. God knows where his kids are." 
Briess choked on the urge to shout into Bernadette's face, force the unhuman calm to break open 
and show some sign of life beating inside. But even his shaking fist rubbing the irritation from his 
forehead did nothing to move her. 

"I'll arrange for an officer to take you to your hotel," said Huygens.
"Alain still has my suitcase."
"What?"
"Everything I brought was in the suitcase. It's still in Alain's car."
Huygens phoned van Popel, but the suitcase wasn't in his car. "You're joking. . . . Okay, Thank 

you, Alain. . . . No, everything's fine." He ended the call and avoided eye contact with Briess. 
"Alain left your suitcase in the changing rooms."

Briess refused to look at the building. "Inside there? The changing rooms in there? Great!"
Bernadette offered to rescue it. "What's the colour?"
"Black. It has a leather tag on the handle."
She commandeered two officers and strolled into the building.
"Who the hell is she?"
"You don't know Bernadette? I'm sorry. I thought you knew. Bernadette Maldini. She's part of the

Raggruppamento Operativo Speciale, seconded by Interpol from Turin."
"Doesn't say much for herself, does she?"
"She doesn't waste her time talking when she can use the time to think." Huygens spoke to the 

folder's contents. "She put away fifteen senior members of the Camorra. In three years. She knows a
thing or two about life threatening situations. The Mafia hate her, but she doesn't seem too bothered 
by it."

"Really. Well, she'll enjoy the challenge then." 
"Yes, she will. Maybe her time has come, Tipo. As you say, perhaps it's time to take all this 

seriously." Huygens clutched the folder, ready to pass it on to the next investigator who stepped out 
of the shadow of the building and handed Briess his suitcase. 

He shook her hand. "Good luck, Bernadette Maldini."
"For what?"
Huygens handed her the folder.
Briess tapped the cover. "This fucking curse is yours now."
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Virginia had a sixth sense. Her husband noticed it the week after he met her and gave it a name: 
Virginia's hexenshiver. Whenever her personal space was approached she shuddered as if bothered 
by a cold draught. She folded her newspaper and saw Doctor Hoenenbacker gazing down, tablet 
carried like a briefcase, stern academic expression set in a horizontal smile.

"Sorry. Had to come over and say hello."
"Hello, Herr Doctor."
"And to ask if my trained monkey has taken advantage of your offer to help him. I hope he hasn't 

left any quantum pornography on your equipment."
Virginia grinned. She was sure Doctor Hoenenbacker's graphic innuendo was accidental, sure no 

one else in the university restaurant spoke like him or had his accidental flair for linguistic 
embellishment.

"Which trained monkey would that be, Gert?"
"Klaus."
"Klaus?" She took a moment to remember the name and then it all became clear. Klaus, the girl - 

the woman - from Bamberg with the successful business, Lena's business . . .  drove an Aston 
Martin.

"The Amazing Klaus Frenzl and his hunt for the Vampire Particle?" said Doctor Hoenenbacker, 
his voice alerting several diners to the name.

"Yes, I remember. I hesitated because I haven't seen him since we met at your house."
"Typical." He rocked on his heels. "Typical. You know the quality of research graduate decreases 

with every intake. For the record, I haven't seen him since you visited the house either."
"They must have eloped. Landed on his feet there, if you ask me. Good luck to him."
"I can understand you empathising with him, but if he wants to throw his life away for a girl-"
"A woman, Gert. A woman."
"Ah, yes. Well that's his business. I have other more conscientious graduates who care about their 

work. Can't be wasting time chasing the moonstruck. If you ask me he's been bewitched."
"More than likely, Gert." Virginia's phone hummed in her handbag. "Can you excuse me, Gert, I 

need to take a very important call."
"Of course, Virginia." He mouthed his goodbye and wandered away along a circuitous and highly

visible route out of the restaurant
"Hello."
"I'm in position and thanks for teaming me with a man who doesn't know when to stop talking."
"My pleasure. You know the situation. We're short on volunteers at the moment and I had to take 

what I could. It's a seller's market. Look after him."

-

"You're not a Yoghurtpot Man, are you?"
"What? Yoghurtpot Man?"
"Yeah. On a web forum you'll see a pithy one sentence remark, always dismissive, never adds to 

the conversation. And I always imagine some hipster twat sat in an internet cafe or in an office 
somewhere and he's flitting about from one discussion to another. Never takes part or says anything 
meaningful. Sees something, puts his pot and spoon down for a second, types something shit like 
'first world problem' and moves on. Doesn't care about a reply, doesn't care what anyone thinks, just
has to piss on someone else's territory." 



Sam gazed out of the passenger window, wishing he could watch the airport runway on his own. 
In the driver's seat, Scruff covered every subject from Serbian football hooligans - "Never satisfied 
with the result from the Balkan conflict, but then no one likes a three-three draw" - to why Le 
Corbusier created anti-social behaviour - "Neo_Asboism his architecture should be called, not 
Modernism, neo_Asboism. Well?"

"Well what?"
"Are you a Yoghurtpot Man or not?"
"No. Are you? Mind you, you never stop talking long enough to eat, do you?"
"What? I'm just being sociable."
Scruff, an unemployed ex-Marine, charged a thousand pounds a day plus expenses and drove 

everyone he met to the brink of their patience. But in spite of his shortcomings he was effective. 
Came with recommendations. Virginia followed the advice of her coven leader Hans-Peter 
Schneider and commissioned Scruff to intercept Gregor when he touched down at the airport near 
Annecy.

"Should be here any minute." Scruff drummed his fingertips on the steering wheel.
"Have you dealt with these lot before?" said Sam.
"No."
"Okay. Remember the plan. You're here for the muscle, I'm here to provide a familiar face. He's 

met me before, he'll come willingly when he sees me."
"Yeah, yeah. All right. I don't do anything stupid unless he tries it on."
"No. He's not the problem. He might have a colossal right hook or a concealed knife, that's not 

what you need to be worried about."
"It's his mates."
"If you smell sulphur get out."
"Sulphur?"
"If you smell sulphur get as far away as you can. It'll be too late to do anything if it reaches that 

stage."
"Well, we're about to find out. . . ." Scruff saw the plane first. They both watched it land, taxi, 

stop, and disgorge its solitary occupant who saw the car and approached.
"Stay here." Sam met Gregor. The distrust was expected, but the handshake was like an industrial 

vice. 
Sam took his time going back to the car. "The driver is ex-Marine and can talk for England. Don't 

let him wind you up."
"What does he know?"
"Nothing. Absolutely nothing. Has no idea what he's getting mixed up in. Virginia Bruck picked 

him after the aerodrome near Boston tipped them off. They're having trouble finding freelancers and
it shows. I don't know where they found this joker."

"Their usual friends in hiding as well." Gregor laughed and stuffed his rucksack in the boot of the 
car.

"Everything's in disarray. Without paymasters these freelancers are all running amok. Nobody's in
control at the moment."

"Suits me."
From the backseat Gregor shook Scruff's hand. 
"Where you from? Gregor's a Russian name, isn't it?"
"Ukraine. But that's just a technicality these days."
The conversation followed the road east and would ultimately lead to Raiena via a secure 

warehouse at Geneva airport. Beneath the permanent pallets of Chinese electronics and plastic toys 



a concealed underground chamber allowed interim discussions to take place before a more thorough
conversation in Hungary. Sam compared it to a triage service without painkillers. 

For now he was happy for Gregor to endure Scruff's opinions, his personal Wikipedia of 
disconnected articles and tenuous links. Scruff told them about the time he met Mariah Carey in Las
Vegas and told her he preferred Barbra Streisand.

"Was she upset?"
"Nah. Took it on the chin. Sign of a professional, isn't it?" Scruff checked his rear view mirror. 

"Hello, look at this lunatic."
Along a straight stretch of road a matt black truck caught them up and positioned itself for a bit of

aggressive tailgating.
"Fuck me, if he gets any closer. . . ."
Gregor felt the shadow of the truck's cab and its proximity to the back of his head, but his day 

brightened when he saw the driver and the passenger sat with her feet on the dashboard. "They have
no respect," he said. "Truck drivers."

"Is he gonna back off or what?" Scruff squeezed the accelerator and a gap of several metres 
opened up.

"Don't outrun him. Let him pass when we hit the autoroute," said Sam.
"Let him pass. He should know his fucking place." Scruff flicked down to third. The truck 

continued to fill the mirrors, its horn bouncing off the car's exterior.
"He wants to get past. Let him get past."
"I can't let him get past." Scruff's voice rose in pitch. "There's no fucking room. You look a bit 

calm in the back there, Ukrainian."
"Normal driving conditions around Kiev."
"Really? Well, we're not in fucking Kiev, are we. . . . "
Scruff braked at the bends, fussed with the gears, danced with the steering wheel. Sam gripped 

the handle over his door, anchored himself against the dashboard.
The first contact came on an empty stretch of road. Rammed at the back end, the car swung left, 

brushed the kerb, fishtailed until Scruff straightened things out. The second contact left a rear tyre 
hanging on by the rim.

"Brace yourself." Scruff swung the car right down a lane, embedding it in a hedge. Mud sprayed, 
the wheels struggled, the car found fresh grip and rumbled on across the slope towards a remote 
chalet.

"Fuck me." Scruff alerted Sam and Gregor. The truck had stopped on the main road, reversed and 
was now scything through the hedgerows and wire fencing. Too wide for the track it obliterated 
everything left and right, charging down on them, demented in its determination to catch up. Sam 
tried to speak, but the lane was too rough, too potholed. He hung on until the car hurtled into a clear
space next to the chalet.

"Everyone out." Scruff dragged Sam and Gregor around the back of the chalet. He took out his 
pistol, smashed the window of a door and broke in. Gunshots clattered into metal. Someone was 
firing at the truck.

"Cavalry's arrived." Scruff sprinted up the stairs.
Sam followed. "What do you mean?"
"Don't think I'd take on a job like this without some help, do you?" They saw the truck wedged at 

the entrance to the chalet gardens, the cab empty. Back along the lane two men with guns raised 
eased away from their car towards the truck's trailer. 

"Where's our Ukrainian?" In the thrill of the chase Scruff had lost his captive.
Downstairs the broken door slammed. Sam waited for the next sound, the sound of entry, search, 



but the only noise was Scruff's weight pressing on the timber floor.
"Where've they gone?" Scruff had his eye on the truck and his colleagues.
"Who?" 
The armed escorts had vanished. "Those two. Can't smell any sulphur yet. I think you were 

having me on about all that."
"What about Gregor?" 
"They'll find him. Come on. There's two of them and four of us. Fancy driving a truck down here.

Look at the size of it."
Scruff stopped himself at the top of the stairs and sniffed the air. "I hope you've farted."
"No, I haven't." 
The sulphur rose up the stairwell until it lingered around Sam's head. A quiet rhythm beat against 

the timber walls. 
Scruff raised his pistol and crept down into the thickening smell. He knew the drill: pause, kick 

the door open, throw himself inside, retreat. The dining room was clear. He made the same move 
into the lounge and pulled back.

"Jesus."
The sulphur emanating from a yellow mist inside the lounge was too dense to breathe. Scruff held

his handkerchief across his mouth, pointed the pistol into the opaque cloud, ready to shoot anything 
concealed within it. In the lounge Sam threw up when he saw the puddle of blood, the walls strafed 
with dripping red lines and Scruff's colleagues . . . lying together, conjoined at the torso as if one 
had burst out of the other.

The chalet shook, serenaded by horns and drums, shrieks and moans, flapping wings, heavy 
footsteps dashing across the walls. Scruff pirouetted, fired a shot at the window, howled at them to 
come for him. He fell backwards over Sam's bundled body cowering on the ground.

From the level of the rug Sam's tear-smeared view filled up with legs. Huge combat boots, small 
bikers' boots and goats. The ghostly outlines of Jenzo, Shalini and several grinning devils stood 
guard around Gregor.

"Hello, Sam," said Jenzo. "Who's your friend?"
Scruff rolled to his right, but his one opportunity to shoot launched towards the ceiling. His pistol 

was torn from his hand, his arm torn from his body and his body pinned to the ceiling like a clumsy 
lightshade. 

Jenzo stood beneath the blood dripping from Scruff's shoulder. "Who arranged all this?"
Sam faltered.
"Who arranged it, Sam?"
"Virginia. Virginia, Wurzburg . . . the coven, the network is getting desperate. The network has 

dropped all the responsibility onto them." He pulled himself on to one of the cloth covered chairs. 
The unbearable heat of the room tormented him, the sight of the bodies tormented him. Jenzo stood 
in judgement below a thick spittle of blood and he knew she was his only way out. "What's your 
plan? You know I can't go back to them now."

"No, but you'll have more fun with us." Scruff's blood dripped off her jaw and chin. "I feel like 
Carrie. Loved that film."

"Let him down." Gregor's command released the demonic prop and Scruff's body dropped 
unconscious.

Jenzo dodged the falling weight and watched Gregor and Shalini drag it outside. She grabbed a 
furniture cover and rubbed her hair and face. "One thing to bear in mind, Sam, You can't be 
squeamish if you come with us. You know the new paradigm. You gave us the Wishlist, you were 
part of that mechanism of killing, so don't go getting all sensitive now."



"I never wanted this."
"Well, tough shit. You're in it now. Might as well enjoy it." The remaining devils scattered and 

vanished in a crackle of light.
"What happens now? What's the plan?"
"All in good time, Samuel. We need to trust you before we can tell you what's going on."
"Course you can trust me. Look at this from my point of view. I've just helped you rescue Gregor.

I can't go back out there now, can I?"
"Ah, but eet could be a cunning plan, meester Lombard. Look at it from my point of view, Sam. 

You could be a double agent. Fatman out there could be an expendable bit of collateral," she 
glanced at the deformed bodies in front of the fireplace, "along with those two to make it all look 
like you're on our side."

"It's not like that."
"Good, because if I was part of a coven that's the trick I'd play. Trust me, I've seen it often enough

in films. Sometimes you lose the plot though when the double agents become triple agents and then 
it all goes a bit Harry Palmer. Come on." She trudged out of the chalet, impersonating Michael 
Caine all the way back to the truck. "We've got a bloody lorry to get back up that bloody lane."

"I didn't know you could drive."
"Oh, it's not me driving. Babydoll does all the heavy work. I'm the navigator. Gives me a chance 

to work on my novel. Have I read the latest chapters to you?"
They managed to reverse the truck after a lot of writhing and blowing, and a large amount of 

shouting and anguish until the lane expelled it like an unwanted birth. Shalini found a place to stop 
in the snow drifts outside the village of Flumet and Jenzo set up a makeshift canteen inside the 
trailer.

"How did you do it?" Sam found a bean bag to sit on. Like his boat the truck swayed when the 
wind caught it broadside. 

"Do what?" Jenzo hunched over her phone and didn't see Sam's eager desire to know what the 
world wanted to know.

"The spire. The body. How did you get him up there? It's like Kennedy's assassination-"
"Don't blame us for Kennedy's assassination-"
"Everyone wants to know how you did it."
"You mean the internet is awash with conspiracy theories and speculation. Well. . . . " She offered

Sam her full attention, her total wild-eyed fury through blood soaked strands of hair, "the person 
with the answer isn't here anymore, which is why we're planning to kill every one of you fuckers."

Gregor inspected the cargo: the tethered motorbike, the wheel clamped Lotus, the sacks and bags 
of spare clothes. 

"Stay away from that one." Shalini stepped between Gregor and a zipped up holdall.
He scratched his chin. "That the one with your, you know, your décolletage?"
"That's the one with the cash, so keep your commie hands off it." Jenzo stood over Sam and 

tapped her phone. "Update us."
"From what I've heard the main coven is in Raiena, second level members are here, there and 

everywhere, some may be in Raiena, but I believe they were turning people away, so many from the
lower covens turning up. Others . . . vanished."

"But Virginia is still out there, doing what she does?"
"Apparently. The big problem at the moment is pulling together all the contacts and insiders. The 

more the covens stay underground the more tenuous the links become."
"That's why you were in Annecy with Shrek?"
"They couldn't contact anyone else. It's like a sinking ship. It's been abandoned."



"Relied on us for too long," said Gregor. "Mind you, they found someone in London. Poked the 
hornet's nest there, didn't you?"

Shalini snatched open a steel cabinet and pulled out an Uzi sub-machine gun. Gregor handed her 
a magazine and continued his own exploration of the mobile armoury. "You got a helicopter 
anywhere in here?"

Shalini carried the Uzi over to Sam and kicked his hip. "Who killed Ruby?"
"I've no idea. Honestly, I have no idea." The Uzi scared the hell out of him, but when Shalini 

started to clean the gun's joints and panels with a knife long enough to gut an elephant Sam turned 
to Jenzo for reassurance. Scruff's blood had congealed into a matted paste on top of her head. 

"What's the plan now?" Gregor occupied himself at the far end of the trailer, sorting and 
separating a mound of camping equipment tossed into a single ball of canvas. They all waited for 
the tapping of Jenzo's phone to reveal an outcome, a formula of brilliance.

"Why are you looking at me?" she muttered and continued tapping. "When did I become the team
leader?"

"I came back here to be with you," said Gregor.
"How touching, but you're not my type."
"I assumed you had a plan."
"Did I say I have a plan?"
Shalini, thickened by several layers of clothing she couldn't stuff into a bag, aimed the Uzi at 

Jenzo's phone and pretended to shoot. "You do have a plan."
"It's not a plan, it's a long shot."
"Has it begun? Is this it?" said Sam.
"We can't stop you lot killing us unless we kill you first, but we don't know who you are. You 

don't know who you are except the members of your own coven. How do we get to the top two 
levels if we don't know who they are?"

"You know some of them," Sam listed the names starting with Wurzburg. "Bruck, Hans-Peter 
Schneider hosted the Wishlist ceremony. I could tell you the names of the Gdansk coven, but I 
won't. Likewise, my own coven-"

Gregor appeared with a bag of tent pegs. "Hold it. You won't tell us the names of Gdansk? Or 
your own coven? Where's that, London, isn't it?"

Sam sipped his coffee. 
"Loyalty and gratitude has its limitations, Sam," said Shalini.
"I know, but they're not part of this."
"Ruby was killed in London. Who arranged that?"
"It wasn't the London coven. It would have been me giving the order and I wasn't consulted. I 

only found out what was happening when Katya Novine from Gdansk contacted me."
"You have to make a decision whose side you're on," Shalini said.
"I know. Everything's happening so quickly. It's beyond my usual pace. I live on a houseboat, I'm 

used to things happening slowly. This . . . I'm not used to all this. I'm not James Bond."
Shalini asked for Jenzo's opinion. "On what? Sorry, I wasn't listening."
Shalini snatched the safety catch on the Uzi and pointed the gun at Sam's forehead. "He has 

names."
"So?"
"So? Names! Identities. That is information. Information we're driving across Europe trying to 

find."
"I'd hardly call it driving. All my teeth fillings have been shaken out."
"What?"



"His coven's third level. We might as well go after the Caravan Club for all the good it would do. 
We need all the second level covens and he only knows one, Gdansk, and two members of 
Wurzburg."

"So you were listening?"
"Course I was listening. Doesn't stop me writing though. It's called multi-tasking."
"So how many names do you actually know?" said Shalini.
"Second level: fifteen."
"Out of two hundred and sixty-nine. And thirteen of those you won't tell us." Shalini stomped 

away down the trailer and banged the cabinet doors open and shut. The extent of the armoury, a 
weaponised workshop with everything from limpet mines to a hand held grenade launcher, slipped 
in and out of view flashing its deadly promise.

"What happens if someone stops this truck?" Sam said.
"We'll write a letter to our M.P. Don't worry about things like that, Sam. You are going to tell us 

all the names you know." Jenzo spoke and typed. 
Sam waited for eye contact. "What will you do to them?"
"Kill them, what do you think? Ruby's life is worth two hundred and sixty-nine of yours."
"No. No, you can't do that."
"No risks." Shalini stood next to Jenzo's body heat and read the words on the phone.
"Like I said, you're with us now, Sam. Your good friends from Danzig will be wondering where 

you are and won't share your sense of loyalty and compassion. Who knows, it might be us they 
come to when they want to get rid of you. Wouldn't that be ironic?"

"I don't know anyone other than Gdansk."
"And they're nowhere to be found," said Jenzo.
"What then?" Gregor's curiosity followed Shalini next to Jenzo and the phone. "Who's Galfino?"
"None of your business."
"He's the demon who manages the garden of desires," said Shalini.
"Is he? Okay." He took the phone. The words, Galfino and his garden, animated Gregor's 

expression, but not in a way Sam could identify: part incomprehension, part shock. . . . 
"There might be a way to find out who's who in your rotten network," Jenzo said. "It involves 

speaking to he who knows everything. However, he's a bit difficult to reach. Doesn't answer his 
phone very often, but there is a rumour, might be an urban legend, that one man has spoken to him. 
We need to find that man."

"What man?" Sam waited. 
"His name might be Polder. He was a sorcerer, carried out the Abramelin one summer, down near

the Adriatic. Made a right pig's ear of it and summoned the devil by accident."
Gregor stopped reading and handed the phone back.
"When you get the Abramelin right you have uncontrolled power. Get it wrong and the rest of 

your life is a demonic dog's breakfast. He, Polder, made one accidental alteration to the spell, and 
it's a big spell, Sam, takes months to prepare and carry out. He got one little bit of it wrong."

Sam wasn't clear. "And you're saying he's still alive?"
"He's still alive. He's possibly in a monastery somewhere in Europe, given sanctuary by a heroic 

group of monks. Can't say I'd give him house room, to be honest."
"What exactly are you saying?" Gregor assumed Shalini knew, but she shrugged and flapped her 

arms.
"He can tell us which part of the Abramelin you adjust to summon Lucifer. And if anyone knows 

the name of your friends, Sam, it's our lord and master. And trust me, he'll give us those names."
"In exchange for what?" Sam knew there was always a price.



"We'll think of something." She returned to the phone and the existential delights of Galfino's 
garden. "Of course, it would be so much simpler and safer if you provided the names."

"I don't know the names."
"Okay. Looks like the decision's been made for us."
   
-

For the second time in forty-eight hours Virginia's phone hummed inside her handbag.
"Are you in Geneva yet?"
"He's been found." 
"And are you in Geneva yet?"
Virginia expected the call, but not the brevity of detail, the abrupt ending. The contingency plan 

to travel down to Geneva at short notice fell victim to her husband's semi-retired state of inertia. 
Bruck ignored the urgency, the frantic packing, the rough handling of a single suitcase. Virginia 
barged and tumbled round the house, stopping every five minutes to check a mental list of the 
things she needed: ritual paraphernalia, gadgetry, spares. . . . She hated rush and its confusion, its 
recklessness. 

"Why the panic?" Bruck always held her by the waist when he asked a rhetorical question.
"Not now, Earnst. And I'm not in a panic."
She was saved by a phone call. The University.
"I don't believe this." The urgency increased. "I have to get to the faculty. Some strange package 

has been delivered for me."
"Oh, and you hate surprises." Bruck manoeuvred to kiss his wife, but she dodged him and was out

of the house with a brief goodbye.
The package was the size of a coffin, delivered by a company no one had ever heard of and left in

a meeting room next door to the faculty's reception. The hasty label, the untidy writing and clumsy 
layers of bar codes and postage marks gave no clue to the sender.

"How many men delivered this?"
"Two. It was brought in on a trolley." The receptionist stayed to watch Virginia cut open the 

heavy duty tape and outer cardboard shell. She excavated through more layers of thinner corrugated
cardboard, crunching and grating and finally releasing the acrid smell of chemicals from the 
innards. Virginia held her breath and pulled back the final layer of thick plastic wrapping. 

The receptionist ran for the door, but vomited before she could reach the corridor. Virginia 
retreated, reversed away from the body of a man, a large man, the incomplete body of a large man 
with his severed arm wrapped separately and wedged next to his torso. On his forehead the sigil of 
Lucifer etched deep into the skin formed a bloodless wound, a decorative afterthought. 

Virginia found a sheet of paper and held it by her fingernails.

'Unwanted delivery. Reason for return: wrong size and damaged.'

There was a time when even a difficult situation like this had a solution. Virginia could make a 
call and the mess would be tidied up, placed out of sight. But not now. She was on her own. She 
had explaining to do.

"Sick practical joke," was the best she could think of.
"Practical joke!" The faculty's head of security didn't see the funny side when he entered the room

and found Virginia pale enough to blend into the whiteboard behind her. "Who would do this, 
Professor Bruck?" He called the police.



Virginia didn't answer. The trip to Geneva was off.
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The parcel's journey continued to the morgue, pushed through the doors and wheeled along the 
faculty corridors with little respect for the body inside. Virginia's throat tightened when she 
remembered Klaus Linzl, the student, and the possibility that he could also be in a packing crate 
somewhere, lost in the post. Or even on his way to Doctor Hoenenbacker's office stuffed inside a 
huge padded envelope.

Relieved to see the parcel driven away she reflected on the contents . . . (the man, the human 
being, she reminded herself), his name, his background, his next of kin, his place in the world. 
Reduced to a statistic, an afterthought. Part of a plan that failed. 

Now she was the centre of attention. Unwanted attention from the gently incriminating questions 
of the first detectives to arrive. (Who signed for it, who delivered it, who opened it? Virginia's 
temper snapped when she was asked who ordered it?)

"Your family," said the cop, "British?"
"Yes."
"Land owners?"
Virginia picked her fingernails. "That was a long time ago."
"And now the family own nothing?"
"Don't be ridiculous. And how is that connected to all this?"
"Families who lose so much would have enemies."
The cop looked barely old enough to hold a driver's licence. Barely strong enough to stop the 

weight of gold jewellery from pulling him out of his threadbare hoodie.
"Perhaps if you audition for a part in The Killing you'll be able to draw fanciful conclusions like 

that, but in the real world life isn't so dramatic."
He laughed and examined a forensics package with a torn off label from the delivery. "Real life 

isn't dramatic? A body in a box addressed to you? And you don't think that's dramatic?"
She conceded his point, but followed up with a lesson in Farrington history. All the uncles with 

their sexual encounters, the allegiances swapping from Royalist to Cromwellian, Catholic to 
Protestant (whoever had the upper hand at the time), before finally arriving at the tempestuous 
storm in 1963 which blew down what was left of the family home. The rotten cadaver had been sold
in 1952 even though it was beyond repair.

"We took the roof off to avoid death duties. So, there's your list of family adversaries. You can 
either blame the Duke of Buckley, Martin Luther or Hurricane Bertha, the choice is yours." She 
stalked away to the reception office, but the cop refused to be shaken off.

"You're not taking this seriously Ms. Bruck."
"Professor Bruck." (Did Doctor Hoenenbacker feel this shimmer of superiority when he reminded

people of his position?) Virginia faced the cop and momentarily enjoyed being several centimetres 
taller than him.

"I haven't finished here, Professor Bruck."
After the cops came the comforters, meaning well, but naive to think a cup of coffee, a hand on 

the arm or the asinine question are you all right, would reassure. Virginia's heart had stopped 
thumping, but the dread of helplessness in her stomach was already strong enough to keep her 
awake at night.

She made a phone call to Doctor Hoenenbacker. "Professor Bruck here."
"Yes, I know. My phone tells me who's calling. How are you, Virginia? Aren't these crisp 

December days wonderful?"
"They never fail to astound me, Gert. Excuse my bluntness, but has your student turned up yet?"



"The monkey? No, he hasn't. I'm beginning to think he may have been swallowed by a black hole 
of his own making."

"I'll ask around, Gert. See if any of his friends have heard from him."
Doctor Hoenenbacker sounded half-pleased to receive the offer, as if he didn't want Klaus back. 

As if falling into a black hole would be to his advantage. Virginia had to go. Seminar in ten 
minutes. 

"A word of advice, Virginia, if I may. If you become involved in the silly rumours surrounding 
the monkey just ignore them."

"I'm quite used to rumours, Gert. I seem to attract them."
"Would you prefer the facts?"
"You can disprove facts."
She said nothing about the package, the parcel. . . .  All the way to the seminar room she asked 

herself if the delivery was a package or a parcel; if companies had a technical definition that 
distinguished the two and if so, in which category would they include a dead body?

Inane questions, when she had the opportunity to bother herself with them, did nothing to ease the
hollow numbness in the stomach or distract her from dealing with the increasing number of 
unfamiliar faces around the faculty, the campus, the University grounds. Wurzburg. She didn't 
know who was a long-standing student and who had wandered in for reasons unknown.

Arriving at the seminar room, dazed and vacant, the bombardment of questions ricocheted around
her. She ignored them and chose one of her own when the students settled down. 

"Has anyone heard from Klaus Lenzl?" One person knew him, or knew of him. The guy from 
Bamberg, the guy with the rich girlfriend. The questions fired off again. Was she a millionaire? Did 
she drive a Lamborghini? (Aston Martin, Virginia corrected.) Was she a witch? Virginia scratched 
her head and remembered a time when she had a thicker crown of hair.

News travelled fast, but evidently not very far. The quantum physics grapevine was as ephemeral 
and short lived as one of its heavy bosons.

"His tutor Doctor Hoenenbacker is raising concerns, so if anyone hears anything, let him know." 
Eyes rolled above grimaces. Honeyback, as he was known to the undergraduates, was 
unapproachable.

"Speak to him and you come away feeling worthless and suicidal," said one student.
"He's not that bad. You have to challenge him. He likes his intellect to be pushed. He hates 

weakness, so challenge him. Push him." Like Frieda. Frieda pushed him: the put downs, the 
accidental Herr, the girl-woman corrections and the business success that had Doctor 
Hoenenbacker's jaw on the floor. Had she pushed Klaus? And if so, how far or from what height?

When the seminar ended Virginia sent a text message to Frieda and hoped she wouldn't have long
to wait for the reply.

-

Frieda arrived home from England and found a note in the hallway: her parents had a surprise 
waiting. The answer phone had been pestered to capacity by people who weren't allowed to know 
her mobile number, Rutger Holness included, and he had another surprise.

'Frieda. Rutger. I've made an alternative offer to Dmitri for the company and he's accepted. 
There's little to discuss, but if you want to meet me you know where the office is. You can make an 
appointment.'

She met him in the office without making an appointment. The urgency to expunge Frieda from 
his new environment amazed her. Gilt framed pictures of Napoleonic war scenes hung in place of 



the abstracts, the steel and plastic thrown out and replaced by real wood and real brass. And 
satisfied with the transmutation Holness sat now in his big creaking office chair (the only remnant 
of Frieda's reign at the top), and basked beneath the drooping attention of a potted palm tree. He had
both hands free to wave away the unwanted, the uninvited. Those without an appointment.

"How can you afford to buy this company?" Frieda stood above Holness's line of sight.
"Leverage." He closed his eyes and spoke to the ceiling. "I have a sound business plan and, 

importantly, a reputation people trust. Put the two together and Dmitri was happy to get a quick 
sale. You took too long. You disappeared to God knows where."

"Well, it's all academic now."
"Isn't it? Don't take it personally, but I think I know you well enough to recognise disappointment.

What is that? Disappointment at losing a deal or losing a contest?"
Neither. With the covens on the brink of collapse the business had lost access to the network. The 

life support had been switched off. "And you're happy with the amount of debt?"
"It's big business, young woman. Big business involves big money."
"And your business plan has a way of servicing those debts? You don't have to answer. Of course 

it does."
"Yes, it does. Refinancing twelve million Euros was not an issue. It's collateral. You do know 

what collateral means?" He waved his hand. "You don't have to answer. The assets cover the 
leverage."

Frieda sat down and gripped her handbag to her chest. "I didn't think the German office was 
worth so much."

"You can go now."
"The two offices combined, yes, but not the German office."
"What are you trying to say?"
"Didn't Dmitri tell you? When I restructured the business I split the offices into two separate 

companies."
The new furniture, and the existing chair, made Holness look very small. "You did what?"
"It made sense. It shields the St. Petersburg office from risks here in Germany."
Holness sat upright. The chair cushions yawned under his weight. "You split the company?"
"Yes. And like you, I used a leveraged buyout to establish the St. Petersburg office. Didn't you 

know?"
Holness chewed his own cheek.
"I partnered the company with a Russian hedge fund called Navrod. My estimate is that the 

German office is worth five million, the Russian office seven." Holness shut his eyes. "So this 
company's assets of five million, less the option to buy Navrod's share of the investment, five 
million, means you have borrowed twelve million to buy a company worth . . . zero."

Holness's knuckles whitened against the edge of the table. "You split the company without telling 
Dmitri?"

"After I last met you, yes. Dmitri always instructed me to do anything for a quick sale."
"And just how much do you expect to make out of all this?"
"Nothing. I got what I wanted."
"Which is what?"
"Information, Herr Holness. Valuable information." Frieda stood up. Holness writhed in his 

leveraged executive chair, which he didn't own and wouldn't be able to sell even if he did.
"If you want to reunite the two companies you can buy back Navrod's share. There'll be penalties 

of course." She waited for Holness to ask. "Isn't business finance fun?"
Holness raised his hand in a semi-wave, a wave in waiting. "Dmitri told me you were odd." He 



picked up his phone and dialled a number. "I have some important calls to make, if you'll excuse 
me."

"Of course, Herr Holness. And good luck."
"You and Toten Herzen go so well together. Hello, Carmen, Rutger here," he covered the 

mouthpiece, "this is a private call."
Frieda lingered out of sight, but within audio range. Beyond the door of Holness's office she 

could hear him talking to Carmen. . . .
"Navrod . . . Yes, who are they, what are they, anything you can find out. And can I ask you not 

to leave apples in the drawer of my desk. I hate apples. . . ."

-

The reassuring crunch of car tyres on gravel announced Frieda's homecoming. It was the sound she 
had come to associate with her parent's house, the sound of return, the confirmation that she still 
lived here in spirit if not in body; a permanent presence amongst the nooks and crannies, corners 
and courtyards. The old collection of buildings welcomed and caressed any visitor, prodigal or 
otherwise.

Her mother Gabby manhandled a wheelbarrow of equestrian waste, watched by the shameless 
bobbing heads of horses framed in their stable doors. 

Frieda found the foal, the new arrival, the reason for coming home. He wobbled about unsure of 
his own legs, and pushed his beautiful head against the mare's belly.

"This him?" Frieda's gloved hand received an eager lick from the foal.
"Yes. Quite a fighter. Gave her mother a tough time." Gabby reassured the mare who stood at the 

back of the stable with a cautious never-again look in the eye. 
Lothar Schoenhofer's radar told him his daughter was home. He appeared unannounced and 

oblivious to the discussion tempted Frieda away with news of his latest acquisition. 
"The real hat?" Frieda followed Lothar to his garden office, his private sanctuary and home to his 

film memorabilia collection. "How do you know it's the actual hat Robert Redford wore?"
"Provenance, Frieda. It's like buying any antique. You check the provenance." He held up 

Redford's hat (salvaged from the set of Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid), placed it a centimetre
above his head and put it back down next to Michael Caine's helmet from The Italian Job.

"Have you ever been tempted to sell fakes of any of this stuff?"
"Stuff! This isn't stuff." He grabbed Frieda round the neck with a gentle arm lock. "This is 

heritage, young lady. Don't you forget that. And besides, selling fakes would be illegal."
"God forbid."
"And why are you here anyway? You run out of food?"
"I came to see the foal."
"Oh, yeah. He's a beauty. Birth was grotesque, glad I never had to give birth to something as big 

as that."
"I didn't know you'd given birth to anything."
"Only ideas, Frodo. Only ideas."
Lothar used his office like a laboratory, condensing his interests into a curious residue of base 

substances. Discarded gadgets fashioned for some unknown function enjoyed new life after being 
transplanted from the sets of old film productions to cabinets and table tops. Frieda lifted them, 
examined them, replaced them. (Lothar followed her and replaced them properly.) She slipped a 
ream of papers from an open folder. Lothar took them off her and slapped her hand.

"You're as nosey as the foal. Have you completed the buyout of Siebert's old business? I bet you 



haven't "
"I was beaten to it. What's this?" Frieda shoved a tight fitting Roman helmet on her head.
"What did I always tell you: close the deal. All the time and effort is meaningless until you close 

the deal." He pulled the helmet off. "It was worn by an extra in Gladiator."
"Only had a small head." She mooched around the artefacts, handling the sci-fi guns, wielding the

swords. 
"Why didn't you use some of that witchcraft? I thought you had powers, special abilities. Has the 

eye of newt lost its potency?"
"Eye of newt is so last century." Photographs of celebrities covered the office walls, squashed 

together as tightly as the celebrities pushed up against grinning fans. The wiry autographs obscured 
mouths, chins, forced smiles, stiff shoulders. . . . "Can I ask you a weird question? Do you know 
anything about Eve?"

"Eve? Eve who?"
"Obviously not."
"Who's Eve?"
"I don't know. Something I'm trying to understand, but every answer seems to produce more 

questions."
"You're not a Buddhist, are you? I told you all those years ago, stay away from religion if you 

want answers to all the important questions. Read a book. Encyclopaedias have all the answers."
"Not to these questions."
Lothar stepped past her. "I hate it when you get all existential. Why couldn't I have a normal 

daughter? Why was I punished like this?" He wandered towards the stable muttering. "I must have 
been an evil bastard in a previous life."

"Hey, what about my surprise?"
The surprise was a portrait of the foal, another image for her equine collection hanging on the 

walls of her own study. But it wasn't in the stables.
"It's in the house," said Gabby. She called to the vet. "I need studded shoes for those two, we hack

out in winter in snow, useless without studs, and check him for lameness, his ankle is very hot. 
Frieda. . . ." She marched away to the house.

"It was done from a photograph, we knew he wouldn't stand still to be painted, not like the other 
lot, and it wouldn't be fair to make a foal stand around for so long. But the artist couldn't use flash, 
not with young eyes, so he used a long exposure, I had to hold him steady to prevent blurring."

"Hold the photographer?" Frieda rushed to keep pace with Gabby.
"With the artist. The artist. The photo was okay, good enough to capture the detail around his 

face. But I had trouble matching the frames to the ones we've used before. . . ."
The kitchen units had been replaced and the corridor to the study repainted.
"Everyone's redecorating."
"What? The framer has closed his shop in Bamberg, but I managed to get the wood from him, the 

stock he still had left. He's working from home, but not until his house is ready, which will be after 
Christmas now."

"Everything stops for Christmas."
"What? Well, Lotty made up the frame, did a good job of it too, surprised me." Gabby locked 

onto the painting in the study. "So there it is, Frieda."
"It's beautiful."
"Stick him up with the others. I'll have another one done at one year. Not like this, you don't want 

numerous portraits of the same horse. Makes no sense. But he's the first foal in the family and now 
that you're all grown up I want another youngster to measure." Gabby stopped measuring Frieda 



when she turned seventeen. The kitchen wall had a height chart that remained static from the age of 
fourteen upwards. A stalling of growth Gabby described as premature conclusion. She checked with
the family doctor who decided Frieda was simply tall for her age. Lothar stepped in to prevent a 
second opinion being sought.

"You're not on any funny diets, are you?" Gabby said.
"No."
"I was reading about Gwyneth Paltrow living on spring water and ionised salad vegetables."
"I'm not Gwyneth Paltrow."
"No. Keep it seasonal. And fish. Keep your omega three levels constant and you'll be fine."
"And be hyperactive like you."
"I'm not hyperactive, I'm busy." And she was off again, back through the house and across to the 

stables where the vet visibly winced when he saw her coming back.
The horse portraits were important. Not for the family connections, although she had a portrait of 

her parents in the conservatory. No, the horse portraits reminded her of what Frieda called the 
paradox of size. The ability of a small human to control an animal four times the weight of its 
owner. Pushed and pulled, sometimes willingly, sometimes reluctantly, the horse only resisted when
it was sick or terrified.    

She brought the portrait home and hung it. After enough time to appreciate the brushwork and the
capture of the foal's infant personality she sat down and started a new line of research, her own 
plunge into the heaving waters of Toten Herzen. A search for answers no encyclopaedia could 
provide.

The computer start-up gave her time to respond to the remaining answer phone messages and 
check the text message she received on the way to her parent's house. She knew who had sent it: the
'oh I say' posh voice ring tone was recorded specially for messages from Virginia Bruck. 

'Fiona, I wondered if you would be interested in a fundraising event. Dec 9 7.30, Rommelein 
Gallery Wurzburg.'

Frieda considered the possibilities, the advantages, of an alter ego: Fiona. An alternative persona, 
a dark avatar, a dweller of rooftops like Irma Vamp or Catwoman. Masked. Unknown. 
Unknowable. The computer prompted her for a password and the journey began. 

At every pause in the journey - a slow loading site, a glitch with Flash player - she made a rapid 
phone call in response to a list of business queries marked 'ignore,' 'ring back' and 'ring back 
tomorrow.' The ring backs were dealt with on the fly. One eye on her journey, her search, the other 
on a string of events and developments. She tapped the outcome of the calls into her tablet:

Buy out in Nuremberg complete. Prob 8 mill return.  
Asset sale Munich, three per cent yield less than expected. 
Loan interest increases, Ingolstadt staff cuts for the second time in four months. *not happy, must

deal with Valgrun, he's taking advantage. . . .

Business matters seen to, she continued the journey without interruption. And any journey with 
the rock band Toten Herzen began in Rotterdam, home of guitarist and drummer, and headquarters 
of the management company. The road detoured to England, specifically Lincoln, birthplace of 
singer and bass player, before continuing to Ipswich where the four individuals met their future 
manager and ultimate fate. Frieda bookmarked, pinned, cut and pasted. She found the band's 
Youtube channel and the video of their comeback single filmed with Lena Siebert's unintended and 
tragic collusion. 

On a second tablet, bought specifically for this journey, she made more notes of the tangential 



figures in the Toten universe. 

Rob Wallet, mercurial publicist and discoverer  - reanimator (Jacques Brenard, Le Monde, 
8/4/2013).

Jens Gol, man who filmed the video, lost two assistants in the process.
Raven, the blue haired girl who distracted Klaus, inspired hunt for Vampire Particle? 
Other victims: New York producers Torque Rez and Mike Flambor, Sony marketing executive 

Linda McVie. 
Terence Pearl, blogger, comeback concert in Rotterdam in 2012. (Almost two years to the day 

since he was immolated outside a hotel.) Blog posts still online. Janomes?
JANOMES?

Frieda continued to read until two in the morning. Horizontal on the settee, consciousness 
maintained by the strongest Java beans in the house, she encountered spaceships, the Knights 
Templar and numerology so convoluted she almost reached for a calculator to check the outcomes. 
But she refused to fall asleep before reading Pearl's post on the Janome: an antimatter human 
created from the collapse of a superposition. She made another note on the tablet after Googling 
each word of the sentence until the concept was clear.

We all have an anti-matter version of ourselves. . . . (Perhaps Klaus wasn't as mad as his tutor 
Doctor Hoenenbacker made him out to be.) Janomes, after the superposition collapses, aren't 
supposed to exist in the same universe as their former bodies, but what if they do? That was the 
question speculated by the authors of the Janome thesis, Diana May Ronson and Yves Sunier.

She searched Google images and at three-fifteen sat upright as if a change of position would help 
her comprehend the significance of the photograph filling the laptop screen. She grabbed her phone 
and replied to Virginia's text. 'Thank you, I'll be there. Frieda (friend of Fiona)'

She texted with one hand and zoomed in on the image with the other. A photograph taken in 2003
at a conference on artificial intelligence at Oxford University. In the middle of the image Yves 
Sunier, behind him a postgraduate student identified as Patrick Cobbold. The same name Klaus had 
mentioned on the way to Doctor Hoenenbacker's house. One of three company directors in hiding 
because they refused to sell out to the military. Patrick Cobbold, director of a Cambridge based IT 
company, developer of artificial intelligence systems. And judging by the photograph, a friend of 
Sunier. What did he know that was such a threat to his life? Wherever Virginia Bruck went Doctor 
Gert Hoenenbacker wasn't far behind. A bit of fundraising might turn out to be a wise investment.

-

From the door of the Rommelein Gallery Frieda could see the guests, but not the exhibits. Or maybe
the guests were the exhibits; living art in one of Earnst Bruck's increasingly eccentric installations. 
She found Doctor Hoenenbacker in a group of automatons embellished with pipes and elbow 
patches. Every time he spoke his back arched into a spine braking concavity.

He saw Frieda. "Well, well I never. It's our missing playboy's friend. What have you done with 
him?"

"You're referring to Klaus?"
"I am." Doctor Hoenenbacker's colleagues shared his fascination with the fate of the missing 

research graduate.



"I thought he was back here. But obviously not. So, the question might be, what have you done 
with him?"

"There are lots of things I'd like to do with him when I get my hands on him, but I fear he's 
tunnelled his way through to a dimension we cannot see."

"Wouldn't that be revolutionary. But your profession seems to be full of missing people."
"Profession?" Doctor Hoenenbacker consulted the clique. "My dear, we are academics. We don't 

have a profession, we have a quest. And what do you mean missing people?"
"Patrick Cobbold and. . . ."
Doctor Hoenenbacker turned like a dressage horse. He shook his head. The clique copied his 

gestures. "A word, young lady. I presume you're comfortable with the term young lady?"
"I've had worse."
"Some people are driven mad looking for things they will never obtain. Now, I don't owe you any

favours, but I'm prepared to give you this piece of advice. If you want to be taken seriously by 
grown ups stop talking about silly games."

"I don't understand the link between Patrick Cobbold and silly games."
"Urban myths, my dear, urban myths." He referred to the clique. "Can you explain, Heinrich?"
Heinrich whipped his pipe out of his mouth. "Patrick Cobbold was the director of a company 

called Intelligent Data. He and his fellow directors developed a computer using quantum tunnelling.
The US military found out about it, offered the company millions for the technology and the 
patents. They turned it down. It was later revealed there were no patents and it was game on. 
Everybody wanted that computer to know how it was built. Thing is. . . ." The clique waited for the 
punchline. "It was all a wind up. There was no quantum computer."

"No." Doctor Hoenenbacker completed the anecdote. "Like Jacobo Belbo the directors sacrificed 
themselves for something that didn't exist. And now they've been chased into hiding, which in my 
opinion is more than they deserve for their obnoxious behaviour. Serves them right."

"Jacobo Belbo could have told his pursuers his secret was made up, but he didn't. He wanted them
to waste their time looking for something that didn't exist. It was his revenge for being pursued."

Doctor Hoenenbacker's brief silence worried his colleagues. "You've read Eco. Congratulations."
"And understood it. I like to read when I'm not making millions."
"How commendable."
A man appeared half way up the steps of the gallery and gathered the attention of the guests. 

Doctor Hoenenbacker groaned and whispered, "We're really in the company of the damned this 
evening."

Earnst Bruck spoke. "Thank you for supporting our little cause this evening. All sales of the 
artwork you see will go towards the exquisite Foundation for Sealife. An organisation I've only 
recently become acquainted with. The centrepiece of the exhibition is my own work. I admit it was 
not done for this evening, but I'm sure it will raise a lot of interest."

Below him, a tall slender object concealed by a cloth stood on a table. A man carefully lifted the 
cloth to reveal the demonic representation of a voluptuous female. Frieda squinted. Her forehead 
tightened when she recognised the features of Virginia Bruck. All breasts and hips, the figure 
caressed itself and the coils of an arrow-headed tail. Doctor Hoenenbacker swallowed and lifted a 
trembling wine glass to his lips.

"Will you be making an offer for it, Doctor Hoenenbacker?" Frieda made sure everyone heard the
question.

"Absolutely not," he whispered. "For all my respect for Professor Bruck that . . . thing is 
positively grotesque. Her husband is a madman."

"Was he mad before or after he met her?"



"One will never know. Out of the frying pan, I believe the English say. Given the choice between 
a bankrupt family and a rich lunatic I can't say I envy the choices Virginia has had to make. The 
sacrifices."

"She sacrifices people?"
"Oh, for goodness sake, grow up." He pushed through the crowd, away from the sculpture and its 

new admirers.
Frieda found Virginia parrying the guests' questions and ironic comments, and also avoiding 

direct eye contact with her own bronze alter-ego.
"How much is Fiona worth?" said Frieda.
"Sorry? Fiona? Oh, Frieda, I'm sorry to get your name wrong. I was having a very stressful day."
"And I suppose this doesn't help."
Virginia blinked. "I didn't know he was auctioning this for the fundraising. It's frightfully 

embarrassing. He's never publicised private work like this."
"You mean there's more like this?"
The tail of the figure was unavoidable. "Not exactly like this, no. My husband worships me. . . ."
"Another devil worshipper."
"Yes. No. I love to pose for him, between you and me I love the attention. Who wouldn't at my 

age? But to see yourself being ogled by the general public is quite off-putting."
"I'd hardly call this the general public. Doctor Hoenenbacker, the general public?"
"Yes, I see your point, but even so. It's still embarrassing."
"I don't think so, Virginia. A woman your age should be flattered to have a shape Iike that."
"I beg your pardon?"
Frieda lifted the figure off the table and examined the heavy solid substantial representation of a 

man's lust for his wife. "The artist obviously admires you."
"Yes. What do you mean, woman of my age?"
"Sorry, I wasn't patronising you. You're in great shape. I hope I'm your shape when I'm sixty. I 

think Doctor Hoenenbacker will buy this."
"Doctor Hoenenbacker will knit fog before he buys it." Virginia found another guest to talk to and

left Frieda to mingle. 
But she didn't want to mingle or chat or socialise. The mob's potential energy had fallen from the 

moment she walked through the door. The gallery may have been packed, but offered little 
opportunity to learn, to acquire, to accumulate. She recalled one of Klaus's favourite words: 
entropy. The ultimate resolution in which all energy is spent and nothing remains. . . .  Virginia's 
husband noticed her isolation and moved in. 

"Will you be making a bid for the Devil?" His voice rumbled through Frieda's eardrums.
"The Devil?"
"The figure."
"Maybe. I didn't know it was the Devil, I thought it was your wife."
"One and the same." Bruck winked, his eyelid loaded with suggestion. "How do you and Virginia 

know each other?"
"Common interests," said Frieda. 
Bruck groaned. "Not another academic bore. For such a large contingency of truth seekers I see a 

lot of hypocrites and bullshitters."
"Really."  
"They still see my wife as a gold digger. Even now, thirty years after we met, the aristo without a 

pot to piss in turning up outside my gold tapped bathroom. You've met Hoenenbacker?"
"I have. Real charmer. Has a thing about your wife."



"To her face she's an untouchable muse, behind her back she's an opportunist. When you've 
sketched my naked wife as often as I have you see all the stab marks between the shoulder blades."

Frieda lifted the figure off the table again and ran her finger down the cleft of its spine. The 
bronze flesh, smooth like satin, glowed with the same lust visible in the sculptor's eyes.

"You hold it with such tenderness." Bruck's perfumed aftershave floated like a woman's scent. 
"What do you two have in common? I'm fascinated now."

"Common beliefs, Herr Bruck."
"Earnst, please." Bruck stroked the head of the figure. "If you are two edges of the same blade I 

would love to capture that in bronze."
"The two of us, as devils?"
"I can see the devil in you." His voice descended even deeper. "The ring, the necklace. I can feel 

the energy of your Athame. You have it in your bag. Your aura has a golden hue close to your 
Cundalini chakra. You . . . what's your name?"

"Frieda."
"I sense you are a very powerful witch, Frieda, but you don't yet know your full capabilities. You 

should stay with us, at your convenience. We could exchange . . . energy."
The figure was less powerful on the table than in the hand. Frieda knew an invite to a threesome 

when she heard one and put the invite down to an old man's license. 
"I need to speak to Doctor Hoenenbacker. Do you have any advice for softening him up?"
"Try a mallet."
Doctor Hoenenbacker lingered and loitered amongst a loose federation of distinguished men, one 

of whom was the bursar of his department. Frieda told them the reserve price for the figure.
"I'm not interested. Please go away," said Doctor Hoenenbacker.
"You're just being rude now. Virginia said you wouldn't want to buy it."
"She must be mortified."
"What does she think of Patrick Cobbold?"
"She'll share my opinion. Virginia is a serious academic. Has no time for trivialities. If you want 

to be frivolous you should talk to her sisters. All the Farrington girls were flibbertigibbets except 
Virginia. More your style." 

The demonic figure repulsed and attracted with equal power, an unintended polarity as if it and 
the corresponding Janome were one and the same, contained within the bronze. The unease it 
provoked was probably the only feeling Virginia shared with Doctor Hoenenbacker. How quickly 
he'd run if he knew the truth about his muse, his opportunist, how quickly he'd run if he knew how 
different the Farrington sisters had become. . . . 

And there, a simple question struck Frieda, a blow that sent her barging through the crowd until 
she found Virginia as far away from the figure as she could be without standing outside the gallery.

"Sorry to be a nuisance, but did you ever meet Lena Siebert-Neved?" She was dragged away by 
the arm.

"What?"
"Difficult times, aren't they?" said Frieda.
"What do you mean?"
"The covens collapsing. A dead body delivered to Wurzburg University. Your faculty."
"How do you know that?"
"I make it my business to know these things. Klaus said you're a witch. Your husband just 

confirmed it. You're part of the Wurzburg coven. You must have met Lena, even if you didn't know 
who she was."

"Keep your voice down."



Frieda was already whispering, but struggling with the noisy background chatter. "Why aren't you
in hiding? Why is everyone running to Raiena except you?"

"Come outside."
Virginia's mood matched the chill of the street. "What are you saying?"
"There is no threat, is there? You've all generated a self-fulfilling prophecy."
"Don't be so sure. And besides, they don't think it's a self-fulfilling prophecy. The whole network 

is at risk, but I get the impression that doesn't concern you."
"There are always opportunities," said Frieda.
"Well you certainly moved up when Lena Siebert's coven was wiped out. But I wouldn't call that 

opportunism."
"There were other covens, but I come from Bamberg. If any coven is mine it's the Bamberg 

coven. Opportunities like that can't be left to chance."
"So, you're an opportunist?"
"I do whatever is necessary, Virginia. The means justifies the end."
"How original."
"You sound as if you don't like ambition. But then it's not really in your DNA is it? Aristocracy, 

moving on through marriage or inheritance."
"You don't move up because of ambition. You move up when you're ready, because you have 

earned your place."
"The covens operate on a meritocratic system now?"
"If you insist on putting it in socialist terms, yes."
"And who judges when you're ready?"
"Your coven leader decides. She or he will tell those higher up. Your name will be considered. 

But you have to earn that place. This isn't like passing your driving test. You don't learn just enough
to move on."

"Your husband invited me to your house for a threesome."
Virginia stepped away from the gallery window. "He does that to everyone. It's his idea of a joke. 

His money entitles him to be eccentric."
"When you said the word socialist you spat it out with a little bit of contempt."
"I'm not what you would call left wing."
"Is that how you see them in the main coven?"
"No, of course not. . . ."
"Is that why they never invited you to join them?"
"No. . . ."
"Doesn't that make you angry? Eighteen years a second degree initiate and never given the call to 

move up?"
"How do you know that?"
"It's what opportunists do, Virginia. They do their homework and when the opportunities arise 

they're ready to take advantage of them. Perhaps it's something you should consider."
"Thank you for the advice."
"You're welcome."
Virginia shivered. She wanted to be back in the artificial warmth of the gathering.
Before she rejoined the mob Frieda called, "I think I know where to find Eve. I'm surprised you 

haven't made the link."
She followed Virginia into the gallery, into the heat of fundraising and the turbulent thermals 

surrounding the bronze figure. "You know, I might bid for it after all. I have a room at home for 
works of art."



In the discreet calm of the bathroom Virginia studied her reflection with defiant vanity, 
straightened the collar of her blouse, tugged her jeans a little higher. "I know Jennifer Enzo. That's 
the reason I haven't run away to Raiena."  

"Jenzo. I didn't know you knew her personally. I still haven't figured out how they got Simon 
Frenzel's body up the spire."

"I thought it was obvious." Virginia's deliberate wriggle of the hips when she straightened her 
jeans was obvious, but the spire. . . .

"Obvious?"
"They have their demonic helpers. Their legions of imps and devils doing everything for them."
Frieda made a few personal adjustments to her own reflection. (Bruck's invite might prove 

interesting: his demonic duo; Hecate and Diana.) Klaus's quantum randomness allowed for the 
possibility of demonic help, a diabolical task force made real by the unreality of alternative 
universes. The impossible possible. . . . Janomes. "How do they control them?"

"They completed the Abramelin, or a variation. Don't ask me how they did it, or when or what the
variation involved. It takes a long time to prepare apparently, eighteen months according to some 
descriptions. Eighteen months and at the end you have your demons. Your workforce."

"And if you fail?"
"It's one of life's curiosities, Frieda. You never hear about the ones who fail."
Frieda's whole life had been adversarial. A battle against the system, against the litigant, against 

the upper class twit, the business competitor, Rutger Holness. Virginia moved her head and a 
ceiling spotlight hit the retina of Frieda's eye and briefly, as fleeting as the dash of ceiling starlight, 
Frieda wondered if she was on the wrong side of the conflict.

All those fabulous toys Jenzo played with.
"And Eve?" said Virginia satisfied she looked every inch as good as her bronze replica. "You 

know how to find Eve?"
"You're not looking for Eve, you're looking for Patrick Cobbold and his partners, for his mythical 

patents and quantum computer. Why is it so special?"
Virginia resisted. Information was currency. Money in the purse. "Why do you want to know? 

Enough people are looking for it now, it's a very long queue to join. Cobbold knows the damage it'll
do in the wrong hands, but in the right hands it will explain everything. Intelligence, existence, the 
nature of reality."

"And matter?" Frieda picked up Virginia's thoughts. "The nature of matter and anti-matter, life 
and anti-life. Janomes. Paranormal. . . . . What makes you a witch." She spoke close to Virginia’s 
ear. "Or what would make you a more powerful witch. And then what? Ignore the covens? Forget 
the main coven? Bypass the entire system?"

"They always said I was a secularist. That I didn't really believe in any of it. But I've got a thick 
skin, Frieda. It's in the genes. My family were linked to the Pendle witch trials. Suspicion and 
rumour should be on our coat of arms."

"Yves Sunier. One of the authors of the Janome thesis knew Patrick Cobbold. They met at a 
seminar on artificial intelligence. Cambridge, 2003. You should speak to him."

"Why are you telling me?"
"I don't know, but I've got a hunch it's in my interests. Call it intuition. Second sight?"
Virginia gripped Frieda's shoulder. "You're just like me. You're not into any of this for the apple 

ducking, are you?" When he sculpted her Bruck had captured his wife's grin to perfection. His 
invitation grew more irresistible. 

Back in the gallery Frieda bid forty thousand Euros for the Devil and won. She took the figure 
home and displayed it on a table in the same room as the horse portraits.
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Posters on the walls around Wurzburg University hung with a buzz, a fever. They had presence. 
Beyond the whispering corridors, the shimmering labs and quivering seminar groups, tickets to the 
AI Symposium were traded like gold bars. 

Virginia heard the rumours, heard her name connected to the boxed-up body, and the wandering 
student Klaus Lenzl. (The missing research student with the millionaire girlfriend and the company 
of vampires. . . . ) Together with a rumoured statue of Professor Bruck dressed as the Devil, 
artificial intelligence had become a hot topic, a trend. The symposium was the only gig in town.

A meeting held to discuss the itinerary remained free of gossip, free of rumour, and to Virginia's 
frustration, free of one name: Yves Sunier. She arrived home late and found Bruck preparing the 
evening meal. In a kitchen bubbling like an alchemist's workshop she explained the existential 
dilemma of being so near and so far.

"He was on a four month sabbatical in Canada, but he's back in France now. I tried to contact 
him, but you can only speak to him through his agent."

"Agent? He's an academic." Bruck tossed a salad with the same artistry used to mould his clay 
figures.

"A few books and a lot of controversy and he thinks he's a pop star."
"Pop star, rock star. It's them again, is it not? Toten Herzen." He trilled the letter r until he was out

of breath. 
"First he said the symposium was of no interest, not his field of study. Then he said it wasn't a 

substantial gathering."
"What does that mean? Is he a cannibal?"
"According to his agent it isn't prestigious enough. Doesn't have the coverage he looks for these 

days. Intellectual recognition. Gert would hit the roof if I told him."
"Make a change from hitting his students."
"He doesn't hit his students. I'll choose the wine." Virginia escaped to the wine cellar and called 

Hans-Peter Schneider.
"It's something that would benefit us all, but I need your approval and the help of the others."
"If you're sure about this, Virginia. Of course it can be arranged, but at the moment there are only 

nine of us."
"Nine! I thought the threat was receding."
"Did you? I'm surprised after the gift you received two weeks ago. The threat is not receding as 

long as they are still out there unaccounted for. How are they communicating? Have you worked it 
out yet?"

"No. No, I haven't. But we can do this with nine of us, can't we?"
"We can try, but expect the unexpected. I'll arrange a gathering for Friday. Come to the house at 

the usual time."
The usual time was eleven p.m. Virginia met the other eight coven members twitchy and nervous,

jumping at the sound of doors opening, glancing at windows as if an unwelcome face was about to 
appear. Schneider's house sat in the middle of a heavily wooded garden screened and soundproofed 
from the outside world, undisturbed by the intrusions of Wurzburg. 

"Do you have artefacts, Virginia?"
She placed a photograph on a rough block of stone. The coven formed a circle. Schneider 

incanted chapter seventy-one of the Liber Iuratus Honorii grimoire and invited Virginia forward. 
She took her knife, cut her index finger and waited for the blood to soak and soften the photograph. 
Around the nine coven members thirteen candles flickered, the initial response to the spell's effect. 



Leaf litter swept across the woodland floor, vortices dashed and danced around the feet of the 
initiates, leapt against the rough stone altar. 

Schneider's voice exploded on the syllables of the grimoire's conclusion. "Carry this spell through
the night. Fulfil the wishes of our meeting. Deliver the intentions of our instruction." The candle 
flames billowed and blew a brilliant luminance into the furious tree canopies . . . .

Under the pressure of a terrible gale the trunks groaned and leaned at a fearsome angle. Lower 
branches swiped the hood of Virginia's robe and whipped her shoulders. A tumble of coven 
members buffeted by the increasing tempest struggled to stand upright and one by one fell to their 
knees. Virginia hung on to the altar, forced her head and shoulders against the rock and endured the 
suffocation and the hurricane of hail cutting into her back and thighs and arms, shredding her outfit,
shredding her skin.

Schneider yelled above the crashing canopies. "There aren't enough of us . . . the strength of the 
incantation . . . " A branch thrashed the side of his head, part of a horizontal fusillade of twigs and 
brittle winter leaves.

Nature's fury blew down the family home and was about to blow Virginia back to England, back 
to her old life. This was her shipwreck, her plane crash, the violent conclusion to a life she was 
beginning to question as the scrubby undergrowth reared like a demonic carpet.

"How do we stop it? How do we reverse it?" Every word clinging to its own desperate gasp was 
grasped and carried away in the unrelenting power of the storm. Schneider, choking, surrendered to 
the gale and lay face down like the others with his head covered ready for the trees to disintegrate 
and bury them all. 

Thunder rumbled, the early warning of an apocalypse approaching from the south. Virginia 
anchored herself to the altar stone ready for the uncontrollable spell to crush the life out of her. 

-

"Everything all right, Greg?"
Greg's face turned purple. His mouth bulged into a distended portal gulping for breath, gasping 

for oxygen.  
His wife snatched the phone in the hotel room and yelled to reception, "I need a doctor. Room 

217. My husband is choking. Somebody call a doctor."
Greg Miller was a doctor . . . of physics, advanced physics, and part of a team at MIT developing 

materials for a new generation of supercomputers. What he needed now, as his wife stuffed his head
between his legs, was less of the advanced and more of the basics. Air. Oxygen. The fundamental 
elements of life.

The weather had turned suddenly. An unexpected rain storm thrashed the glass and rattled the 
windows. Miller's wife hesitated, concerned by the double horror of her husband's distress and the 
violence of the storm outside. 

Unable to calm her husband or the storm she retreated from both and watched the glass shatter 
and the window frame crack. The extravagant curtains ballooned with a final puff of amazement, a 
grand performance followed by the surrounding masonry blowing outwards. Miller's panting rag 
doll body flailed towards the vicious hole in the wall howling like the mouth of a monster. Mrs 
Miller leapt on to her husband's legs and gathered bedsheets and a table along the frantic flightpath 
towards the hole. The strength of the weather, the unholy force, lifted Miller off the floor and held 
him up like an offering. The unconscious doctor's body paused in the frame of the damaged wall to 
allow his wife one final astonished stare before she lost her grip and he disappeared into the 
dreadful darkness.



-

Blood dripped off Virginia's eyebrow scratched open by the raw surface of the stone altar and the 
hurricane ramming her head against it. The ground trembled, her stomach heaved. Lightning struck.
A second of clarity illuminated the clearing and the bodies of the coven prostrate, scattered across 
the ground, radiating out from the altar like scorch marks.

Her shoulders caught the thump of an unseen weight and by coincidence or design, the storm 
eased and she was able to look up to see a body spread across the altar. 

Doctor Greg Miller. Sunday's keynote speaker at the symposium lay dead on top of the rough 
stone block.

The storm reduced to a shower and allowed the others to rise and gather round. The coven needed
a moment to recover and recalibrate, assess their own injuries and ailments and only then ask what 
had just taken place. What strange delivery was laid out before them?

Virginia checked the body for a pulse. "This wasn't supposed to happen."
Schneider pressed a glove against his bruised face. "And there's no one to help. We'll have to 

conceal his body for the time being."
Virginia heard him, but in spite of the catastrophic spell, the killing, the complications, her only 

thought was the vacancy in the symposium. And she had a controversy, another Wurzburgian 
peculiarity which might now attract Yves Sunier's interest. 

"We need to bury the body," said Schneider.
"No. We can take it somewhere close to the hotel. Leave it where someone will find it and let the 

police explain what has happened."
"That is very risky, Virginia."
"I can't do it on my own." The others peeled and picked the remaining leaves and twigs from their

skin. "I can't do it on my own. . . ." But she was on her own, alone in a group more interested in the 
trivial matter of a crumpled robe or an overturned candle. 

"We should not have agreed to this." Johan Krebs, the accountant, received the call from 
Schneider in the middle of an urgent project. And now he stood pockmarked with the woodland 
detritus of winter, looking at a dead body draped across a stone altar.

He moved away, but Virginia followed. "How you ever achieved second degree I'll never know. 
You don't deserve to be here."

"In that case you won't mind if I leave. . . ."
"And the rest of you, you all off home now to your warm milk and a hot bath? You think 

someone else is going to come along and clean up for you like they always did? No, you're too 
special to get your hands dirty, too important to accept responsibility. All this was a walk in the 
park when you could leave the mess to someone else-"

"I'll help you." Schneider spoke when Virginia's wrath was on the other side of the altar. "And 
then I will . . . maybe take some time away from the covens. All this is putting my family at risk."

Schneider continued to outline his plans for retirement all the way to the Ab ins Postkutsherl 
where Doctor Greg Miller had been staying. "We can't control a spell for malady with nine of us, 
how do we expect to fight the forty-nine."

"They're not as dangerous as you think. Perhaps if everyone calmed down. . . ."
Schneider shook his head. They spoke again on a wooded bend, less than a kilometre from the 

hotel. 
"We'll leave the body entangled in the trees." Virginia parked the car on the verge and sat with 

Schneider in a world of morbid darkness. The green glow of the car's instrument panels reflected off



the contours of her face. 
"Do what you have to do, Hans."
"I'm sorry, Virginia, but my fear is we are only at the beginning, not the end. I don't share your 

optimism. Our coven is already under suspicion. Others ask questions I can't answer."
"Such as?"
"Why we stayed behind? Why we didn't go into hiding at the same time as the others?"
"It's a simple answer, Hans. We had the responsibility to find them, track them. We had the 

resources to do that. That's why we didn't go into hiding." 
But Schneider was too sensitive to the whispers, the gossip, the rumour, didn't have the necessary 

immune system inherent in Virginia's DNA. "Help me with this body." She crashed out of the car 
and threw open the boot. Miller's corpse offered no resistance, no argument and was left hidden in 
the undergrowth.

Outside Schneider's house Virginia spoke. "Where will you go?"
"Raiena."
"Obviously. It must be quite crowded at the moment."
"I'll stay long enough to assess the situation. See what others are doing."
"You do realise if they decide to attack Raiena there's nothing there to stop them."
Schneider could remind Virginia about Raiena's secrecy, its lost location, but he was there when 

the forty-nine were there, when Jenzo and her crew fought in a corridor, when they battered the 
guards senseless despite being outnumbered four to one. He knew the deputy director took leave 
(unheard of at Raiena) after being traumatised by Jenzo's interrogation and the brief glimpse of 
another world, another existence. Virginia could read Schneider's thoughts in his vacant stare. 

"You must do whatever you have to do, Hans." 
He climbed out of the car and trudged down the long driveway to the empty isolation of his 

house.
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Raiena had once been the shadow without a form, the dark void in the heart of a Hungarian forest. 
From his plane window, Schneider saw light, patterns of light in the dots of the perimeter, the solid 
wash of radiant snow-covered ground and the harsh blocks of blue cast by unblinking arc lamps. 
The last time he arrived here the clocks said five a.m. and the dawn sunlight almost warmed the 
concrete. Now it had all the warmth of a corpse.

The defence of Raiena, the intensity of security, failed to reassure Schneider, but instead 
reminded him of the threat, its nature, its severity. He found no comfort in the high-tech gargoyles 
decorating every rooftop, the armed sentinels with their blackened visors fixed on the points from 
which the attack would come, the direction from which Schneider arrived. And the closer the plane 
approached and the number of visible guards increased the more his body stiffened with 
uncertainty. All the signs suggested he was flying into danger, not away from it.

He flew with two colleagues: Olivia Mangusta from Madrid and Edvard Georgy from Sofia. If 
they were as nervous as Schneider they didn't show it, striding through the slush of old snow, 
matching the footsteps of the armed escort. But their anxiety surfaced when a distant whoosh 
interrupted the procession. The marching group glanced up at the rooftops and there, beyond the 
ventilation chimneys of a distant block, the shimmering outline of two witches hovered against the 
heavy clouds.

On the ground, Raiena's staff struggled with the concept of welcoming visitors. Hot drinks were 
served, but no time given to drink them before a personal guard appeared and briefed the guests 
before entering the darker cooler entrails of the complex.

"I have to apologise for the basic conditions. You'll understand we're not a hotel and we don't like
seeing you contained in our cells, but it is a temporary arrangement. I'm sure you'll understand." 
She stumbled over the unfamiliar script. "We have tried to make your stay comfortable. Please do 
not wander into any areas close to the perimeter fence which is electrified. You will be shot. . . ." 
She smiled and beckoned them to follow.

The long walk began through the corridors and stairwells, guided by the guards and the duty 
commander's commentary. "Please don't speak to the guards unless they speak to you."

"Why not?" Schneider asked.
"They are trained not to respond to inmates and they're finding it difficult to adjust. It prevents 

embarrassment if you don't talk to them." The personal guards, three identical male figures with 
numbers for names and helmets for heads stomped along the corridors in their coveralls, banged 
open doors, clattered down steel steps, ripped open the guardrails of the elevators and made every 
effort to emphasise the hard noisiness of the facility's structure.

"At the moment we can house three people per cell, but times are changing." The duty 
commander relaxed, stood at ease as she arrived at the main accommodation unit. "More people are 
choosing to leave than choosing to arrive, so we have a net migration. Space is becoming available, 
conditions improving."

"People are leaving?" said Schneider.
"Yes."
"They think it's safe to leave?"
"Apparently so. The threat has dissipated." The duty commander laughed. "When the crisis began

we had to turn people away."
"What? Why?"
"Why? Space. We couldn't physically fit everyone in. There were people sleeping in the corridors.

The coven leaders introduced a safe house programme and told their members to stay at least fifty 



kilometres apart. It took several days to organise, but after that when people turned up we could 
redirect them."

"Redirect them? Send them back outside?"
The commander's patience vanished with the script. "Yes, back outside. Back to reality. Grow a 

pair and get back to work. We're an interrogation facility, not a fucking summer camp. There is a 
daily meeting at ten. Maybe you will have questions for it tomorrow."

"Yes. Yes, I will."
The raised voice attracted Karin Vogts from one of the cells. "I can take over from here, 

commander. Thank you." Karin continued the walk to an office at the end of the corridor. 
"It might help to reassure you that there are four complete covens here at the moment. They work 

on a rotating duty to provide a protective force around the facility twenty-four hours. No one can 
get in here for now. You may have seen some of them when you arrived."

"I saw two in flight," said Olivia. 
"The commander told you about the daily meetings we must update on the situation outside, so if 

you have anything to contribute it would be greatly appreciated. And Hans-Peter, an update from 
Wurzburg is overdue."

"Sure. It's been quite an eventful few weeks. The commander said people are being sent home, or 
sent to safe houses?"

"The covens are being split up. It's a temporary safeguard. The coven is more important than the 
individual. We'll explain tomorrow, but if you can prepare us for an update. There are a lot of 
questions about Wurzburg. I hope you're ready for some hostility."

-

Hostility was an understatement. Schneider's head pounded after a night trying to sleep on a hard 
narrow bed. The meeting started at ten and by eleven the cross-examination continued with no sign 
of the hostility relenting.

Malevolence filled the lofty space of a guards exercise hall cleared of equipment, filled with 
chairs and packed with a mob intent on recreating the atmosphere of a seventeenth century witch 
trial. The questions flew from faces he didn't recognise, from people he didn't know. 

"Others have left here, gone back outside thinking the threat has been reduced. Is that the case?"
"Activity has settled down. The immediate threat has receded. The forty-eight can't travel, they 

can't withdraw money, they can't stay anywhere, they can't communicate. They are under siege." 
For every expression reassured, Schneider noticed five more ready with questions. Mouths gaping, 
arms flinching. . . . 

"Wurzburg, a body delivered to the university. The police headquarters in Anderlecht attacked. A 
leading academic killed, again in Wurzburg. . . . " (Schneider stiffened, but said nothing.) "And one 
of their own rescued."

"That may have been one of our own. . . ." Schneider couldn't answer quickly enough to complete
a sentence.

"Sam Lombard. Oh, yes, Sam Lombard kidnapped. Add that to the diminishing threat."
"Maybe they all perished in the fire in Anderlecht." The mob laughed, but not with any sense of 

merriment.
At the front of the crowd, Eleanor Mitrescu, leader of the main coven, listened to the questions 

and Schneider's answers and apologies. Avoiding eye contact with anyone, she concentrated on the 
vacant space in front of her and provided the only impassive presence in the maelstrom of 
confrontation. When she raised her hand the room hushed. Schneider's torso shivered.



"Why hasn't your colleague joined you here?" Eleanor spoke with quick clipped words, the 
sentence tailing off to silence.

"She has to supervise the search, the eavesdropping."
"She was the one who brought them here in the first place. According to staff here she was 

working on a programme of her own. What do you know of that programme?"
"I'm not sure what you mean."
"Eve?" Eleanor continued to avoid eye contact as if Schneider's face would turn her to stone.
"Eve? I don't know anyone called Eve. I've never heard her talk of Eve." 
"She belongs to your coven. You don't know what she is doing?"
"I don't know what she does at the university. Maybe it's connected to the research, her work, I 

don't know."
"You don't know. Hans, that is the problem. You don't know. Raiena is not an extension of the 

University of Wurzburg, it is a coven facility."
"I can find out."
"How? Are you planning to go back outside? How will you find out?"
"Yes, you're right." He asked himself why he didn't know. He followed Virginia to Raiena after 

the Wishlist ceremony, but didn't know why; why she came here, why she brought the forty-nine 
with her. He knew where Eleanor's questions were leading.

"You're not in control, Hans," she said. "How are the forty-nine communicating with each other?"
"I told you, they're not. They can't. All electronic communication can be captured. It was 

captured. That's how we found Ruby Summers. That's how we found Gregor Shevchuk."
"And how you lost him again. They must have spoken in order to meet him near Annecy."
"We intercepted a call between New York and Ascari. Shevchuk spoke to Jennifer Enzo, but the 

call ended abruptly. She knew we were listening."
"But they have obviously figured out how to get messages to each other. Why hasn't your 

colleague ascertained that? How difficult can it be?"
Schneider's silence left an embarrassing gap in the exchange until an unknown woman behind 

Eleanor offered a suggestion. "Unless they're using elements within the Wurzburg coven to 
communicate."

"That's preposterous," said Schneider, but Eleanor turned to look at the woman. Schneider 
trembled when Eleanor agreed.

"I wouldn't normally identify another coven member, but these are exceptional circumstances. 
Hans, do you know why Virginia Bruck has never been invited to join the main coven?"

"No."
"Because she's a secularist. She's a scientist." Eleanor fixed Schneider's gaze and allowed her 

anger to expand. "She has spent the best part of her life trying to find a rational explanation for our 
craft. A scientific explanation, and there are no scientific explanations. There's no need for rational 
explanations. The powers are there. We have them. They keep our colleagues in the air over Raiena 
as we speak. And yet this opportunist continues to undermine our entire community."

"That's unfair, Eleanor"
"Is it? She doesn't fear the threat. She brought the forty-nine here. She fails to find them in spite 

of her resources. I might even suggest she started this damn rumour in the first place."
"No, that's not possible."
"Why not?"
He didn't know.
"She manipulates events to suit her own agenda, Hans. From her marriage to Earnst Bruck to her 

success as an academic, she has manipulated her way to where she is now. And you have allowed it 



to happen."
"I have no control over her personal life."
"It's the story of her family. She'll do whatever is necessary to succeed. Her personal life has 

become her coven life. You have allowed that incursion and now the whole network is at risk. You 
are not the person to put it right."

Schneider objected, but his voice failed to rise above the uproar in the room. Again, he saw a 
seventeenth century mob with all its hysteria and rage and accusations; the clamour of shouting, the 
echo of condemnation. But in the turmoil, Schneider also felt animosity of his own towards 
Virginia. Her self-assured dismissal of the threat, her duplicity (she never mentioned Eve in all the 
years he had known her). And she wasn't here to provide answers, he was here, he was the one 
facing the barrage, the inquisition.

Eleanor stood. "You will give up your place as leader of the Wurzburg coven. I'm sorry, Hans. 
You aren't in control. I think it's pretty obvious who is in control in Wurzburg."

His return to Raiena had been a mistake, a mistake written on every face he tried to ignore on the 
long walk out of the room. He passed from one silence to another; from disgrace to loneliness. By 
leaving Raiena he could return to the silence of peace. (Or the silence of threat.) Silence came in so 
many varieties, but he didn't have time to think of any more. Two guards met him outside his room.

"This isn't your cell, Herr Schneider. An alternative has been found."
"Oh, good. I'll get my things. There isn't much." An upgrade, and only a moment ago he was 

planning to leave.
The guard's arm stopped him. "You don't need to do that just yet, Herr Schneider."
He assumed the walk would be short, another cell, another confrontation, maybe Eleanor on her 

own. Perhaps a second humiliation in front of the main coven. He hoped the walk would be long, 
allowing enough time to prepare his answers, better answers than the ones he gave to the mob. The 
guards pushed open a door and Schneider followed them into a bare high walled courtyard topped 
with razor wire. The door closed behind him. They crossed half way and he realised the door behind
him was the only door. This was the end of the walk, the terminus, and all the separate elements it 
contained made sense: the wall perforated with bullet holes; the formation of guards; the automatic 
rifles.

They stood him against the blackened wall, tied a blindfold to his head and secured his hands 
behind his back. He heard footsteps crunch the compacted snow, an instruction, the quiet rattle of 
the guns being cocked. In the seventeenth century every witch had the chance to prove their 
innocence, even if the proof killed them, but not here, not in Raiena. . . .
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A feeling of relief overcame the citizens of Bamberg every time something horrific happened in 
Wurzburg. For a few weeks in 2014 and 2015 the citizens of Bamberg felt shackled by a curse with 
no sign of it being lifted. The hysterical view of the city was of a place littered with bodies. (The 
reality was four in twelve months), but perception, as one local commentator suggested, was the 
basis of all reality. 

Life was a perception. Frieda remembered a conversation with Klaus in which he revealed the 
nature of reality to be a construct. With the right frame of mind a human being could literally walk 
through a wall, but as yet no one had proved it possible. 

And there was no need to prove it possible. With the storm clouds heading west and gathering 
over Virginia's head at the university in Wurzburg, strange events were already in abundance. 
Frieda could step through the door - not the wall - of her office onto Katzenberg without feeling she
was somehow denying the world another example of quantum peculiarity.  

Wurzburg had it all. First, the body delivered to the Faculty of Mathematics and Computer 
Science. Second, the bizarre death of Doctor Greg Miller, keynote speaker at the university's 
symposium, sucked out of his first floor bedroom window by a freak weather system and dropped 
by the side of the road a kilometre away. Once, the skies rained fish and frogs, now it rained 
American academics. 

The geography of weird phenomena concerned Frieda less than the side story of Yves Sunier's 
last minute decision to replace the dead doctor on the Sunday of the symposium. She tried to buy a 
ticket from the university, but they were sold out.

"Sold out?"
"Yes. Sorry. There was a surge of demand about two weeks ago. Every event is sold out."
"A surge of demand. What happened? Did they add Rammstein to the line up?"
"No. . . ."
"Or Toten Herzen, maybe?"
"No, no. It coincided with the incident at the Computer Science faculty."
The incident. The delivery. The unexpected intake. Frieda knew the venue of the Sunday event, 

Yves Sunier's event, but when she scouted the location she found security and the indiscreet 
presence of police. A proliferation of name badges meant everyone within fifty metres of the venue 
was now an official of this or that, had responsibility for this or that, and were determined not to let 
this or that happen. Walking through a wall had its attractions after all.

At a gate in the security fence she confronted a guard named Rolf. "Will Yves Sunier be coming 
into the building through here?"

"I can't tell you that."
"It's a perfectly innocent question."
"Nothing is perfectly innocent at the moment. The security risk is very high."
"You make it all sound like a terrorist threat."
The security guard shifted his weight, asserted his presence. His pupils expanded and the 

capillaries in the whites of his eyes began to darken. 
"It's a very simple question. Will Yves Sunier arrive at this gate?"
"No."
"Are you sure?"
"Yes."
She walked away engrossed by Klaus's Conundrum: how to walk through a wall, how to enter 

without access. The threat to the symposium was either real or perceived, it didn't matter. The 



security was real, solid, tangible, and set up to counter Wurzburg's deadly surprises. Yves Sunier 
was in danger and Frieda could only imagine how the next surprise might appear. 

-

Yves Sunier hesitated to shake Virginia's hand. He hesitated to shake anyone's hand and left his 
agent to act politely on his behalf. Virginia had told Doctor Hoenenbacker about Sunier's derision 
of the event and the doctor's barely contained rage was the only light moment on a dark windswept 
Sunday afternoon.

Earlier, when Sunier turned up at the university, a crowd had gathered; students learning of his 
invitation discovered his travel itinerary and worked out the exact time of his arrival. Doctor 
Hoenenbacker was impressed by the accuracy of their research, but dismayed by the misplaced 
application of it. They swarmed around Sunier's taxi like zombies surrounding a captured body. 

"We'll try to make your stay as comfortable as possible," Virginia said.
"Yes, yes. You're grateful to me for my last minute change of mind to come here."
Doctor Hoenenbacker chose not to wear his best bow tie for the occasion. "May I say your 

sacrifice is commendable."
"Sacrifice?"
"Yes, sacrifice. Not many would have had the courage to expose themselves to the levels of threat

currently stalking the corridors and streets of Wurzburg. The place is positively awash with death."
Sunier was grateful to be here. Few believed him. His reluctance to appear had been pushed aside 

by the weirdness of his invite and the rider he had demanded alongside his fee. When Doctor 
Hoenenbacker found out he was compelled to ask Virginia why Sunier wanted Breaking Bad 
delivered to his hotel room?

When the reception was complete, the small talk exhausted and Sunier's belligerence brought 
under control everyone sat down. The lounge of the staff room in Virginia's faculty hummed with 
the frantic activity of a military operations room. She wanted to question Sunier at any opportunity, 
but couldn't escape the guiding arm or watery Parisian accent of his agent, Claudette.

"I need to tell you, in case your organisers haven't already said so, but there are certain subjects 
out of bounds for discussion or questioning."

"Are there?"
Claudette consulted her tablet. "Monsieur Sunier will not discuss Terence Pearl, Toten Herzen, 

vampires, Knights Templar, spaceships or anything associated with the band's activities prior to or 
since Terence Pearl's blog post."

"Why not?" Across the lounge a new unfamiliar group of people attracted Sunier's attention.
"Monsieur Sunier's reputation is in a stage of reconstruction and rehabilitation following the 

embarrassment of his work being . . . commandeered in such a way."
The babble of activity distracted Claudette. She turned and yelped in surprise. "Oh, my God."
"What?"
"What a surprise. How perfect of you to arrange it."
"Surprise, what surprise?"
"Nobody told us Diana would be here."
"Diana?"
Claudette admonished Virginia with a stern look. "Diana May Ronson."
She left Virginia alone as the room's centre of gravity shifted towards the woman, the surprise. 

The uninvited guest.



-

"Yves."
"Diana." Sunier wrapped himself around his former colleague, bewitched by her Gaultier 

perfume.
"I was just passing." Diana's Arkansas dialect drew polite grins and nervous laughter from the 

gathering.
"Just passing, my ass. What are you doing here?"
"Seriously?"
"Seriously."
"I'm having a secret meeting at the Max Planck Institute in Munich. Invite to a visiting Emeritus 

position. It's still hush hush, so don't breathe a word."
"That's marvellous. I'm so pleased for you."
"You were just passing Wurzburg on your way to Munich?" Doctor Hoenenbacker loosened his 

bow tie.
"Doctor," said Sunier, "figure of speech. Munich to Wurzburg is a stroll for someone from the 

empty expanses of Arkansas."
Diana shook Doctor Hoenenbacker's hand. "I've read several of your papers, Doctor 

Hoenenbacker."
"Ah!"
"I was inspired to alter one of my own. Social Stresses on Communication and Extant Identity. I 

realised the patterns of social movement were similar to quantum shifts in high energy systems. 
Don't you find it incredible how the micro and the macro function in apparent harmony and yet the 
unified theory is still so elusive?"

"Absolutely. I think about nothing else." 
Doctor Hoenenbacker was entranced by the effect of Diana's height (enhanced by stiletto heeled 

boots): her mouth level with the line of his eyes, the pearlescent lip gloss glinting provocatively, 
and the matt black mascara lining the intensity of her gaze and the cutting interest in his studies.

"You must stay for the symposium. I'm sure Yves wouldn't mind." Doctor Hoenenbacker rose and
fell on the balls of his feet.

Yves didn't mind. Didn't mind at all.
"We should have a chat later." Diana puckered her lips at Sunier and everyone saw the old 

chemistry, the magnetism, the personal understanding that conspired to write the wildest theory to 
sweep social phenomena discussions since Carl Jung had everyone dreaming the same prehistoric 
dream.

"Once I have my bearings, I'll join you for a drink and some supper."
"I think we're done here." Virginia exchanged a look with Diana and the two of them understood.

-

"I'm amazed at the difference, Diana."
"The change is superficial."
Sunier's agent had chosen his hotel with too much haste. The urgency extinguished any 

opportunity for quality control and Sunier found himself faced with a menu that was bad even by 
German standards. After meeting Diana in reception he suggested they go for a stroll, find a 
restaurant that sold palatable food, and failing that, catch something from the river with their bare 
hands.



"I've never seen you catch a fish with your bare hands."
"When a man is hungry enough he is capable of any superhuman feat."
They walked awhile amongst the old world jumble of buildings in the centre of Wurzburg. "Why 

won't you talk about it?" said Diana
"About what?"
"Terence Pearl's blog. The Janome blog. I know there was a lot of ridicule, but it was aimed at 

him, not us. And remember, Alexei Berkoff made the connection to folklore, not us."
"I was never happy being associated with political science." Sunier separated his sentences with a 

long drag on his cigarette. "It was fine for a few days, but then it became tedious. I felt like a 
typecast actor. We are quantum physicists, not politicians. When you become snagged to the 
politician's world you become death."

"You're melodramatic enough to be an actor. Typecast actors earn a better living than their 
contemporaries."

"But that's not why they become actors. They may as well be bricklayers if they only want to earn
a living."

They stopped next to the menu display of a small dark restaurant. "Anything there that matches 
your impossibly high standards?"

Sunier exhaled a ferocious cloud of cigarette smoke and walked away.
"You know, when I look back on it, the Toten Herzen thing attracted some unusual followers." 
"Really." Sunier examined the totality of Diana's outfit: white from top to toe, as white as 

Wurzburg's evening snowfall. Woolly hat, thick fur pulled up around her chin, delicate leather 
gloves, and trousers tucked into knee boots. "You look like the Snow Queen from Narnia."

"Didn't you see my sled on the hotel car park? Seriously, Yves, what about the business woman in
Bamberg? What do you think she was doing?"

"Business woman?"
"Didn't you hear about her? She read the blog, Pearl's blog and spent eight months chasing the 

band, looking for something."
Sunier coughed. "Business women can be as mad as retired schoolteachers. All the ones I know 

are mad as march hares."
"There was a social phenomenon taking place, Yves. Almost like a form of mass hysteria drawing

people in. You know she died."
"Who?"
Diana found another restaurant. "Lena Siebert. The business woman. She was married to that 

Russian composer teaching the band's lead guitarist to sing."
"Jealousy." Sunier sucked his teeth. "There's your answer. Old man, young woman. Nothing 

paranormal about that."
"No, that wasn't it."
"How do you know?"
Diana stopped herself. "Woman's instinct."
"Oh, really. Tell me what you wrote in 2010. Remind me. The paper you were on the verge of 

publishing, but then tore up when I said it was all bullshit."
Diana closed her eyes. "No. I won't remind you."
"No, go on. Tell me. I love it when you contradict yourself."
He was serious. Diners inside the restaurant noticed the couple on the pavement face to face in 

gentle confrontation. Sunier's bushy eyebrows paused half way between his eyes and hairline, ready
to move into a more determined position. 

He insisted. "Have you forgotten? You called me a dog. Threatened to have me thrown out of the 



hotel."
"I'd rather forget. Look, they serve rabbit."
"In December. It will be like eating vulcanised rubber."
Two minutes ago Sunier strolled with a slight playful grin and the chilled breath of winter cutting 

through the skin on his throat and wrists. But now his Snow Queen refused to play mind games and 
he lost his appetite, refused to look at the menu. Diana walked away.

Sunier's cigarette smoke followed her. "All this talk of Janomes is inspiring me to update our 
original thesis. I feel like I'm walking alongside one now." 

"Maybe you are. Maybe it will force you to accept the reality of what we were conjecturing. The 
possibility of other forms of existence."

"But when we wrote it we weren't referring to vampires and werewolves and things that go bump 
in the night."

"But you can't rule it out. You know Lena Siebert, the business woman, was a witch."
Sunier shook his head. "Bored housewife. You can buy spells from them on the internet. All you 

need is a Paypal account."
"Don't dismiss it."
"What are you saying? What has happened to you since I last saw you?"
"I told you. I changed."
"You didn't believe in all this mumbo jumbo any more than I did. And now you're championing 

cranks like Terence Pearl and a housewife from Bamberg."
"She belonged to Baader Meinhoff in the 1970s."
"Murderous housewife. What are you really doing here, Diana? Visiting Emeritus in Munich."
"You're just grumpy because you haven't eaten." Diana took an apple from her pocket. 
Sunier snatched it and almost bit it in half. "Please tell me you haven't turned all new age. Do you

find yourself staring at goats?"
"Don't be ridiculous. I'm simply saying our work touched on subjects beyond what we originally 

considered, and you shouldn't be worried about how that looks for us. If you invent electricity you 
can't be held responsible if someone invents the electric chair."

"You always did have a gruesome streak in you. And a rational side." He waved his apple in her 
face. "What is the scientific rationale for witchcraft? Which laws of physics governed the practices 
of the Witch of Bamberg?"

"I don't know. Maybe she saw an answer in the band. Maybe we should have studied the science 
of that band."

"What band?"
Diana stopped. "Toten Herzen. Don't you ever listen, don't you ever concentrate on what I'm 

saying?"
Sunier threw his apple core into the road. "Munich? Emeritus professor? You don't even speak 

German."
"Ich habe micht verandart. Verstehn Sie nicht?"
"What?"
"I have changed. Don't you understand? Follow me."
Sunier struggled to keep pace with Diana as she marched through Wurzburg towards the Alte 

Mainbrucke. They had the bridge to themselves.
"Watch and learn, Yves." She leaned against the parapet of the bridge, raised her head and uttered

words Sunier didn't understand. The performance suppressed his intolerance of mumbo jumbo, 
fascinated him, irritated him, he couldn't decide. . . .  Diana produced a bottle from her handbag, 
held it over the parapet and sprinkled the contents onto the passing water.



Sunier waited. "Now what?"
"You wanted fish. . . ." Diana yelled at the clouds. "In winter, in summer, in spring, in autumn, 

deliver the life in your waters, deliver the energy in your current, let the rain fall. . . ."
Sunier followed the parabolic flight of a small fish catapulted over the parapet onto the frozen 

ground two metres from where he stood. He lurched forward and stared down at the river, a smooth 
sheet of reflective blackness popping and bubbling. . . . Another fish launched towards the bridge.

"What the hell is happening, Diana, what are you doing?"
She didn't answer, she couldn't answer. Solidified on the bridge, the pupils of her eyes risen 

behind her eyelids, she conducted a torrential shower of fish so intense Sunier couldn't move 
without stepping on one.

"Diana stop."
The river spewed up a cascade of fish flapping and squirming, turning the surface of the bridge 

into a disgusting slime. Sunier crashed down gasping like the fish trapped between his hands and 
knees. And Diana. . . . Diana's bones cracked when her head snapped back and her throat gargled. 
Her body hovered on a ghostly vapour, arms spread wide like an ascending angel with the soles and
heels of her boots raised a good half metre off the ground.

Sunier grabbed and groped at the ground. "Stop! Stop, Diana." 
The water evaporated. Sunier became a silhouette cast by Diana's brilliant glistening whiteness. 

And when the evening steam dissipated and the ground became cold and dry again he stared into 
the face of a woman he didn't recognise. "Who the fuck are you?"

"You don't have the answers," said Frieda. "I thought you might have the answers, or at least 
suggestions, an opinion. But you're not even prepared to discuss my questions."

"What . . . what questions?"
"Why a mature intelligent successful business woman from Bamberg would be attracted to a 

group of Janomes? Why? You know all there is to know, but you won't answer."
"Because I don't know. . . ."
"You don't even believe your own theory."
Sunier, unable to find the strength to stand up, stared at the bridge. "I don't know what to believe."
"We live in mysterious times, Yves."
"Who are you?"
"I'm from Bamberg. I'm also a business woman, but I learn from other people's mistakes. My 

father always said if the answers won't come to you, go to them. Your speech, your presentation on 
Sunday night, Yves, you might want to rewrite it now."
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The news of two dangerous fugitives crossing Europe ruined the start to Virginia's day. A very 
important day. She knew her anxiety was out of control when she stopped at traffic lights and 
expected a column of police cars to hurtle past chasing the two fugitives through the city.

"Do you want an armed guard?" Bruck sat in the passenger seat, exploring the instruction book of
his new mobile phone. He took his fingers off the keypad to point at the lights when they turned 
green. "Do you?"

"No."
"The bogeymen are not coming to Wurzburg to get you. As beautiful and important as you are 

your behaviour is paranoid egomania."
"Thank you."
"The only reason I'm concerned is because there is a risk of you killing us both driving in this 

condition."
"One of them is a woman."
"Pardon me. The bogeyman and his bogeywoman."
The phone rang on the dashboard. Virginia activated the speakers. "Hello."
"Hello," said Bruck. "Now we can communicate by device we can finally join the 21st Century. 

Isn't it exciting, Ginny. Right now, across the world, millions of people are sat side by side talking 
to one another just like this."

"The call will be very expensive. Have you thought of that?"
"Of course. I reversed the charges. Now take my advice and do what your family has never done 

when faced with an adversary."
"And what would that be?"
"Stand and fight."
The symposium venue was besieged. The crowd outside the Turing Halsaal was so compacted 

that Virginia felt safe for the first time in twenty-four hours.
The day before, the first signs of an explosive crime wave in Anderlecht had veered north to 

Holland. Virginia's relief followed the crime spree's movement towards the German border. But 
overnight, the fugitives had turned and were heading south again generating a vicious pattern of car 
theft, roadblock, shoot out, murder, police chase, car theft, roadblock, shoot out. . . . And so the 
unstoppable carnage went on, down through France and into Switzerland.

The crime wave was lost on Yves Sunier. Virginia took a call just before mid-day to say that 
Sunier hadn't recovered from a sleepless night. Hardly surprising, Virginia noted. Diana May 
Ronson's glorious appearance, a brash Arkansas entrance, all tits and teeth, had floored Doctor 
Hoenenbacker who also reported having a sleepless night.

Sunier's agent was concerned for her master and Virginia found out why when she met him 
backstage at the symposium. Unshaven, unshowered, a shuffling figure as vague as one of his 
Janomes, the old physicist was dressed in the way a piece of furniture might wear a sheet when a 
house is left empty. He wasn't dressed, he was simply covered up.

"Rough night, Yves?" Virginia's lack of sympathy was the resonance following Sunier's initial 
contempt for the event all those days ago.

"Fine. I want to. . . ."
"You want to. . . ?"
His agent interrupted. "Yves is exhausted after a few frantic days."
"And the sooner you go home, the better. If you really are suffering I think the medical staff can 

give you something to calm you down, or perk you up. Whatever you need." Virginia took Sunier's 



arm and he followed without resistance.
"It is a strange and fascinating city," he said.
"Oh, I don't know. One becomes used to the goings on of Wurzburg. It's a bit like living in a 

Disney film at times."
"What?"
The makeshift medical centre was a mobile kitchen with chefs and waiters wielding an array of 

knives and pans. Virginia guided Sunier to a sink and rummaged in her bag.
"Here, take one of these."
"Why are you wearing white this evening?"
Virginia's white blouse, pretty much standard issue, matched any occasion and any pair of 

trousers or skirt. Her jeans were pale, almost pastel green, but hardly white. "There was no 
conscious decision to wear white, Yves. My husband tells me I'm the only woman he knows with 
no fashion sense."

"That's an impossibility." Sunier held the tiny pill in the palm of his hand. "What is this?"
"It's herbal. A relaxant. I can see you're wound up about something."
"I'm sure I need it. Herbal?"
"Yes."
"The chefs . . . are they preparing fish?"
"I was wondering if Patrick might show up tonight."
"Patrick? Oh, Patrick." Sunier was about to offer an opinion, but paused. He looked again at the 

pill, the chefs and Virginia.
"You're old friends, I believe."
"Which Patrick do you mean?" He knew, it was obvious he knew, rolling the pill around the palm

of his hand. 
"Cobbold."
"I don't know if he'll be here or not. He travels a lot."
"Does he?" Virginia handed Sunier a glass of water. "Where, exactly?"
Sunier swallowed the pill, drank the water and followed Virginia to the backstage area of the 

auditorium. The chatter of the audience increased. Sunier's agitation increased with it.
"Who do you think they are?" He could see the audience through a slender gap stage left. "Are 

they real?"
"You're asking me? You're the speculative physicist."
Mesmerised by the audience, Sunier didn't see Doctor Hoenenbacker conducting his final check 

on the proceedings. 
"Doesn't look like Diana has made the effort." He ignored Sunier's grimace and scanned the 

auditorium.
"Diana is not herself these days." Sunier stepped onto the stage before his announcement. . . . 
Doctor Hoenenbacker escorted him back, held him still and whispered to Virginia, "The man's 

paralytic. Typical Frenchman, can't decide if he's a philosopher or a scientist."
"She went back to Munich, I think. We were going to have a meal, but Germans don't know how 

to cook. . . ."
"He'll be fine." Virginia expected a change any minute and she was right (and relieved) when 

Sunier's eyes widened like two golf balls.
"Are we ready?" he said. "I'm ready."
"Two minutes." Doctor Hoenenbacker had been holding Sunier up to stop him falling down, now 

he hung on like he was handling a flighty racehorse.
"Yes, who are they, can we ever be sure? Can we ever really know the absolute truth of a person's



nature, their intrinsic truth. They are two people after all, we are all two people, two aspects of the 
same reality, two possibilities."

"And where would I find Patrick, and in what state?"
Doctor Hoenenbacker recoiled at Virginia's question. Sunier cocked his neck and squared up to 

the audience. "Where? Indeed, where and in what state? Where in the world?"
"Where?"
"He comes here and goes there, they all do. Always moving, a state of permanent energy, 

resistant to entropy."
"Where is he?"
The announcement boomed from the auditorium PA system. 'We are grateful for our guest 

speaker travelling here at short notice. . . .'
"Where is he?"
"Down the rabbit hole, in the trees, all around us."
Virginia pushed in front of a startled Doctor Hoenenbacker and made direct eye contact with 

Sunier. "Where is Patrick Cobbold?"
"Amsterdam. To begin with, but then he moved on. Round the world, a sabbatical. I think he 

upset the military, they all did. Don't like having their noses shoved out of joint."
"And now, where is he?"
"His reputation was ruined. All of them. From Cambridge to hotel rooms and living out of 

suitcases in three months. They split up, came back together."
"Where is he now?"
"Oh, you know, Helsinki."
"How long has he been there?"
"Two months, give or take a thousand years."
"And the others, his colleagues?"
"Mm. Yes. Of course, safety in numbers."
'. . . . Yves Sunier.' The audience applauded. Sunier, portfolio in hand, made his grand entrance 

and headed towards the open mouth of his laptop sat to the side of a large flat screen presentation.
Doctor Hoenenbacker watched him all the way. "What was that, Virginia?"
"His agent told me he needs to be wound up before he goes on. Debilitating stage fright. He needs

a distraction, so I asked him about one of his friends. Seems to work. Look at him."
Sunier was a changed man. Energised by the audience and the attention, fuelled by Virginia's 

herbal remedy, he spoke for ten breathless minutes about subjects so obscure Doctor Hoenenbacker 
was driven to breath on his glasses and polish them until they squeaked.

Thirty minutes passed and Sunier paused to take questions.
A hand went up and a male student selected. "If a vampire is one example of a Janome, doesn't 

that make the existence of vampires a reality?"
Virginia slipped away from the backstage area before Sunier could answer, but Doctor 

Hoenenbacker's cry beat her to the exit. "Oh, God save us all from these barbarians. Virginia . . . 
Virginia?"

-

Virginia hurtled down the autobahn to Mainfrankenpark and a prearranged meeting with Kaspar. 
She kept the car radio tuned to every news bulletin she could find.

The fugitives had resurfaced in Interlaken, heading north towards Basle. Three Swiss police were 
dead. Twelve members of the public injured in a ten car pile up on the road north of Thun. Two cars



stolen. The last sighting had them in a seven series BMW abandoned after a bloody shootout. The 
fugitives escaped on foot towards the German border.

Virginia pulled into the car park and found Kaspar standing alongside his Maserati. "Are your 
bags packed?"

"Bags packed? Why, have you found them?"
Virginia grinned. The first smile to break out in three days. "Helsinki."
"You're joking."
"No."
Kaspar struggled for the words. "Seriously, are you sure about this?"
"As sure as I can be. I won't believe it until I see it for myself, but with everything that's 

happening, I think Helsinki might actually be the safest place to be right now."
"You think those two carving through Europe might be from the forty-nine?"
"They started in Anderlecht. It's possible. They're making too much progress for two bank 

robbers."
"Time is of the essence." Kaspar was ready to go. "I'll arrange the transport and a team. Two 

colleagues are available. Niels is handy with a gun. Irina is ready to do whatever is needed. And I'll 
gather as many others as I can."

"Okay. Reserve twelve people for a makeshift coven."
Kaspar wasn't sure why.
"I'll explain some other time. Let's just say I don't want to repeat an earlier mistake. I'll meet you 

all at the airfield at two a.m."
"Beginning of the end, Virginia?"
"Let's hope so." In the car, with the radio on and the news continuing, Virginia wondered if her 

words were premature. But if this was the beginning of the end, how would the end turn out?
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With time rationed sleep became a luxury. Virginia found the rendezvous bar in Kirkkokatu away 
from Helsinki's mid-morning crowds.

Kaspar, Niels and Irina joined her. They ordered the largest coffees available and Niels added a 
shot of malt whisky to each cup.

"Has anyone spoken?" said Virginia.
"No." Niels shook his head. "I met the police contact you suggested. A nervous man. He's 

convinced his superiors have caught up with him."
"That's his problem. Piro should be protecting him."
"Well, he gave me plenty of names. A guy in the south of the city hasn't created any documents 

for anyone recently, so Cobbold isn't leaving Helsinki with a forged passport. A couple of money 
launderers haven't heard anything, but I spoke to a guy in Ullanlinna and he thinks he might have 
heard of some automatic weapons coming into the city across the border. He doesn’t know who 
ordered them or why. Could be organised crime, terrorists. No one asked for false passports or 
papers recently." Niels blew on his coffee. His knuckles were bruised. "One of them made a good 
point, though. No need for papers or a passport if you're travelling through Europe."

"Makes it harder to track them," said Kaspar.
"Not necessarily," said Virginia. "They need papers to travel outside of Europe, so that might 

force them to stay in Europe. I'd rather search Europe than the whole world."
Niels nodded.
"Are those knuckles the result of your questioning?" 
"Maybe. One of the money men didn't want to talk to me. I don't like it when I'm treated like 

that."
Irina updated the group. Hotels had no guests travelling in threes. All the concierges she spoke to 

weren't aware of any suspicious travellers moving into town. "They obviously weren't aware of us 
showing up."

"Can't be very reliable." Virginia winked.
"No. But it eliminates the bigger hotels."
"What about other businesses? Any car hire activity, lock-ups or storage agreements?"
Irina shook her head.
"Word will soon spread that people are in town asking questions." Kaspar assumed Patrick 

Cobbold had contacts, a network of eyes and ears, but Virginia wasn't so sure.
"He's a company director. Three scared on the run directors. They won't have sophisticated 

networks in every country unless someone else is shielding them. And who might that be?"
"They've had long enough to plan it." 
"Well, that's as maybe, but speculation gets us nowhere. Piro's here."
Piro Maakenen and three members of the Helsinki coven joined them.
"You could have saved us a lot of running around," said Virginia.
Piro kept his head down, spoke quietly and twitched when a cup smashed behind the bar counter. 

Dressed for Helsinki's December weather he left on every layer of clothing in spite of the bar's heat.
"I couldn't be sure you were who you said you were. We've been tracking you all morning. How 
many have you brought?"

"The four of us, two other groups around the city and my contingency in case you didn't have a 
full coven, which you obviously don't. Kaspar, Niels and Irina will head out now with their teams 
and the rest of us can pull together this idea of yours."

"It's the safe house programme, come down from Raiena. Coven members staying fifty kilometres



apart, and now I can't stay in touch with anyone."
One of Piro's colleagues sat down with four fresh cups of coffee. "Sorry," said Kaspar. "No time 

for that."
The group dispersed. Virginia relocated with Piro and a makeshift Helsinki coven to the basement

of a building facing the North Harbour.  A Brutalist interior of geometric concrete had been 
humanised by the placement of candles, aromatic powders smouldering in silver trays and seven 
mirrors positioned around a circle drawn on the floor.

"Did you hear about Hans-Peter?" Piro carried a high legged table to the centre of the circle and 
arranged a bowl of water.

"No. He went to Raiena. That was the last time I spoke to him." Virginia placed her mobile phone
on the table and connected it to a notebook computer displaying a map of Helsinki. "Kaspar. . . . "

"Yeah. You're a little crackly, but I can hear you."
"Okay. We're almost ready."
"He won't be coming back," said Piro.
"What?"
The preparations paused. Piro looked embarrassed delivering the news. "I heard something 

happened there. I can only guess, but maybe the main coven wasn't happy."
Virginia stood over the bowl and sprinkled a mixture of red sulphur and gold leaf onto the surface

of the water. She held her Athame over the palm of her hand. "Did you hear that, Kaspar?"
"Yeah."
"I wonder sometimes who the enemy really is." Virginia snatched the knife across her palm. The 

blood popped and exploded when it hit the water. "Come on, we haven't got all day."
More blood dripped into the bowl. Crimson serpents floated in the water spitting tiny bursts of 

vapour. A picture of Patrick Cobbold, a printout from the website discovered by Frieda, was torn 
into pieces the size of postage stamps. Piro chanted, first in Aramaic, then Egyptian, Latin and Old 
German. The group placed their fingertips around the hot metal rim of the bowl and a tingle of 
static pulsed up Virginia's arms. 

She felt a presence, an inert nervousness. Cobbold was there, as yet unseen, but there, stiff, tense, 
agitated, permanently agitated. Restless. The water bubbled as if the bowl sat on a hotplate. Each 
churn of the water invoked a blurred image concealed by the vapours rising from the surface.

The dark room began to glow with the light issuing from the bowl. "Show yourself, Patrick. Show
yourself."

A rapid succession of images appeared in the vapour. Too quick to identify. A man's face. A 
man's body. Dark top, lighter legs. He reappeared then vanished. A building. There. Gone.

"Apartment building, office block," said Virginia.
"How many storeys?" Kaspar's voice joined the proceedings through the phone on the table. The 

coven concentrated on the water and another pulse of energy bubbled to the surface.
More images. The same figure. A voice, heavily distorted and unclear, almost inaudible. A door, 

a doorway, dark wood, large, stone frame, ornate. . . .
"Classical," Virginia said. "Not modern." A tall building, a street of tall buildings. "Tram lines, 

cobbled street."
"I'll pull up the tram network," said Kaspar. The hum of the car he was driving joined the 

soundtrack, the fizzing, the muted voices, the boiling water. 
"A stairwell. A number. Kaspar, three one four. . . ."
"I'll bear that in mind. We really need a street."
"Where are you, Patrick? Where do you walk, where do you return to?" Trees. Leafless. Bare. 

Almost black. A statue, a figure, a man on a plinth. Virginia tried to describe it. 



Irina's voice joined the conversation. "It's the Alexander II monument, in the Esplanadparken."
"Any photos, Irina?" Kaspar waited for confirmation.
"Yeah. It's there. Trees. Big buildings. A park."
Kaspar's car accelerated.
"Which door is yours, Patrick?" Virginia's fingertips burned. Her arms ached and a painful throb 

in her armpits distracted her attention from the continuing mumble of voices. Still the figure passed 
in and out of view, busy, indistinct. Virginia sensed the urgency, an unspoken panic. "He knows 
we're here."

"How," said Piro.
"Questions. Someone must be aware of us asking questions earlier. Where are you, Kaspar?"
"Two minutes."
Two minutes gave Cobbold enough time to pack and leave. A desperate man running for his life 

would travel light. The incoherent figure was desperate, lost. A voice uttered the words where is it? 
More figures, three of them, a bright light, a window. 

"To which door do you return, Patrick? To which door? . . ." The door reappeared, a fleeting 
tease, a stone, carved stone, a sign, a blue sign, a number. "Thirty-seven A, Kaspar. Thirty-seven 
A."

"Got it." Kaspar's voice rose in volume above the excited roar of his car. A horn sounded. 
Virginia listened to the remote chase, imagined the traffic parting, the hectic junctions, Kaspar's 
manic flight through downtown Helsinki, or uptown Helsinki, she had no idea where this building 
was.

The map on the notebook was a puzzle of lines and blocks of colour until Piro pointed out 
Kaspar's position. "The green block of Esplanadparken, do you see that, Virginia."

"Yes."
"They're on the south side of the park. . . ."
"I see it. Kaspar, you need to be on the opposite side of the park. Pohjoisesplenadi."
"Got it." The engine tone changed. . . . "Shit, it's there . . . thirty-seven A."

- 

There was no time to find a parking space. Kaspar lunged the vehicle onto the pavement. The tyres 
scraped along the dry icy ground. He travelled with two last minute choices to help if events turned 
ugly: Jens Reicker and his girlfriend, Greta Ickx. Both quick on their feet, they bounded across the 
pavement and into the building before Kaspar had switched off the car's ignition.

He bolted after them. The three charged through the money exchange, up an echoing stairwell 
two steps at a time, guns drawn, safety catches off. A figure emerged from a doorway. Wrong 
gender. Kaspar barged past and continued upwards to the third floor.

Their ascent coincided with Cobbold's descent. He shouted. He wasn't alone. He turned and 
pushed between three men who pulled out sub-machine guns and sprayed the stairwell with gunfire.

The top of Jen's head blinded Kaspar. Brain and blood hit his face before he could blink. He 
ducked. A volley of fire bounced off the wall. Plumes of dust and plaster rained on his head. Greta 
fired back. Four shots. A man screamed. Another deafening sub-machine gun roared back. Greta 
cartwheeled over the stair bannister and landed on Kaspar. She snatched her throat, but the blood 
plumed across the steps and cascaded to the landing below. 

"Kaspar, who's firing?" Virginia's voice crackled through his earpiece.
"We all are." Kaspar grabbed Greta's pistol, yanked it out of her fist and fired upwards. He knew 

he had to back away or join the two corpses on the stairs. He scuttled for cover, chased downwards 



by an unremitting barrage of gunfire. The walls were alive, bursting out as he passed. He hit the 
bannisters hard, winded himself. Footsteps raced above his head. More gunfire. It found him. 
Through the wrought iron, ricochets, direct hits. His body bucked, thrown head first down the steps.
Kaspar felt the cold stone against his cheek, the blood surge through his nasal cavities. The shadow 
of three figures jumped over his body. The sound of footsteps diminished. . . . A distant voice called
his name. . . . Then silence.

-

"Irina, take up the trail. Something's happened to Kaspar."
"Got it."
Irina knew the location. She sat in the passenger seat, checking the dashboard satnav and a printed

guide to Helsinki. The baton was hers and a team of four others. 
"Get onto Pohjoisesplenadi. Virginia, are they on foot?" She waited.
"No. Something black. SUV, hang on. My god. It's as clear as day. We can see them clear as day. 

Irina, a black Mercedes SUV. They're driving west perhaps, under the trees . . ." Irina heard Piro's 
voice. "Heading west along Pohjoisesplenadi."

"We got it. What's happened, why the clarity?"
"I don't know. It coincided with the firefight back there. Cobbold's heart is pumping like crazy. I 

don't know who he's with, but there's two of them. Armed."
"We'll handle it."
The chase moved on. Cobbold tracked towards Mannerheimvagen, Irina swept down Kaivokatu 

ready for a rendezvous in less than a minute. When it happened it was ugly, car against car, metal 
on metal, a high velocity collision and both cars spiralling in opposite directions.

The windows in Irina's car shattered. All five occupants groped their way out and hid behind any 
obstacle on the street: cars, bins, planters. Cobbold and his two remaining lethal minders raced for 
the entrance to the Kamppi shopping centre, hurdling terrified shoppers along the way. Irina and her
group charged after them.

Inside the centre they met a wall of panic. The gunfight in another part of the city had caught up 
with them, evolving from rumour to details to the real thing. Three men hunted, five figures chasing
them. A burst of gunfire dropped the crowds, littered the centre with paralysed bodies and the 
detritus of shopping bags and contents. 

The fight headed up the elevators. Sub-machine gun fire answered by automatic pistols. Plants 
burst open, window displays disintegrated. A mobile stand selling satellite television subscriptions 
was shredded, strafed with gunfire. It caught one of Irina's colleagues. He fell backwards through a 
window. Startled mannequins scattered across the walkway. 

Irina took aim and fired a single shot. Cobbold's guard shrieked and doubled. A rogue blaze of 
gunfire spat out as he fell forward down the elevator. Irina moved, pulling forward her three 
remaining colleagues. They ran through more gunfire, more exploding shop windows. An alfresco 
cafe cleared before it was shot up. Irina and two others were covered as they cleared the steps of the
elevator. A twitching body passed them on its way down. A man with a single wound to the chest 
and a puddle of blood draining away from him. 

The covering fire stopped. Irina glanced back. Her colleague let off one last aimless shot before 
she was spun around in a cloud of machine gun hits.  

The elevator continued to rise relentlessly towards the incoming fire. Irina heard a shout. 
Virginia's voice.

"Youseff's team have joined from the opposite side. . . ."



Youseff's team could be heard. The thunderous bang of shotguns from behind Cobbold? The fight
now raged from both ends of the shopping centre. Irina wedged herself against the movement of the
elevator and stuck a stubborn boot against the metal panels. Cobbold's remaining guard remained 
silent. She peeked round the side of her cover and saw a wasteland of nervous shoppers prone and 
whimpering, children crying, babies screaming.

"Where is he?" 
Virginia answered. "An umbrella. They're underneath an umbrella.
The parasol. The Heineken parasol covered a temporary promotion. A huddle of shoppers tried to 

cover themselves from the gunfire. Caught in a triangle of bullets, Cobbold and his guard were 
amongst them.

Virginia whispered. "They're going to run for the clothing shop. Companys. Can you see it?"
"Yeah." Companys was closer to Irina than to the Heineken promotion. She waited. A shot hit the

wall shielding Youseff. He ducked out of sight. Outside, wailing police sirens gathered at the 
entrance. 

Cobbold sprinted towards the shop. Machine gun fire sprayed out from where he bolted. Youseff 
stayed down. Bullets whizzed over Irina's head. Cobbold escaped. 

The light level dimmed, but the ceiling lights continued to glow. An acrid smoke wafted across 
the concourse, funnelling up the central atrium with no recognisable source. "Can you see that," 
said Virginia.

"Smoke."
"Vapour. It'll get more dense. Move through it when it's thick enough to hide you. Cobbold's 

guard is still under the umbrella."
"Police are here. Lots of them by the sound of it."
"I'll take care of them. Get after Cobbold."
Irina fired a single shot at the display. She wasn't alone at the top of the elevator. Two colleagues 

had been carried into her and formed an anxious huddle just out of sight of the final shooter.
"We move when this vapour thickens. We take out the guard under that parasol." She shouted 

towards Youseff. "Get after that bastard." From the elevator they fired off a round of covering 
gunfire. Youseff and a second figure ran for the shop Cobbold had disappeared into. They made use
of the blackened vapour, a dense cloud of cover Cobbold's guard couldn't negotiate with his gunfire.
The shots hit bare walls and glass. No one screamed. No one hit. 

But now Irina had the police behind her. Below the black vapour they edged their way into the 
centre, examined the two fallen bodies for life, rolled one over onto her back to make sure. 

"Any more tricks, Virginia. Police behind us, coming into the building."
"Get out of there."
They linked arms and trod through the swirling vapour, stepped over terrified shoppers strewn 

across the ground. Discarded fruit squelched, lost spectacles crunched. The sudden activation of the 
sprinkler system drenched the ground floor. Thunder clapped and echoed around the centre. A spark
of lightening forked across the ceiling and another boom of thunder blew up a ferocious hailstorm. 
The police, soaked and spattered by the hail, attempted to evacuate the ground floor.  

Cobbold was gone, but Irina could see a form, a man's crouching torso holding onto a gun and 
staring away from Irina's approach. She placed her pistol at the back of the man's head.

"Gun on the floor." He obeyed. "Come with us."
They dragged him through the same shop where Cobbold escaped, bombarded him with 

questions, beat him when he refused to answer. Youseff updated Irina. Cobbold was heading along 
Simonkatu.

Virginia offered more information. "He's heading for the station on Kaivokatu. He's trying to get 



away by train, anywhere it takes him. He'll buy a ticket on the train."
"We just came from there. You got all that reading his mind?"
"They agreed it all when you pinned them down under the umbrella. It's all preplanned, but they 

didn't say where they were heading."
"We'll get to the station. Youseff's onto him. I'll get the other team over there."

-

If Virginia didn't catch Cobbold the traffic would. On foot and out of breath he was vulnerable to 
the first driver not concentrating on the road. Virginia and the coven watched him run, watched him
apologise when he collided with a couple pushing a pram, lift his arm to slow the traffic at a 
crossroads, slip on the unsalted surface in the middle of a junction.

"I didn't expect this," Virginia said. "Where does he get the money to pay for his security?" The 
pain in her arm reached an unbearable climax. Agony sweated out of the other coven members.

"He'll be gone as soon as we lose touch with the bowl." Piro's wet hair clung to the sides of his 
face.

"Irina, what's happening? Cobbold is on the road outside the station."
"We're securing the guy we've caught. Youseff and two others are on foot. They can see him."
"We can close down the station," said Piro.
"Can you?" 
"It will mean losing sight of Cobbold, but if the others have him it'll hold him up at the station."
"It's your call, Irina. We'll do what we can here."
"Okay. Stay in touch. I'll let you know when we've got him."
They lifted their hands from the bowl. Relief followed, like lowering a heavy weight. The water 

calmed, the mist and vapours dissipated. Cobbold dissolved.
"Of course it doesn't end here." Virginia spoke as Piro cleared away the table and placed the bowl

outside the circle. "Kaspar and his team are lying dead in a stairwell for the police to tidy up. Some 
are dead and on display in the Kamppi Centre."

"We might be able to fix that too. We'll try, but I can't promise too much. We can say they were 
eastern European. A turf war. Leave it to us."

Piro dropped a canvas bag, rummaged through it and pulled out a rock. The other four gathered 
round as he placed it on the table where the bowl had sat. He produced a small silver headed 
hammer, and positioned it against the rock.

"Virginia, please repeat Agrippa's spell for transmuting elements to energy."
She chanted, repeating the phrases endlessly. Piro and the others placed a hand on the rock, left 

and right, left and right. Piro offered a phrase in Finnish and a radiated heat rose from the table. The
rock began to glow like lava. Piro raised the hammer and brought it down. . . .

-

Irina left Cobbold's guard with two minders and joined Youseff and another team at the station. For 
now the ground grumbled, buildings groaned and police vehicles tore towards the station. The 
gunfire had stopped, but Finnish police were armed and she knew, she hoped, there might be one 
more piece of action before mid-afternoon.

People flooded out of the station entrance, running from a muffled gunfight somewhere inside.
She was on the periphery, metres from the doors, when the earth shook again sprawling her 

sideways across the cobbles. She hit the ground at the same time as hundreds of others: pedestrians, 



commuters, police, station staff. The ground heaved. The building crackled.
Sirens, car alarms, fire alarms, thunder, the noise of Helsinki's agony, heralded a sky blackened 

with the approach of forbidding rainclouds and forks of lightning across city rooftops. The roads 
burst open under pressure of some seismic convulsion. The station became a madhouse of police 
gunfire, Youseff's retaliation, and behind them the writhing derailment of a train lifted off the tracks
by the tremor. 

And somewhere, amongst the falling masonry and the cowering commuters, amongst the glass 
dropping from the station roof and the collapsed information signs, Cobbold hid himself from his 
predators. 

There were no trains leaving today, no escape, no way out. Cobbold's only route was across the 
tracks and the risk of electrocution. Irina hunted the platforms, ducked to avoid detached lighting 
and fallen ornaments; hunched to avoid a stray bullet from a police pistol or the return fire of her 
own colleagues. 

The rain thrashed through the shattered roof, turning the open platforms into running streams. The
track bed flooded. Cables belched vicious cackling sparks. 

"Andy, where are you?" Irina waited for a response from another group leader.
"Northern end of the station. Leo has broken an ankle from the tremor, threw him down the 

steps."
"Stay in place. Cobbold is wearing a blue jacket, light trousers. He might risk crossing the tracks."
"We can support Youseff if he needs it."
"He's okay for now. We can keep looking in the middle of all this."
But Cobbold had vanished. He had run into the station, mixed with the crowds, suffered the 

tremor and joined the hundreds of commuters taking cover in shops, cafés and waiting rooms, 
avoiding the crack of pistols and the motorised rumble of machine guns. Irina squinted in the face 
of the rain, great freezing gobs of watery shrapnel making every footstep an effort. 

She met a colleague outside a fast food cafe. They crouched behind a litter bin. "Nowhere. Can't 
see him anywhere."

Irina agreed. "At least we have someone who knows the plan."
"Plan?" A bullet smacked the wall behind them.
"Virginia overheard them talking. Cobbold had an escape plan to catch any train he could reach 

and get out of Helsinki."
"Well, he needs a contingency now."
Armed police scurried into position for a better view of Youseff farther down the platform.
"They don't know who we are," said Irina. "Do we help or do we get out?"
"Finding Cobbold must be the priority, Irina."
"Yeah." They watched for a moment, assessed the armed unit's preparation: consulting, aiming, 

lowering their guns, consulting, repositioning. Three became one when two moved away keeping 
their heads down in a new flurry of machine gun fire.

Irina took a deep breath, followed a wide trajectory away from the lone officer, turned back 
towards him, beyond his peripheral vision and dropped down on his shoulders. A blade flashed, a 
single swipe cut across his throat and Youseff had one less threat to worry about.

-

Piro's coven, his temporary coven, had done all they could. He joined Virginia in a Land Rover and 
headed towards the station. Helsinki was under siege, near lock down with road closures and 
diversions. Every corner contained an armed presence, every street a huddle of terrified citizens, 



nervous office workers, inconsolable children.
"Is it always like this?" Virginia could hear the gunfire whenever Irina's voice came through. "Are

you still in the station?"
"Yeah. We're pretty much pinned down now. Can you get us out?"
"No more tricks, sorry. We can barely walk."
"No problems. We'll get out when they evacuate the last of the commuters. The place is still 

packed."
"Where's the guy you caught?"
"In the BMW on Fredrikinkatu. And Virginia."
"What?"
"My clothes are ruined. You owe me a new wardrobe."
"Sorry about that." Virginia turned to Piro. "Your rainstorm is going to cost you money."
Smoke floated above the roof scape, billowing from the area around the station. "So long as it's 

only clothing I have to pay for. Look at this place."
The car bumped and rumbled over scattered cobblestones, torn lumps of asphalt, concrete debris, 

beads of glass. Cars lay scattered like toys, abandoned, crushed under collapsed walls. A bus lay 
empty across a two lane street. 

Police waved Piro's car through, disinterested in the driver and his passenger, looking instead for 
signs of trouble reappearing from some distant side street.

They drove into a shower and the shadow of the clouds, great black blankets covering walls and 
roads and trees and crowds of people mingling, confused, shocked.

They found the BMW. Virginia jumped out and met Piet, a cube of a man scratched and weather 
beaten. His fist pulled open the tailgate of the BMW where another man lay tied up and gagged.

"Okay. Let's get him to the lock-up." Virginia made one last call to Irina. "If you can, meet up as 
arranged. Get out of danger and forget Cobbold. We'll come back for him."

"Okay."
"Follow us, take it easy. Don't give the police any excuse to stop you." The guy had his orders, 

Piro had his directions and Virginia had the first opportunity to discuss Patrick Cobbold, his 
company, his fellow directors and the whereabouts of Eve.

"It makes you realise what a job the forty-nine did for us."
Piro took his eyes off the road, unsure of Virginia's point. "You sound like you admire them."
"Think about it, Piro. They would have handled this, the fallout, the clean up, the rough and 

tumble, the violence. Two of them took out Adrian Mellor. It's taken over twenty of us and we still 
haven't caught an unarmed man. There are the dead bodies to account for, the laying waste of 
central Helsinki. So much easier to get a few lunatics and a legion of demons to do it for you."

"That legion of demons is currently looking for us."
"But they don't know our identities."
"Not yet, but when they find out. . . . "
"How will they do that? I had to jump through hoops to arrange a meeting with you. Especially 

with Hans in Raiena. He couldn't arrange anything. This cellular structure is no longer working in 
our interests. The network has to change. How it functions, how it communicates, why it even 
exists."

Piro checked the mirror and the BMW behind him.
"Have you ever asked yourself, Piro, why it exists?"
"Why does what exist?"
"The network, the structure. The whole edifice with its fingers in pies and spies in boardrooms 

and bugs in the intelligence communities. We spy on the spies, pay off the financiers, rule the 



politicians. Why? What do you get out of it?"
Piro took his time answering. "Safety? Freedom?"
"Are you asking me or telling me?"
"I don't have the pressures others have. Whatever happens there's someone to turn to, a way to fix 

it. And I have a stake in the future, the influence that determines the future in my interests."
"I'm not convinced. The covens evolved to undermine a system based on Christian morality, a 

morality that tried to exorcise anyone who didn't share their world view. But there's no need for that
now. We've become fat and lazy. Gorged on success until we were drunk, until we didn't know 
what we were doing." Virginia punched the dashboard. "A single comment, Piro. A single bloody 
throwaway comment has brought it all down. What kind of organisation collapses because of an 
overheard comment?"

Piro shook his head. He had no answers. Virginia had no more questions and sat back until they 
arrived at the lock up on an industrial estate close to Helsinki Airport.

They carried the captive indoors, tied him to a chain hanging from a car inspection ramp and 
removed his gag.

"I'll say this once." Virginia stepped up to the guy. He remained calm, made eye contact, listened 
carefully. "I'm not in the mood, so no small talk. Where's Cobbold going next?"

The guy kept his mouth shut. Virginia took her Athame from a sheath in her bag and held it under
his left eye. "Where is Cobbold going next?"

More vehicles arrived outside. Piro checked. "Irina's here . . . and the others."
"Did you all get out?" Virginia said when Irina pushed through the door.
"Yeah. All that rain made everyone look like a drowned rat. We dropped the guns. Walked out 

with everyone else. Ah, he's here. You killed some of my friends." Her boot made contact with the 
pit of his stomach. Youseff stood alongside her, lining up for a kick of his own. "Are we 
interrupting or do you want us to talk to him?"

Virginia wanted to hear the answers, but found herself repulsed by the repugnant relish lining up 
to beat the answers out of an already broken man. No matter how hard she tried she couldn't 
summon the cruelty, the indifference of a torturer. Occasionally, in Raiena, she'd work herself up to 
a fury and unleash some electrical charge or a superheated draught and then recoil disgusted. And 
now after the hunt, the effort, the capture, all she wanted was to be in her husband's studio and 
watch him fumble and grumble with nothing more dangerous than one of his clay models. 

"I'll leave you to it," she said and left Irina and Youseff to expend their latent energy.
She sat in the Land Rover for fifteen minutes with the windows up and the internal steam coating 

the glass. Irina came out of the lock up, blood spattered across her face and down the front of her 
jeans, and tapped the window.

"Anything?" said Virginia.
"Italy."
"Italy? Anywhere in particular?"
"Friuli."
The name resonated. The region, Friuli, concealed some historic meaning.
"Looks like you know the place," said Irina. "What's so special about Friuli?"
The day caught up with her. Virginia's day: the police insiders, the incantations, the weather 

control and seismic upheaval. All done, all achieved following centuries of craft, of learning, of 
hermetic knowledge passed down from one initiate to another. The heritage of witchcraft concluded
here, this lock up, this secret, the answers extracted from a man who knew nothing about any of it, 
about the significance of the name.

"Do you know what the police call us?" Virginia said.



Irina shook her head.
"In all their investigations they refer to us as Malandanti. We're not Malandanti, never have been, 

but Friuli is where the Malandanti originate from."
"Really? I don't follow."
"In Italian folklore the Malandanti were evil spirits. They had an enemy. The Benandanti. 

Cobbold is either superstitious or he's run out of options."
"Don't forget he was tipped off," said Irina.
Youseff walked out of the lock up, drying his hands with a rag. "Nothing left in him."
"Cobbold must have been helped," said Virginia. "Someone is protecting him, paying for his 

security."
"Action Against Injustice," said Youseff. "He's just given me the name. A human rights group 

that looks out for Cobbold whenever he travels. They tipped him off. They thought we might be 
German Intelligence. Could have been a police insider."

Virginia wasn't sure. She had a different name in mind, but kept it to herself. Why would Cobbold
head for Friuli if he felt threatened by German Intelligence, unless Frieda Schoenhofer was German 
Intelligence. Who else knew about Cobbold and Sunier? Who else would know about the 
Benandanti?

"Something wrong?" said Youseff.
"Whoever tipped him off gave him the idea to go to Italy. His escape plan was Italy. Friuli." 
To reach the Benandanti for their protection and their knowledge of an ancient threat.



24

Bernadette Maldini arrived at Interpol's headquarters in Lyon and turned heads by asking for and 
receiving a personal driver. She insisted she couldn't drive and work on her caseload 
simultaneously. It was dead time. And when middle managers objected she reminded them what her
caseload contained.

"Two men murdered in Bamberg. A terrorist attack in London. A dead body delivered to 
Wurzburg University. Multiple murders close to Annecy. A fatal arson attack in Anderlecht 
followed by a fugitive killing spree across four countries. And a gangland shoot-out in Helsinki." 
Leonard Thwaite walked into the room as Bernadette expanded her list. "I might even have to link 
earlier murders in Bamberg in 2013, the deaths of thirteen people in Cumbria in Britain. . . ."

"Hold it." Thwaite sat down uninvited. "By all means make links to other killings, but don't get 
carried away with the paranormal hogwash."

"I wasn't planning to get carried away with paranormal hogwash. What exactly is hogwash?"
"There are the corruption cases too. Don't forget those. Random acts of crime might also provide 

background information."
"Such as?" Bernadette's caseload was digital; two hundred gigabytes of information. Were it 

recorded on paper she wouldn't need a driver she'd need an articulated lorry.
"You know from your own experiences, conspiracies rely on piecing together apparently random 

events, so use your initiative and look for random events that fit the patterns. The al-Hilli murders 
near Grenoble in 2011, for example. No one found for that. Or the killing of Heinrich Glax in 
Vienna in 2012. Killer is still out there."

In Italy, when she conducted a forensic examination of Camorra business, she followed the 
money, but the current crimes under examination had no money trail, no real financial angle to 
them. Thwaite left without saying goodbye and her driver didn't say hello when he stopped to pick 
her up.

"They're almost nihilistic." When Bernadette spoke she addressed her notebook, or her tablet with
supplementary notes of names and references, or her phone with an indexed list of hunches and 
speculation. Her driver, Pierre Dremba, glanced at the rear view mirror, but offered no advice.

"You know in Helsinki," Bernadette paused for a response. . . .
"Yeah."
"Eleven people dead, all gunshot wounds except one police officer who had his throat cut."
"Yeah."
"Why was that? Is it significant? Does it mean anything?" Her tablet and phone had no answers. 

She didn't wait for Pierre's suggestion, if he had one, which he didn't.
"There are no obvious patterns. Killings in Bamberg and Wurzburg, the first victim in Anderlecht,

all had occult markings on the body." She looked up through her fringe, through the windscreen, 
past Pierre's shaven head and the tattoo on his neck. "They allow you to have visible tattoos?"

"Yeah."
"Killings in Helsinki and the fugitives, straightforward shootings, nothing symbolic, nothing 

ritualistic. Bomb attack in London, Adrian Mellor scarred with ritualistic symbols like the Bamberg 
and Wurzburg victims." And none of the victims part of any wider conspiracy other than: "Do you 
believe in witchcraft, Pierre?"

"Yeah."
"Is that a real yeah or has someone only programmed one word into your database?"
"I have better things to do than drive a fucking woman around Lyon all day. Do you think I 

appreciate this? I was working on a trafficking case this time yesterday. Today I'm Parker to Lady 



fucking Penelope."
"You missed the right turn. This is what happens when you start ranting sexist bullshit like that."
"Fuck you." The car pitched through a violent U-turn and a howl of car horns. Pierre threw the car

left. "Where now?"
"Keep going to the end, roundabout right and then first left. Tipo Briess's house is the only 

modernist house in the street."
"And you'll want me to wait?"
"All day, if that's what it takes."
Briess's modernist house suffered historic neglect. Even by winter's harsh standards the front 

garden looked beyond rescue, and the car in the drive had a flat tyre. Along the street, Christmas 
hung itself from every house and planted itself into every lawn, but ignored Briess, leaving an ugly 
derelict gap in the festivities.

"Maybe I'll get some sense out of Tipo." Bernadette ignored Pierre's middle finger and paced up 
to Briess's shabby front door and its mouldy arthritic knocker.

Briess yanked the door open and squinted over the chain. "Oh, it's you." 
"You remembered me."
"What do you want?"
"A chat."
"You actually talk. First time we met I thought there was something wrong with you."
"No, I can talk. I wanted to ask you about some things, about details in the case Anders Boorhans 

was working on."
"Case?"
"The Bamberg murders."
"Bamberg?"
"And Wurzburg and London and Anderlecht and Helsinki."
"I don't like you. I didn't like you when we first met and I still don't like you."
"Tipo. . . ." The door slammed in her face. She waited for the chain to be removed, but Briess had 

given his answer and his mottled form retreated down the corridor. She went back to Dremba.
"Can you speak to him?"
"Won't he talk to you? Words fail me."
"He's not in a good mood. Maybe he's embarrassed. I could see the house is in a state. Does he 

live alone? I thought he was married."
"Not all men who live alone live in squalor." Dremba bundled himself out of the car, lit a 

cigarette and approached the house. He banged on the door with the side of his fist. Bernadette hid 
when Briess opened the door again.

"Tipo, a word," said Dremba.
"Didn't know you were here. Where's she gone?"
"She's gone for a walk." Dremba faced right and exhaled cigarette smoke into Bernadette's face.
Briess fiddled with the chain. "You'll have to excuse the mess. My wife has gone to live with our 

daughter for a few weeks."
"Daughter?" Dremba held the door open for a second. Briess trundled towards his kitchen 

unaware of Bernadette sneaking into the house.
She stepped over a pile of envelopes. She couldn't step over the smell of damp clothes or smoked 

mackerel or the confusing scent of a man left to look after himself for the first time. She slipped into
the lounge, but listened to Dremba's conversation tailing away to the kitchen.

"Is your wife coming back?"
"Yes, yes. Of course she is. What makes you say that?"



"Is there somewhere clean we can sit and talk?"
"Through here. Do you want a drink? Tea, coffee?"
"Coffee. The drive over here was somewhat fraught."
Bernadette walked into a world of wonders. The lounge wall had been decorated with a map of 

Europe and targets hand drawn over various cities. Bamberg, Wurzburg, Anderlecht . . . all the 
locations of recent events. Helsinki lay under a target drawn with a different coloured pen. The 
smell of rotting vegetables joined her from another room. . . .

At the side of the house, in a damp extension, Bernadette avoided more remnants of Briess's 
wardrobe and entered an informal gallery of Briess's semi-retired mind pasted, pinned and taped to 
the walls.

The four Hebrew letters of a magic circle lay in the middle of other hermetic symbols: 
tetragrammatons, sun wheels, pentacles inscribed with chemical elements and photocopied images 
of tarot cards. Briess had drawn lines from the letters to the symbols with related words: Anton de 
Tellenbarch, sigil reference no. 12, lighthouse at Karnak.

Next to the diagram (drawn directly onto the plasterwork) a frenzied family tree covered a length 
of wallpaper. Along the branches Briess had written names inside rectangles. At the top 'Main,' with
thirteen roots: Gdansk, Verona, Wurzburg. . . . The covens.

Each member of the main coven was the leader of a second level or second degree coven. Some 
second degree members were the heads of third degree covens, and so on. Five levels. Three 
hundred thousand witches.

Bernadette looked for Bamberg. She could hear Briess and Dremba discussing retirement. 
"Time is great when you don't have any," Briess said. "Miserable pain in the ass when you have 

too much. I'm bored."
"I'll swap places with you," Dremba said. "Let you drive that one round all day. When did I 

become a fucking chauffeur, Tipo."
"At least she speaks to you."
The name Tollmann appeared next to Bamberg alongside a gruesome outline sketch of the 

cathedral spire and an impaled body spurting blood. Bernadette sniffed the air. The damp and the 
mould masked a more putrid stench.

Around the room the eclectic artwork continued. Photocopies of newspaper headlines and 
photographs partially covered illustrations of the all seeing eye, the Sigil of Lucifer, Masonic 
triangles and pyramids. A map of France with a circle drawn around Rennes le Château connected 
to a page ripped from a book about Eliphas Levi. Bernadette lifted the page away from the wall.

Briess had annotated the page. 'Mystic visionary 19th Century France raised the dead used it to 
bring back Doctor Miller.'

Bernadette explored another room, another damp space with a large window overlooking a jungle
at the back of the house. Here again, she browsed a phantasmagoric pattern of hermetic diagrams, 
photos of writers, philosophers, sages, magis, cranks and weirdos. Maps torn from encyclopedias, 
woodcuts and engravings copied and printed off. None of it made sense, offered no connection 
between the maddening disparity of words, numbers and random rambling observations: 'what if the
Pharaohs had help' written next to a bookcase; 'are demons close to us, disguised?' 'Who writes the 
rules, sets the standards?' 'The people we know are not who they are.'

The carpet squelched. Bernadette felt a gentle drop of water fall from a bulge in the ceiling.
Briess walked in followed by Dremba.
"What is all this, Tipo?" she said.
"Thoughts, ideas, observations, conclusions. Is any of it any help?"
"No. No, it isn't, Tipo." She came for insight, Briess's insight from his time spent with Boorhans. 



And here it was, direct from his head, mangled by disturbance, deformed by neurosis and paranoia, 
reduced to scribbles and crude sketches of naked horned figures. 

Briess shrugged his shoulders. "Took ages to reach this conclusion."
"You'll have to redecorate before your wife comes home," said Bernadette. The ceiling dripped 

again. "You have a leak somewhere." 
Briess stared at her and started to cry. His tears revealed the trauma Bernadette could smell in 

every part of the house: the mackerel, the damp, the stagnancy of unwashed clothes, the rotten 
vegetables. The smell was easier to interpret than the scribblings. A distinct, unmistakeable smell 
coming from above the bulge in the ceiling.

-

Dremba organised the police vehicles massing outside Tipo Briess's modernist home. The 
overgrown garden was taped off, the street closed. Bernadette supervised the forensics team. She 
guided the coroner to the bathroom on the first floor where Briess's brother-in-law lay mouldering 
with a colossal head wound. A large puddle spread onto the landing and soaked through the 
floorboards.

Outside the house, Dremba spoke to Bernadette. "How long has he been up there?"
"Forty-eight to seventy-two hours. We need to make sure his daughter's okay."
"He doesn't have a daughter. Two sons. No daughter."
"He said his wife was staying with his daughter."
"I know. I'll set up a missing persons file for his wife. . . ."
Bernadette found her phone and typed another observation. 'Everyone on this case ends up 

insane.' "Do you know anyone in Bamberg called Tollmann?"
"Yeah. Oliver Tollmann. Detective. Not much good, from what I've heard." He spoke into his 

phone. "Yeah. Dremba. We need a missing persons check on Nadine Briess . . . Yeah, I know. I'll 
explain later if you don't find out before." 

Bernadette typed another observation. 'Is Tollmann insane? If not, why not?'
Farther down the street an arm lifted the police tape to allow a large black car to progress. 

Dremba stamped out his cigarette before the rear door clicked open. 
"A word with you, Bernadette." Thwaite slipped across the back seat. "Shut the door. The events 

have finally reached Strasbourg. The idle bastards in the European Parliament have started to take 
notice."

"What took them so long?"
"Quite. One or two deaths is someone else's accident, but when terrorists start turning over the 

pavements of a major city votes are lost."
"No one spoke out after the London bomb attack."
"They were too scared. That happened before everyone went to ground. Now, all these corrupt 

MEPs are free to speak out. They feel safe. They think the threat's gone away as far as their own 
problems are concerned." 

"So, the priorities have changed. Pressure on you?"
"Yes. But I still have a feeling there's no appetite to sort out this problem. The leaders of our 

organisation don't have the same blinkered short term outlook as our leaders in Strasbourg. Merkel 
wants a conference on security next month. Let dem Deutschevolk see her doing something about 
it. Take an initiative. Hypocrite." Thwaite formed a fist. "Ehrlichkeit ist die einzige Option! The 
usual tokenistic shit. And the Finnish president wants to issue a statement blaming the Russians. So 
we can say he's in the pockets of the Malandanti."



"You think so?"
"Has been for a while now. How else does he afford to pay his gambling debts."
"I want to go to Bamberg." Bernadette watched Briess being driven away, head down, 

expressionless, as vacant as Boorhans' sleeping figure on the computer monitor in Anderlecht.
"Why Bamberg?"
"There's always an epicentre to organised crime, a stronghold. I always found myself referring 

back to Naples when I investigated the Camorra. They get complacent in their own territory."
"Watch out for Tollmann over there. He's either corrupt or stupid, or both."
"They're never both." She waited for Thwaite to ask about Briess, but he made his excuses and 

was ready to go. 
"When you arrive in Germany, it might be wise not to let Wiesbaden know you're there."
Bernadette stepped out and stood aside as Thwaite's car floated away like a motorised Venetian 

barge.
"Another one who can't drive," said Dremba.
"You never answered my question."
"What?"
"Do you believe in witchcraft?"
Dremba reached the last two cigarettes in his packet. He offered one to Bernadette, screwed up 

the box and made a point of dropping it on the pavement. "I read somewhere that witchcraft is a 
religion, that witches are good people who use their powers to do good things. That witchcraft has 
been rehabilitated. That there are no cauldrons and broomsticks and black masses and kissing the 
devil's arse. And it makes me wonder why, if witchcraft is so good and wholesome these days, are 
we spending three hundred million Euros a year fighting it?"

"Three hundred million? Where does that figure come from?"
"That's the operating cost of the Malandanti investigation every year since 2009. That's why they 

were shutting it down. Not because of conspiracy or corruption. Because they spent three hundred 
million chasing fortune tellers and bored housewives with tarot cards. Where has all that money 
gone?"

He jumped in the car and left Bernadette on the pavement with her cigarette and bag and folder 
and phone, and all the data and figures and numbers devoted to and documenting the hunt for 
fortune tellers and bored housewives with tarot cards. 

And in the middle of Dremba's personal observation, if he knew it, was an atom of truth. Thwaite 
had said it himself: don't waste time on paranormal hogwash. Bernadette had already decided to 
look for facts on the ground, not in the sky. That was why she wanted to go to Bamberg, visit the 
Cathedral, climb the steps of the Gothic tower and see for herself how they did it. How a group of 
human beings - human beings, not monsters - heaved a body to the top of a spire. Solve that 
problem and you have your first set of killers and then the erosion starts.



25

"Why don't you sit in the back, there's more room in there?" Jenzo finished typing her sentence and 
elbowed Sam. "I'm sat on the gearstick here. I know you're only a skinny thing, but even so." 

Sam, squashed against the truck's passenger window, plucked a tiny headphone speaker out of his
ear. "What?"

"I said, there's more space in the back. You like being crushed next to me?"
"It's those two. Gregor and that . . . thing."
"That thing has a name."
"Yeah, you'll be telling me next she's a human being."
Jenzo turned to Shalini. "Was she human once or is she original legion?"
"Original. Been there from the start. I don't know when she lost her horns though."
"What does that mean?" said Sam.
"She wasn't a human who died and went to hell. She always been a thing. The things usually have

horns, the lost souls just have bad hair, which is why some think she's a lost soul, but she has a tail. 
And besides, what's wrong with her?"

"She scares me. She. . . ."
"Don't tell Gregor. He'll get jealous if he knows his thing's coming on to you."
To the west of Vaduz, Shalini pulled up at a service station. Gregor leapt from the back of the 

truck, frantic and noisy.
"It's impossible communicating with you and you're only a metre away in the cab."
Shalini pulled on a heavy jacket. "What? What's wrong?"
"Antoine and Kelly got the message. They're waiting near Maienfeld."
In the half light and mist of the trailer, three figures sat together examining each other's skin. "The

message came through them?" Shalini said.
"About an hour ago."
"No wonder Sam won't sit in the back."
Jenzo joined her on the way to the shop. "I need batteries for the phone. Recharger's bust."
"They won't sell them here."
"How am I gonna write my novel?"
Shalini's face split with a grin a mile wide. She shouldered open the shop door and said, "Not my 

problem."
Back on the road, the truck headed for the Alps and the agreed meet up near Maienfeld. Shalini 

suddenly recognised the junction and halted the truck, almost pitching Jenzo - consumed by chapter 
fourteen being written on Shalini's phone - through the windscreen. Auteuil and Kelly would be 
hidden in the blackness and cover of the road's flyover. Shalini blinked the headlights.

"They won't be expecting this truck."
"Would you?" 
Two figures, male and female, bolted down from the embankment of the junction and clambered 

into the cab.
They shoved Jenzo over the centre console into Shalini's lap. "Hang on. It's not a fucking bus, get 

out."
The fugitives found room in the trailer, between Shalini's Lotus and the motorbike, several camp 

beds, bean bags, storage boxes, suitcases, two men and Ystiriia.
"Who's that?" Auteuil came face to face with the snarling succubus.
Gregor pulled her back by the waist and kissed her matted hair. "She's the post woman."
"She looks like you dug her up this morning."



"Shut your small talk. We're leaving," said Jenzo. The truck's hydraulics hissed and coughed. 
"Next stop Salzburg. Get some rest."

Shalini guided the truck with one hand on the wheel, her seat bouncing and rolling, the tunnel of 
light flowing through the windscreen like a computer game. "Book repairing sounds like one of 
those perfect jobs." Jenzo was lost in her latest chapter. "Like a craft. Basket weaving or bodging. . .
. "

"Bodging?"
"Making furniture on a hand powered lathe."
"Since when did you become part of the arts and craft movement? I might try this story as a 

screenplay, or maybe start a new story. As a screenplay."
"I always had that feeling every time we went back to Pendle. Go out in the garden and make 

something. Something rustic, something made out of wood. Chop down a tree and make something 
out of it."

"Passive verbs. I need to stop using passive verbs. Don't have to worry about passive verbs in a 
script, you know."

"I saw a handmade instrument once. A rebec. A medieval guitar or a lute. It was beautiful. 
Different veneers and tracery. It was only a little thing, but there was so much craftsmanship in it. I 
was jealous."

"I'm hearing about a side of you I never knew existed."
"One day I'll have my own workshop. I'll make instruments and repair books and make furniture 

on a hand powered lathe."
"I think it's fascinating how directors take a script and gather the cast and then create this make 

believe world."
"Live a simple life." 
"Sounds like the kind of thing Sam does. The simple life. Bet he grows his own fruit and veg on 

the roof of his boat. I wonder if he ever gets seasick."
Sam was sick by the time they arrived on the outskirts of Salzburg. Auteuil didn't trust him, Kelly

was determined to leave him behind, but Jenzo insisted the witch remained with them. 
Gregor reversed the motorbike out of the trailer. "If you're in charge just say so."
"I'm not in charge. Think of me as the conscience of the group. We mustn't get carried away." 
Shalini unloaded the Lotus and headed for Salzburg with Jenzo. The walls of the castle and its 

stone battlements boiled in the red dawn sunlight. "Where's the shop?" Jenzo inspected the door 
numbers and windows of a row of houses still asleep in the shadow of the walls. "Don't look like 
shops to me."

"You sure this is where it is?"
"How many castles are there in Salzburg?"
"It must have closed."
"It can't close." Jenzo stopped walking. "It's not that kind of book repairer's shop."
A second lane trickling down the hill from the battlements gave up its secret resident. Bolted to a 

narrow and unassuming pastel blue wedge, the shop's wall plaque revealed the identity of the 
business, but no clue to its hermetic trade. Shalini picked the lock and pushed the door open. "I 
hope you're right about this."

"So do I." Jenzo breathed out when she saw the shelves stacked with books, the tables loaded with
coverless esoteric manuscripts and piles of cardboard. "Look at this one." She picked up an 
eighteenth century volume, a German manuscript with a Latin title page. "Scientific study of the 
wildflowers around Wuppertal. Still want to be a book repairer? Looks like hard work to me."

"Who the fuck are you?" At the back of the shop, a bare footed man in a tee shirt and jeans waved



a pistol. His arm steadied when his early morning eyesight settled on his intruders.
"You don't want to know who we are."
"Yes, I do. You broke into my property."
"We didn't break anything," said Shalini.
"You don't look like a book repairer," Jenzo said. "Book repairers don't walk round with guns like

that."
"You never know who might come calling."
"Very, very true," said Shalini. She opened the pages of a hardbound book. A collection of 

sketches by Van Dyjk.
"We're looking for Willem Stiel. Is that you? You don't look old enough."
"What if I am?"
"It's okay. We just have a question for you."
A single shot buzzed Jenzo's ear and cracked the wall behind her. "Next one's between the eyes."
"No, it isn't." Shalini had replaced the book with her own Glock, cocked and aimed at the man's 

head. "Which one of us has checkmate?"
"So who are you?" said Jenzo.
"Helmut Stiel. The old man repaired his last book three years ago."
"How convenient." A brief rummage told Jenzo the book repairing business was slowing down. 

"Don't seem to be many books repaired."
"I don't like books."
"No. This one's interesting. . . ."
"Put that down." Stiel stiffened his arm ready for another shot.
Jenzo's attention turned to an archaic volume with curling brown pages and the contained smell of

time. "Perraud's Traitte des Demons. Treaty on Demons. What do you need this for, Helmut? 
L'Antidemon de Vascons."

In the chaos of the room, the mad workshop and its plunder of materials waiting for a tidy up, 
neither Jenzo nor Shalini noticed a second door until a second man, armed like Stiel, stuck his gun 
into the thick black curls of Shalini's hair.

"I told you. You never know who might come calling."
"Pull the trigger," said Jenzo. "Put a bullet in her head and you'll miss her brain by a metre."
"Thank you." Shalini lowered her gun.
"We only want to ask you a question, you half-arsed knucklehead."
"Go on."
"You remember a guy, a few years ago, Abramelin spell. Went horribly wrong. . . ."
Stiel waved his gun. "Oh, no. I don't do that shit any more."
"Did old man Stiel know him."
"No, he didn't."
"Oh, yes he did, when your father ran the business. Wonder what he'd think seeing you stood 

there with a gun in your hand. Still frightened of demons." She waved the book.
"Who are you?"
"You don't need to know."
"You got my answer." He fired again. The draught from the bullet flicked a lock of hair from 

Jenzo's temple.
"Just give us his name, your father's friend, where he is and we'll be gone."
"They weren't friends. I won't warn you again."
Jenzo could see the black hole of the gun barrel. The next bullet would be between the eyes.
"Look." Shalini's gaze flicked towards the corners of the ceiling and four mirrors surrounded by 



Hebrew text.
"So, you still do some of that shit? Properly tooled up against the forces of darkness, Helmut."
"I'll know if you're planning to come back here with any of your friends so don't even try."
"Won't protect you though."
"I've read that book you're holding. I can take care of myself. The mirrors give me a head start. I 

know what you guys have been doing. All of Europe is on fire because of you. You give Satanism a
bad name. Get out."

Shalini laughed. "A bad name?"
Jenzo threw the book onto the table. "We're trying to survive and you can either help us or not." 

There was no give and Stiel's gun hand grew steadier with each shot. Jenzo backed towards the 
door. The second gun followed Shalini all the way to the pavement.

The door slammed behind them. "Great customer service," said Jenzo. "What's his problem?"
"What's he afraid of? He doesn't do it, he does do it. He's not into it, we give Satanism a bad 

name. How does he arrive at that conclusion?"
"Place was full of grimoires. Hypocrite. I hate hypocrites."
They found a spot, close to the shop, shielded by the shadow of the castle walls; close enough to 

watch people come and go. No books went in, no books came out, but Stiel emerged mid-morning, 
pulling his collar up and his flat cap down. They followed him to his car, passing the Lotus on the 
way. When he drove off Shalini waited, gave him a head start and joined the traffic in pursuit.

Stiel's journey ended at a seedy line of buildings and the entrance to a litter strewn club called the 
Star. The star was a pentacle and Shalini slowed the car to allow Jenzo a long look at the 
entertainment.

"Girls, girls and more girls. From one crock of shit to another." The Star belonged to Helmut 
Stiel. He was on the web, grinning and groping his employees clustered around him like half-
dressed bodyguards. Jenzo read the website's introduction. "The welcome isn't warm, it's hot. Wow.
The man's a literary genius. And he's always looking for girls. Passive verb there. Bar staff, dancers,
receptionists. You fancy any of that? You can dance."

"I can't dance."
"Yeah, you can. I've seen you doing all that Bollywood stuff."
"It's Bengali."
"Bengali then. I bet they don't have any other Bengali Bollywood dancers."
Shalini was caught up in the one way system and trying to navigate a way back to the club. "So 

how do we get to him? I'm not dancing for his club, I have standards." The car braked.
"Well, I wish you'd apply those standards to your driving."
"I was looking in the mirror. . . ."
"That's it."
"What?"
"The way in."

-

"This is beyond deranged." Back at the truck Gregor wanted to tell Jenzo about the plan the group 
had developed. A plan to bring the forty-nine (forty-eight, Shalini corrected) back together in one 
place. But Jenzo's plan was more urgent and, they all agreed, more breathtaking in its audacity.

"She doesn't need to speak if Stiel thinks she's from somewhere remote like Moldova or Belarus. I
mean, look at her, she's rough enough to be Chechen."

"Once she's out of sight there's no knowing what she'll do." 



"She got the messages to you, didn't she?"
"You weren't there. She emptied the diner."
"She won't empty it this time, she'll pack the place out."
Auteuil sat on a crate, fascinated by the head to head exchange; Gregor and Jenzo arguing about 

Ystiriia being sent undercover into the Star club. 
Gregor rubbed his scalp. "Disguised as an eastern European with no papers, looking for work?"
"And she leads this guy away?" Auteuil needed clarification.
"Stiel has his goons, so we can't go in mob handed," said Shalini. "And he has Abrahamic 

mirrors, so he'll know something's brewing before we even get there. They give him a head start. 
And he's read Perraud's L'Antidemon so he's clued up on fighting demons."

"But only if he recognises the demon as a demon," Jenzo added.
Sam listened, wary of upsetting the group and terrified of Ystiriia, disturbed by her 

unpredictability; she could sense his fear. "And you think you can turn her into something 
resembling a human being? You said yourself she's original legion. Never been human."

"Underneath that rugged exterior beats the heart of a woman." Gregor thumped his own chest. 
"But you're right. Her ability to follow orders is limited."

"She's already here," said Jenzo, "his mirrors only detect the summoning, not the demon. All she 
has to do is get close to Stiel, lead him away somewhere and then we can pick him up when he's on 
his own with her. Look, it's either her or Kelly."

Kelly objected. "That's not my scene. Exotic dancers. No way."
"You're as bad as this one." She ruffled Shalini's hair. "Ashwarya Rai. Suddenly all coy and 

respectable. Do you know what's at stake?"
"Yeah, we know," said Auteuil. "We need names and he has them."
Sam was back on the agenda.
"It's not working," Auteuil said. "He's not one of us, he doesn't understand us, he'll never be like 

us. He should do his duty and give us the names."
Jenzo offered Sam a piece of paper and a pencil. "Write them down. Every name you know that 

we don't know, write them there."
"I told you, I only know twenty-four names at the most."
"It's enough," said Kelly. "One second degree coven leader can give us the names of the main 

coven, the main coven can give us the names of all second degree coven members."
"We've been through all this," said Shalini. "Most of them are in Raiena. We can't get in there to 

get them."
"Well, if you can't reach them what difference will knowing the names make?"
"They can't hide forever." Jenzo took the paper off Sam. There were twenty-four names. "See, 

useless. We can't do anything with a list like this."
"It's a start," said Kelly.
"What part of the sentence they're in Raiena do you not understand?"
Gregor stepped forward and took the paper off Jenzo. "Even if you're right, your plan will take 

time, which we don't really have, and there's no guarantee it will work, so all the effort could be for 
nothing."

"And it all hangs on Ystiriia getting the information from Stiel," said Auteuil.
"She's the bait to snag Stiel. We'll get the information out of him."
"Why don't we do both." Gregor had their attention. "Let Antoine and Kelly bring the others 

together and pick off any names on this list. We'll. . . ." He threw out his hands until the words came
to him, "follow your plan."

"Go on say it." Jenzo leaned forward and flashed her big toothy grin. "We'll go . . . and summon. .



. ."
"I'll go and get her," said Gregor. "Expect the unexpected."
". . . the devil," Jenzo rasped.
Auteuil had his eye on Shalini's Lotus. She found him sat in the driver's seat running through the 

gears. "Where were you planning to bring everyone together?"
"Somewhere remote," he said. "Lake Klontal in Switzerland is remote. No road down one side, 

steep mountains. There's a campsite, but it empties in winter. I've been climbing round there. Good 
hideaways when you can get up high."

"Do you know where any of them are?"
"Two or three. We heard about Ruby. We know how close you two were."
"Yeah. It's like losing a limb."
"She had quite an imagination. Not like Missy."
"Missy?"
"Jenzo. She still writing that novel?"
"On my phone since the batteries on hers ran out."
Auteuil looked up from the car's interior. "Aw, that sucks." 
"Sam's not too bad. Don't give him a tough time." Shalini headed for the truck.
"Sam's a witch. He could change his loyalties at any moment."
"Sam tipped us off. We'd be where Ruby is if it wasn't for him. His world collapsed at the same 

time as ours."
"Fair enough. Fair enough. You know, I really like this car."
"It's not for sale." The smell of sulphur wafted from the trailer and the car lit up inside a 

horizontal shaft of light.
Auteuil clambered out of the car. "Bride o' Frankenstein's back."

-

Sam avoided the truck. A buffer zone five metres wide protected him from the fury and the trauma. 
The sides of the trailer rang out, banged and beaten; the entire rig rocking on its axle. Inside the 
demonic changing room Ystiriia refused to co-operate.

Taller than Jenzo, not as thin as Kelly, Ystiriia matched Shalini's frame, but no one knew until 
after the trouble began. Shalini refused to lend any of her clothes and even stood over her suitcases 
to protect them. The arguing continued, raised voices buffeting the trailer sides, seeping from the 
open doors at the back.

"We can't send her in there naked, can we? She's got a fucking tail."
Every time the demon growled Sam wanted to sneak a look at the violent struggle. Auteuil was 

the first to jump out for a cigarette. "She's high maintenance." He struggled to hold the flame to the 
end of his cigarette.

"What are they doing? It sounds like plastic surgery."
"Would be a lot easier." Auteuil's smoke spiralled above his head. "It's like trying to dress a lion."
"Rather you than me."
Auteuil stared at Sam. The long expectant pause, the unspoken invitation to carry on. "What are 

you so afraid of? You're always there at the Wishlist ceremonies. It's nothing you haven't seen 
before. Some are tougher than others, more unpredictable."

"I prefer my company to be a little quieter." 
They both turned when Jenzo yelped. "You . . . bitch, you just bit me!"
"So, you don't get along with her?" said Auteuil.



"Jenzo? Her bark's worse than her bite."
"You're kidding? Tell me you're kidding. Wow, you obviously don't know her."
The back of the truck burst open and Gregor jumped down. Sweating like a farmworker, he 

straightened his torn tee shirt and took a deep breath. "Well, that was fun."
"Is she ready?"Auteuil offered a cigarette.
"Judge for yourself."
Carefully, stealthily, Auteuil and Sam crept to the rear of the truck. Inside, the aftermath of a 

devilish typhoon left scattered objects and upturned cases and a motorbike lying on its side. Kelly 
and Shalini added a finishing flourish as Jenzo stood over a plastic bowl and washed a deep bite 
mark on her right hand.

Sam had seen so many humans deformed by a possessing demon and now he saw the effect 
reversed and a human released from inside its demonic host. Ystiriia stood taller than the other 
women, humanised, her old nakedness covered by a leather tailored jacket and a long tee shirt. 
Ripped jeans and high heeled knee boots disguised the grotesque cloven stumps of legs and feet 
burned away by hell's furnaces. Like alchemists, Jenzo, Shalini and Kelly had created a precious 
human being out of a base object by the simple cleaning of her scars and scratches and matted hair, 
and scrubbing away centuries of dirt until the rich olive hue of her skin revealed an oval face and 
dark eager eyes. Ystiriia flinched and turned away embarrassed by Sam's fascination. But he 
noticed her lips, her soft delicate lips, and an enigmatic smile. 

He turned to Gregor. "Is that really her?"
"Who do you think it was? She polishes up clean when she makes the effort."
"You shouldn't talk about her like that."
"What?" Gregor dragged his cigarette out of his lips. "Are you coming on to my . . . my girl."
"Your girl?"
"Doesn't look like a girl to me," said Auteuil. "Looks like a lot of woman."
"Am I being naive," said Sam. "Doesn't she have feelings?"
Gregor called into the truck. "Listen to this. The warlock's getting all misty eyed over our girl."
Jeers and cheers resonated around the trailer. "Come and have a dance with her if you think she's 

up for it, Sam." Jenzo held up her hand, still running with blood. "Come and get a love bite. Just 
don't put your head anywhere near her mouth unless you want your face bitten off."

"Give it a rest." Catcalls and wolf whistles hounded Sam to the cab. 
Gregor shouted, "Keep your warlock hands off my demon."
The safe haven of the cab allowed Sam space and time to curl himself up, but he couldn't escape 

the company. Shalini clambered up the driver's side and opened the door. "Ignore them."
"I will." He retreated to the insulation of his music.
"I'm serious. Don't let them wind you up."
"I don't know anything about your demons and succubi, but when she looks like that, when she 

looks like a woman, you should show her some respect."
Shalini leaned on the driver's seat. "Sam, clothes might maketh the man, but they don't maketh the

woman. Ystiriia is not a woman, never has been, never will be. But, you're right, up to a point. The 
boys wouldn't know respect if it came up and shook their hand."

"You don't want to be here any more than I do, Shalini."
"Don't say that." The truck, the cab, the seat she leaned on and whatever thoughts swilled around 

behind her vacant expression were the totality of her world, her existence.
"You still have an appetite for all this since Ruby died?"
"No." A large tear plunged down her face.
"Looks like we're both stuck with all this until it ends. And how does it end, Shalini? In a shallow 



grave? The spire of Bamberg cathedral? A lost monastery guarded by monks?"
"It's up to us, Sam. It's our choice how it ends."
"No it isn't. Not any more."

-

Shalini drove Jenzo to the Star. Gregor and Ystiriia followed on the bike.
"Why so quiet?" said Jenzo.
"Nothing."
"You'll get your clothes back."
"I know."
"This would make a great film."
Shalini shook her head.
"Opening credits. A car approaches a heavily guarded nightclub. Inside, two assassins-"
"Inside the nightclub or inside the car?"
"Don't start nitpicking."
The four of them gathered on a grubby street corner away from the Star's entrance. Gregor 

attempted to brief Ystiriia one more time, holding his phone in front of her face and pointing at the 
web page on the screen. "This man. Stiel. You got that? This is the man you isolate from the others. 
Nod if you understand."

Ystiriia's throat produced a low grumble.
"Okay. I'll take that to mean yes. You are a dancer. You want to dance in his club."
"Stiel." She hissed the name.
"Stiel, yes. You want to dance for him. He won't understand you, but that's okay. He'll think 

you're a foreigner or something."
"Flash those teeth and he'll think you're an alien," said Jenzo. "I just hope her tail doesn't burst out

of those jeans."
"Are you ready?" Gregor looked for a sign of understanding in Ystiriia's dark dramatic eyes. 

"Nod, growl, bark, anything if you understand."
"Dance for Stiel. Dance for Stiel, danceforstiel, danzforshteel, forshteelforshteel. . . ."
"I think she's got it," said Jenzo.
A door between the street corner and the Star's entrance created an immediate problem. Shalini 

scurried out to Ystiriia and guided her to the club. "Don't worry if you don't bring him out. There 
are other ways. Be careful. Don't take any risks. Be careful, sweetheart." She left her to walk the 
final few metres alone.

"Is she all right?" said Jenzo. 
Shalini watched the demon examine the entrance of the club. "I don't know."
"Do you think we'll ever see her again?" said Jenzo.
"I can't decide if I prefer her like that," said Gregor. "She looks great in leather. Maybe tomorrow 

we could go shopping."

-

The outer door opened. Behind the outer door an inner door and behind the inner door a window. A 
tall dark haired woman chewing food stood behind the window in a small red room.

"You want something?"
"Stiel."



"He's not here."
"Dance for Stiel."
"What?"
"Dance for Stiel."
"I told you he's not here."
Ystiriia waited for the woman to speak again. A picture of a topless girl hung on a wall in the red 

room. A crooked table with a telephone stood next to a chair with worn upholstery; filling burst 
through a tear in the seat.

"Are you still here?"
"Dance for Stiel."
The woman picked up the telephone. "Max, there's a girl at the front. She's on something. 

Amphetamines, crack, fuck knows. She won't leave."
A locked door broke open with little effort. Ystiriia pulled the door frame off the wall. She 

entered a large room with shelves. Floor to ceiling shelves. Boxes, crates, pallets. Large timber 
boxes. A smell of explosives and cold metal.

"Hey, what are you doing?" Four men appeared. Four big men with shaven heads and wide 
shoulders.

"Stiel here."
"Who are you?"
"Stiel."
The four men surrounded her. One held a gun. "What do you want to do?"
"Who are you?" The man who spoke had no gun.
"Stiel."
"I'm Stiel. What's wrong with you? Are you sick?"
"Dance for Stiel."
The man with no gun gestured to the man with the gun. "They get more desperate every day. 

Where are you from?" The man with no gun spoke slowly. "Where are you from? Oh, it's no good. 
She's totally fucked up."

"Dressed nice, though."
"Yeah, true." The man with no gun guided a way between the shelves and the boxes and crates 

and pallets. "You like to dance? You want to dance for me?"
They climbed stairs to more rooms on a first and second floor. Mattresses lay on the floor of the 

rooms. The rooms had dirty walls and smelled of human sweat and semen.
"Come into my office. Call it an audition." Stiel stood alone with Ystiriia. One man stood outside 

the room.
"You're a good looking girl. Hope you dance as good as you look." The man loosened his belt. 

"And you are literally hot. Do you have a fever?"
"Dance."
"Yeah, we can dance." The man placed his arms around her hips and ran his hands up and down 

the back of her thighs. "Just wait there a minute." He moved to the door, opened it and spoke to the 
man outside. "You know, I'm not so sure about this one. She might have something. Ebola?"

"I'd like to know the dealer. She's on some pretty strong shit."
"I don't know. She has a temperature. She has a massive varicose vein down the back of her leg. 

It's like a fucking tail. And what's that perfume? Smells like carbolic soap."
"Sandalwood, isn't it? Maybe it's some weird Asian shit, how would I know?"
"Let her go. I'm not handling anyone who's already sick. Get rid of her. Give the Pole a call. 

What's the matter?"



The man outside stepped backwards, away from the door. "That varicose vein . . . just burst out 
the back of her fucking jeans."

"What?"
"Watch it-"
The door burst out of the wall, broke in half, carried the man outside off his feet, embedded him 

in the concrete. Ystiriia gathered Stiel off the ground, her tail whipped the wall, left a long groove 
in the plasterwork. Footsteps charged up the stairs. Men shouted.

Stiel ducked his head. Gunfire sprayed the landing. He hung over Ystiriia's shoulder. Bullets 
bounced off her. Two men stood in the way, no obstacle. She kicked them in the chest, burst their 
chests open. They fell down the stairs. More gunfire in the room with the boxes and crates and 
pallets. 

Stiel yelled. "Take this bitch down." Ystiriia charged headlong into a man blocking the way. He 
had no time to shoot. His spine snapped. She ran through a broken door. Inside the red room the 
woman held up a gun and fired. Ystiriia swung her arm, smashed the glass and the woman's head. 
Through the inner door. Through the outer door. Traffic stopped, cars collided. A truck swerved 
onto the pavement. Horns sounded. Drivers shouted. Ystiriia raced down the street towards Gregor, 
towards his scent. Towards the grubby street corner.

"Fuck me, she's got him." Gregor pulled Stiel off Ystiriia's shoulder, dropped him on the ground 
and kicked his ribs. They broke. 

"Stiel."
"It's him, yeah. Good job. Great job." Gregor grabbed Ystiriia's head and kissed her lips. "We 

should do this again."
They lashed Stiel to the roof of the Lotus with rope and bungee cords. Gregor and his demon 

returned to the truck and had sex.  

-

"There must have been an easier way." Auteuil studied Stiel's semi-conscious body as they lifted 
him, arms and legs limp, off the car roof. Gregor had arrived back a couple of minutes ahead of the 
delivery and bolted for the inside of the trailer to celebrate Ystiriia's first attempt at extraordinary 
rendition.

Jenzo heard the familiar moans and groans and muffled thuds against the trailer side. "Are they in
there? Took us ages to get her into those clothes."

Stiel woke surrounded by an armed welcoming party. Every hand held a knife except the girl, the 
strange growling girl with the kick like a horse . . . and a tail.

"I should have known." He recognised the grin and the faraway expression in her blistered eyes.
"Those mirrors weren't much use," said Jenzo. "Letting a demon walk in fully clothed. She could 

have been anyone. Police, environmental health, Egon Ronay. What sort of a dive have you got 
there, Stiel?"

"What do you want? You wanted a name."
"Yep. And his whereabouts."
Stiel gasped. "And then you leave me alone."
"Just a name. Stop dragging it out you fucking drama queen and tell us where he is."
"Thomas Polder."
"So, he's real? It's not an urban legend?" 
"No. If you ask him, he probably wishes he was."
Gregor took up the questioning. "And where is he now?"



"Montenegro. The Brothers of St Mark look after him. Been shielding him for twenty years."
"And he's still alive?" Shalini pushed her hand through the hole torn in her jeans.
"Last I heard. The longer he lives the longer he avoids them taking him."
"That wasn't so bad" said Jenzo. "Why make such a song and dance about it."
"If you find him, he'll know I sent you."
"Why?" The others shuffled closer.
"I helped him. Helped them both, him and my old man. But we got out before he started the 

incantations and he blamed us for it going wrong. Don't tell him it was me. Who gave you his name,
don't tell him it was me. He still knows how to conjure up those fuckers if he wants to."

Ystiriia stepped forward. She carried more menace without the human veneer of Shalini's clothes.
"You dance?" 

"What? What's she saying?"
"Dance with girls. Dance with dead girls?"
"What? I didn't kill any girls. Oh, shit. Come on, I helped you, come on. . . ."
Stiel's lungs deflated under the weight of Ystiriia's hoof pressing his broken rib cage. "Dance." On

her order he danced, a breathless horizontal jig, a wild bucking bouncing performance along the 
floor of the trailer, off the weapon cabinets; a-rolling and a-gambling to a silent ditty, a wild panic, 
solitary pandemonium. And he sang along, garbling and gagging, his breath gobbling out of a 
loosening jawbone. On and on, round and round, Ystiriia followed every move, conducting the 
dance, her vicious two-step, with the prods and pokes of electrified fingers. And then she grabbed 
him in a hot lover's caress and jumped out of the trailer.

"Don't know what she saw, but she obviously didn't like it." Jenzo stepped in front of the audience
and watched Stiel spin with increasing velocity until his head lolled in an unconscious droop. "We 
lost our way for a few days, but let's be honest, it was too easy before all this. This is how it should 
be. Risky, uncertain, challenging."

Sam took off to the cab with Shalini and missed the sight of Stiel's clothes steam and ignite. He 
burned like a torch carried in Ystiriia's embrace. . . . "And screamed and danced," Jenzo whispered. 
"Screamed and danced, screamed and danced, charred body and demon danced until he could 
scream and dance no more and his ashes mixed with the forest floor."



26

Sunrise over the Alps provided a golden send off for Auteuil and Kelly. They had fought their way 
through so many roadblocks they had the technique perfected and Jenzo watched them go without 
worrying about their chances of survival. The biggest risk was being identified by fans. They had 
their own Facebook page with avatars made up of grainy security camera footage from a petrol 
station in Holland.

Sam didn't like the worship. "Survival is one thing, making heroes of two killers is something 
else."

"Funny how you never said that to their faces," said Jenzo. "Celebrities. How the hell did that 
happen? Who knows for whom the bell tolls. It tolls for thee, Sam." 

The two fugitives had a mountain pass to negotiate and money to spend. That's all they needed, 
they said, money and guns and ammunition, food, warm clothing, transport, safehouses. . . .

"Give us this, give us that. A bit of fame and they want the world on a plate."
The list of names went with them. An appendix to the abandoned Wishlist. They also took the 

plan to communicate with the remainder of the forty-eight and arrange a rendezvous at Lake 
Klontal. Jenzo saw it as a sub-plot to the main story and came round to thinking it was a good idea 
after all. She stopped short of claiming it as her own when she noticed Gregor's incredulity in the 
creases of his face.

Back in the cab, she sprayed the inside of the windscreen with fake snow. "You know what the 
date is today?"

"Yes, I do." The truck shuddered and hissed. Shalini thumped the gear stick.
"I was going to buy you a voucher to get some truck driving lessons, but you'll have to make do 

with a mince pie."
And that was Christmas Day. Fake snow, a mince pie and a Thermos flask of brandy. Ahead of 

them a long drive south into the mountains of Montenegro and the monastery of St. Marks. Jenzo 
lifted her feet onto the dashboard and gave herself the target of two new chapters to complete before
arrival.

"You'll have to give me a private reading when it's finished," said Shalini.
"I thought you weren't interested."
"By the time it's complete I'll be too old or too senile to care."

-

"She handles this truck well," said Gregor. "I thought we'd all be dead long before now."
Sam didn't want to talk to a man lying horizontal on a blow up mattress and smoking cigars 

(Christmas gift from Jenzo). When Gregor spoke his words rumbled beneath a languid plume of 
smoke. "How did you get caught up in all this?"

"All what?"
"The Satanism, the Wishlist. The contracts. This whole lifestyle."
"Same way you got caught up in your witchcraft. Bit by bit, one day at a time. I don't know. 

Maybe it was an . . . iterative process. Is that a word? Iterative?"
"No one's brought up into it. How did the conversion happen?"
Gregor's left eye squinted at Sam. "She was born into it."
"Who?"
"Jenzo. Sam, it's different for different people. Those two in there, both from rich families. One 

cultivated to be married to some rich banker, lawyer, surgeon, bred like a fatted calf to be sold off. 



The other passed by when the family business went down to her younger brother, passing her like 
she wasn't there. You get driven by circumstances, you pick the lifestyle that suits your needs when 
everything else is gone. You reject the bullshit."

"I thought Ruby introduced them to it?"
"Ruby has a lot to answer for." Gregor found a newspaper. Sam went back to his music. "What 

are you listening to?"
"Loreena McKennitt."
"Oh, yeah. Thought it might be something like that."
"Where does Ystiriia go when she isn't with you?"
"I dread to think. So long as she isn't with a Russian I don't really care."
"How do you think all this is going to work out?"
Gregor dropped his newspaper. "This is like being married. How will it all work out? Well, we've 

spent our lives avoiding arrest, so we'll have one more adversary to worry about. It will get worse 
before it gets better." He carried on reading. "Mind you, I wouldn't like to be in your shoes."

"Why not?"
Gregor's voice rolled out from behind the newspaper. "You're doomed, Samuel. Doomed to live 

the rest of your life on the run with us or in a prison cell. Or dead. Personally, I'd rather be dead. 
See how accurate Dore's illustrations of hell really were."

By the time they reached Montenegro - and if Shalini hadn't killed them all on the way - Sam and 
Gregor would either be sat in the Lotus comparing scars or one of them, probably Sam, would be 
unconscious in a pool of blood following a bare knuckle fight. That was the movie scenario: bonded
or battered. When Gregor wasn't reading the paper he lay on his back, hands on his chest, fingers 
knotted like the effigy of a king carved onto a royal tomb.

Along a smooth stretch of road the calm in the truck was almost meditative. A calm Sam only 
knew in the dim light of his boat rocked by water flowing with an almost indeterminate softness. He
couldn't connect the two elements. The calm, the sense of peace and the worship; the allegiance to 
Satan. It seemed preposterous, almost a joke. There was a real possibility that later in the day Jenzo 
and Shalini would appear with Christmas crackers and the revelation that, you know, it was all one 
big joke from the start. There were no demons (costumes bought off Amazon); there was no 
Wishlist (didn't you ever see the Michael Douglas film The Game); and no one was pinned to the 
Gothic spire on Bamberg Cathedral (a practical joke, an extreme stag party). 

But there would be no Christmas crackers. Ruby was not going to reappear by jumping out of a 
giant pudding, and at any minute the trailer could fill with the choking aroma of sulphur and she 
would be back, Gregor's monster: the thing. They were on a journey to find a man trapped in a 
world of torment. Sam looked forward to meeting him and the opportunity to find out how to 
survive and tolerate such a life.

  
-

In the early hours of Boxing Day, after all the brandy and mince pies were gone (after Jenzo had 
drank all the brandy and eaten all the mince pies), the truck pulled up when Shalini spotted a short 
queue of traffic at the Montenegrin border control. The recriminations started here.

"It's not an EU country," said Sam.
"I know. I forgot." 
Shalini refused to prop up Jenzo's drunken body against her. "So, what do we do now? Walk?"
"Can't be that far," said Jenzo. "Montenegro's not that big. The size of eight football pitches I read

somewhere."



"Shut up." Gregor circled the grass verge.
"I wonder how much rainforest the size of Montenegro has been chopped down?"
"Will someone shut her up? Shalini, shut her up."
Sam pulled up the map of Montenegro on his phone and zoomed out far enough to locate the 

monastery and its distance from the border. "I'd say thirty, forty kilometres. You don't know any 
demons who can fly you there?"

Jenzo slapped his back. "Sam, this isn't Harry fucking Potter."
"Go and sober up."
Gregor recognised the sense in Sam's suggestion, carried Jenzo away and stuffed her in the cab.
Shalini watched the border post and the slow checks and inspections on the cars moving through. 

"We have a car, a bike and no visas."
"Do you have passports? I have mine?"
"You have your what?" Gregor rejoined them. "Broomstick?"
"This isn't the time, Gregor." Shalini had a passport. They all did. What they needed was a trouble

free crossing into Montenegro and no secret phone calls to a coven in Wurzburg. 
Shalini stared at Sam's phone. "Did you just check the web on that thing?"
"Shit! Sorry. . . ."
Gregor slapped the back of his head. "Off the grid since New York and the Wizard of Oz uses his 

fucking phone now." 
"We'll have to move." Shalini checked the border crossing again. Hesitation was no help. The 

longer the truck was parked half a kilometre away the more suspicious they looked, the more 
attention they attracted. And somewhere in Wurzburg the eyes and ears of Virginia's team would be
waking up to Sam's internet activity.

"The truck doesn't look such a good idea now," said Gregor. "Imagine what they'll think when 
they look inside."

A decision was needed before the thick sleet turned to snow, before the blackened sky dropped its
sinister cloud onto the valley. Before they were engulfed by the vortex. 

Vortex.
Shalini waited for someone to mention the peculiar development of an apocalyptic funnel of 

cloud, extending in width, increasing in velocity, growing in menace. Up ahead at the border 
crossing, the vortex attracted the same attention. Guards and drivers shuffled into the road, 
transfixed by a weather system baring down on the valley with all the violent promise of an 
invading army. 

The vortex brought a stinging chill in air temperature, a distant rumble, an aggressive stirring of 
leaves, of branches, of trees. The forest on either side of the valley churned in the spiralling winds. 
And from the dark veil of the understorey, from the shadowy interior of the woodland, figures 
poured down from the slopes; crawled, scuttled, sprinted from the undergrowth. A battalion of 
shapes and silhouettes charged the road, charged the border control, tearing apart the building, 
hurling the guards into the scrub, scattering the terrified drivers already struggling to survive the 
turmoil of the vortex.

"Time to go." Gregor dragged Sam into the trailer.
Shalini clambered into the cab, ready to launch the truck forward, but recoiled, her balance 

thrown by Jenzo's frozen form knelt on the seat. Possession had taken her, wedged her eyes behind 
the top of her eyelids until her face was a mask mouthing an incantation unheard in the roar of the 
storm, but effective in producing it and the demons and the chaos. She had cleared the obstacle. She
had solved the problem.

Shalini fired up the truck, hit the gears and surged down the road, crossing the border with no 



resistance. She accelerated, screamed with glee unphased by the battering shrapnel against the 
windscreen. The vortex circled for a kilometre, an unremitting barrage of forest and hillside 
uprooted and torn away from the earth. She tried to gauge the truck's gears and the engine speed in 
the face of the wind and the noise and the howl and rattle, the shattering cataclysm of airborne 
debris. Driving in the storm was like driving on ice. A grip-less ride that tested her nerve, her 
accuracy and the skill needed to keep a squirming trailer on the road. But she took it on, stamped 
harder on the pedals and rode the vortex like riding the biggest Pacific wave she had ever surfed. 

The storm subsided after ten bone shaking minutes. Shalini slowed down and felt the remnant 
chaos hammering inside her own body and the adrenaline burning her sinews and tendons and 
muscles. She howled, but not loud enough to wake Jenzo still encased in an eyeless trance. She 
toppled over onto Shalini's legs, deep asleep. 

The detritus of Christmas filled the cab as if the storm had blown through the windows. Shalini 
checked the mirrors, the speedo, the road ahead, the road behind, the dashboard and the footwell of 
the passenger seat where a small book lay open. The familiar spidery handwritten script of Jenzo's 
grandmother filled the pages with words, the same words Jenzo had recited. Mother Enzo was 
travelling with them. Shalini stroked Jenzo's hair and left her to sleep and snore in the warm cocoon
of her lap.

-

Inevitably, they reached the end of the road. According to the map the monastery was away from 
any track wide enough for the truck. The trail became a long harsh slog on foot along the course of 
a river, following the route upstream, uphill, a grinding trail into the depths of the mountains.

"Any more ideas?" Gregor risked taking Jenzo for granted."
"Don't expect miracles. We get our heads down and walk. We've got the tents, we've got the food.

It's up to us now."
"Great. I take it the tents are occupied along gender lines."
Jenzo didn't know any power on earth or in hell that would reconcile Gregor to Sam. "If he 

wanted to do anything dirty to us, he would have done it by now."
"He listens to folk music."
"Beats that noisy shit you listen to."
"What noisy shit?" said Sam.
Jenzo growled. "Children of Bodom. Sore throat, growl, growl. Incoherent lyrics, noisy 

bollocks. . . ."
"And he doesn't wear headphones," said Shalini.
The quartet, with their bickering banter and inverse bonhomie, formed a single line with Jenzo at 

the head; navigator, map reader, leader, (reluctant leader), still unaware of how she came to be the 
one the others followed. She had tried to shake them off, annoy them, confuse them, persuade them 
she wasn't made of the right stuff, had no leadership qualities. But after the vortex they didn't 
believe her and followed her like chicks behind the mother duck.

At night the tents were organised along gender lines. Jenzo nuzzled her head against Shalini's 
chest and read her story uninterrupted. Her soft voice described a secret world of passion and 
betrayal, of lost love and frustration. Galfino was a cruel host, Alicia a soul born to be exploited, a 
woman destined to lose everything. 

Morning brought tales of masculine wariness, of a reluctance to discuss Dynamo Kiev and the 
monetising of the Champions League. Shalini and Jenzo marched on ignoring the steps in the 
conversation from commercialisation to the total corruption of everything. Anyone listening would 



think the four of them were born pessimists. 
The prospect of a second night under canvas followed by a third day of fractious conversation 

eroded confidence and provoked a latent laziness. With every lumpen footstep the landscape 
transformed from test to trial, expedition to endurance, and Jenzo began to hate the clothes she 
walked in, the weight of her rucksack, the pulse in her neck. She stopped for water on a hillside path
where the trees ran down the valley in straight lines and here, in this wooded pulpit, she recognised 
a stealthy transformation of the environment. Fruit bushes, piles of cut timber, the aroma of wood 
smoke, the impact of humanity. 

"We're getting close," she said moving to the front of the line, moving with new energy knowing 
the untangled landscape was behind her. They had walked with their heads down and their eyes 
closed, increasingly blind to the fractured geology, the cloven ravines and tormented river bed. And 
all the time the world around them, for all its folds and meanders, increased in order and cultivation 
until the farthest visible ridge revealed its geometric outline. The engineered outline of a wall.

Jenzo stopped again. "There it is. We've found it."
The path to the gatehouse of the monastery followed a scratch in the ground along a tunnel of 

trees. A dot of torchlight brought them to the base of the wall, grimy and featureless except for a 
heavy timber door built into the masonry like an afterthought. Jenzo hammered the ancient wood 
and stepped back onto Shalini's toes.

"What do you say to the man who answers?"
"They can't leave us out here." The darkness beyond the light of the torch reduced Sam to a 

ghostly whisper like an inner voice.
The door strained in its frame, the ancient lock crackled. A gap appeared and the half shadowed 

face of a young man peered out at Jenzo. "Hello. Can I help you?"
"We're lost." A helping hand struck a match and four faces hovered in the brittle light of the 

flame. "We can't pitch our tents now, it's too dark to see anything. Is there any chance of letting us 
in or showing us to somewhere a bit lighter than it is out here?"

"Please wait here one moment. I'll try to help you."
The face withdrew. The door closed with a soft thud. Gregor's match flame died.
"This could take a while," said Jenzo. 
Without light there was no sense of time passing, no concept or awareness of seconds, minutes, 

hours. And the solidity of the wall and thickness of the door made sure the discussion going on 
inside remained inside: let them in, keep them out. . . . The young man appeared again carrying a 
lamp with a healthy candle flame burning like a caged bird.

"Abbott Tennyson says you can stay inside the wheelhouse for tonight. I'm sorry we can't offer 
you anything more than that."

"So long as we can see where we're walking."
"Can we wash?" said Shalini.
"I'm sorry. No. Not in the wheelhouse, I'm afraid."
The door opened into a world of heroic architecture and detail. A courtyard with the smell of wet 

stone and the promise of a climactic duel. The enclosing Romanesque walls, striped and streaked 
with historic traces of running water and lines of damp, rose upwards to steep overhanging roofs 
topped with ridge tiles like broken teeth. But no part of the monastery revealed itself completely; 
tiny windows of inner light cast revealing clues across the eaves, the buttresses, the cantilevered 
walkway above the courtyard entrance. And at ground level, the rusty cube of a penitent Land 
Rover faced the wall as if in prayer. 

The monk pushed open a smaller door and checked the interior for surprises. He was wary of 
going too far beyond the threshold and beckoned Jenzo to assess the atmosphere, the sense of 



anxiety, and guess where the monster might be hiding. "May I ask what brought you here?"
"Bad navigation," she said.
"I only ask because the path you came along runs for several kilometres and doesn't go anywhere 

other than here." 
"Once you get onto a decent path you tend to follow it." Jenzo dropped her stuff, her mobile 

domain of rucksack, tent, bottles and tins. 
An older monk appeared in the doorway. His lamp illuminated the roof and a convoluted 

mechanism of pulleys attached to a metal flywheel. It all looked impressive, harmless, but with a bit
of imagination could have been used as a makeshift torture device. . . . He stepped forward and the 
shadows in the room lengthened. "A decent path. That sounds almost profound. Are you following 
a decent path? Which path do you follow?"

"I'm not sure what you mean?"
The older monk spoke clear precise English. "Why have you come here?"
"Why do I get the feeling you don't trust us?"
"Because I don't trust you. You can stay here tonight, but please leave as soon as daybreak allows 

you to go."
"That's all we want."
"No, it isn't. I know why you're here. Strangers come here for one reason, for one man."
"You mean we're not the first to turn up lost and looking to pitch our tents in the dark? Why can't 

we see him? Do you have the authority to control who he sees, who he meets?"
"Yes. Thomas has trusted us to take care of his interests, physical and spiritual. And we know his 

knowledge is sought after by a lot of people. Why you want that knowledge is your concern, but 
you go no farther than the wheelhouse."

"Can't we speak to him with you present?" Sam said. "The reason we're here is a matter of 
survival."

"If it's protection you're looking for we can offer you sanctuary. But that's the only co-operation I 
can offer. You may not speak to Thomas."

Both monks left the room, taking the only light with them. Shalini's torch stood guard in the 
middle of the floor. The light beam illuminated the wheel, the torture device suspended above their 
heads.

"So, he's in here somewhere," said Jenzo. "And this is a pretty big monastery."
Gregor turned back from the doorway. "They recognise the knowledge, what Polder knows and 

what it can do. You can't blame them for shielding that, but it doesn't help us. Monastery. More like 
a fortress." His cigarette smoke trailed upwards to a small hole in the roof.

"We're here now." Jenzo spoke and blew into an inflatable mattress. "Let's sleep on it. We'll find a
way in tomorrow. There has to be a way in. It'll be a trapdoor where all the food is thrown out. All 
we have to do is listen for Sean Connery's voice. Over here Adsho, and mind you don't shlip in all 
thish shnow."

The others fell asleep until only Jenzo lay awake tapping out her story. Alicia's journey continued 
through the garden to the far corner where Galfino's house stood. She found his window open, 
welcoming, but unreachable. Jenzo paused and waited for more words to come. 

The blood pumped in her ears. The silence, disturbed now and then by a breeze whistling through 
the door frame, provoked memories of Villa d'Enzo in winter: dead and lifeless, a container of 
boredom, prison masquerading as sanctuary. The difference was she'd be kicked out of the 
wheelhouse in the morning, explicitly unwanted, nothing ambiguous about it; take your stuff and 
get out. She remembered an exchange with her parents on a day when they accidentally found 
themselves together in the same room. Jenzo threatened to leave. Expecting a row the subtlety of 



her rejection, the kicking out, was a lesson in stealth. Her father mocked, 'Make sure you close the 
door behind you. Villa Mandraccino was burgled last month. Left the door off the catch and thieves 
walked right in.' Her mother thought she was being kind by offering to help her pack a bag.

Shalini rolled about on her mattress, mumbling in Bengali. She never spoke English when she 
slept, always Bengali as if her subconscious spoke no other language. She taught Ruby to speak 
Bengali; a few words to begin with, followed by a few useful phrases. Within three years Ruby was 
fluent and the two of them would glance at Jenzo and communicate in their secret language as if to 
say yes, we're talking about you and you don't know what we're saying. 

'Maybe all those years you were talking about me to the others who came into the garden. . . .' 
Jenzo rewrote the sentence. "Passive verbs again." 'Maybe all those years you spoke about me . . . 
talked about me to the others . . . maybe all those years you made fun of me . . . and I had no idea.'

Jenzo's phone said six a.m. when a peel of bells rang out from a distant tower. Natural light broke 
through the splintered edges of the door. She stepped outside the wheelhouse into a translucent cube
of mist tempered by the cold grimy white of the monastery walls. Similar mists would settle over 
Lake Maggiore, and every time she expected a figure to emerge, but no figure ever emerged until 
now. Her eyes adjusted to the soft whiteout and she found herself opposite the relaxed figure of a 
man.

"Are the others awake?" he said.
"Yeah. Sleep like bears. I don't know how they do it. Especially here." She wanted to see this man

close up, see him clearly. His thin neck dropped through the rolling collar of his habit leaving his 
tiny head displayed above a black woollen shawl.

"What's your excuse for being here?"
"To meet you. Presumably they've told you we're here?"
"Yes. I think they sense there's something different about you. You taste evil."
"Thanks. No one's ever said that to me before."
"You don't take any of this seriously, do you? What exactly do you want from me?"
"We want to know how you did it, what you did that made all the difference?"
"And then what? You think Lucifer is going to help you? You? What's so special about you?"
"I hate it when people say that to me. It's so . . . disrespectful."
"I'm no psychologist, but I don't think you're looking for love potions. Answer my question. What

do you want?"
"If I thought you'd co-operate I might answer your question, but some things are personal."
Polder pulled his shawl forward and tucked his arms inside. "You think you receive what you 

want, but you don't. It's an illusion. Lucifer won't help you. You might think he's delivered, but then
the realisation sets in, comes to you over time. A mishap here, a run of bad luck there and he's had 
you over a barrel all along."

"Spare me the history lesson. You did it wrong, you made a mess of it and brought this on to 
yourself. And besides, wouldn't you want someone who tastes evil to suffer? Why are you getting 
altruistic all of a sudden?"

Polder sighed and his body deflated inside his clothes. "You always know better. You have no 
idea. I'm doing you a favour. Whatever you want to do with this knowledge there's another way if 
you look for it."

"You write all that soppy inspirational shit for calendars, don't you?"
"You're beyond help."
"You're not helping."
"I've said all there is to say." His figure faded into the mist.
"We could help you if you help us."



Polder's voice remained. "I don't need your help. I don't want your help. I reject you."
Jenzo stuck her tongue into the mist. "So what else is new. Had a fucking lifetime of it." She 

heard Polder turn the handle of a door. "What did he look like?"
The mist cleared around Polder's head. "What did he look like? He looked just like me. You'll see 

what he wants you to see, but you'll hear him first, you'll know he's there, next to you, close to you, 
a face over the shoulder. And then, what you desire most, what you fear most, what you least expect
to see, he'll surprise you."

Polder disappeared into the mist. The clack of the courtyard door confirmed he was gone leaving 
Jenzo to the soft caress of moisture on her face.

Back in the wheelhouse, the sleeping bears slept through the conversation, scattered like corpses 
amongst the bags and bundles. Jenzo sat cross legged on her mattress and waited for the next 
chapter, the next scene. Her stories had always been private internalised fantasies evoked by a 
garden satyr or a lake storm. Not anymore. 'The incredible story of one woman's search for the 
answers. . . .' She imagined the voice, the deep cinematic voice: 'And the battle overcoming. . . .' 
"Fucking passive verb. . . ." 'The battle to overcome all obstacles, all enemies. Relentlessly going 
where no woman. . . .' "Sounds like Star Trek."  

Footsteps approached. The door crept open and Jenzo squinted at a group of monks stood as if 
posing for a photograph. The courtyard was full; a mob of monks all shapes and sizes, ages, 
colours, leaking from the building through the door where Polder had made his exit.

"Looks like they want us out." Shalini knelt and stretched. "I suppose breakfast is too much to 
ask."

"We'll be lucky to get a polite goodbye," said Jenzo. 
Abbott Tennyson, the second monk from the previous evening, was in discussion with a cluster of

his colleagues near the Land Rover.
"I'm sorry to meet you like this. It must look more intimidating than it actually is, but to be 

truthful, we are afraid of you. We want you to leave as soon as possible."
"Once we're packed we'll be off," Jenzo said.
"Outside these walls there's nothing we can do to stop you, stop what you do, but you have no 

business in here."
"Who exactly do you think we are?"
Abbott Tennyson smiled. "I can't answer that in detail. I don't know who you are personally, but 

you're making a mistake. . . ."
"No, we're not. We're not making any mistakes. In fact if you know what we are, you'll know 

we've already succeeded where Polder failed." A nervous chatter rippled through the crowd. "Your 
friend botched his one opportunity, but we made it work. We can always come back."

"No, you can't," said the Abbott. "And if you try you'll find out why I can say that with 
confidence. You'll discover this place is not as easy to enter as you would like to think."

"What do you do to protect it?" Sam stood alongside Jenzo. "Is it just walls or is there some other 
level of protection?"

"The collective power of prayer can be as solid as any wall. You can choose to disbelieve that, 
your choice, but if you try you'll find yourself frustrated. You'll see. You'll discover."

"Has this wall of prayer ever been tested?" said Jenzo.
"Every day." Something about the Abbott's grooming suggested he had an easy life. A rich man in

a poor man's habit. Jenzo had seen the same neat haircut on her father's head, the same tidy stubble, 
a cultivated stubble, on her brother's chin.

"Every day?" said Jenzo. "That must take a lot of praying. Do you ever get anything done?"
"We get by."



"Right. I can't understand why everyone has to make life so complicated. Is it a game?"
"It's not a game. But I'm sure your question was rhetorical."
"Mm. Sure of a lot of things, aren't you." She picked up her mattress, pulled out the stopper and 

squeezed out the air. her eyes never left the Abbott. "Are you a betting man?"
"No."
"Pity." She nodded towards the far side of the courtyard. "A thousand euros says I'll come 

through that door in the next forty eight hours."
"I doubt it."
They left without looking back. The abrupt bang of the door severed the brief link to hospitality. 

In the grey daylight the extent of the obstacle became clear for the first time: the great converging 
lines of the monastery wall, no frivolous windows or adornments, no whimsical trivia sculpted onto 
distant parapets. A sheer blank weather stained barrier, lumbering along a jagged crest of ancient 
rock, sneaking and creeping through the dense apron of woodland. 

The line of least resistance followed the perimeter across the gnarled rocky ground, sliding down 
ravines, teetering on vulnerable paths a few centimetres wide. The trek took them away from the 
wall, away from the monastery and after infuriating progress, would deliver them back to the base 
of the wall where it reared out of a river channel or plunged down the side of a boulder strewn 
gulley. The building played hide and seek, hunching down with its broad shoulders visible above a 
wooded mound, or suddenly exposing the toe of a buttress against the colossal bole of an ancient 
tree.

Gregor caught his breath on the edge of a ravine. "My guess is we'll arrive back at the gatehouse 
door in about a year's time."

"Having walked all the way round the Mediterranean." Shalini scanned the top of the wall as 
much as the next metre of crumbling path in front of her.

"Keep walking," Jenzo said. "We won't get another night indoors. Has anyone read Lord of the 
Rings?" Sam replied. "That bit where they walked through the marshes went on for about a 
thousand pages, didn't it, and nothing happened."

"And your point is?"
"We could sing that song Gandalf sang. One Man Went To Mow. . . ."
A breathless debate exchanged other song titles until Gregor suggested Hate Crew Deathroll. And

Sam, silent Sam trudging along at the back, plugged in his earphones and ignored them all.
The chorus line stopped when the sky presented itself and the full diorama of the massif opened 

up; peak beyond peak, burly hills with frosted shoulders clothed in pale conifer blue woodland. Out 
of this heaving landscape the monastery would sprout a block of stone or thrust a tower head above 
the tree tops. And all the time, its high perimeter disappeared around another corner, down another 
valley, behind another wooded mound.

By mid-afternoon the wind had joined them, carrying the guttural call of crows in search of 
carrion. The wind direction changed and the icy sting hit them full in the face, liquefying the eyes 
and turning exposed rucksack straps into lethal whips. But the wind also brought another gift: the 
unworldly cackle of an excited group of scavengers. Calls and hoots, shrieks, trembles, weird 
sounds concealed by a thickening mist worn like a veil.

Jenzo shared her optimism with Gregor, scurried onto an exposed knoll between two contorted 
trees and defied the strength of the wind molesting the exposed ridge. A grim wall of rock pulled 
itself out of the foaming ravine and feathered into the grimy wall of the monastery. The ascent 
climaxed with a castellated flourish and a squat lookout tower topped by a low pitched roof.   

"We've found him." Jenzo rubbed away the wind blasted tears. "Thomas Polder will be cowering 
behind that window."



The four of them gathered and gazed across the valley and its wall of stone crawling with 
demonic figures. The cloud bloomed and the squirming mass disappeared. The wind abated and the 
ghoulish noises fell silent, but the attention was relentless regardless of the cloud or the wind, and 
the demons would reappear groping around the one solitary window resolute and indifferent.

The assault on the window continued for a quarter of an hour, but the demons weren't the only 
members of the cast in this strange drama. Behind the castellated wall, a sortie of monks lined up 
with burning torches, simple lengths of wood wrapped with flammable cloth and coated with pitch. 
On some unheard signal they hurled the burning torches at the demons scattering them, forcing 
them off the wall and down into the cloud where the flames dropped to the bottom of the ravine. 
Satisfied with the result the monks retreated from the wall, but silently, one by one, the figures 
crawled out of the mist, climbed the wall to the window and continued their tapping and scratching 
and searching for a way in.

"We need to get onto that wall," said Gregor. "Access to the tower will be through a door 
somewhere behind the top of that wall."

Jenzo, mesmerised by the ghostly figures, agreed. "Pity we left the ladders in the truck."
"Ladders. We don't need ladders. We can be carried over there."
"I was joking."
The sulphurous smell on the knoll arrived before Shalini's incubus. Parex gathered her up and 

checked the hidden drop into the ravine. "One step ahead of you," Shalini said. Parex spread his 
wings and launched the two of them off the knoll, swooping in a long low arc skimming the cloud 
tops, agitating the mist into tendrils of spindrift and horses' tails of vapour. At the far side his 
shadowy form pulled up to avoid the wall and dropped down on the opposite side out of sight. 

Jenzo closed her mouth. Jaravek appeared. "Did you see that?" Jaravek grinned and unfolded the 
vast membranes of his own wings over Sam's head. "Ah, that's a problem," Jenzo said. "Can you 
carry two?" 

Sam bit the corner of his iPod. "I can wait here. It'll be safer if he only has to carry you."
Jaravek pulled Jenzo into his chest and grabbed Sam's arm. They dropped off the knoll and glided

away from Gregor stood alone until wingless Ystiriia stepped up behind him.
The fall punched the air out of Jenzo's lungs. Her head lifted away from Jaravek's burning body 

and caught the icy rush of cold cloud, but before she had time to enjoy the thrill of flight across the 
unfathomable chasm she clattered the top of the wall and landed in a heap with Sam and Jaravek 
rolling on top of her.

"What the fuck was that?" said Jenzo. "When do we get to do that again?"
"What about Gregor?" Shalini glanced over the wall. Gregor stood on the knoll ready for rescue, 

man and succubus marooned like two castaways. Parex followed his orders and threw himself from 
the wall onto the thermals, rising and spiralling to a point from which he dove headlong scattering 
his passengers when he landed. 

"We can't wait here." Jenzo fired by the ride investigated the tower's single door set within a deep 
archway and a metre thick wall. Shalini picked the heavy brass lock, listening for the mechanism to 
tick and click until the cogs and ratchets lined up and the door pulled open.

"Behold." Jenzo breathed in the dust disturbed by the door opening into a high vaulted room. 
Ancient mist sparkled with particles shining in the arrow of light fired by the window. "Listen to 
them. . . . " She placed her feet without making a sound and the room reflected the muffled grumble
of the gobbling demons outside. 

The tower, the door, the demons, gave no clue to the interior and its decorative puzzle. An 
exhibition of symbols and sigils from floor to ceiling waiting to be decoded, and Jenzo waisted no 
time trying. She skipped over a pattern of interweaving circles and chequerboard floor tiles, paused 



over Sumerian words written with a congealed substance. . . . "Is this old blood?"
Shalini explored the mosaics overpainted with angels and their own personal emblems. "The 

archangels . . . Gabriel, MichaeI . . . Raphael, Uriel. If you were to unravel all this it would be a 
pretty big spell. Do you think Polder designed it?"

"Has to be Polder. Unless these monks are not what they say they are. We didn't ask them what 
order they belong to, but they know the occult. I thought Polder might be here attracting that lot 
outside." Jenzo's spine cringed, a flourish of sweat rolled up her back. . . . "There's something about 
them I don't like."

Jaravek led Sam into the room as if he'd caught him loitering. Behind Sam, Gregor's ecstatic 
arrival threatened the quiet and the reverence.

"He's not here." Gregor ignored the room's embellishments, but Ystiriia pulled up at the threshold.
"Doesn't look like it." 
"Angels," Ystiriia whispered.
"Have you met any of them?" Jenzo didn't wait for an answer and studied the spells and prayers 

written on old parchments distributed across the walls. 
"Angels."
Seven solid gold candle holders surrounded a plinth supporting a golden bowl filled with blood. 

Gregor dipped a finger and sniffed the liquid. "Chicken blood, I think."
Each candle stood on a large book, each book an essay on demons. Gregor helped Jenzo lift one 

of the candle holders to examine the book underneath it. "Templum Ex Everto Strenuus. The 
treatise on demonic protection." She waved it at Shalini. "Tenth century, supposed to be a myth and 
here it is, all seven volumes." The book's delicate pages crackled like autumn leaves, dazzled the 
eye with illustrations still fresh and vivid centuries after they were drawn. Illustrations of men and 
women standing in circles of fire, outside the circles more men sacrificing birds, the blood carried 
to large barrels; a castle sat on a distant horizon, the name of the owner inscribed in elaborate 
panels. The title page carried the names of noblemen: Greek, Hungarian, old Flemish, Slavic. . . . 
"The book's patrons," said Jenzo. "They probably had a copy of their own, and one for the 
author . . . Tollenbarch. Anton de Tollenbarch, The Tresmistus School."

"That's all very fascinating," said Gregor, "but where's Polder?"
"Not angels." Ystiriia craned her neck beneath the vaulted ceiling.
"Oh, look at that," Gregor noticed the tiny horns on the angels' heads. "Not angels."
The demons continued to scrape the glass, tap the frame with their beaks, chip away at the 

stonework. The noise would bubble and then, without warning, burst into a raucous exclamation 
before dying back into the constant background noise of frustrated toil. 

Sam examined the parchment fragments. "Christian monks using a defensive spell created by 
John Dee." 

Jaravek, Ystiriia and Parex slapped the wall between them and the demons outside. "Don't let 
them in," said Jenzo. "They're different. Leave them out there. What do you think's going on in this 
room, Sam?"

Ystiriia sniffed the glass of the window, provoking the demons outside. 
"I think the monks are trying to attract them to this room with the fires, hold them in place with 

the spells, stop them roaming towards other parts of the monastery." He pointed at the angels. 
"Confuse them. Make them think there are more demons in here."

"Whatever it is, Polder's not here, so where is he?" Jenzo ripped a parchment off the wall, studied 
the tiny cursive writing on the rough yellowed surface and threw it into the candle flames. 

"Maybe they'll tell us." Shalini spotted two monks approaching the tower along the wall. She 
ducked behind the door. The others followed. 



The monks entered the room, saw Ystiriia, Jaravek and Parex, dropped the bowl they were 
carrying and collapsed grabbing for their rosaries buried under layers of clothing. Gregor slammed 
the door and held a knife to the first monk's throat. "Polder, where is he?"

The monk shut his eyes and muttered a prayer. His long jaw jutted and bulged with nervous 
tension.

"I won't draw this knife across your throat because he can do far worse. . . ."
Jaravek faded and diminished in size until he was part of the atmosphere. The clamour outside the

window responded to the demonic activity, bubbling up again, increasing in its frenetic excitement.
"Watch closely," said Jenzo.
The second monk fell onto his back. A spasm distorted his face and Jaravek's features pulsed 

beneath the skin, stretching and twisting, pulling the lips apart, deforming the forehead. Possession 
took hold and the monk's body writhed and snapped, his clawed hands dragging across the floor 
ripping out his fingernails.

"Where is he?" Jenzo straddled the twisting body of the monk.
"You can't do this. I can't tell you where he is. He moves around, he could be anywhere in the 

monastery"
"That's not good enough?" Jenzo's voice rose above the racket of the restless demons outside the 

window, and the groans and throttled shrieks of the monk fighting Jaravek's occupation.
"I know how to find him." Shalini kicked over the first candle holder. The demons outside 

screamed. She continued around the circle. . . .
"You'll let them in. . . . "
"That's what I'm hoping."
Jenzo picked up her thoughts and joined the ransacking. They extinguished the candles, turned 

over the bowl. Gregor tore the spells and prayers off the walls. 
Ystiriia leapt the puddle of chicken blood, ran to the window and punched a hole through it.
Claws, hands, fingers, talons, a knot of limbs snatched at the glass, tore open the gap and forced 

their bodies through the unexpected entrance. A demonic slime poured into the room, dropping and 
plopping to the floor, engulfing the monks and the chequerboard tiles and crawling the inner walls 
in every direction. The charge continued, the relentless force of bodies cracking the mortar, forcing 
the blocks apart until the window crashed inwards and a frantic babble of scuttling, scampering 
bodies surged into the tower. The stampede smashed through a second doorway and thundered 
down a wide dark corridor into the undefended bowels of the monastery.

"They know where he is. Get after them." Jenzo peeled herself away from the wall. Jaravek burst 
from the body of the monk and joined the bedlam. Jenzo was pitched across his shoulders, Shalini 
dragged across the back of Parex already out of the room and cantering down the corridor. Ystiriia 
yanked Gregor off his feet, collecting him like an afterthought, and with Jaravek and his clumsy 
cargo bounded after Parex and the bellowing tidal wave of monsters in search of Thomas Polder. 

Sam fled the room, ran for his life, but the three sprinting devils ran through the monastery 
corridors and cloisters with such velocity he could have been running backwards. Jenzo's strength, 
her concentration, clung on to a moving object that barely touched the ground. 

The flailing bodies of monks tumbled into her peripheral vision, barged aside by the thundering 
intruders. Steps floated away from her as the running turned to a leap and another drop deeper into 
the labyrinth of the building.

In the chapel they scattered a group of monks convulsed by the sudden disturbance of Evensong. 
The double doors of the scriptorium shattered blasting books off tables and overturning shelves, 
desks and abandoned benches. And still the flight continued, ecstatic, breathless, terrifying and 
thrilling; punching into a courtyard . . .  the courtyard where they arrived the previous evening. 



(Jenzo said she'd come through the door within forty-eight hours. She was a day early.)
Through the gatehouse and back into the frigid chill of the woodland and the thrash of branches. 

Jaravek and the others raced along the track in pursuit of the demons in pursuit of Polder. 
Jenzo felt her grip weakening. She couldn't hold on for much longer, but Jaravek began to slow 

down. All the aches and bruises and shortage of breath caught up with her. She dangled from the 
demon's back for a moment before sliding off. One more crumpled human body alongside Gregor 
knees down on the ground, struggling to inhale; Shalini prostate, face up, arms out, gulping for 
oxygen. 

They stopped because Parex stopped when the chase stopped. The Land Rover, the rusty method 
of Polder's escape, lay upside down in a ditch. The upturned mass of metal had flung Abbott 
Tennyson's body clear of the spinning wheels and smoking chassis. Jaravek approached the wreck 
watched by the simmering pack of demons scrambling over the vehicle's carcass. He peered inside 
and pulled out a large book. 

Jenzo tried to stand, but her legs had no strength. She took the book, rough covered and smelling 
of mould, and flicked the pages. The Abramelin. She was holding Polder's annotated Abramelin 
with notes and observations, jottings and corrections, made up number grids with numbers crossed 
out, rewritten, crossed out again. His own variation, adjusted and revised. Polder's version of the 
Abramelin capable of summoning Satan.

Shalini pulled herself close to Parex and hid her face from a second wave of demons floating like 
spectres from the encroaching mist. They dropped down and drifted towards the Land Rover.

Jenzo gripped the book and turned to Jaravek. "Protect me."
The spectres flowed around them, around Gregor gripping Ystiriia's hand, drawn to the flames 

twisting from the ditch and the moaning man trapped inside the metal. This is where the pursuit 
ended, where the predators finally had their feast in the stench of burning oil wafting along the 
woodland track. Jenzo pulled the book to her chest, leaned into the comfort of Jaravek's arms and 
whispered to an audience of trees, "The hot metal crackles and hungry ghosts cackle, and Satan's 
hand servant burns in his shackles." She looked up into Jaravek's eyes. "Time to go. We got what 
we came for."



PART 3
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"You've never been to Bamberg?" Bernadette had developed a habit of not looking at Dremba when
she spoke to him. On the rare occasions when they did speak face to face she wondered if he could 
understand her heavy Turin accent. He resembled a puppy encountering human words for the first 
time.

"No. I don't like Germany."
"What's not to like? Great history." She heard a grumpy snort of laughter. "Intelligent people. 

Everything works as it should. Not like France."
"Well, you would say that."
Bamberg Cathedral's north door faced out from its deep portal, unassuming, as if it had no wish to

know who or what had been hung above it. Bernadette stroked the ancient surface with her 
fingertips. "Say what?"

"Italians and Germans. You have a lot in common."
"Thank you. I'll take that as a compliment."
Dremba carried photographs taken by the forensics team. The coach bolt protruded from 

Wender's throat and forced a cleft in his chin where his jaw drooped down on it. "It must have been 
thirty centimetres at least. Is it a coach bolt?

"There's nothing in the files of any follow up to hardware stores. Security cameras might have 
caught someone buying something like this. Germans not as thorough as I thought they would be." 
She stepped back from the door. "How does that fit your theory now? Do we still have a lot in 
common?"

"Maybe it's only the politics. Or maybe the super-efficient Nazis and the super-inept Italian 
Fascists was one of history's great fuck-ups."

"You make Doctor Bronofsky sound like Mo Stooge." Bernadette brushed Dremba's shoulder and
moved to greet Oliver Tollmann. 

He came fresh from a meeting, or as fresh as he could be considering the latest carpeting received
from his superiors. 

"Carpeting?" Bernadette didn't recognise the phrase.
"The usual shit." Tollmann accepted Dremba's offer of a cigarette. "I need this. I started smoking 

again after all this began."
"Where did the coach bolt come from?" Bernadette asked. 
"What? Coach bolt? Oh, that coach bolt. I don't know."
"Must be a coach somewhere in Bamberg with a loose wheel?"
Tollmann attempted to answer, but Dremba's expression stopped him. "Okay. No, sorry, I don't 

know."
"What was your meeting about?" Dremba studied the forensics photos, glancing at the Cathedral 

when he came to the images of Simon Frenzel.
"Business conspiracy. There's been a reduction in the number of complaints in the last six weeks. 

If you ask me it coincides with the Malandanti collapsing, but if you use the name in these meetings
people laugh at you."

"Good," said Bernadette.
"Why good?"
"Because there is no Malandanti. Or at least not the supernatural conspiracy some people would 

like to believe."



Both men faced her incredulous. She knew Dremba's feelings about the three hundred million 
euro investigation into housewives. Tollmann seemed to recoil at the lack of sympathy.

"I'll prove to you why there's nothing supernatural going on in Bamberg." Bernadette led her male
colleagues into the Cathedral and up to a man whispering to a priest. She shook his hand. "Herr 
Breizenger, we spoke on the phone. Detective Sergeant Bernadette Maldini." She offered her 
Interpol ID.

"Hello. Welcome to the Cathedral." 
"Herr Breizenger is responsible for Cathedral projects." Bernadette introduced Dremba who 

wiped his hand on his trouser leg.
Breizenger shook Dremba's clean hand and ignored Tollmann who mooched away and made a 

great issue of sitting down on a chair. 
"These must be interesting times for you, Monsieur Breizenger," said Dremba.
"Christmas was interesting, for sure. We had to be very careful what we attached to the walls 

outside in case we traumatised people."
"May I be blunt," said Bernadette. "I want to demonstrate to my colleagues here how a human 

being could climb to the top of the Gothic spire. I noticed a lightening rod up there."
"Yes." Breizenger grinned at Dremba. 
"And what happens if you need to repair it? Do you send angels up there?"
"No. We send a man called Lothar up there."
"All the way to the top?"
"Yes." Breizenger was a tall man like an exclamation mark. His round face was just wide enough 

to accommodate his grin. "It takes him and his team about thirty minutes."
Dremba rolled his cigarette lighter through his fingers. "How long does it take when he's carrying 

a dead body?"
"I've never asked him. I have his number if you'd like to ask him yourself."
"Excuse me." Tollmann called over. He lounged on a Cathedral chair, legs crossed. "We've 

discussed this. It is physically impossible to carry a body, a dead human body, up to the top of the 
spire and onto the cross."

"If it's physically impossible how did he get up there?" said Bernadette.
"He wasn't carried from below, he was dropped from above."
"Makes sense." Dremba took more interest in the photos of Wenders and the north door.
"Can we go up the tower?" said Bernadette.
Breizenger bowed. "Absolutely. Follow me."
"One moment, Herr Breizenger." She pulled the photos out of Dremba's hand and passed them to 

Breizenger. "We carry him." Tollmann shifted on his chair.
"What?" 
"You and me will carry Oliver up the tower."
"It's ninety metres high," said Dremba.
"Eighty." Breizenger relished the morning's visit.
"Carry your own bodies," said Dremba.
Breizenger didn't like the odds, two men against one woman, and suggested Bernadette's idea was

in the interests of scientific rigour. "Kriminalkommissar Tollmann never really entertained the 
possibility that the murder was of earthly origin. I think he sees diabolical intervention as an easy 
explanation."

"Hardly easy, Willhelm. I've had my ass burned every day from people demanding arrests."
"So, arrest someone, dear boy. Arrest someone. The plain fact is you are bone idle, Herr 

Tollmann. I think you prefer difficult cases like these because it gives you an excuse to surrender. 



And in the meantime I have the responsibility of dealing with the media, the morbid and every 
crank coming to Bamberg to look at the Cathedral where the Devil murders people. I wish to God 
someone would come up with a rational explanation. Then it would make my life easier, Herr 
Tollmann." Breizenger made no attempt to lower his thundering voice and reduce the reverb around
the walls of the Cathedral.

Dremba stuffed his cigarette lighter back into his pocket. "I'll grab his legs."
And off they went. Breizenger leading the way, Bernadette at the head, walking backwards, 

Dremba at the feet, fixing his arms underneath Tollmann's knees.
They struggled at the corners, tripped and stumbled up the claustrophobic stairwell, and paused at

fifty metres which felt more like five hundred. Tollmann didn't have it easy. He winced at every 
impact with stone. The force throwing his head backwards and forwards increased with elevation. 
Bernadette fell. Tollmann made a grab for the wall and almost unbalanced Dremba.

"Will you keep still?" said Bernadette. "Act like you're dead."
Dremba managed a few words when he had enough breath. "This has to be the most stupid 

fucking idea. . . . Sorry, father."
"I'm not a priest."
"My colleague here thinks you Germans and we Italians have a lot in common."
"Does he? And why's that?" 
"You both believe in defensive football," Dremba said.
Bernadette mouthed the word coward. "How far, Herr, Breizenger?"
Breizenger kept the pace to a slow plod. "Nearly half way there."
"Half way? Hold on." Dremba dropped Tollmann's legs. "Jesus. . . . Whoever did this was 

desperate to prove a point." 
"A little effort for a few hours makes a big statement." Bernadette continued to hold onto 

Tollmann who made no effort to untangle himself from her arms. He draped off her like an 
overcoat. Dremba started to laugh.

"What's so funny?" she said.
"You gonna take him home?"
She dropped the cargo onto his spine.
"You sure we're not half way there yet?"
Breizenger was the only one not sweating. "When the nosebleeds start, we're at seventy-five 

metres."
"At least the way down will be easier." Tollmann rubbed his back.
"Yeah," said Dremba. "When we throw you off the fucking top. Sorry, father. I'll go to confession

on the way out." 
"Lothar comes up here three times a month," said Breizenger.
The climb continued. "Lucky Lothar," said Bernadette. "And where is Lothar? Maybe we should 

be talking to him."
"Instead of carrying dead guy here."
"He's in Garmisch for the skiing." Breizenger's voice soared up the tower every time he spoke.
In the depths of January, Bernadette took off her jacket and sweated the final twenty metres until 

they arrived high above the Domplatz. Tollmann, shattered and battered after being hauled like a 
sack of grain, stretched and leaned against the tower's open parapet. 

"And now?" Dremba examined the Gothic decoration, the ornate columns, the vertiginous lines of
the tower's spire and the pointed conclusion to the experiment. 

The terrifying exposure stalled Bernadette's rapid breathing. She licked the sweat away from her 
top lip and delayed looking out from the wall, but she had to provide Dremba and Tollmann with 



the final part of her theory. The Domplatz was such a long way down. . . .
"You scared of heights?" said Dremba.
"No. I'm scared of falling from a great height."
Breizenger straddled the wall. "Climb out onto the top there, another sat on the wall there on the 

opposite side. Throw a rope over the spire. A third abseils up to the cross and a body can be pulled 
up there and impaled on the top. Difficult, but not impossible."

"Sorry, Monsieur Breizenger, but I think that would be impossible." Dremba smiled at Bernadette
and straddled the wall in front of Breizenger. "You would need some kind of block and tackle, some
heavy lifting apparatus to get a body up there."

"And why would anyone do that?" said Tollmann. "Even for someone trying to make a point, why
would anyone go to all this physical trouble. Carrying a dead body isn't like carrying a live one. The
limbs are all over the place."

"You'd adapt eventually," said Bernadette.
"When Theo Wenders was hung above the door I was in the square and spoke to a woman who 

told me to watch the spire. The day after Simon Frenzel was found up here."
Bernadette flicked through the case files on her phone. "Was the woman Frieda Schoenhofer?"
"Yes."
"According to the files you think she's connected to the covens. You think she's Malandanti?"
Breizenger responded to the name and climbed off the wall. (Dremba, recovering with a cigarette,

continued to swing his leg against the ledge.)
"Yes," said Tollmann. "She knew Lena Siebert-Neved. A local witch. Well, everyone knows she 

was a witch after the Toten Herzen video."
"Toten Herzen?" Bernadette looked for a response, a grin from Breizenger, but his mischief had 

flown at the mention of the Malandanti. "A band known for their complex publicity stunts and 
hoaxes? A band who claim to be vampires?"

"I don't care what they claim to be," said Tollmann. "Lena Siebert was known locally for her 
involvement in witchcraft. And Frieda Schoenhofer, I believe, was a member of the Bamberg coven
after Lena's coven was wiped out in England."

Dremba beckoned for the Wenders photographs. The wind threatened to whip them out of his 
hands every time he took a draw on his cigarette.

"I'll speak to Frieda Schoenhofer," said Bernadette. She asked Breizenger, "Have you met her?"
"No."
"Did you know Lena Siebert?"
"Not personally. I'm a devout Catholic, Bernadette. Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live."
"Very charitable, but a little 17th Century, Herr Breizenger. I don't think we need to stay up here."

Bernadette waited for Dremba to move, but he was fixed to the wall, lost in the photos. 
Occasionally he'd look up at the rolling German landscape running with its secrets to the horizon. 

"Something wrong?"
He didn't answer.
"Don't tell me you're stuck."
Dremba flicked his cigarette into mid-air. "I don't like it up here." He climbed off the wall and 

pushed past her. 
At ground level Bernadette waited for Dremba to finish a private conversation with Breizenger 

who eventually placed a reassuring hand on the Frenchman's arm.  
"You okay?"  
"Yeah. I want to take a look at that coach bolt."
Without speaking they followed Tollmann back to the police headquarters and the shelved boxes 



of evidence. A sealed plastic bag contained the coach bolt; a bloodstained length of metal.
Dremba held it up for the three of them to study. "You do any repairs at your home, Oliver?"
"Only when I have to."
"So why do you call this a coach bolt?"
Tollmann shrugged his shoulders and the Wenders murder lost its only conclusive element. 

Bernadette sighed.
Dremba explained. "A coach bolt has a screw thread. This is just a plain length of metal with a 

knuckle on the end, as if it's been snapped off another piece of metal."
Bernadette peered through the surface of the bag. The coach bolt, the length of knuckled metal 

with an irregular circumference, would have diminished to a point if it hadn't been snapped off. . . . 
"Broken at both ends if you ask me."

"You think witches did this, Oliver?"
Tollmann refused to answer.
"You think witches would go out to a hardware store and buy a coach bolt?"
"Obviously not."
"You know Anders Boorhans blamed you for both these deaths." Bernadette's anger started 

brewing in her limbs and caught in her throat. "Supernatural causes. Devils carrying people up 
spires. Witches hanging people above doors with coach bolts through their necks? It's not even a 
fucking coach bolt!"

Tollmann swung away. "Take the evidence, take the details. Read them, digest them, understand 
them and then come back to me with answers because you, like Boorhans, fly in and fly out with all
the fucking answers. And I'm here with a bunch of psychopaths who seem to predict what's going to
happen next."

"Nothing supernatural about this, Oliver," said Dremba shaking the bag. "Looks to me like it was 
snapped off a garden fork. Or maybe it's one of those tridents demons carry around with them." He 
shared his first joke with Bernadette.

"You think it's funny. Let me tell you what's funny." Tollmann snatched the bag and threw the 
coach bolt, or demonic trident prong depending on the prevailing point of view, back in the 
evidence box. "Adrian Mellor. Supergrass? Informer? He provided thirty-eight names of the 
Malandanti. Nine of them here in Bamberg. Not a single one checked out. Thirty-eight bogus 
names. How do I respond to intelligence like that? I spent seven months trying to find those people 
and none of them existed. Speak to Frieda Schoenhofer." He pulled a business card from his inside 
pocket and scrawled a phone number across it.

"What's that number there?" said Bernadette.   
"Five." Tollmann grabbed the card back and scored it with a thick angry number five written 

again and again and again. He shoved it into Bernadette's shoulder and barged out of the room.
"What were you saying to Herr Breizenger?"
"Nothing."
"Was he hearing your confession? I thought he said he wasn't a priest."
"He isn't."
"Okay, don't tell me." The silence continued out to the car park.
Dremba slammed the driver's door and hesitated before starting the car. "I asked him who he 

really thought was responsible for Frenzel's death."
Bernadette began her note taking on the tablet. "And what did he say?" She looked up. "What did 

he say?"
"I asked him did he believe in the Devil?" 
"You asked him what? Why?"



"I was curious."
"He's Catholic. Of course he believes in the Devil."
Dremba started the car. "He didn't before. . . . He does now."
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For eight days in early February Shalini watched Jenzo walk alone along the shoreline of Lake 
Klontal: Polder's Abramelin went with her; every moment, it was there at arm's length, scrutinised, 
analysed, interrogated. When she wasn't reading it Jenzo carried the large book like a baby, 
caressing it against her left shoulder.

On one occasion - the only occasion - Jenzo allowed Shalini a closer look at the pages and 
Polder's frantic annotations. He had been unsure about the numbers, constantly writing and crossing
out, filling margins with new calculations and obscure equations. He appeared to have an obsession 
with pi, writing the symbol in increasingly elaborate forms: cursive, script, flamboyant, decorated. 

"Where's his variation?" Shalini had asked, baffled by the complexity.
"I don't know. It's unintelligible. And I don't know if he wrote something wrong or wrote it 

correctly, but did it wrong." 
Jenzo wandered alone, day after day, to break through the unintelligible scribbling. Untangle the 

thicket of numbers. To begin the spell without discovering Polder's accidental deviation would, at 
best, repeat what they already knew and summon demons already known to them. At worst, the 
process could be a mortal disaster. They had seen the creatures plaguing the tower of the monastery,
ghostly and ghoulish with basic instincts driven by an attraction to fire, and none of the comforting 
muscle and strength of Parex or Jaravek. (Shalini wasn't sure what comforts Gregor drew from 
Ystiriia.)

Eight days and Shalini had grown tired of climbing the same rock faces to ease the boredom of 
waiting. Travelling farther than the lake shore involved a one hour walk to Glarus where they 
parked the truck. She sneaked away one morning for a secret ride on the bike and suffered questions
and criticism when she returned long after dark.

After another aimless scramble up and down the lake shore she found Jenzo, in her familiar 
Buddha-like pose, balanced on a boulder lapped by the water. "Others are starting to arrive."

A mumbled moan answered from the boulder.
"Is it any clearer?"
Jenzo mumbled again. Or the boulder made the noise. . . .
"Is it getting any easier to understand?"
Jenzo spun, slipped off the rock and waded ashore. "You have no idea how hard this is going to 

be, but I think I've got the numbers sorted. Over here."
They squatted down on a dry tuft of grass. Jenzo flicked from page to cross-referenced page and 

her own memorised conclusions.
"We have to absorb the four elements. Water, earth, fire and air. The usual preamble."
"At this time of year?"
Jenzo rushed through the pages. "I'll come back to that. But the fact is there are variations from 

the spell we carried out. The Ceremony of the Elements and the Invitation of Guardians is added 
here." She shut the book and closed her eyes to call on a deep memory. "That's one of the 
procedures Katherine de Longine used in the 18th Century. It was never in the original Variation. 
The element ceremony is four days, and the invitation two. And, yes, we're doing this in mid-
winter."

"Invitation of Guardians? The four major demons?"
"In tooth and claw."
"Could that be where Polder went wrong?"
Jenzo nodded. She spoke to the book, never to Shalini, working out the answers as she went 

along, engrossed by the puzzle presented to her. Around the lake the steep sided forested slopes 



trapped the valley in a permanent twilight and cast deep green reflections. The forty-nine, reduced 
to forty-eight, originally three, but increasing every day, were under cover in perfect isolation.

"I can't find any other mistakes. It's like looking for an error in computer programming."
"You don't know anything about computer programming."
"But if I did . . . that's what it would be like, isn't it?"
Shalini smiled and put her arm around Jenzo's shoulders. Ruby always enjoyed the gesture, the 

reassurance, but Shalini felt reluctant with Jenzo, as if she'd be told off, or worse still, warned off.
"What's that for?"
"I don't know. I just feel you need some show of gratitude or appreciation. I don't know."
"You've not been eating properly, have you? You always get sentimental when you're hungry."
"I don't. What were you going to say about the elements? The Ceremony of the Elements?"
"Last time we drew the scars, like tattoos."
"Yeah?"
Jenzo jumped up. "It'll be the real thing this time. Real scars."
There was no time to worry, to digest the dread in Jenzo's eager sentence. Gregor chose his 

moment to interrupt and tripped down the hillside with two new arrivals and an update on the 
outside world. Shalini joined in half way through the conversation.

"Do you think they spoke?" Jenzo gnawed the edge of the book's cover.
"There's no way of knowing." Gregor's friend, the new arrival, resembled a scarecrow thrown 

together at the last minute. Sandor Vukadinovic, an Australian via Croatia, and his co-runner Liz 
Granger, formed a curious double act dressed in rags and sharing the same sunken cheeked hunger 
and bird's nest hair.

"They were picked off near Warsaw. The coven up there is active again," said Liz. "Virulently 
active. They chased the group for ten days."

"And you spoke to them?" said Jenzo.
"They were desperate," said Vukadinovic. "They called us for help, but we were in Slovenia. 

Couldn't get up there in time."
"We kept in touch, right up to the end. They took them out near the Vistula."
"What's happened?" Shalini saw death in Jenzo and Gregors' expressions.
"Four killed in Poland," Gregor said. 
"We don't know how the coven found out. . . ."
"They spoke to you on the phone?" said Shalini.
"Only after the coven caught up with them," said Liz. She had a weeping scar where a ring had 

been torn out of her eyebrow.
"I'm confused," said Jenzo. "They rang you after they were caught. That means your location will 

have been detected."
Vukadinovic waved his hand. "As soon as we knew they couldn't be helped, we ditched our 

phones and moved on. There's no way they could have tracked us. We were heading north towards 
Warsaw when we had the phones. When they stopped replying, we stopped, ditched the phones and 
headed down here."

"Did you come straight here or deviate?" said Shalini.
"We came via Slovakia, Hungary, through Austria."
Liz nodded. She'd lost rings from her left ear, torn out with the same savagery as the eyebrow 

piercing.
"Are you okay?" Shalini examined the scars. "You look like you've been in the wars."
Vukadinovic laughed. He had a dark void where an incisor had disappeared. "Bar fight in 

Budapest. You should see the other guys. Three Hungarian soldiers."



"Just a squabble, that's all." Liz laughed.
"Well, lets not get carried away with past glories, we've got work to do." Jenzo waved the book. 

"And it sounds like we need to get going soon. We can't risk the four giving away this location. 
Have their incubi spoken?"

"No." Gregor took a closer look at the book. "Do you understand any of this?"
"Course I do." Jenzo snatched it back and turned to a page with an illustration of a woman 

embraced by a horned demon. "I'm on page ninety-five."
Polder's book bulged with clumsy illustrations of people up to their shoulders in water, standing 

in flames and diving off towers. Sketches added like afterthoughts, erratic doodles scribbled in 
bouts of ignorance, drawn over the numbers and symbols and sigils. "Am I in here," said Shalini.

"If you are you're in disguise." Jenzo watched Gregor lead Liz and Vukadinovic back to the tents. 
"I don't like any of that. Four dead. We don't know how or what happened at the end. And all of it 
communicated over the phone. The covens will be laughing their tits off now. This'll inspire them."

"I know."
"They'll be emboldened by this. A victory in the battle. Four down, forty-four to go."
"And Sam knows where we are." Shalini hadn't forgotten Sam left behind in the frantic flight 

through the monastery. The guilt came and went, most vividly after dark, and only the speed of 
Sam's abandonment prevented her from remembering his face. She gripped the book and found 
herself hugging it, caressing it against her shoulder. . . .  "But if he does, it would mean he doesn't 
spend the rest of his life avoiding the covens." Shalini handed the book back to Jenzo.

"If he does he'll have to spend the rest of his life avoiding us because this is going to work. And 
when it does I'm gonna make a point of dealing with Warsaw." Jenzo returned to her boulder and 
called out. "I'll skin them alive with the dullest blade I can find."

-

The valley generated several days and nights of tumultuous weather. The encampment increased in 
proportion to the severity of the storm as more members arrived, churning the boggy ground into a 
quagmire. Conditions fell to a level of subsistence last seen in medieval times, and along with cold 
and hunger all the group needed was for the plague to visit and the unintended re-enactment would 
be complete. They broke the rule obliging them to stay in the area and set out on discreet daily raids
to steal provisions from towns up to twenty kilometres away. A radio, obtained from a shop in 
Glarus, became a safe crackling link to the outside world.

Jenzo addressed a crowd of twenty-three bruised ragged shambolic mud people eager to move on,
hungry to engage, desperate to regain some façade of normal life. She stood among them and 
hesitated before clearing her throat.

"We need to start. We can't wait for the remaining twenty-one to get here. And we don't even 
know if there are twenty-one of us still out there. The good news is we don't need to carry out the 
full Abramelin procedure. We've done it once, we're already prepared. The process will take at least
six days. Four days for the Ceremony of the Elements, two days for the Invitation of Guardians and 
then after that, if it all works out as planned, who knows. The bad news is it'll be as rough as the 
first time, doing it at this time of year, but the alternative is to go back out there and be killed like 
insects. And I hadn't planned on dying before I get old. I fucking hate The Who. But, if you're 
ready, I'm ready. Whatever you've endured recently these six days will be hard. But it'll be worth it. 
Once the covens are gone we'll have the world in front of us. There's not a force on earth that'll be 
able to stand up to us. And not before time. Are you ready?"

Weary heads nodded and babbled a reluctant agreement. Jenzo rolled her eyes. "You sound like a 



Japanese audience at a fucking Steely Dan concert. Fuck off back to suburbia if you're not ready to 
carry out this spell. Do you want to do this or not?"

"Course we do." Gregor hunched next to a sickly looking fire. "We're at death's door here, Jenzo. 
Can we just start?"

"Okay. In two days time it'll be the winter equinox. At sunrise, when I tell you, gather next to the 
lake and leave your clothes here."

Shalini winced. "Everything?"
"Everything. For four days you'll be in your birthday suit, Babydoll, but you can bring a knife. 

And make sure it's sharp."

-

Relief came from a bottle. Merlot, 2012. Shalini had tasted better vinegars, but in the misery of 
another downpour and the prospect of naked pain in a near-frozen lake, a bottle of cheap wine eased
the agony. She peered out of the tent and noticed a solitary figure sat amongst the drenched embers 
of several small campfires. Jenzo slept in the tent (for the first time since they arrived). The still 
figure remained unidentifiable until the vague outline of a tail whipped the ground and flicked up a 
haze of water.

Shalini crept alongside the figure. For one day Ystiriia had been tidy and smart, almost human, 
but her existence quickly returned her to the boiled and weather beaten demon with blistered skin 
tightened by torment, and hair hanging in tattered streams across her face.

Shalini offered her the wine bottle. "You look like you need a tonic."
Ystiriia grabbed the bottle, stared at the label as if she understood it and took a long loud swig.
"It's not what I'd call a vintage year," Shalini said.
A soft, barely audible sound came from Gregor's succubus. A gentle repetition of indecipherable 

words.
"How come Gregor's not here? You two fallen out? It happens. Every relationship has its ups and 

downs."
Ystiriia stared at the label and chanted quietly. 
"Now, me and Parex, Parex and I, we tend not to say much. It avoids a lot of complications. I 

imagine Gregor is hard work. He never stops talking-"
"Men come."
"What? Men come? What men?"
The tap tap of raindrops played a soft rhythm to Ystiriia's hypnotic chant. "Tardus est reditum lux,

tardus est reditum lux. . . ." And on and on she muttered. Shalini looked at the label of her own 
bottle. Predominantly German with some technical details in French and English. Nothing Italian.

"Tardus est reditum lux." Ystiriia swayed forward on each soft slow syllable.
"Excuse me a moment." Shalini hurried to the tent and shook Jenzo until her eyes opened.
"Ystiriia's outside."
"Gregor's not here. . . ."
"No, she's sat on her own. She's saying something in some weird old language."
"Like what?"
"It sounds like tardus est reditum lux."
Jenzo sat up, pushing a bulge in the top of the tent. "Are you sure?"
"I think that's what she's saying. I never heard her speak so quietly."
"Holy shit." Jenzo bundled out of her sleeping bag."
"What is it?"



"It's not some weird old language, you Bengali clown. It's Latin."
"I thought it was either Latin or Italian, but I could hardly hear her. . . ."
"Tardus est reditum lux. . . ." She crawled out of the tent and explained on the way. "1359, Lower 

Saxony, seventy-four nuns were executed for heresy. Lune Abbey. The nuns were caught 
conducting a ceremony at Imbolc to ward away evil spirits. They used an ancient chant called the 
Latet Daemones. Tardus est reditum lux."

They stood behind Ystiriia, watching and listening for a moment. Jenzo knelt down and repeated 
the words until the two of them chanted face to face.

Shalini added, "She also said men come." 
The chant continued. Jenzo altered the words: "Exspectamus mors tenebrarum."
"Deus omnia in circuitu nosto sunt."
"Lumen, quod nostra sanctuarium."
"Deus est in nobis."
And the chant began again. "Tardus est reditum lux," until Jenzo placed her hand on the demon's 

cheek. "What's your real name?" Ystiriia stared into Jenzo's eyes. "You're human. Who are you?" 
Ystiriia showed no sign of understanding or recognition. She sighed and let her head droop 

towards her chest. 
"Men come."
"The men who murdered you?"
A burst of intense heat, like the radiated scorch of a hot surface, forced Jenzo and Shalini 

backwards. Evaporated moisture boiled and coiled from Ystiriia's shoulders.
"Go and fetch Gregor," said Jenzo.
Shalini ran, tried several tents before she found Gregor smoking a twisted roll up. "You've got to 

come here."
"What is it?" Gregor didn't move.
"Ystiriia's here."
"Is she? She didn't come to me first."
"She's human."
The roll up dropped out of Gregor's mouth. "She's what? Human?"
"I thought you said she was original legion?"
Gregor fumbled in the folds of his coat for the roll up. "She has a tail."
"She's a nun from the fourteenth century. Get out here."
A second dash across the camp took place in the dark drizzle, with Shalini repeating the history 

lesson. They found Jenzo and Ystiriia embracing. Gregor froze.
"Human?" He stroked the back of Ystiriia's head. Jenzo left them alone.
Gregor and Ystiriia, man and woman, held each other like reunited lovers. He displayed an 

unfamiliar compassion, as strange as a foreign language, uncharacteristic. And every gesture he 
made, she returned: every warm hand on her face, every kiss on the forehead. They embraced and 
Ystiriia hung on as if hanging on to life itself.

"What do you think he's saying?" said Jenzo.
"I've no idea."
"What does it even mean?"
"Have I ever had any answers?"
"Well, no, I suppose not. But you've been a bit strange lately. A bit motherly. I thought it might 

be some emerging insight, like your wisdom teeth coming through or something."
"If I was superstitious I'd say it was an omen."
"Are you superstitious?"



"No."
"Well, it can't be an omen then, can it."
But Shalini had read the books, the text books, the encyclopedias; accounts of lights in the sky 

before a major battle, visitations and signs, clouds filling with blood, iconic animals appearing out 
of nowhere, premonitions in dreams. Momentous occasions in history, if eyewitnesses were to be 
believed, had a habit of throwing up symbolic events on the eve of change. They were precursors to 
victory, announcements of impending success. The unfettered display of love, of Gregor's bizarre 
act of love, filled her with optimism and a determination to endure what Jenzo had planned: six 
days of suffering; six days of endurance in the freezing landscape of Lake Klontal. 

Gregor and Ystiriia walked hand in hand towards his tent.
"Are you feeling okay?" said Jenzo.
"No. I feel ashamed. That's how I'm feeling. Deeply ashamed."
He wasn't ashamed enough to wake them both in the early hours of the morning. Jenzo reacted 

first. "Gregor, get some sleep."
His head hovered inside the tent flap. "I've been thinking."
"Well, think in the morning. You won't be sleeping for six days when the process starts."
"But it's something you have to see. I've had an idea."
Drifting mist surrounded Gregor's tent. Inside, asleep on her stomach, Ystiriia emitted a long low 

growl every time she breathed out. Gregor switched on a tiny torch and aimed the circle of light at 
the base of Ystiriia's knobbled spine.

"Look," he whispered. "Look at the scar tissue."
Ystiriia's tail emerged from a long fleshy mound criss-crossed with hard scars. The grey wound 

had aged like the calloused injury of ancient tree bark.
"They can't be stitches, can they? I've seen them before, but until tonight thought nothing about 

them."
"If that's a wound it'll be over seven hundred years old." Jenzo attempted to rub the skin with her 

finger, but Gregor knocked it away.
"Don't wake her. She's unbearable if you wake her up."
"What are you, married?" Jenzo pointed at the course of the abnormality. "It seems to run 

alongside her backbone."
Gregor reversed out of the tent taking the light with him.
"So you two can compare scars. How is that significant?"
"You said she might have been human once, a heretic. Maybe that's how she was executed."
Shalini didn't understand.
"It's obviously not a real tail. What if her killers cut open the flesh, put the tail inside, sewed her 

up again." Gregor's light shone against his chin.
"Possible, I suppose. The tail would be a stigma," said Jenzo. "And the infection would kill her 

slowly."
"Maybe that's how they were all executed. There should be a historical record of that 

somewhere."
"None that I know of."
"Why can't she speak?" said Shalini. "We could ask her. Men come. She kept saying men come."
The mist around the tent thickened. Gregor returned to his partner, his succubus, his pseudo-wife 

and her grumpy disposition when woken prematurely. 
"Maybe someday we'll find out who she really is," said Shalini.
"Really was," Jenzo corrected. "She is what she is. Demonic. She comes and goes in a cloud of 

sulphur, remember. Nothing human about her anymore."



"You're wrong."
Jenzo scrambled inside the tent. "No, I'm not."
"Yes, you are. We're always human, whatever form we take."
"You sound like an evangelist. We're flesh and bone then we become something else. She's about 

as human now as a rock."
"Go to sleep."
"I'm going to sleep."
"I'll prove you wrong."
"Prove me wrong in a week's time. Next few days are gonna test how human you are."
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"She's not there." Bernadette noted her visit as soon as she sat down in the car. The process never 
changed: transfer notes to tablet one - ongoing investigation; transfer conclusions to phone - aide 
mémoire. 

"Why do you always sit in the back seat?" said Dremba. He used the windscreen's condensation 
as a canvas for symbols drawn with his index finger. An eye, the outline of a bird, lines radiating 
from a circle containing the sigil of Lucifer, the sign on Simon Frenzel's head. 

"Because even though you open the window, I can smell the cigarette smoke in the front seat. 
And I have more room to spread out back here."

Dremba's cigarette glowed. He closed the car window, switched on the heater and watched the 
finger drawings deform and fade. He looked in the mirror and breathed out a long cloud of smoke.

"That's incredibly manly of you," said Bernadette.
"Where is she?"
"They don't know. Frieda Schoenhofer is a real enigma. Only child. Parents are self-made 

millionaires, she buys failing businesses and turns them around. . . ."
"Corporate asset stripper?"
"Yeah. And she comes and goes with the weather, doesn't always tell her staff where she is. Days 

at a time without any way to contact her. Now, if I was a cynic, I'd say she was off on business with
the Bamberg coven."

"But you're not a cynic."
"No." 
Dremba started the car. "Where do you want to go?"
Bernadette studied her tablet, one folder with Bamberg details, one with Wurzburg details. Two 

names, two enigmas. "Let's try Wurzburg. See if Professor Bruck can enlighten us."
They waited and waited in a busy reception area of Wurzburg University's Faculty of 

Mathematics and Computer Science. Dremba took the time to go outside for a smoke and came 
back complaining about not being ignored.

"Students. See a cigarette and look at you like you're a child killer. It's like 1968 round here."
"You're not old enough to remember 1968."
"I've heard about it. France was a moment away from becoming a Communist republic."
"What's wrong with that? You've already suggested . . . actually, no, you haven't."
"Suggested what?"
"That you don't like Nazis. But you said they were super-efficient."
"That doesn't make me a Nazi. Paris St. Germain are a super-efficient team, but I fucking hate 

Ibrahimovic."
"Who?"
Before Dremba could explain they found themselves scrutinised by a man stood on the balls of 

his feet. He elevated and lowered as if controlled by some hidden mechanism. "I believe you're 
looking for Professor Bruck?"

"Yes," said Bernadette. She felt Dremba's weight shift across the cushions of the settee.
"I'm Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker. Professor Bruck is at lunch with her . . . husband."
"Something wrong with him?" said Dremba. "You said his name then like it's poison."
Doctor Hoenenbacker smiled and moved up and down again. "I hardly know where to begin."
"Why?" Bernadette wanted a photograph of the doctor. . . .
"I'm not serious. Her husband is a positively charming man."
"He's the artist Earnst Bruck?"



"The very one. I'll be quite honest with you, I don't really appreciate his kind of art. I'm more of a 
classicist. More a traditionalist."

"I'm with you there, Doc," said Dremba. Doctor Hoenenbacker grimaced. 
"Do you work with Professor Bruck?" said Bernadette.
"Yes, I do. I've known Professor Bruck for eight years."
"What do you think of her?"
"That's a rather direct question, don't you think?"
Dremba, spread horizontal on the settee, waved his Interpol ID in Doctor Hoenenbacker's 

direction. "We prefer the direct approach, Monsieur."
"Yes. So I see."
"What did you think of the body being delivered to Professor Bruck?"
"Simply outrageous. It's testament to her strength of character that she wasn't phased by the . . . 

prank."
Bernadette blinked. "Prank?"
"Well, obviously not a prank in the student sense of the word. . . ."
"I'm glad to hear it."
"I can't think who would do such a thing, unless her husband was having one of his eccentric 

episodes."
Dremba sat up and returned Bernadette's astonished glance. "You really don't like her husband, do

you, Doc?"
"I didn't say that. Of course he wouldn't do such a thing, but there was a time. . . ." He lowered his

voice. "There was a time when he was no stranger to the dark arts. Black magic, sorcery, that sort of
thing."

"Extraordinary."
"It sometimes comes out in his work."
"Does it?"
"He has an unusual grasp on reality."
"Is that so?"
Dremba leaned across Bernadette. "Should you be telling us these things?"
"Why not?"
"Because we're police officers and you're making him sound very very guilty."
"Of what?"
"Everything."
Bernadette tried and failed to suppress a smirk. "Doctor Hoenenbacker, when will she be back? 

Do you know?"
He didn't need to know. He sprung upright when the doors opened and Virginia walked in 

followed by the swaggering bulk of Bruck. "Speak of the . . . I mean, she's here."
The greeting that followed artfully combined suspicion, gentility, bizarre cheek to cheek kissing 

(Bruck to Dremba when he discovered he was French), followed by Bruck's refusal to leave his 
wife alone with two detectives from Interpol. 

Virginia found herself flanked by two unwelcome guardians. "I'm fine. I don't mind answering 
your questions."

"Virginia, you may want to consider having a lawyer present," said Doctor Hoenenbacker.
"She doesn't need a lawyer, I'm here." Bruck pulled Virginia against his side. "Do you box, 

Pierre?"
"No."
"Neither do I. Despicable pastime."



"Professor Bruck, is there anywhere private we can talk?"
"Yes. My office." And they'd all go there if Bruck let go of her waist.
"Herr Bruck, are you okay?"
"Yes. Why?"
"You're hanging onto your wife as if you're about to fall over."
"I enjoy holding my wife. Is that a crime now? If you could feel the voluptuous warmth of 

Virginia's body-"
"Thank you, Earnst," Virginia released herself from Bruck's grip. "My husband has the 

unrestrained passion of the artist."
"Maldini?" said Bruck. "That's an Italian name. You'll know all about passion, won't you?"
Dremba tried to answer, but Bernadette beat him to a reply. "We need to ask your wife some 

questions alone, Herr Bruck. And she doesn't need a lawyer, you or Doctor Hoenenbacker."
Bruck grumbled under his breath. "I'll wait in the car." He kissed Virginia and staggered out of 

the reception area, hardly waiting for the doors to open wide enough.
"Are you sure you'll be all right, Virginia?" said Doctor Hoenenbacker.
"Gert, I'm not having an operation. I'll be fine."
"I don't like the look of this situation." He pulled Virginia away out of earshot or so he assumed. 

Bernadette could hear every word. "I don't like the look of him. I've heard of this sort of thing. They
call it good cop, bad cop."

Bernadette whispered to Dremba. "I'm the good cop."
"Fuck you."
"Professor Bruck, please." Bernadette prompted Virginia to lead the way to the office and 

privacy. 
She set up the sound recorder on her phone. "Now that we're free of the lunatics, first question. 

Why did Anders Boorhans call you? And don't lie to me."
Virginia stopped twirling a fountain pen and placed it deliberately in a pot on her desk. "He was 

undecided and wanted my advice?"
"About what?"
"Some criminal organisation at war with itself. He had information and was unsure how to use it."
"Information about what?"
"Which side to take."
"Which side are you on?" said Dremba. He took out a cigarette. 
Virginia stared intensely at the tip. "The winning side." Dremba's cigarette ignited with such 

violence he hammered his knee against the underside of the table. "You can't smoke in here, you'll 
have to take that cigarette outside."

The ash accelerated along the length of the cigarette paper until it dropped into Dremba's open 
palm.

Bernadette struggled to find the page of notes on her tablet. "What did he mean . . . why would he
ring you?"

"I've no idea. Perhaps I have a friendly face."
"He made notes, he thought you were a way in to the organisation. The Malandanti? He had a tip-

off to that effect."
"Tip-offs can be so variable."
"After speaking to you he was attacked and his wife murdered."
"I was in Wurzburg all the time. Why don't you talk to the people who tipped him off?"
"And who would they be?"
Virginia shrugged. Dremba sat down again, brushing away particles of spent ash and blackened 



paper. He couldn't function without nicotine and crossed his legs, swapped his arms from one arm 
rest to another. The good cop, bad cop routine halved by a combustible cigarette. 

"Anders was concerned about events in Bamberg. Do you know anything about those events?"
"Presumably you're referring to the Cathedral killings."
"Yes."
"This is absurd. I'm not under arrest or under caution, simply under suspicion. Why would I know

anything about the events in Bamberg?"
"Professor Bruck, I'm Catholic, but I don't believe in the supernatural. Some may say that's 

contradictory, but I'm going to break a habit and suggest to you that Bamberg and Wurzburg are 
linked. There is a conspiracy in place in both cities and there is a common cause. Witchcraft." She 
ignored Dremba's contemptuous cough. "You and others might think you're playing around with 
some dark art, but what you do is corruption and intimidation and, ultimately, murder."

"Give me a moment to absorb some of the incredible clauses in that sentence." Virginia leaned 
back in her chair. "Witchcraft, corruption, intimidation, murder. Okay. If I show you something will
you trust me not to lead you both to an underground torture chamber?"

"Sure." Bernadette gathered her coat and bag and stayed two steps behind Virginia along the 
faculty's confusing warren of corridors. She registered every example of the familiar, the normal: 
badly printed A4 notices and student announcements; health and safety warnings; and an 
international range of names on doors. But the farther they walked the darker the corridors became 
with fewer people along them, and the doors became anonymous with lone technicians in 
laboratories behind glass panels. And those few people they did see as they continued deeper into 
the darkness became increasingly suspicious, increasingly aware of the strange faces amongst them.

They arrived at a door requiring four levels of identification before it allowed Virginia to pass 
through into a room bathed in the fluid hum of deep blue lighting. Dominating the room, an 
elaborate low-lying machine sat at the centre of a lattice of lasers criss-crossing a solid dark grey 
cube suspended in a tank of gelatinous liquid. 

"Speak to it," said Virginia. She encouraged Bernadette and Dremba to step closer and peer at the 
fine fibres of the lasers, the eery opacity of the liquid and the blank box floating in it.

"And say what?" Bernadette bent towards the cube. "Hello."
"Hello, Bernadette."
"How do you know my name?"
"I knew you were coming. I was expecting you."
The cube spoke with a woman's voice; a careful, precise iteration of sound that rippled the 

surrounding fluid.
"It processes sound waves using the same organic methods as the human ear and brain, but its the 

construction of its response that separates it from the usual dumb boxes you might come across."
"But it's still a computer," said Bernadette. 
Dremba stood on the opposite side with his nose centimetres away from the edge of the laser 

field. "What is all this stuff?"
"This stuff controls the entanglement. The computer's response is determined by quantum 

calculation. When it processes information and data the lasers are manipulating trillions of possible 
responses."

"Trillions?"
"Faster than we can respond. Speak to it again."
"How did it know . . . It said it was expecting me?"
"Ask it?"
"How were you expecting me?"



"I heard you call the faculty. I heard you speak to Professor Bruck. I heard your conversation in 
her office. I know everything about you, Bernadette."

"Are you a ventriloquist." Dremba stared at Virginia's mouth.
"How do you know everything about me?"
"Your phone is active. Right now it is communicating with your social media accounts. It is 

telling them where you are. Facebook has an advertisement for a restaurant in Wurzburg for you 
when you next log on. Your phone is in sync with your iTunes account at home in Milan. You are a 
fan of Laura Pausini. . . ." The voice spoke more quickly. . . ." You saw her in concert in 2010, you 
had a loan refused in 2009, your dentist has a message for you on your answer phone, and your 
freezer is malfunctioning, operating twelve degrees above its optimum safety range. . . ." The 
machine drew breath. "The two million euro deposit to the account of Salvatore Rossi was 
authorised by you against the wishes of your commanding officer-"

"Stop." 
"This is a prototype," said Virginia. "It doesn't actually know everything about you, but in time it 

will. As long as you continue to connect every aspect of your life to some online network machines 
like this will know everything and learn to speculate, conclude and make judgements. It also has my
sense of humour."

"Computers like this already exist," said Dremba.
"They still need a human being to maintain them, keep them fed with algorithms. And they need 

warehouses the size of Luxembourg. They're very good at trawling keywords in a predetermined 
environment, but would take months to explore and, crucially, understand the details that define 
you. Such as unauthorised payments. . . ."

"Why are you showing us all this?"
"Malfunctioning fridges. Because this is what I do. This is what I devote my time to. I've led the 

research on this technology for the last five years and if I was running around Wurzburg casting 
spells on people I'd hardly have the time for any of this, would I?"

On the way out, two research students distracted Virginia. Bernadette waited a moment. "It's not 
exactly witchcraft, is it?"

"Witches don't have to be hags flying around on broomsticks. It's 2015." He tried to keep his 
voice down. "Remember Boorhans believed she was a way in to the Malandanti. He had a reason to
believe that."

"But you don't believe any of it. Bored housewives, you called them. You're a contradiction."
"Okay, forget I spoke."
"Well, make sense when you speak. Be consistent. You're not helping."
"Just because she's a scientist with a lot of fancy gadgetry and a weird husband-"
"Actually, her husband is weird."
"Doesn't mean she can't believe in other things. I mean, you said yourself, you're a Catholic. You 

have all your own gadgetry, but you drink someone's blood and eat their flesh every Sunday 
afternoon."

"It's symbolic."
"Yeah. You had to ditch the literal meaning centuries ago when you realised what a lot of bullshit 

it all was."
"Blame the Enlightenment."
"No, I blame religious ignorance."
"There was a lot of religious ignorance drawn on the windscreen this morning."
"Fuck you."
"Where is this getting us?" 



"I don't know."
Virginia rejoined and took them back outside the faculty where Earnst Bruck entertained a small 

group of fawning students. Virginia kissed him passionately. "These detectives think I'm 
responsible for the Bamberg murders."

"I didn't say that. . . ." Bernadette protested.
"You implied."
"I asked if you knew anything about the events in Bamberg."
"Ladies and gentlemen," Bruck announced clinging to his wife, "the state of modern life in the 

twenty first century, a police state, pan-national security nightmare." And the students believed him.
Eight pairs of unfriendly eyes locked onto Bernadette. Dremba's new cigarette went unnoticed. "It 
won't be long before we're all tagged and chipped, watched night and day. Tell me, I guess you 
think Edward Snowden is a criminal."

"We don't work for the NSA, Herr Bruck."
The group parted to allow a majestic Bruck to step forward and lead Bernadette to one side. He 

started a lecture on the finer details of German privacy laws, but she wasn't listening. She was more 
interested in Dremba's body language. He floated next to Virginia and with each clumsy drag on his
cigarette took a sly glance at the curve of her waist, the bulge of her breasts, a rapid examination of 
her leather jacket and close fitting jeans inside knee high boots. His wordless scan ran from head to 
toe in a series of shifty looks. Then she spoke to him: whispers, gentle sentences, a word in his ear, 
face to face. She even placed the back of her hand against his shoulder. He was ready to drop; the 
cigarette shook in his fingers.

"And you don't give a damn, do you?" said Bruck.
"I'm sorry, about what?" Bernadette had a more urgent worry. "I think your wife is coming on to 

my partner."
"Can we go," said Dremba.
"We haven't finished here."
"Arrest my wife or leave," said Bruck.
"Do you know Frieda Schoenhofer?" Bernadette noticed Bruck's eyes brighten. Virginia's closed.
"Frieda," Bruck prepared to move away from the group again, "she is an interesting young 

woman."
Virginia tried to stop him, but short of dragging him back by the collar there was no way. . . . 
"She's a witch. A young and very beautiful witch. . . . "
"You'll have to excuse my husband. He had rather a lot of wine at lunch."
"And a very good vintage it was. Wine and my wife are the perfect meal. Sets you up for the 

afternoon."
Bernadette smiled at Virginia. "Tell us more about Frieda, Herr Bruck."
"I need to go, Earnst. I'll leave you alone with the good detectives."
"She bought my sculpture." He hugged Dremba's shoulders. "I think she has a thing about my 

wife, but then who doesn't. Animal, vegetable, mineral. Nothing and no one can resist her. Do you 
find my wife irresistible, Pierre? Hot blooded Frenchman like you. Have you succumbed to my 
wife's devilish charm?"

Dremba was rocked by an aggressive shake. "Your wife is very amenable, Herr Bruck. . . ."
"Amenable." Bruck spat out a long hoarse roar of laughter. "You're bewitched, young man. And I 

can't blame you. So why don't you two go and ask another witch about Bamberg. Young Frieda is 
the real Wicked Witch of Bamberg. My wife is merely a humble academic."

"Very touching," said Bernadette. She spoke into Dremba's ear. "Let's go before he starts 
humping your leg. We'll come back, get her alone."



"Nice meeting you, Herr Bruck." Dremba patted the old man's chest. "Professor."
Back in the car, away from a belligerent Bruck and an inflammatory group of students, Dremba 

closed his eyes. "Fuck me, she's hot. How old do you think she is?"
Bernadette slammed the car door. "I've no idea. Perhaps she's five."
"You're jealous."
"I want to follow her, see where she's going after that débâcle."
"I saw the way she was looking at you."
"What?" Bernadette's notes had become a foreign language. . . .
"Do you think she's one of those old bi-"
"Will you be quiet." The front of the car filled with cigarette smoke. "And open a window, for 

God's sake." More information turned up on her screen. "We forgot to ask about Doctor Greg Miller
. . . and Klaus Lenzl. . . ."

"Was that the guy who met us in reception?"
"No. Doctor Miller was the guy sucked out of his hotel room by a hurricane. Allegedly. The guy 

in reception was Hoenenbacker. Doctor Hoenenbacker."
"The guy over there?"
Across the car park, Doctor Hoenenbacker was about to drive away. "Follow him," said 

Bernadette.
"Please. . . ."
"Follow him, please."
They tailed him for fifteen minutes, out of Wurzburg and deep into the surrounding countryside. 

Dremba kept a few hundred metres between them. "He could be going on vacation to Austria."
"We can follow him all the way. What did she say to you?"
"Who?"
"Professor Bruck when you were undressing her with your eyes."
"She didn't say anything."
"I saw her whisper something in your ear."
"Ah, no. She was blowing across my lobe. Trying to turn me on."
"Oliver Tollmann in Bamberg questioned Frieda Schoenhofer about the arson attack the year 

before."
"She's obviously outgrown that geriatric husband."
"Try to concentrate. He thought she had a role in burning down Lena Siebert-Neved's house."
Dremba's eyes filled the rear view mirror. "Wasn't she the so-called witch who died in the so-

called video."
"Yeah. Toten Herzen. Klaus Lenzl. . . . " Bernadette frantically scanned forwards to Doctor 

Hoenenbacker's car and backwards to her tablets, trying to link the names together. "Lenzl was a 
student of Hoenenbacker." She made a call as the pursuit travelled through the village of 
Rossbrunn.

"Can I speak to Professor Bruck please. . . . Bernadette Maldini, Interpol. Thank you."
Doctor Hoenenbacker stopped at a house on the edge of the village.
"Professor Bruck, thanks for picking up the phone . . . yes, I know you didn't have to after 

everything that happened."
Doctor Hoenenbacker carried a large box protected by bubble wrap. He knocked on the side door 

of the house.
"How well do you know Klaus Lenzl?" 
A young woman answered the door. She paused, checked out the package and stood aside. Doctor

Hoenenbacker glanced back at the road before stepping into the house.



"When was this?"
Dremba jumped out of the car and marched towards the house.
"Shit. . . .  No, sorry, my colleague has just done something stupid." Bernadette followed him. 

"He left with Frieda, but hasn't come back. Has this been reported?
She managed to stop Dremba just as he was about to bang on the door. "No. I'm sorry, Professor. 

I have an emergency, I need to go. I'll speak to you again." She ended the call. "What are you 
doing?"

"Following him. This is my way of doing things."
"Klaus Lenzl is missing and he was a student of this guy."
Dremba eyed an upstairs window. 
"Wait for him to come out. He hasn't come here for anything suspicious."
"How do you know that? What was he carrying?"
"We can ask him when he comes out."
When Doctor Hoenenbacker came out he was lost for words.
"What a coincidence," said Dremba.
"What do you want? How dare you follow me."
For a man about to be lifted off his feet by a tattooed French detective Doctor Hoenenbacker 

stood up quite stiffly. Bernadette stepped between him and Dremba. "Doctor, we think your life 
might be in danger."

"From him?" 
"No. Frieda Schoenhofer. Can we speak to you in our car?"
"If you must."
The young woman appeared. "Is everything okay, Doctor Hoenenbacker?"
"What was the parcel you just delivered?" said Dremba. 
The young woman walked with a strong limp. "Sandrine works better from home. I was 

delivering a non-polarising beamsplitter. What did you think it was? A bomb? Drugs? Counterfeit 
jeans?"

Dremba shook his head. "I thought it might be a . . .  what you just mentioned."
"Just a few words, Doctor." Bernadette lured him away to the apparent safety of the car and its 

smoky interior.
"She's bad news, you know," said Doctor Hoenenbacker. "She is quite rude, has no respect for 

authority."
"They're hardly crimes, Doc."
"She knew Klaus Lenzl?"
"Yes. Bewitched the boy. They went to England together and he still hasn't returned. The 

deranged remains of his doctorate are finished now."
"Deranged remains?"
"He was trying to prove the existence of vampires."
There were times when Bernadette and Dremba came together in a shared bewilderment.
"Why was he trying to do that?" said Bernadette.
"He met someone connected to that band."
"What band?"
"That band. The vampire band. Toten Herzen. He was bewitched by a girl who worked for them."
"Who was that?"
"I don't know. I never met her, but he sometimes talked about her having blue hair. I mean, are 

these people human or creatures?"
"It's hard to tell, Doc."



Dremba's cigarette smoke, in spite of an open window, began to suck Doctor Hoenenbacker's 
voice dry. But he described Frieda, her disposition, her background, her business interests. Her 
effect on Klaus. 

"He sounds like he was impressionable," said Dremba from within a smoke cloud.
"He sounds like he mixes with some strange people. How long has he been at Wurzburg?"
"He's in his third year. He completed his Masters degree here and his first degree in Bamberg."
"He studied in Bamberg?"
"Yes. He's originally from Bamberg. Perhaps he already knew Frieda."
Perhaps. Perhaps Klaus Lenzl knew a lot more than he was given credit for. Allowed to leave, 

Doctor Hoenenbacker jumped out of the car with uncharacteristic speed.
"I wonder what it's like to be so clever." said Dremba. "Do you think all that brilliance puts 

pressure on the inside of his skull?"
"Someone from Bamberg would know their way around the Cathedral."
"Yeah."
"Its levels of security. . . ."
"Maybe he knows Lothar who fixes the lightening rod."
"Oh, I almost forgot. When you chased after Doctor Hoenenbacker, don't pull a trick like that 

again."
"Or you'll do what?"
"It was a stupid thing to do. You're not in a film."
"It brightens my day."
"It disturbs mine. Another trick like that and you're back in Lyon."
"Suits me."
"What?"
"Since when were you in charge? I don't like you and I don't like working on this wild goose 

chase. So let me go back to Lyon. You'll be doing me a favour."
"Fine. You're a hindrance."

-

Bernadette found tranquillity in her hotel bedroom. She calmed herself with a long therapeutic 
shower and phoned her partner Giovanni in Milan. "I can't work with him. He's like a magnet 
walking through a field of iron fibres. He pulls everything in all directions."

"It's usually the criminals who distract you."
"Criminals have nothing on this guy."
"It's not like you to worry." Giovanni appointed himself the task of worrying on behalf of them 

both. He worried when the Mafia bombed Bernadette's police convoy in Palermo. (She walked 
away without a scratch.) He worried when the Mafia almost kidnapped her at gunpoint in Naples. 
(She shot her way out of danger.) And when he received a death threat one afternoon at the office of
the magazine he worked for, he worried about the effect on her, not himself. (The threat turned out 
to be a hoax sent by a colleague sacked the week before.)

"I'm not worried about him, well I worry what he'll do next. . . ."
"So, you're worrying."
"He puts me off my concentration."
"Does he smoke?"
"Yeah, how do you know that?"
"Smokers always have this effect on you. Look, sort out your strategy and stick to it."



"Yes, I know, I know."
"I shouldn't have to tell you how to do your job."
"No." She lay forward on the hotel bed and stared into the mini bar. The only wine was German. 
"Is he there with you?"
"No, it's the television. German game shows are as bad as our own. Do you know he said we have

a lot in common with Germans."
"Bernie. . . ."
"You know what he was suggesting. Fascism. He's as bad as the British for bringing up the 

war. . . ."
"Bernie. . . ."
"You're right. He is getting to me."
"So, what are you going to do about it."
"What I should be doing." After a long goodbye she dressed and strode into the hotel bar where 

Dremba sat alone, whisky in hand, drawing on a napkin.
"I'm going out," she said.
Dremba folded the napkin to hide the scribbles and shapes. "Where?"
"Virginia Bruck. I said I'd follow her. I'm going to hound that woman until she cracks. Bald tyre, 

tax returns, anything I can find on her."
"See you back in Lyon."
She reached the hotel lobby, but turned back and surprised Dremba doodling on the napkin. "I 

know how you can be useful." She presented her idea and grinned when he drained his whisky. . . .
"I'll get onto it. See you later."

-

Another pursuit, another long drive through the Wurzburg countryside, following Virginia to a large
house where she joined a substantial gathering. Ten, eleven cars, possibly more parked out of sight, 
surrounded the house. 

Bernadette drove on, found her own place to park in secret and returned to survey the area on 
foot. Secluded tracks and paths led to the perimeters of fields which ran up against woodland 
patches concealing shallow folds with narrow streams. 

The house was too far out of sight for its light to penetrate the darkness, but the woodland cast an 
alien luminosity of its own, filtered through the canopies, masked by the ranks of tree trunks. She 
headed towards the glow, careful to keep her presence quiet, to keep her approach secret. She 
carried her head torch below her hip, low enough to scan a safe distance of ground.

The light source intensified and she found herself at the head of a long shadow. To the right, the 
ground swelled to a height that might provide a view without revealing her presence. Ahead of her 
position, hidden activity, soft conspiratorial chatter, provoked her suspicion.

The mound's gentle convex profile forced her onto the exposed crest, but there were trees, several 
pines, and behind the third she would have a line of sight protected by the two in front.

In the dell below, twelve figures gathered round a central block of stone illuminated by a ring of 
burning torches and flames cavorting in large bowls of oil.  

Bernadette understood the rituals of the Church, the rituals of her own ceremonies and costumes 
and burning incense; the singing and chanting and repetition and call and answer. It was her world, 
a familiar reassuring world. And the bigger the ceremony the more comforting, the more 
impressive. The Church was her community. Her communion.

But the ceremony before her belonged to another world, a secret world of robes, pointed hoods, 



unfamiliar symbols of unknown origins. She recognised the Latin, but not the words; what they 
meant, what they represented. She acknowledged the ritual, but not its purpose.

On the block a man stood naked. The centre of attention. Twelve others welcomed him, stepped 
up to the block and placed a variety of plants, leaves, grasses and berries at his feet. He turned to 
face the four compass points, responded to chants inviting the four seasons to visit him. And as the 
temperature forced Bernadette to shiver, a mist curled from the man's shoulders. 

She filmed it. Her phone held at arm's length captured the moment the man began to levitate from
the block. She ignored the screen of her phone and looked down, astonished by the real thing. He 
paused several metres above the block with no apparent support, no cables, no ropes. Held aloft by 
the apparent power of the monotonous chants. Bernadette told herself it was a magic trick, but who 
was the audience to impress, where were the cameras recording it all?

Spectral figures joined the floating man, transparent human forms drifting around his head and 
ultimately absorbed by him. With each entry to his body a bowl of oil belched another bulbous 
tongue of fire, and the air became noxious with the smell of pine and almond and hazel. . . .

"Quite a spectacle."
Bernadette rolled onto her back and stared up at Earnst Bruck, his features tinged with the 

malevolent tint of the golden flames. 
A crackle of sparks alerted him. "He's almost consumed."
"What is all that?" said Bernadette holding her voice to a nervous whisper.
"The initiation of a new member. Now they are thirteen again."
"Why aren't you down there with them?"
"I'm too old to be running round the woods. I prefer to practice alone these days, it suits my 

constitution better. All this must be quite strange to a good Catholic Italian. I bet you denied any of 
it even exists."

"No."
"It's not a crime, Bernadette. I know the Church believes otherwise, but between women bishops 

and hiding all those nasty little paedophiles, it's a little distracted at the moment. Is it not?"
"Who are they?"
Bruck studied the progress down below. The man accepted his robes, offered blood from a cut to 

the hand. . . .  "Woodcuts would have him kissing the Devil's arse by now, but it was never like 
that." His mouth whispered the chanting word for word. "She wears the craft so well."

"Who? Is your wife down there?"
"My finest pupil. It breaks my heart the main coven chose not to invite her. Their loss."
Bruck's hefty figure blocked a large section of the woodland behind him, but his size provided the

momentum when Bernadette swung her feet and cut his legs from under him. She ran, away from 
the mound, away from the light, her timid shadow ahead of her all the time. She ran into the 
arrangement agreed with Dremba in the hotel bar. A waiting armed unit of police responding to the 
tracking device on her phone. She changed direction and followed them back towards the mound. 

Dremba led them. Dremba in kevlar body armour, his pistol secure in both hands, directed a 
group of armed officers ready for any surprised response. 

But the coven were not surprised. . . .
They flew out of the dell at head height, propelled through the woodland like missiles screeching 

and screaming, a blur of black projectiles carried along by. . . . Bernadette was sure they were 
broomsticks. Broomsticks, each with a robed figure hanging on; besom under the left arm, legs 
swept behind. The fury of the flight generated a thud of electrical charge sucking the breath out of 
her lungs. Her black hair stood to attention, supercharged by a colossal spike of static when the 
witches launched. 



Automatic gun fire traced between the trees. Dremba lay on his side. Bernadette threw herself 
down. The figures returned. Higher, faster, louder. The air heated around them; an intense radiation 
like an invisible hotplate. They shrieked overhead when Bernadette tried to run. She fell heavily 
against a tree trunk. A stab of pain wired along her collarbone.

More gunfire rasped in all directions, Dremba barked orders, but the targets shifted before anyone
could aim. The canopies took the bullets from the random tracer fire. Trees roared forcing their 
roots up from the rolling forest floor, heaving upwards, pitching Bernadette off her feet. And back 
they came, unperturbed by the gunfire. The figures dropped from the tree tops in great tangential 
arcs that thrashed the brushwood and spun the thickening mist into turbulent serpents' tails.

Dremba called everyone back. The police retreated. A bizarre panic of armed men and women ran
through the obstacle course, blinded by the dense choking fog. Bernadette believed in hell, and 
running through the almond musk of the woodland's cyanide fumes might be her punishment; this 
eternal escape with every heavy footstep pumping one more shot of agony through her chest and 
shoulders. . . . The mist flickered amber, blue, red, and the scything lights of assembled police 
vehicles guided her to safety.

Cold fresh air gave Dremba an opportunity to cough himself clean before organising a clumsy roll
call. Once the numbers added up the convoy fled to the nearest village where the vans regrouped 
and disgorged a delirious gang of angry officers trying to comprehend the attack.

Dremba saw Bernadette holding her shoulder. "You okay?"
"Landed heavily." She had questions, (they all had questions, but no one could find the right 

words), questions beyond the attack, the visual spectacle, the inexplicable vision of thirteen men 
and women flying through a forest on broomsticks. There had to be a logical explanation, a rational 
prosaic humdrum everyday explanation.

"You get what you wanted tonight?" Dremba offered a cigarette. 
She grabbed it and almost bit it in half before the nicotine could stop her body shaking. 

"Whatever just happened, there's an explanation."
"I'll look forward to hearing it."
"There's an explanation for it. Whatever it was, there's a fucking explanation. . . ."
Eleven armed police officers squatted around the vans; heads in hands, bodies heavy with the 

shock of the assault, the nature of the assault.
"There's a logical explanation. They weren't really flying. . . ."
"No. We all imagined what just happened." Dremba lit his second cigarette. "We're all gonna 

wake up and it'll still be 1998."
"When we all calm down we'll realise what all that was."
"This is going to be tricky to explain," said Dremba. "I'll let you draft the report."
"Tricky?" She hauled herself upright and spoke to her cigarette. "Whatever it was, fuck it, we 

have names. For the first time we have names. Bruck, Schoenhofer, Lenzl. We link those names to 
Bamberg and we have the people behind Theo Wenders, Simon Frenzel, all of them. They've shown
their hand. We forced them to show their hand."

Dremba walked away. "Part of me wishes we hadn't."

-

A long column of police vehicles and a heavily armoured truck invaded Wurzburg University. The 
mobile machinery rumbled onto the campus of the Mathematics faculty, rattling windows, vibrating
the ground, strobing the dull landscape with a pyrotechnic display of emergency lights. A squadron 
of police helicopters directed search beams over the rooftops and lawns, picking out a nervous 



audience at every window of the building and clusters of dumbstruck spectators along the roads. 
Bystanders, students and staff made room for the police here in numbers, big numbers, to collect 
one person.

"I'm sorry for all this, Doctor Hoenenbacker." Bernadette rushed him from the faculty to the 
armoured truck.

"I wasn't expecting this. What is going on?"
"Please don't be intimidated. This show of force is to protect you."
"Don't be intimidated? Of course I'm intimidated. This show of force as you call it is a clear 

indication of the size of threat I'm facing."
Dremba stood at the rear door of the armoured truck and held out his hand. "Trust us, Doctor 

Hoenenbacker. We know what we're doing."
"Do you." He climbed into the vehicle. "A simple car would have been more reassuring."
"A simple car wouldn't have sent the right message," said Bernadette.
"To whom?"
"To people who like sending messages."
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Once the shadows lengthened across the tracks and lanes of Rigolato the superstitions would 
increase in veracity, take on a slightly more serious nature as if saying: daylight shields you; in 
darkness all truth is revealed.

Gaspurotto hurried across the rough cobbles towards the baker's shop. Inside, Manfredini's 
daughter Olivia served a late afternoon customer, offering a reduced price on a large loaf of cheese 
bread. She saw Gaspurotto and called to her father adding up the day's takings in the back of the 
shop. 

The customer left. Gaspurotto waited for the door bell to finish tinkling. "Another one?"
"Yes. I think so. They always buy bread."
Manfredini carried a small accounting book with pages gathered together by a green ribbon. He 

added his own observations. "She came in yesterday. Bought the same bread."
"Who else has seen something?" said Olivia.
"De Conti had a couple asking if his farm was open to tourists. They spoke with German accents."
"How many do you think there are now?" Typical of Manfredini to ask about the numbers.
"Three today, tourists and our bread lady, so thirteen so far."
"Perhaps that's the limit," said Olivia.
"Thirteen. No." Manfredini inspected the last few bread rolls and placed them on the counter in a 

circle. "They will come with reinforcements."
From Manfredini's shop to the rattling double doors of Jiacomo's carpentry storehouse, 

Gaspurotto had a short downhill walk, but in the darkness trapped between the clustered buildings 
he needed the torch he'd left at home. He blustered through Jiacomo's double doors, relieved to have
finally arrived without incident. Jiacomo worked late, taking the rough edges off a window frame 
with his latest mechanised plane.

"Is that it?" said Gaspurotto fascinated by the device.
"Sure is. Old enough to have taken the rough edges off Mussolini, but still effective. Feel that."
Gaspurotto ran his hand along the silky finish of the window frame. "Perfect."
"What are others saying?" Jiacomo continued his concentrated work.
"One more just bought a loaf of bread. Same person, a woman. Germanic."
"Trouble?"
"It's looking that way."
"The tourist season gets longer every year," said Jiacomo. "Soon, they'll be inventing new days. 

We'll have nine day weeks and fourteen month years."
"Who wants a new window?"
"Theresa Sgabbariza. I said I'd do it as a favour. She can't afford to pay since Brunello died."
"No. I thought he might have left more in his will."
"Blame Napoleon. Half of Brunello's wealth was pilfered by that bastard. I thought the same as 

you. Big villa, brand new Fiat on his hundred and eightieth birthday. And he dies virtually 
insolvent."

"Has Theresa seen anyone?"
"Four. In the lanes leading past the villa."
Gaspurotto wanted to see the window pane finished, but he had two more urgent calls to make. 

When he was done he returned to his own house next to the church, lit a candle to the Sacred Heart, 
ate a light meal of cold meats and spiced wine and left for the village hall at nine p.m.

-



In spite of thirty-four people cramming their fed and watered bodies into the village hall the 
meeting maintained a sombre silence. A calm as gentle as the Alpine sunset. 

Gaspurotto closed the village hall door. His voice echoed with a dry softness around the low 
pitched timber roof (repaired the year before by Jiacomo).

"Two nights ago two coachloads of tourists arrived at the hotel. Nothing unusual about that and 
we're glad to see it doing business at a quiet time of the year. But a number of us have concerns 
about some of the people who followed the tourists to the village."

Nolgarni, sitting at the back with his dog wrapped around his ankles, had been stopped by a 
tourist who told him their coach had been followed all the way from Udinese. Being a cynic by 
nature he immediately raised the alarm. "Are they all the same? All forty of them?"

"No," said Gaspurotto. "We know of at least thirteen among the tourists, but there may be more 
who don't practice."

"Aren't they the dangerous ones?" said Petra Olquin from the tourism office.
"Possibly. We'll only know who they are, the non-practicing, when they reveal themselves, but 

there are ways and means."
"We need to act quickly."
"Yes."
"We need to act tonight," said Manfredini. "We have an alignment." 
The visitors to the hall shuffled their chairs around a trestle table where Manfredini unrolled a star

chart with hand written annotations along a series of curving lines: Ursa Major connected to Draco 
via Venus.

"That's strong," said Gaspurotto. 
"It was the same alignment my father used in 1941. Killed an entire German convoy down the 

river."
"I remember that," said Florentini over Jiacomo's square shoulders.
"You were there," said Jiacomo. "Of course you remember it."
"I'm just saying."
"I'm not having a go at you. . . ."
"I know. But I was just saying."
"Gentlemen." Manfredini consulted an almanac. "The optimum time is ten minutes past eleven. 

Can we do that?"
A murmur of approval passed through the room and with that the responsibilities were agreed. 

The men would go out to the lower field of De Conti's vegetable plot and cast the spell. The women
would stay in the village and watch for any tourists leaving the hotel so late at night.

"Excuse me," said a man sat on the edge of his chair at the rear of the group. "What do you want 
me to do?"

"Stay with Signore Gaspardi," said Manfredini. "If you feel a little light headed some time after 
eleven don't worry. It's only the effects of the protection being reinforced."

"Once they're identified we know who to deal with," said Gaspurotto.
"And you're sure this will work." The man hunched over his knees when he spoke. His fingernails

were bitten to the skin, but he still gnawed at the remains.
Gaspurotto sat next to him. "Signore Cobbold, we have been fighting these streghe for longer than

you can imagine and we're still here."
"How did they find me?"
"They did what you did. Headed for Giassico, but they have big mouths down there. We haven't 

lived in that area since the Inquisition, but our new remoteness is what allows us to survive."



Cobbold took some reassurance from the warm expressions around him, but the villagers of 
Rigolato had seen the chaos in Helsinki. They knew who was after him.

"Think about Spring, Signore Cobbold," said Gaspurotto. He stood up and tugged his belt.  
"You'll look back on all this and laugh."

-

De Conti's fields never totally surrendered to the darkness of night time. Under the white lamp of 
Monte Croste the fields were illuminated during the day by its brilliant reflectivity, and after sunset,
by a nocturnal sheen of snow draped over the upturned bowl of the mountain's summit.

Thirteen men gathered in the half light, using intuition and familiarity to avoid the boggy ditches 
and winter puddles along the soggy lane leading to the field. They moved stealthily, avoiding 
torches, lanterns or any clues to their assembly.

Manfredini faced north, Gaspurotto south, De Conti west and Jiacomo east. The arrangement 
never varied and the other nine never questioned who should stand on the compass points. 
Gaspurotto faced south as his father had done, and his grandfather and every generation of his 
family all the way back to the 16th century when Paulo Gaspurotto lived in Giassico.

At the centre of the gathering De Conti placed a woven basket, took out a flask of wine and 
poured the contents into thirteen small beakers. One by one each member of the circle stepped 
forward, thanked the four compass points, drank the wine and returned to their position. Gaspurotto 
came last and walked around the circle, handing a stalk of fennel to each member.

They closed their eyes, stood quietly for a moment and allowed the journey to begin. 
The flight carried them with great velocity over fields and walls, fences and hedges, and the lone 

walnut tree standing guard to the east of the village. The summit of Monte Pleros rotated below the 
flight path, and the eternal line of the horizon, the southern Alps, emerged against the star lit 
panorama, knobbled like an old man's gum. Down the forested slopes of the mountain, solitary 
gorse winked, ghylls settled into scrambled streams, silver threads curved and wound through 
huddled copses and fig groves.  

The village revolved like a music box around the church tower and its bulbous dome surrounded 
by narrow alleyways, the school yard with its sleeping caterpillar see-saw, and Senagrini's rusting 
Fiat he used to deliver groceries. And in the drowsing mist of the village a crimson glow leaked 
from the hotel. 

The meeting of the Malandanti impelled the thirteen men to survey the building. The east wing 
produced the strongest crimson glow. Crimson footsteps peppered the footpaths, clustered around 
the pool in the hotel gardens, and wandered away through the village: to the baker's shop, past 
Sgabbariza's villa, down the lanes towards De Conti's farm. . . .

When the journey returned to the field, Gaspurotto allowed his head to stop spinning before he 
spoke. "They're here. No doubt about it. You saw it."

Manfredini led the group in the casting of a spell to identity the Malandanti amongst the tourists.
"Let the air they breath glow with the crimson breath of hell's furnaces. Let their footsteps 

incriminate their wandering, let their poisonous presence cultivate the entangling twines of 
bindweed, invisible to their all seeing eye, deaf to their untuned hearing." He held back his head and
emitted a cloud of spores which caught the breeze and drifted like the finest gossamer towards the 
village. The others blew to help the spores on their way.

Gaspurotto opened the woven basket, found the effigy of Cobbold and placed it on the ground. He
invoked a spirit of the harvests to grow around it, then wrapped the effigy in a delicate gauze of rye 
grass, returned to his position facing south, dug a shallow pit and buried it.



"Now we need inspiration. Bring us ideas, the one idea that will snare those who threaten us." 
Manfredini sank into another bout of sleep.

Gaspurotto's head filled with words, phrases, numbers, pictures, visions, sounds. He heard 
chanting, repetitive voices babbling over each other. Voices bounced off stone walls until only one 
remained: a solitary clear voice reciting an old story of the village and a deal with the Devil which 
turned sour. The bell of the church rang and the voice stopped.

"Did you hear that?" Said Gaspurotto.
"Yes." Manfredini heard it. They all agreed. "Storytellers."
"Give the tourists an attraction to visit," said De Conti.
"Lure them. Use their curiosity against them," said Jiacomo. 
"Can we go somewhere warm to discuss this," said De Conti. "I made a stew earlier this evening. 

There are leftovers."
Gaspurotto rubbed the cold out of his hands. "Let's work out this plan."
They gathered the basket and the other contents laid out in the circle and left for De Conti's 

farmhouse and the promise of a warming stew. Gaspurotto stepped over the pit where he buried 
Cobbold's effigy. A green shoot had emerged ready to burst when the sun rose over the eastern 
mountains.

-

The hotel's terrace garden allowed Virginia to look out across the village enclosed by the Degamo 
valley. She was at a loss. Thwarted. The word danced around her subconscious mind like a teasing 
imp: thwarted, thwarted.

"What do you think they're doing?" The activity around the church captivated Gria Mesner. 
Virginia had been watching it for ten minutes before her coven colleague joined her on the terrace.

"I don't know, but they know we're here. As soon as the hotel receptionist raised her eyebrows at 
how many of us had arrived, I knew straight away we were in the right place at the wrong time."

"I don't understand."
"Cobbold's here. That's why the water was cloudy last night. He made the same mistake as us. 

Going down to Giassico first. If he wasn't here it would be clear. But so many other tourists in one 
place at the same time was always going to alert them."

Around the church a minibus arrived with a small sortie of people dressed in eccentric medieval 
costumes. One dressed as a jester. The group manhandled a hand painted banner across the door of 
the church. 

Gria looked through the lens of her camera. "It's in Italian."
"What does it say? In Italian."
"Festival di due giorni. Celebrazione invernale del sacro cuore"
"Two day festival. Winter celebration of the Sacred Heart. What a coincidence."
Virginia took herself off for another meander through the Alpine huddle of houses and over the 

footbridge across the Degamo river in spate from two days of thunderstorms. On the edge of the 
village the jester she had seen earlier approached along the narrow path. Her tricorn hat serenaded 
every footstep with a chinkling of bells. 

"Hello. I don't suppose you would be interested in a special event in the church this evening?" She
had a wide smile and gleeful eyes.

"I think you know the answer to that." Virginia stopped. 
The jester grinned and her red painted cheeks creased into deep dimples. "It's a very special 

event," she said with a slow heavy accent. 



"Why is it special?"
The jester referred to a leaflet. "Well, it is, it has a limited number of spaces, so it is invitation. By

invitation."
"Extraordinary."
"Yes. It is part of the Sacred Heart celebrations. A night of storytelling in the catacombs of the 

Church of the Sacred Heart."
"Catacombs, storytellers, publicised by a medieval jester."
"Yes. Have you heard about the catacombs?"
"No."
"For such a small church they are surprisingly expensive."
"You mean expansive?"
"Expansive, yes. Very very big."
Virginia studied the basic inkjet leaflet and the fuzzy photographs of dark tunnels and dank 

rooms, windowless subterranean rooms. "And the storytelling takes place down here?"
"Yes. But as you can see the space is quite confined, so not so many people down there at the 

same time. The catacombs house a secret that pre-dates the church." She stepped closer to Virginia 
and offered her widest grin. "Some of the stories tell of the secret. And some of the stories are as 
old as the book of Genesis."

Virginia's back shivered. The jester's grin sharpened and a hard light reflected in her eyes. 
Without the sound of bells her tricorn hat invoked thoughts of demonic horns and devilish tricks. 
The link was tenuous, but unavoidable: the book of Genesis; Adam and Eve. A coincidence 
Virginia couldn't overlook.

"Who else will be there?"
"A special few," said the jester. "A few who will appreciate the significance of the secret. Of the 

Sacred Heart that beats within the mountain. So many people have come here to find it." She folded
her arms behind her back, looked away and huffed. "Perhaps if the Knights Templar had buried 
their treasure under this mountain the story would be better known, but unfortunately no Templars."

"No Templars."
"No." The jester's grin lost its brevity and joy. "So you will come?" She placed the leaflet in 

Virginia's hand.
"Let me think about it."
"Nine o'clock. They who wait will wake in sorrow. They who visit will wish for tomorrow." The 

leaflet contained a woodcut illustrating the Tree of Knowledge, the forbidden apple and Adam's 
impressionable partner.

Virginia followed the sound of bells along the lane by the rushing river where a body flung would
be carried away to the sea. On the edge of the village she found the most rustic doorways and 
neglected windows, the places least visited by tourists. (Effective hiding places where no voice 
calling for help would be heard.) Towards the centre, she climbed the slopes, narrow lanes and 
alleyways ripe for ambush. (A deadly maze to confuse and capture the outsider.) And in the village 
centre, the church with its beating heart and subterranean intestines, ready to devour and digest the 
unwitting, the hapless and the trapped.

She counted so many potential threats and wondered which one the villagers had in mind as they 
prepared for the inevitable attempt to extract Cobbold. Virginia found a lump of Alpine granite, a 
shimmering nugget of silver white the size of her fist and carried it back to the hotel.
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Who were the seven tourists handed a leaflet for the storytellers event at the church? Throughout 
the day the coven members returned with a leaflet to the hotel, but Virginia discovered seven 
additional hotel guests singled out by the villagers. The tourists told her they had received their 
leaflets from different people: one from a medieval burgher, two from a knight, three from a 
harlequin, and one from the same jester who had approached Virginia by the river.

"What are you doing?" Gria stopped Virginia between tables at dinner.
"Handing on leaflets."
"I can see that, but why?"
"They won't be expecting thirteen strangers." She continued the redistribution of the coven's 

leaflets to anyone who showed an interest.
"But you were ready for a fight. Earlier this evening you were determined to take them on. What's

changed?"
"We're not here to fight the Benandanti, we're hear to take Patrick Cobbold home. We can't find 

him if we're underground fighting the locals. So we stay here in the hotel where they least expect us
to be. We'll let our presence be known in a different way."

Dinner finished early. Thirteen guests left the dining room, twenty others prepared to stroll out 
into a perfect Alpine evening, calm and clear, free of the blustery wind and rain, the perfect evening
for a story.

-

"Where are they?" Manfredini stood at the door of his shop with Olivia. The tourists wandered 
towards the church door, leaflets in hand, and were met by the festival organiser who ushered them 
inside and off down the steps to the catacombs.

But they weren't the tourists Manfredini expected to see. Gaspurotto emerged from the church and
hurried over to the shop. His heavy hair flopped across his sweating forehead.

"They're not here. It's not them. Have we made a mistake?"
"I don't know," said Manfredini. "I didn't hand out the leaflets."
"I met two of them," said Olivia. "I should go to the church, see if I recognise them."
Manfredini watched his daughter. "If they have passed on the invitations then they must know 

about us."
"And then what? I can't stand here. I'll bring the others together. We'll meet at De Conti's again." 

Gaspurotto headed down the hill towards the farm. 
Manfredini followed his daughter to the empty church. He met Olivia returning from the 

passageway to the catacombs. "I didn't recognise anyone."
"Are they all here?"
"Nineteen."
"Stay with them. I'll come back later."
Manfredini had lived too long and eaten too much bread to cope with the run up the hill to the 

hotel. He missed Signora Bruneschi, half hidden in the shadow of a large shed. She stopped him as 
he blustered past.

"Is there a problem?"
"Have you seen any of them leave the hotel?"
"No."
"None of them? None at all?"



"No. Why?"
"There's something going on. None of them are at the church." He didn't have time to talk and 

hauled his ageing body up the steep narrow lanes of the village. At the entrance to the car park, 
where the road turned sharply, Signoras Trappatoni and Pauluzzi skulked behind an ancient pine 
tree. 

"Have you seen anything?" Manfredini leant on his thighs and gasped.
"Only the rooftop."
"Rooftop?"
Signora Pauluzzi pointed towards the back of the hotel. A translucent reddish hue tinted the deep 

indigo sky and the shimmering grey bulk of the valley sides. Manfredini stalked forward, crept into 
the hotel gardens and scuttled from corner to corner like a burglar looking for an open window. He 
found the east wing bathed in crimson light cast from a first floor room and his stomach turned; he 
heard it bubble. At least the run from here was downhill.

On the way past the car park entrance he found the pine tree and Signoras Trappatoni and 
Pauluzzi. "In spite of everything, go find as many men with a gun?"

"And meet where?"
"I don't know . . . I have to go."

-

Virginia paused. She held a silver hammer with one hand. Gria chanted Agrippa's spell: the 
transmutation of elements to energy. Around the fist-sized granite lump the coven stood, primed, 
one hand after another on the rock: left, right, left, right.

Outside the hotel the mountains merged with the sky. A deep hideous cloud descended over the 
village. Gria's chant stopped. Hands withdrew. Virginia gripped the hammer and brought it down 
with such force she smashed the table, firing granite bullets across the room. The echo shattered her
eardrums. The mountain grumbled and a long low groan of agony pushed out of the darkening 
cloud.

And then came the tremor. The hotel convulsed. Lifted off its foundations. A tearing sound 
shattered the windows. Through the broken glass the agony of the village screamed and moaned, 
the church bell peeled like a maniac. Stone collapsed. Rocks tumbled. The cloud erupted with an 
electrical storm as brilliant as it was ferocious.

Panic surged along the hotel corridors, forcing the guests out into the rainstorm sweeping across 
the grounds. A member of staff crashed through the door. "You must leave, please leave the 
building." The panic blinded him to the candles, the shattered rock pieces and thirteen men and 
women in a loose circle.

"Everybody leave," Virginia said. The drenching rain burst through the windows. 
Hotel guests gathered in the grounds, ready to head down to the church where the bell tower had 

collapsed. The roof had gone too. A number of houses succumbed to the quake, others remained 
untouched. Free standing walls swayed as the anxious clatter of footsteps rushed past. 

Part of the church had fallen onto its own entrance, trapping those inside, barricading them in 
from the rescuers. The struggle began. Bare hands hurled aside lumps of stone, and men with long 
pieces of wood levered the fallen clock face out of the way.

Virginia pulled up her hood and joined the effort. She helped a local man whose hands were 
already scuffed and bleeding. 

"How many are in there?" she said.
"Don't know." The effort of lifting strained his speech.



"My friend was in there. Herr Cobbold."
"This could take all night."
Virginia recognised the baker scrambling through the rubble, clawing at the rock and calling a 

name: Olivia. She was struck by doubt, a momentary guilt watching the baker continue his 
desperate excavation. But his original plan involved Virginia lying beneath this pile of rock and he 
wouldn't be scrambling with the same energy to pull her out. She asked the local again. "My friend 
only moved here a few days ago. Left England to escape the weather."

"The English guy?"
"Yes."
"He's okay." The local man lobbed another lump of stone away from the pile.
"Are you sure." Virginia tried to stop him.
"He's with the Gaspardi family."
"Oh, thank God." She helped him carry a lintel, a huge ornate block of sculpted granite. "They 

own the cafe, don't they? Such a nice family."
The local man shook his head spraying fine beads of rain around him. "No. They own the water 

mill."
"Well, I hope it's still standing. I'll go down there later. See if he's okay?"
She didn't go straight away. She toured the rubble and destruction until all thirteen members knew

of the new target. Gria found her phone and sent a one word text message. 'Watermill.'
The rescue effort around the church caused enough distraction for Virginia to lead the coven 

down to the mill. They found a group of men and women struggling to prevent the wheel 
mechanism falling into the river. A  makeshift brace of timber, an awkward rickety frame, refused 
to be propped up against the wall.   

When thirteen foreigners appeared from the frayed edge of the village, unmoved by the 
downpour, unmoved by the condition of the water mill, the men and women dropped the timbers 
and ran.

The coven attacked. They grabbed any available length of wood and in a searing crackle of static 
electricity launched an aerial scramble over the grounds of the building, pushing against the 
windows, breaking through the roof tiles, shattering chimney stacks. At ground level, a fleet of cars 
roared up to the walls. Armed men and women kicked open the doors, rushed into the building and 
ransacked the rooms.

Virginia circled the creased roof and scanned the land for Cobbold's latest mad flight from 
danger. She felt the electricity run through her, a personal link to the running man. Instinct pulled 
them together. She continued through the horizontal rain, racing from outbuilding to outbuilding, to 
the edges of the property, out over the river. Cobbold continued to elude her. She turned back. . . .

A figure hurtled through the cloud. They collided. The sting of some airborne poison spread 
across her face and she plunged onto the crest of the roof and rolled towards the edge. She had 
enough energy to drift to the ground rather than fall, but the figure flew at her again and another 
sting of poison cut through her clothing.

The wall of a generator shed, bowing under the pressure of its own weight, provided cover. The 
cloud concealed an aerial conflict. Figures grappled in mid-air, tumbling like birds, twisting like 
entangled kites until one or both dropped to the ground in a spray of fire. Gunfire rattled out of the 
building. Automatic fire shooting upwards into the cloud. Virginia couldn't distinguish coven from 
enemy, and neither could the gunfire. She heard a voice cry out and another body plunged into the 
river. The water boiled for a few seconds, hissing violently before the body bobbed to the surface 
and flowed away on the current.

Inside the building shotguns answered the automatic fire. More bodies dropped out of the sky. An



engine revved. A voice called to Virginia. She ran. The shotguns were no match for the automatic 
fire and the cries of wounded men emerged from all over the property. Bullets whizzed around her 
head. She stumbled, saw a man run from a doorway, shotgun broken, no ammunition. Behind him 
Virginia's colleague Irina aimed an assault rifle and fired. The stranger twisted and buckled. 

"The others," Virginia called out. 
"Up in the air. We need help." Irina threw Virginia an automatic pistol and the two of them 

hunted through the grounds and buildings of the watermill. 
Irina was quicker, better trained. Every face in a doorway or window wasn't quick enough. 

Automatic gunfire spat across the void, riddled the walls, took out the threat. "Concentrate," said 
Irina ducking down behind a parked van.

In the mist, three shadows glided around searching for more airborne threats. A fourth figure 
emerged. Virginia recognised her own kind and fired at the encroaching shadows. A figure yelled, 
spiralled downwards and collided with a wall. Irina took aim and brought down the other two in a 
single deadly burst of automatic fire.

"You don't need black magic with one of these," Irina said and headed back to the car. She yelled 
into her radio, "This isn't Helsinki, get everyone out now." She grabbed Virginia's arm and sprinted.
Any unfamiliar movement received another burst of gunfire. "We need to go through the village to 
get back to the main road. Keep your head down."

They reached a revving car. Virginia jumped through an open door onto the lap of Gria already 
prone on the back seat. Poison had blistered her skin and a dark gunshot wound to her lower arm 
wept like a bleeding black eye. The car tyres squealed for traction. The driver rammed his foot 
down, Irina hung out of the open passenger door, automatic rifle blazing in the grey mist.

"They're following us," the driver shouted.
Virginia looked out of the rear window frosted with rain drops. The water mill retreated, but the 

lane was clear. Irina fired upwards towards an airborne assault as two figures screeched out of the 
cloud. 

"Watch your eyes," Virginia called. Irina ducked and a shower of blistering poison landed against 
the roof of the car, splashing the panels, bubbling the paintwork, melting the fabric lining of the 
door. The gunfire rasped again. Irina swapped magazines in a heart beat and fired. The figures 
climbed away leaving the car to its frantic evacuation, battering through the narrow passageways of 
the village, scattering locals, bouncing over the rubble of the earthquake. They reached a clear 
stretch of road, a clear escape from the village and accelerated away from Cobbold and his lethal 
Benandanti protection.

The driver's radio shouted. "Everyone out?"
"Copy. I have Virginia and Gria. Irina's riding shotgun. How are you?"
"All okay, but six coven down. . . ."
"How many?" Virginia called.
"Six. We won't know who until we're somewhere safe, but we only picked up five, you two make 

seven. Six down."
Virginia sat back. Gria spoke, her voice weakened by the pain in her arm. "Do we go back for 

them?"
Virginia shook her head. "No. There's no point. No point all of us getting killed. These things 

happen." She spoke to the driver and Irina. "You two okay?"
"Fine."
"Never better," Irina said.
Virginia laughed. "Maybe you're right. Who needs black magic?"
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THE CEREMONY OF THE ELEMENTS

The first time Jenzo wandered into Lake Maggiore the water gripped her shins like a frozen vice 
and shook her. She was three years old. Even as her body boiled in the summer heat of late July she 
felt as if her brittle legs would fall off and she would drown in the icy lake. 

Thirty-one years had passed, but the memory came back to her, vivid and visceral, when she 
placed her bare feet into the winter waters of Lake Klontal. The summoning started here, these 
reluctant steps breaking through the toffee-brittle ice layer until her body contorted with pain and 
shuddered with such violence she could barely hold on to her ritual knife.

She wasn't alone. Twenty-three silhouettes lined up along the lake shore, weary and wet, ready to 
enter the misty drizzle and the frigid depths of the water. But none of them moved until Jenzo 
moved, wading out after she was waist deep and gulping great mouthfuls of moist air. She stopped 
when she lost the sensation in her feet and the languid water kissed her quivering shoulders.  

The others manoeuvred in slow motion and formed a close circle. Jenzo stood behind Shalini who
stood behind Vukadinovic, the arrangement repeated around the circle to Gregor standing behind 
Jenzo. 

She pushed Shalini's hair forward over her shoulders to reveal the skin, the palimpsest on which a
new spell would be carved over the old one; the time faded drawings, numbers, symbols and Old 
Germanic text of the Abramelin procedure carried out nine years ago.

The group had fasted for forty-eight hours and prepared the shoreline with magic circles 
described by John Dee, Giordano Bruno and Agrippa. Forbidden knowledge etched the frozen 
ground with numbers lifted from the pages of the Abramelin (Book Three) and Polder's own 
dabblings. The procedure now required the knowledge to be etched into their own skin. Jenzo 
gritted her teeth and ignored the aching stiffness travelling from her ankles to the top of her head. 
"Joreth, lemor ekimeten, heta thall asaraf."

She made the first incision. Shalini gasped and snatched her shoulders together. A scratch 
dragged across Jenzo's back caught her by surprise. She persevered. "Aran tarsoth, horus degath 
yafus. . . . " A second cut sliced through her flesh, releasing a hot trickle of blood down the 
shivering cleft of her spine.

"Before the sun rises to expel our spirits let these cuts give entry to the demons who will help us. 
Allow the water to transfer life, allow the water to breathe on our souls, allow the water to kill our 
mortality. . . ." The cuts continued and the agony of the circle disturbed the shifting drizzle and 
dripped tendrils of blood on the rippled surface of the lake.

"Baptise us now in the name of the elements, water, water of life, water of energy. . . ." Shalini's 
shoulders wept, "water of eternity, enter us through these scars, be contained. . . ."

In one movement the circle submerged and Jenzo's memories followed her down into the 
underwater tomb. Memories of nights alone in the villa's unearthly silence, no sounds other than the
muffled gurgle of some distant monster. (Polder's monsters?) The uncompromising coldness of her 
family who, even when she couldn't see them, she could hear them throbbing in her eardrums. And 
how deep they cut, like Gregor's clumsy knife, lacerating her flesh with their comments and 
criticisms, the sharp barbs of Papa Enzo's attention. The stab in the back when he passed everything
down to Luca. . . . 

Twenty-three heads exploded from the icy lake. They faced into a twisting mist turned energetic 
by the weather funnelling along the narrow valley, pushing the trees aside, lifting silver spittle off 
the crests of infant waves.



"Lake accept our offering," Jenzo shouted above the increasing tempest, "water accept our 
sacrifice, element accept our bodies," the lake spewed a violent upwash of foam and steam, "and 
accept our invitation to travel through us. . . ."

Each circle member called out a number taken from Polder's version of the Abramelin. Jenzo's 
buoyant body lifted off the sharp gravel lake bed. Her head filled with the valley's fruity aroma. The
ritual took hold and sucked the water through her scars where it circulated, spread, flowed along the
tubes and channels until it reached her mouth and she could spit out the hot bilious liquid. And then 
the magic cycle began again and again, absorption, circulation, ejection, over and over and over . . . 
pulling and pushing her body into spasms of violent retching.

Once the circulation eased and the waters calmed, the surrounding mist filled with a crowd of 
curious figures. Horned and tailed, their features indistinct, they approached close enough to claw 
and lick and sniff, exploring Jenzo's skin and scars with sharpened nails, rough tongues and hard 
snouts.

"We can go now. Get back to the shore, we're done." Jenzo closed her eyes and pushed the figures
aside. Gregor dashed towards the campfires, his back smeared with blood. The circle regathered and
recovered. Broken bodies washed up like a human shipwreck, hunched up or flat out, whatever 
position worked to bring heat back to limbs solidified by numbness.  

"Was it this bad the first time?" Auteuil sat so close to the campfire his blanket smouldered. 
"Whose stupid fucking idea was it to come here at this time of year."

"Don't get too comfortable," Jenzo said. "We still have to compare the scars to the diagrams in the
book. If you've done it wrong we have to start again."

The inspections began and when Jenzo approved the twenty-third scar (after a long examination 
of a badly drawn 5 on Kelly's back) the group gathered again around the fires and waited for sunrise
to chase the darkness from the valley. 

"When our scars have finished bleeding we'll be ready to invite the earth." A flurry of fresh snow 
dotted Jenzo's hair.

"It's getting colder," Shalini said.
"Think of something warm. Think of street cafés in Calcutta. Chicken madras."
"They don't sell chicken madras in Calcutta."
"If I make you angry enough will that warm you up?"
"No."
"I left my phone in the tent otherwise I could have read you a bit more of the novel."
"Where are you up to with it?"
"Galfino's house burned down. Alicia tried to get his attention, but it all went horribly wrong."
"We could do with an inferno now. Why isn't this fire bigger? There's plenty of wood."
"You don't think great big fires will attract attention?"
The heavy blankets weren't heavy enough; they irritated the scars and absorbed the moisture of 

the mist. The weight of Shalini's hair dragged her head onto her chest.
"Are you gonna make it?" said Jenzo.
"I don't know. I want a boat so badly."
"A boat?"
"Like Sam. A boat, a peaceful way of life. Peace of mind. Things haven't been the same since 

Ruby died."
"Sorry." Jenzo tried. She knew she would never fill a Ruby-shaped hole in Shalini's life, but she 

tried. The murder had forced her out of a personal shell into a world she couldn't comprehend. A 
world with strange concepts like responsibility, commitment and obligation. 

"It's not your fault. You've brought us this far, but do you honestly think this will work?"



Gregor, crouched next to the small fire with Auteuil and Kelly, listened. All of them shivered 
with doubt.

"We have to make it work. Otherwise there's no hope. We can't live without hope."
Gregor called over. "I thought you liked risk, Shalini?"
"Meaningless risk. Frivolity. Carefree risk. I'd rather kill myself in an accident than in a fight to 

stay alive."
"Makes sense. I can see a logic in that."
"I can't," said Jenzo. "I don't see any logic in that. A couple of days ago you were up for this. 

Ystiriia being a human. You said it was a sign."
"That's before I stripped off in a frozen lake and had you carve an ancient spell into my skin."
"It's only a couple of days. If it's any consolation my back is killing me. It's agony. If I can do it 

why can't you? You're tougher than me."
"Am I? Is that what you think?"
This sounded like the moment when the truth came home. That point in the story when the 

protagonist learns her fate. Jenzo shut her eyes and waited, but Shalini was too cold to go on. 
For twelve hours she waited. The sun rose and burned off some of the mist, but not enough to lift 

the camp free of its vague coming and going. Jenzo couldn't tell who was who until they were face 
to face. The shadows lengthened and a black mask crept down the east face of the Ruchen. The 
temperature began to drop and the group came together ready for the second ritual.

They gathered with heavier footsteps, greater reluctance, less enthusiasm (if any existed to begin 
with). They took their positions within the circles and waited for Jenzo to repeat the incantation. 
She detected a murmur of complaint and paused. The murmuring stopped.

"I have your attention now, do I?"
"Please, just get on with it," said Shalini.
Jenzo scraped away a layer of snow and dug a shallow hole into the hardened ground with her 

knife. The others watched and repeated, excavating their own personal pit and standing like a 
human henge, one behind the other. Faced once more with the old collection of magical symbols 
like a watermark on Shalini's back, Jenzo pictured Ruby and the lost friendship, the conversations in
Bengali, (the secret conversations) and made sure the knife penetrated deep to cut these memories 
out. Shalini howled, unaware of Jenzo's nostrils flaring as she carved away.

Behind her, Gregor's knife cut the same impression, but the incision registered nothing more than 
a dull scratch. In front, Shalini gripped a fist full of hair and guided her own shaking knife across 
Vukadinovic's back.

"Is there any more?"
"Shush." Jenzo scooped up two piles of frozen soil and rubbed the hardened crumbs into Shalini's 

newly opened scars. The twitching flesh resisted. . . . "Keep still, this has to go in. The earth has to 
mix with you, become part of you."

Ten minutes passed, a lifetime endured; the agony of the dirt absorbed by the torn flesh stung like
a swarm of wasps. The crust of frozen earth and its icing of snow reminded Jenzo of those health 
farm treatments her mother would endure in the overpriced spas in Italy. Mummified in mud with 
kumquat eyes and a face smeared with banana pulp she'd be laid out on a table like the main course 
in a Babylonian banquet. . . .

"Are we done?" said Gregor.
"Sorry." She continued. "Our scars become part of the earth, our suffering becomes part of the 

earth, our bodies become part of the earth." 
On cue, the weather joined the ritual and the valley was hosed by horizontal rain. The demonic 

figures entered centre stage, the same faceless formless figures with their curiosity and their probing



hands and sniffing snouts, rummaging through the mist, scurrying over the shingle. On Jenzo's 
signal everyone dashed to the lake to endure more agony washing off the dirt and ice, washing away
the unbearable pain of the past. The second night came to a close around camp fires that lost their 
heat with every passing hour, and the group's ambitions began to die alongside the cooling cinders. 

-

The following day Jenzo's novel expanded another chapter. Galfino had rebuilt his house using the 
bones of corpses found beyond the walls of his garden; unable to burn, he told Alicia. When Jenzo 
ran out of ideas and exhausted her grammatical expertise she wandered around the camp to inspect 
the misery and distress. Only Auteuil and Kelly were ready for the third stage.

"At least someone lives in hope." Jenzo joined them next to their fire and refused Auteuil's offer 
of tinned beans and sausages. "What does fire involve? Do we brand each other?"

"No." Jenzo grinned.
"Earth wasn't too bad," said Kelly. She was wearing two coats, one of them Auteuil's. "I thought 

after the water it would get worse, but it wasn't so bad."
A line of sauce ran down Auteuil's chin. "Shalini gave out a bit of a scream. Wouldn't like to be 

tattooed by you."
"Don't ask me if I'm in a bad mood. She's pissing me off with her moaning and groaning."
"She likes her comforts," said Kelly. "Give her some slack. Every group has to have a glamorous 

one."
"I thought that was me," said Auteuil.
"Not when you eat like that. Why don't you stick your paw in that tin, like an animal. It's gross 

watching you eat."
"He enjoys his food." Jenzo rubbed Auteuil's fine sheen of hair. "You're a growing lad, aren't you,

love?"
"Do you think she'll leave after all this?" said Auteuil.
"Shalini? Probably." 
"You don't sound too concerned. What will you do? Operate on your own?"
She didn't say. Jenzo had bigger plans if this Abramelin procedure worked out: if she saw the 

names; if she met Satan himself; if, if, if. . . .  This was a game changer, a paradigm shift. Shalini 
could move in next door to Sam on his Norfolk berth if that's what she wanted.

"Try to get some sleep for a few hours. The fire ritual needs your full attention or else you're in 
trouble."

"Look forward to it," said Auteuil. He finished his meal and belched. "No, I'm definitely the 
glamorous one in this group."

He didn't look like the glamorous one in the gloom of twilight, stood to Jenzo's left and waiting 
for her to step towards the fire. The Moon's silver face struggled to break through a ragged mattress 
of thick cloud and the only light came from the lake's feeble reflection of the sky. A small fire of 
hazel gathered days earlier for this moment in the ritual burned with enthusiasm and a mischievous 
sense of provocation. 

The circle had formed, incantations chanted and more special words and magical symbols cut into
any available space on their bodies. Dripping blood, Jenzo stared at the fire.

"We wait to become one with you, we wait to breathe your heat, swallow your energy, consume 
your life. Through these sacred scars enter and nourish us, transfer your volatility, transfer your 
destruction. . . ."

A ferocious column of flame erupted from the hazel pile. The group stumbled backwards from the



sudden volcanic levels of heat that made the shingle glow and the lake shore steam. Jenzo 
approached the violent fire writhing higher than the top of her head. Sweat gathered in the corners 
of her eyes; oozing sweat, boiled out of her body by the forbidding column angry like a disobeyed 
parent, unbearable like her father's temper. She was one footstep away, but the heat was too intense.
One vital footstep or the spell, the entire ritual, would end on its third day and her father's temper 
would prevail, just as it always prevailed.

She whispered to herself, "Do this and prove the old bastard wrong." But proof waited to scold 
her and she hadn't come here frozen and wet to endure another session of flaming tongues, parental 
or otherwise. The group looked on; the group expected. . . .  Jaravek appeared in the flames and she 
wanted nothing in the world more than his outstretched hand. She stepped forward, grabbed his 
hand and joined him in the centre of the burning column. . . .

No heat. No injury. No destruction. Her lungs filled, not with fumes or smoke, but joy, an 
intoxicating happiness she had never experienced. Jaravek pulled her to him, caressed her, stroked 
the long curls of hair teased by the fire twisting around her head, licking her chin, dancing across 
her shoulders. She hung on, wrapped her legs around his thighs and hoped she would never wake 
from this dream, never again find herself blinded by that gloating morning sun that delivered her, 
day after day after day, into another round of tedious survival.

The feeling couldn't last. Twenty-three others waited to join their demonic partners and one by 
one they entered the column: Shalini joined Parex; Gregor flung himself at Ystiriia; Auteuil hugged 
his succubus Grantzi; and Kelly kissed Leropetris, a ten thousand year old incubus as tall and broad 
as the column itself. Twenty-three wretched humans stepped into the column, shivering and filled 
with doubt. They stepped out feeling like gods. 

In one large stampede the group plunged into the lake, ignoring the ice, the nocturnal flurry of 
snow and the scathing sting of fresh wounds. They battered and thrashed the water, threw it around, 
and when they were sapped of energy mobbed Jenzo. And why not? I captured and tamed the fire, 
she told herself.

"Last one tomorrow?" said Gregor.
"Yeah. There's still a few days to go after that, but yeah. Tomorrow's the ritual of air."
"You didn't answer me yesterday, but I'll ask again." Auteuil pushed to the front. "What does it 

involve?"
"I can't say. . . ."
The group objected and pulled Jenzo under the surface of the lake.
"I can't say, but if you thought fire was exhilarating, wait until tomorrow. Wait until tomorrow."
Daybreak brought new excitement to the camp. There was even singing. For several hours the 

group's new enthusiasm coloured the sky blue and eased the persistent pain of their scars. Jenzo 
found Shalini's perfect reflection in the deep turquoise water and scrambled up the rock face to a 
solitary ledge overlooking the camp.

"I went for a walk in the mountains, years ago. School trip." Jenzo settled herself. "You trek for 
hours going nowhere and then you hit a point when you realise the summit is achievable. Did you 
ever feel that up in the Himalayas?"

Shalini's matted hair bobbed under the weight of three day's dirt.
"I suppose when you get to the top of a big mountain, you still have to get down again. Turning 

point must come on the descent." No response. "Are you asleep?"
"No. I haven't reached that point yet."
"Okay." Jenzo stood to leave Shalini alone on the ledge. 
"You're making me suffer for this."
"Why? What does that mean?"



"You enjoy sticking the knife in, don't you?"
"I'm doing what I have to do."
"Why are you doing this? What are you taking out on me?"
"I'm not taking anything out on you. Don't get all paranoid."
"I've hauled you around in a truck, driven you around in a car and carried you around on a bike. 

What more do you want?"
"What more do I want? I saved your life. I brought you here. Remember that little fireside chat. 

Oh, what'll I do without you, I'll die without you . . . And now, a bit of discomfort and you're ready 
to run off. Look at them, look down there, they're throwing snowballs at each other. A month ago 
they were out there on their own surviving. You were a parasite living off Ruby. Well, I'm not 
fucking Ruby and if you can't live with that go and find another crutch to lean on. Fuck off to your 
boat. I hope it sinks."

Nightfall brought cloud, predictable cloud, and the circle formed for the final time. Jenzo found 
herself facing Vukadinovic's ragged back after he agreed to swap places with Shalini. His scars 
were feint, precise to begin with, but increasingly erratic as the days and the ritual progressed. Jenzo
added to his collection, carving a long string of numbers from the waist around to the stomach.

Unlike the previous three days the ritual required them to leave the lake shore and follow Shalini 
along a path ascending the side of the mountain. She stopped on a long narrow lip of rock from 
where the lake looked impossibly small and the cloud hung low enough to touch.

Jenzo began. "We are mortal, heavier than air, but now we ask that you carry us, support us, give 
us flight, free us of the forces that pull us toward the earth. Accept us, allow us to join you. . . ." The
lake and the valley in which it settled faded and the darting molecules of descending cloud glazed 
her skin. From this height the drop into water would be as hard and abrupt as the slap in the 
stomach when she jumped from the dining room roof where Villa d'Enzo skirted the edge of Lake 
Maggiore. The ten metre plunge kicked the wind out of her and she vowed never to do it again.

But that was before she became invincible. She leaned out from the rocky lip, spread her arms 
and dropped into the cloud. She fell without any sense of dread, but gripped by gravity's ravenous 
appetite a rush of thoughts joined her on the way down: the ritual, the spell, a misplaced word, a 
wrong number, a variation on Polder's variation. A minor mistake and the hard ground would tell 
her about it, unless she was already dead (the fall was taking a long time, the rocky lip surely wasn't
this high). And on she hurtled through the cloud, head first, arms bent, legs threatening to twist 
above her head and pitch her into a spinning tumble. Downwards, ever downwards, her stomach 
pushing her lungs into her throat, a breathless descent. 

"This was a stupid idea. . . . "
Impact. A sharp violent reversal so acute she had no time to register what the collision could be; 

rock face, shoreline, boulder, lake. . . .  But it fired her upwards, propelled her with such fury she 
could hardly breathe again. She opened her eyes and recognised the muscle tone and tendons of 
Jaravek's neck. Carried in his arms, warmed by his radiant heat and sheltered by the vast shadow of 
his wings she knew for certain she could throw herself off the highest tower, walk into the hottest 
furnace, defy mortality, defy life itself.

They cleared the top of the cloud, passing the rocky lip and astonished onlookers; Auteuil's mouth
hung open, Gregor's head followed the trajectory, Shalini almost toppled forward. Twenty-three 
shrinking figures raised their eyes in wonder, witnesses to the birth of a new star shining at the top 
of a vertical ride with an infinite horizon of glowing mountain tops and a glittering galaxy. 

Jenzo gripped Jaravek's waist and pushed her face against his. "I want to be like you. I want to be 
just like you."

"In time." He smiled.



"Don't say much, do you?"
His attention was caught by the rocky lip and the diving bodies swallowed by the cloud. Jenzo 

counted the seconds, curious to know how long the fall lasted before rescue came. She reached ten 
when the first body in the grip of a demonic carrier reappeared like a missile. The second followed, 
and the third, the fourth, rising like rockets to form a new constellation. Gregor joined them, but not
with Ystiriia. A fearsome looking succubus dragged him by the arm; he almost lost his ride when a 
single flap of her enormous wings pushed them both to the highest point of the formation.

The group hovered like mini-planets, measuring the extent and nature of the world below and all 
around: the insignificant banality of existence, mortal existence.  

Jenzo rested her chin on Jaravek's shoulder. "Why do the gods even bother with that lot down 
there when they have all this up here. And the witches, the witches with their wooden broomsticks 
and crappy candelabra don't have a view like this." She felt Jaravek's chest exhale. "I know. I'm 
always moaning. I'll shut up."

She wasn't quiet for long. "What happens now?"
"I put you down."
"No. I'd rather stay up here."
"One day. You will."
"I don't want to wait for that day, I want to stay here like this forever." The altitude forced a tear 

and Jenzo swallowed hard. "I don't want to go down now."
"You haven't finished."
"You promise we'll do this again?" She leaned back to see his eyes when he answered.
"I don't make promises."
Hours, painful miserable hours passed and Jenzo detected a lift in temperature. Sunrise 

approached and with it the revealing of a world she had decided to reject (they never got along 
anyway and the view from above only confirmed the disgust and suspicion she always had of it). 
She tried hard to stop herself crying, but the flight and the experience called her, and the frustration 
of waiting, unsure it would ever happen again, turned over in her head and travelled to her hand and
the knife and its blade. . . .  What was the point of human life when there was so much more? What 
was the point of living?

THE INVITATION OF GUARDIANS

Euphoria became the new mood in the camp. Jenzo tried for a moment to join in, but a debilitating 
sadness weighed her down. A grim depression made bearable only by the possibilities of the spell, 
the potential outcome and the opportunities in waiting. 

"It might wear off."
"What?" Gregor sat beside her. He offered a roll up, but the tiny tube of paper and its flaked 

filling was . . . too human. Too mundane.
"That feeling. Being up there like that." Up there existed behind cloud cover so relentless, so 

enduring, Jenzo started to think it was deliberate, as if the cloud knew of its own presence and the 
miserable effect it had on people.

"Beats hang gliding."
"Hang gliding! Who was that who carried you?"
"I didn't ask her name. She made some noises, but I couldn't understand her."
"She had a big pair."
"Pardon?"
"Wings!" She laughed. "Ystiriia off the scene now." 



"No, no. Weird, isn't it? All these years I'm wandering around with a demon and she's not a 
demon. I feel really close to her. It's like I care about her." 

"Listen to you." 
"What?"
"You soppy sod."
"And you don't care about Jaravek? You've known him long enough."
"He's an incubus. You don't fall in love with them. If you ask me, you and Ystiriia, it'll end in 

tears."
"I'm not asking you."
"Good. Do whatever you think's right. It's none of my business."
Gregor lay back and savoured his roll up, taking long draws and exhaling long spiral thermals of 

smoke.
"Can I ask you something?" Jenzo said. "What do you plan to do when things are back to normal?

Wishlist, you know, contracts?"
"That's not gonna happen again. That's over."
"Not necessarily. We might be self-employed, but things don't have to be different. You gonna 

carry on alone?"
He sat up. "What are you asking?"
"Keep this to yourself, but I think I might be a lone operative soon. I don't think Shalini's in it any

more. So, if you want some company just say."
"He relit the end of his roll up. "Let me think about it. If we do, you're not in charge. Don't start 

ordering me about."
"Okay."
"And separate rooms in hotels. I like my personal space."
"Fine."
"You're not vegetarian are you? You're not dragging me around trying to find somewhere you can

eat."
"I'm not vegetarian."
"It might work. Maybe a trial period."
"Sun's just gone down."
The second stage approached which would follow Polder's exact footsteps into the dark wood 

from which he returned with unwanted company.
The pages of the book illustrated his fear in nervous shaky detail. Faces leered out of the paper's 

fibre. Not the warm challenging faces of Jaravek or Parex, but coarse expressions of cruelty, 
features loaded with uncompromising threat. These were Polder's depictions of the Guardians, the 
four principle demons. And they had terrified and terrorised him, especially after HS and WS 
escaped and left him to face the Guardians alone.

The procedure required complex preparations on a frozen lake shore that refused to be mapped 
out. The group hacked at the earth, burying parchments at key points of an astrological chart. 
Burning torches perched on poles which threatened to collapse and fall out of their shallow sockets. 
When the procedure called for Jenzo to invite representatives of the four compass points she noticed
the wobbling torches. 

"Can we secure those things?"
Auteuil dug deeper holes and fixed the poles in place. When he finished she began again.
"From the northern reaches of hell I call on Asmodai. From the southern reaches of hell I call on 

Gaap. From the eastern reaches of hell I call on Agares. And from the western reaches of hell I call 
on Beleth. Visit us and take our representation. We request your help to deliver our message to the 



four Guardians. . . . "
The circle reformed around Jenzo who held up a ram's horn and blew. The droning sound crossed 

the lake, penetrated the inner depths of the cloud and became lost in the hush of night time. At this 
point Polder's variation predicted a response, but the group started to fidget when nothing happened.
The book offered no help, no alternative to this dilemma, no direction. 

Jenzo prepared the ram's horn to blow again, but she hesitated, unsure for the first time in four 
days. She bit her lip and whispered, "Answer me . . . don't answer me. What do I do now?" A sound
travelled low across the lake, through the cloud. A shuddering drone, a response as if the mountains 
themselves were calling to her. The frequency ruffled the water and stirred the cloud revealing gaps 
through which the wooded slopes deformed and stretched to form an inverted cone with Jenzo at the
point. 

A breeze developed washing the shoreline with a vigorous wake ankle deep. The mist thickened, 
but not the familiar nocturnal grey mist that refused to leave them alone. A black mist. Smoke. The 
smoke of distant fires, from furnaces working beyond the valley. The smoke rolled in from the 
centre of the lake, crawled down from the summit ridges, swirled around Jenzo and the others like a
curious living cloak. From its depths the horn sounded again and the wake washed ashore with 
more determination.

The sound of hooves, a massed gathering of hooves, cascaded down the slopes onto the shoreline,
scattering the shingle underfoot, under hoof. The approach increased. The smoke intensified; a 
choking sulphurous smog so thick it dulled the senses and muffled the racket until silence and peace
returned to the shore.

Sensing a nearby presence, Jenzo bristled. The shingle shifted, delicately set aside beneath the 
slow approach of footsteps. A warm touch brushed her shoulder and the pain of her scars 
intensified. With her eyes closed she could imagine the faces of Polder's drawings and who might 
now be circling her.

A face hung in her peripheral vision; an aquiline face, long jawed, long chinned. "What you have,
some would call courage." When the voice spoke, the smoke in front of Jenzo's face fluttered. It 
was male, stern, but at the same time barely audible. A voice containing the polite strength of a man
who offered a great threat. "Would you call it courage? Are you courageous?"

Jenzo nodded.
"Speak up."
"Yes."
"Yes." The form disappeared and reappeared over her left shoulder. A delicate finger traced the 

scars across her back. "These marks I recognise."
"Yes."
"They could be a little deeper."
"Sorry."
"No need to apologise." The form settled. She closed her eyes again, but every touch against her 

skin transferred a pulse of fear deep into her stomach. 
"Who are you?"
"You don't ask me who I am. I want to know who you are."
"Jennifer."
"Ah. Guinevere? Stealer of hearts. Will you steal my heart, Guinevere?"
"No."
"Good. Jennifer, speak to me. I'm curious to know who calls."
"Jennifer Enzo. We need your help."
"I thought so. Always help. We're never called to simply say hello." The word disturbed the 



smoke enough for Jenzo to see the eyes of a figure watching her from the lake. Dark ferocious eyes.
Polder had captured the likeness in one of his portraits. Her legs weakened forcing her to reach for 
support, but she was alone with the smoke and the voice on her shoulder.

A hand tipped with sharpened nails gripped the back of her head. "Tell me of your help."
"We need names. We're asking Lucifer, our master of many years now, to provide those names."
"Names. Whose names?" The grip tightened.
"Adversaries. They want to kill us. We need the names to stop them."
"And you need your master to tell you?"
"We don't know who else to ask."
The grip stopped. The watching figure faded. She wasn't sure if it was retreating or the smoke 

thickening, but it re-emerged joined by three others and came ashore like an invisible ball of fire to 
creep among the circle. The smoke intensified until the sulphur became unbreathable.

Jenzo's neck wouldn't move left or right. Her vision filled with the figure's shadow and the face 
without features rested over her shoulder again.

"For our help we demand a payment."
"Yes."
"A life."
"Whose life?"
"Someone deserving. I trust you to make the choice." The figure plucked a hair out of her scalp. 

"Prepare your life for our processes. Satisfy me, Jennifer. Make me proud of you."
"I will."
"Leave my heart intact."
"And will Lucifer answer us?"
"Hasty, Jennifer. Haste is such an ugly human trait."
She trembled when the figure's warm breath wrapped her like a second skin. The valley flickered, 

disrupting her senses and bombarding the air with wild scratching sounds. Polder described some of
it: the acidic smells and the tears burning rivulets down his face. He said nothing about the scars 
opening up and turning inside out. None of his words, for all their lucid extravagance, captured the 
extent of this excruciating sensory interference. 

Her vision twitched again; subliminal flashes of the monk's body in Montenegro and all those 
victims at the Wishlist ceremonies deformed and contorted, wriggling and writhing. She fell onto 
her hands and knees, bleeding from the ears, her nose streaming and her bladder bulging until she 
couldn't hold on any longer. And, just as Polder had described, calm descended on the valley and 
she heard a long baritone groan of distant steam burst from a hidden valve as if the earth itself was 
breaking wind. 

From the lake's murky interior, four small boats piloted a larger shunting, grumbling flotilla, 
pushed along with steam powered mechanisms that crackled and rattled. Each carbon blackened 
boat swarmed with toiling figures feeding the furnaces, tugging the ropes of the sails, guiding the 
convoy towards Jenzo and the shore. 

Behind the landing party four separate vessels loomed into the middle distance, surrounded by a 
fanfare of bands and a raucous serenade of triumph. Torn banners flapped from the edges of 
colossal towers like floating siege engines. How they stayed afloat wasn't clear. Their construction, 
botched and bolted together, concluded in a crown of iron latticework lit by fires of blazing pitch-
filled barrels.

And inside each latticework cage squatted a commanding figure, a captain, a living ensign larger 
than any figure that had wandered ashore. Jenzo should have been prepared for them, but the 
similarity to Polder's doodles was almost comical. The intensity of the fire issuing from their horns 



scorched her face and the wings, drooping heavily down each side of the tower hinted at the 
demonic status, their position in the hierarchy. Jenzo, tiny puny insignificant Jennifer Enzo, 
trembled like a dog amongst the legions pouring onto the shoreline, bringing their unbearable heat 
and their terrible menace.

"Offer thanks to them, Jennifer. Your emissaries rarely answer the call."
Jenzo thought the moment had passed with the initial arrival, but the voice speaking to her and the

other three figures with him weren't the Guardians. It was obvious now; the Guardians were out 
there in the boats, perched at the top of the towers and they expected her to call to them. She knelt 
on one knee and waited for her voice to relax. . . .  "Astaroth, Guardian of light, accept my call and 
prepare to accept my soul. Leviathan, Guardian of the underworld, accept my call and prepare to 
accept my body. Belial, Guardian of the legions, accept my call and prepare to accept my loyalty. 
Baphomet, Guardian of fire, accept my call and prepare to accept my . . . my suffering."

The figure alongside launched himself over the lake and landed on the edge of one of the boats. 
He clambered up the tower and consulted with the Guardian. The silent conversation ended and the 
figure cast off, gliding from tower to tower, Guardian to Guardian, the process repeated three times.
His flight disturbed the water below and uplifted the boats with the burning barrels. 

Distracted by the consultation and the floating spectacle and her own agony, Jenzo hadn't noticed 
the valley change from steep enclosure to open landscape. Fiery mines heaved crimson smoke and 
the scabs of distant burning villages pockmarked a barren panorama worse than any painting by 
Bosch. Chasms and massive mechanisms attracted lines of emaciated people playing follow my 
leader behind a dancing demon. A bell tolled and the whole performance paused. 

Polder's book made a vague reference to all this. Sketchy scribbles and unintelligible notes about 
a floating group of wooden boats. It only made sense now she could see it in all its ramshackle 
brilliance. Out on the lake, the conversations continued and Jenzo's mood shifted; the ritual was on 
course. She was succeeding where so many others had failed and her fear of the Guardians and their
sneaky ambassador with the sharp grip and the avian grin began to recede.

The sound of wings pushed the air once more. The thermal wake hit her face and the hidden 
sensation of the ambassador came alongside, rubbing his chin against her shoulder.

"They will return to take their payment. You must be ready."
"I will." 
The boats retreated into the smoke. A noisy retreat, sucking and squeezing her eardrums. Jenzo's 

skin settled when the ambassador left with the rest of his consort. The valley returned - its 
frequency settled - the familiar glacial trough reflecting its dark forests and grey mountains, fringed 
by a shoreline scattered with bodies. They slumped on the shingle, head in hands, rubbing their 
eyes, turning to one another for understanding and reassurance. And then they turned to Jenzo and 
she felt the burden of leadership and the chosen burden of destiny. Daylight followed and quietly 
illuminated the valley without any sense of the passing of time. 

-

Mid-morning and Jenzo left Auteuil in charge. She set off with Shalini and Gregor on the long 
silent walk to Glarus, the nearest town and the closest sign of life. They found a bar open at ten in 
the morning. Gregor sat himself at a window seat. Snow had settled ankle deep and a small troupe 
of council workers, shop owners and householders scraped and shovelled to clear slimy channels 
along the pavements.

"I don't know what form this person is going to take, but I reckon Gregor will attract him or her 
before mid-day." Jenzo talked to herself. Shalini sat on a wall and pulled her hood down over her 



eyes.
"You left speechless by last night or still sulking?"
She walked away.
Heads turned when Jenzo entered the bar. Gregor matched the décor: bleak, scruffy, unwashed, 

frayed at the edges. Loud auto-tuned Europop made ordering a drink a process of trial and error. 
She ordered an orange juice and walked away with a bottle of pilsner lager. 

"We could be anywhere in the world," Jenzo said. 
"Where's Shalini gone?"
"Up there." Jenzo pointed through the window at Shalini staring through the frosted window of an

outdoor clothing shop.
"How do we find this person?"
"Oh, Gregor! Do I have to fill in a questionnaire? We'll know it when we see him. Or her. Or it."
"Did you ever see Pulp Fiction?"
"It was Reservoir Dogs."
"What was?"
"The start of the film, in a diner discussing Madonna. The thing is," Jenzo spat her beer back into 

the bottle. "What the hell's that?"
"Tastes like they pissed into the bottle. The thing is what?"
"Well, in Inglourious Basterds you have the same set up. These long winded scenes where 

someone waffles on about nothing to do with the film's story. Like that Nazi in the house with the 
Jewish family just under the floorboards and he's nattering on about Madonna."

"It wasn't Madonna."
"Could have been. Might as well have been."
"So you don't like Tarantino?"
"No. David Fincher. He's a director."
"Do you think we're bad people?"
Jenzo had stopped drinking the beer, but held onto the bottle. Gregor's question forced her to put 

it down. "Why do you ask that? Of course we're good people. We have different values. A different 
moral spectrum."

"How? Sorry to give you a questionnaire."
The table had a sheen of polish Jenzo could draw into with her finger. "See this line, at one end is 

good. Charity workers, nice people, do-gooders and what have you. At this end are bad people. 
Bankers, paedophiles, Dick Cheney and so on. Well," she drew a second line at right angles, 
bisecting the first. "Our moral spectrum is this line. We're along this line somewhere. I suppose at 
the top are the indifferent, the pointless, the mundane, most of the population. At the bottom are the 
risk takers, the antagonists, the never satisfied. . . ."

"Rubbish." Gregor somehow found the will to drink his beer.
"Well, how do I know if we're bad or not. What a stupid question."
"Everyone thinks Superman is good. But look at the film. His parents were into eugenics. How 

many planets did they destroy?"
Shalini headed down the road towards the bar. Black hair tumbling over her shoulders, waist-

pinching leather jacket. Her jeans had a sense of style even in their filthy condition, clinging to her 
legs like a mud-smeared hide.

"How does she do it? You know gran used to have this old English saying. If he fell in a shit heap
he'd come out smelling of roses."

"You don't look as good as that," said Gregor. "Mind you, she takes care of herself."
"What does that mean? I take care of myself."



"Yeah, but she works out. Did you wash your hair this morning?"
"No. And neither did she. She's the only person I know who can turn dirt into a fashion statement.

At least she's toughening up."
"She took Ruby's death hard and you're not helping."
"I'm not here to help. She's a grown woman. She has to learn in her own time."
"She's mourning. Show her some concern."
"You know what, Gregor, you'd make a fucking good priest."
A passing car horn blasted at Shalini's figure. "Nice ass, bitch." Shalini ignored the call, but 

noticed Gregor and Jenzo through the bar window.
"That's him." Jenzo jumped off her chair. Gregor agreed and they were out of the bar before the 

car was out of sight. 
Jenzo stopped Shalini. "Who's your friend?"
"Friend? You mean the car?"
"Yeah." 
Gregor jogged down the pavement and paused when the car pulled into a car park outside a mini-

market.
"Doubt anyone will miss him," said Jenzo.
"There were two of them."
"We can only take one back. Let's see who they are."
The claustrophobic mini-market waited for the morning rush to begin. Gregor stalked the aisles. 

Jenzo and Shalini found the driver of the car choosing cereals.
"Late breakfast?" Shalini said.
"What? All day breakfast." He turned and found Jenzo juggling three grapefruits and blocking his

way out of the aisle.
"Sorry, looks like I'm in your way." The store had two security cameras. 
He pushed past and headed for the chilled cabinets.
Shalini followed and picked up a litre of semi-skimmed milk for him. "Full fat is bad for you. Lot 

of cholesterol."
"Is it?" The driver's single ear ring had seen better days and the highlights in his hair were ready 

for a top up. The passenger in the car, a living facsimile of the driver, appeared behind Shalini. He 
carried two packets of cigarettes and sandwiches and a lustful look in his eye.

"You like that," said Jenzo. "Back in Bengal she'd be considered a goddess with an backside like 
that."

The twins, loaded with breakfast, headed for the checkout. Outside the mini-market they didn't 
immediately register the missing car, but Jenzo noticed the empty space and then the empty 
expression on the car's owner.

"Wasn't your car parked there?" she said. 
"What the fuck's going on? Who are you?"
Jenzo checked they were out of view of any more security cameras. "Who are we? Fucking 

trouble of the highest order." She felled the driver with a single head butt. Shalini's knee made 
contact with the other guy's groin doubling him up. When the driver hit the ground Jenzo finished 
him off with a brutal kick to the head. She heard a bone crack and left him to the blooming 
sulphurous cloud and disposal.

The second guy dropped his load and ran, a lop sided escape that took him down a rough track 
alongside the car park to a short street of houses. With the prey wounded the predators followed 
without too much effort. He found himself out of breath half way down a footpath lined by high 
garden fences. The stolen car rolled to a halt blocking the far end of the path. Gregor sat in the 



driving seat and revved the engine. The guy double backed, but found his only escape route blocked
by two women armed with ten inch hunting knives.

His options limited, he took a run at the women, but never had a hope of building up the 
necessary momentum. He barged into Jenzo knocking her aside by a couple of footsteps, but Shalini
was immovable. She pitched forward, they struggled for a moment in a tangle of arms until her 
right hand swung free and she buried the knife in his waist. 

Jenzo tried to drag him back to the open door of the car, but Shalini hadn't finished. Overcome by 
a deranged fury she hammered away; the blade catching a flash of morning sunlight and a howl of 
hate following every thrust. Jenzo dove in to slow her down, pull her back, but she was gone, lost in
her own frenetic judgement. 

"Give it up, girl, we've got him." She yelled for Gregor's help. He came running. His own strength
was barely able to drag Shalini off the victim, and she swung the blade again landing another blow, 
grunting with uncontrolled wrath.

Jenzo finally fell down on Shalini's arm, pinning it to the footpath. "We need him in one piece."
The anger took its time to subside. Shalini huffed and puffed and pulled herself upright, 

straightened her jacket, wiped the spattered blood off her face and placed the knife back in its 
pouch.

"Can we go now?" Jenzo asked.
Shalini nodded, grabbed the legs and helped Gregor carry the body to the open boot of the car. 
"You used to be such a sweet little thing," said Jenzo. Gregor snatched the gear stick and drove. 
"Life moves on," Shalini said. "We learn and we move on."

-

No one said it would be easy, but tying the semi-conscious body of a total stranger to a makeshift 
pentacle turned into a major challenge. Six of them had toiled all morning to construct the 
framework of heavy birch branches, and when they trussed the body to it, upside down with his 
head facing the lake, they breathed out with relief.

"Good." Jenzo darted around the circle in the shingle and inspected the arrangement: signs in 
place, number squares correct. The whole spectacle following the Abramelin's exact rules. 

"Good," said Auteuil. "Only good?"
"Good. Ten out of ten. You've done a good job. What do you want, a big hat?"
"It's more than good. It took four hours to build that."
"Okay. It's magnificent. It's a credit to you. From now on you'll be our chief sacrificial technician.

For fuck's sake, this isn't Little House on the Prairie."
She needed the book. Auteuil followed her. "I don't know what that means."
"Crummy yank television. Michael Landon in the Wild West building pentacles."
"You've lost me."
"Don't worry about it. You can actually do something useful for me."
"Again?"
Jenzo scrambled into her tent and came out with two large books. She handed one to Auteuil. 

"Page three nine eight." She turned to a corresponding page in Polder's version of the Abramelin.
Auteuil examined the pages.
"Do you see the description of the offering on that page."
Auteuil held his book next to Jenzo. The pages were similar, but Polder's version had a little more

colour, more vibrancy, the illustrations different as if a new hand had reinterpreted the original. 
Jenzo studied both pages.



"Oh, look at that. Look at that. That's it. . . ."
"What? What are you looking at?"
"That's it, that's where he went wrong. That's where Polder went wrong. Give me that book." She 

snatched the book off Auteuil and dived back into the tent. . . . 
Auteuil couldn't keep up. "Tell me?"
The lake shore had a new feature. Jenzo wedged Polder's book under her arm and shouted down 

to the group mingling around the pentacle. "Is he still alive?"
Kelly grabbed the guy's head and peered into his upside down eyes. "I think so."
"We've got to keep him alive. That's where Polder went wrong. Keep the flame away from the 

circle." She opened the book and explained. "See the annotation. 'Offering is taking a long time to 
expire.' Crucially, he's not dead before the Guardians come. . . ."

"And what does that mean?" said Shalini.
"The Abramelin stipulates the offering must be dead. It has to be a sacrifice and then the corpse 

offered to the Guardians. This is the only significant part of the procedure Polder got wrong. His 
sacrifice was still alive. If we keep this guy alive it won't be the Guardians who come for him."

"You sure about this?" Gregor's roll ups became smaller every day.
"It's the only mistake I can find and I've read this book over and over again."
"Okay. We keep him alive." Gregor strained to ask another question. "And what do we do with 

him after all this?"
"That's not our problem. We won't need to worry about that." She hugged the book. "Someone 

else will take care of that."



33

A line had been drawn in the shingle, a direct line from a solitary fire to a thick stem of birch 
connected to the pentacle. The shingle line contained a dark stream of oil, but on Jenzo's instruction 
the line had a gap, no more than ten centimetres, preventing the oil from reaching the fire and 
carrying the flames down to the pentacle, down to the offering. The offering was still alive. Kelly 
checked his pulse every fifteen minutes. It was no more than a feint beat of life, but feint was 
enough.

The exhausted group prepared for the sixth and final evening of the ritual. Jenzo's fanatical 
recreation of Polder's ideas, the effects of demonic induced adrenaline and the unremitting pain of 
the scars made sleep impossible. The original forty-nine, reduced to twenty-three had increased to 
thirty-nine with various stragglers and latecomers congregating in time for the crucial stage of the 
summoning. 

They formed the outline of a square: thirteen down two sides parallel to the oil, and six either side
of Jenzo facing the lake and the pentacle. By completing the link in the line she would break the 
link with the past and her future, the group's future, would be altered irreversibly. 

With sweaty palms and a thumping heartbeat she spoke. "We call on you. . . . " Her voice broke. 
She cleared her throat and started again. "We call on you this day to accept our offering, which we 
bring to you in the names of Astaroth, Leviathan, Belial and Baphomet. We call on you Lucifer, our
lord and protector, to grant our audience, respond to our call and appear to us.

"Deus est mortus. Patere nos in novitate vitae ambulemus. . . ." she paused to allow the waves 
breaking ashore to settle. . . .  "Iterum nati sumus, et habemus novum et spiritum." The lake 
convulsed, a heavy indefinable shape broke the surface, surprising the thirty-nine, and heaved 
towards the eastern tip of the lake. Smoke, the same choking black smoke from the night before, 
drifted from the wake and the bow wave and filled Jenzo's eyes with hot irritating dust.

"We are formed of water, of earth, of fire and air. We are the elements of your kingdom. We are 
the constituents of your realm. Take this offering and make it part of your kingdom by the life 
giving waters, the nourishing earth, the energising fires and the breath of air. . . ." She paused again 
to steady herself when the ground shook. The lake surged towards the line of oil, threatening to 
extinguish the fire. Jenzo held her breath and for an unbearable moment thought the whole 
procedure would be swamped and ruined. The water retreated. She picked up the brass lamp beside 
her feet and rolled the oil inside it. A solitary drop fell from the spout.

"See now this flame, we present our offering, we prostrate ourselves to your mercy, our lord and 
master, Lucifer accept our sacrifice. . . ."

Thirty-eight men and women lay face down on the shore. Jenzo poured the oil into the gap in the 
line and the captive fire, finally released, flew towards the lake. The pentacle ignited. A great burst 
of flames like the wings of an exotic bird consumed the offering who moaned. The flames 
increased, the offering screamed, the pentacle rocked, shaken by the sudden activity. 

But the fire burned without the fuel provided by the oil-soaked pentacle. It burned with the energy
of the incantation, the power of the spell. The mountains on the far side of the lake erupted. Flames 
burst through the forest, and the thunder of subterranean industry pumped a diabolical black smog 
into the valley bottom. A blinding wall of soot and carbon covered the group. They avoided the full 
effect of the airborne embers, but Jenzo standing upright, spluttered and gagged and covered her 
mouth with her filthy hands.

The ground rumbled again. The vibration of a thousand feet, human feet, animal feet, unearthly 
feet, the hooves and claws of the liberated legions. Jenzo recalled the demons clinging to the 
monastery tower, their ghoulish cackle and ghostly carriage. She waited for the approach and the 



turmoil of arrival.
But the anticipation faded when the noises passed on down the valley. Jenzo sat down and picked 

at the shingle, flicking small globules of gravel into the murky darkness. Alone in the ash cloud she 
leaned her head on her hands and waited. (Polder described this stage using vague speculation and 
fanciful predictions, but nothing observed.) Occasionally, a figure would drift by; a bulbous pair of 
eyes poking above the lake's surface or the crooked point of a hat. Something would come ashore: a
thing, a curiosity, neither animal nor beast; an odd shaped entity as if stitched together by a mad 
taxidermist.

More miniature beasts clad in helmets that covered their faces or clothed in old bits of armour, 
scuttled around, scavenging, bothering Jenzo, poking her for attention. Some would risk a nibble at 
her ankle and be rewarded with a backhanded swipe or a kick. The time continued to drag and her 
patience reached its limit when another tiny beast with several awkward legs limped out of the 
water. It stopped in front of her and held out a folded piece of paper sealed with wax. Below the 
seal her name was written in Mother Enzo's handwriting.

"Hey, where did you get this?" But the figure scampered away into the lake. She opened the note 
and read her grandmother's handwritten message. 'Where are you?'

"Where am I? You know where I am. Summon Jaravek, he'll tell you. . . . " The tiny beast had 
scarpered and the smoke offered no further clue.

The note occupied Jenzo's thoughts for another prolonged period. Her grandmother would be 
proud to see the forgotten Enzo leading this adventure, standing at the epicentre of destiny. . . . 
Destiny: Jennifer Destiny . . . the name had appeal! 

A new figure appeared, taller than all the previous half-thing-half-armour invertebrates. A tall 
figure. A man placing his feet with careful precision amongst the larger rocks on the shoreline.

"Hello . . . hello, is there anybody there?" He directed his gaze at Jenzo who held up the oil lamp 
to identify him.  

Her voice was hoarse. "Who are you?"
The man paused, unsure if he should continue. "I'm sorry, but I'm lost. I was walking along the far

shore and this terrible fog came down, came down so suddenly I lost my bearings. It's so dense, isn't
it? I can't see my map in front of my face."

"You need to leave."
"I would if I knew which way to go."
"Just keep walking. Keep the fire behind you and just keep walking."
The traveller studied the burning pentacle and looked east. Two more steps. "And you're sure that 

is the correct way?"
"Of course I'm sure. I don't know who or what you are, but just keep walking."
"Will you walk with me? At least far enough to guide me out of this fog?"
"No, I won't." Jenzo's abruptness surprised him.
"Well, in that case I won't pass on my message."
"What message?" 
He wore clothes that were neither old nor new. Jenzo couldn't date them or identify the period 

they belonged to. He was a young man with a thick head of dark hair and small eyes above a long 
misshapen nose. He smiled. "Your grandmother is asking about you."

"How do you know? Who are you?"
"She was wondering where you are."
"She knows how to find me. Get lost."
"I am lost."
"Figure of speech. Keep walking. It's not safe round here." She held the oil lamp higher to see his 



features in greater clarity. The man had her brother's characteristics: suspicious eyes, a locked bulge
around the knuckle of his jaw bone as if he was permanently piqued. But the traveller wasn't her 
brother. Her brother never walked if he could help it.

"Would you take my hand a moment."
She tried to avoid it, but his grip was too quick and strong. "Walk with me."
"No, I won't." She dropped the lamp, pulled the knife from her belt and held it to his throat, 

drawing blood. "You've got your directions and I'm a bit preoccupied."
He backed away, backed away until he was no longer visible, lost in the smoke that not even the 

fire could penetrate to any distance. The line of burning oil traced the route to the lake shore, but 
Jenzo was alone with the offering. Abandoned to an opaque breathless darkness unlike any she had 
known at home by Lake Maggiore.

The familiar crunch of the shingle reminded her she hadn't wandered too far from the lake, but 
she stubbed her toes against a compacted mass of shrubby groundcover that wasn't there before the 
troublesome traveller arrived. The formal patterns of a box parterre framed the ornamental bushes 
and small trees of an Italianate garden. Ghostly spires of juniper stood amongst claw like silhouettes
of old wisterias; fragrant blossom, possibly jasmine, replaced the pungent aroma of the smoke, and 
up ahead, quiet and discreet, the click click of secateurs. Jenzo crept along the gravel path to watch 
a satyr tending to his plants, unaware of his solitary audience. 

She looked on for several minutes, following him from bush to bush, perennial bed to perennial 
bed, clipping and snipping. How he managed to dead-head and reshape with such fastidious 
accuracy in the smoke pulsing across the garden, she didn't know. When he was finished he turned 
and saw her.

"I knew you were there," he said checking his work one last time. "Always were the curious type 
weren't you, Jennifer?"

"I've seen it all now."
"And what does that mean? You're being rhetorical again. It's one of the reasons nobody 

understands you. That and the film quotes."
"Very observational. When did I fall asleep?"
The satyr stepped past her. "You're not asleep, you're wide awake." He stopped and held his arms 

out wide to gather in the opaque setting. "Even when you're awake is this what you call reality? Is 
this what your life has become? Flying devils and burning pentacles. You take it all for granted."

"Okay, everything is a dream. But you're still not supposed to be here. You're not part of this 
reality."

"No. I'm here to reinforce the message you keep receiving. Mother Enzo needs you."
Jenzo sighed. "Go on then, give me the message."
"Let me show you something first." The satyr entered the smoke where overhanging leaves 

brushed the tip of his short horns. Tall looping heads of chest high grasses bowed forward to greet 
him. Every plant in the garden wanted his attention.

"Fireproof," he announced when a large house emerged from the gloom. Its masonry consisted of 
random piles of thigh bones and collarbones, clusters of skulls, spinal discs, and all of the voids 
infilled with fingers and toes, knuckles and knee caps. . . . 

"This is my house . . . this is the house I wrote about," Jenzo said.
"Exactly. You expect me to live in a thing like this. Look at it. It's grotesque."
"You should have returned Alicia's love then, shouldn't you?"
"And who's fault is that? You wrote the story. You're the author."
She had no answer. "Why is gran asking about me?"
The satyr inspected his roof. The bony slates looked ready to roll off at any minute. "She needs 



you. She needs to see her Jennifer."
"Why? Wait. Does she have something for me?"
"That's all you ever think, isn't it? What does she have for you? Leave my garden."
"With pleasure." She followed the gravel of the path to the gates where a new figure waited for 

her. An older smartly dressed man, businesslike, impatient.
"Papa? Papa, you're not here."
"What do you mean? What are you doing here with all this? With him?"
"If I shut my eyes you'll disappear." But he didn't. 
Papa Enzo's eyes were as furious as his breathing.  "Hundreds are looking for you. Your mother is

ill. . . ."
"No, they're not and no, she isn't." 
Her father's grip had always been painful. "And your grandmother is dead."
His words hit her with more force than any fist.
"Gran isn't dead and you're taking me nowhere." 
The satyr joined them. "How can you be sure?"
"What? You don't exist either. If he's here then none of this is real."
Papa Enzo's hand slapped her face. A sharp pain tore through her cheekbone. He dragged her 

away with his left hand, raising his right to strike again.
"Even though you're not real if you don't let go of my arm I'll cut your hand off."
"Jennifer," the satyr's sharp voice intervened, "listen to your father. He has news of your 

grandmother."
"No, he hasn't." Jenzo struggled, but the grip was impossible to escape as if her father's hand had 

become part of her own body. They wrestled across the shoreline, kicking up water, shifting the 
smoke. She parried her father's slaps and used his own aggression to drag him into the shallow edge
of the lake.

The satyr pointed his secateurs at Jenzo when he spoke. "You win back the respect you offer to 
others, Jennifer."

"Bullshit."
Her struggling father's breathing rate increased to a panic. "Your grandmother needed you, she 

wanted to speak to you, hold your hand before she passed on, but you weren't there . . . Unless you 
needed something, unless you needed her help, you weren't there."

"Needed her help," the satyr tutted. "And when she needed you-"
"Fuck off, you. Go back to your fucking garden, you piece of shit-"
"Such language, so unladylike."
"She speaks to everyone in this way." Papa Enzo's efforts to control his whirling daughter spun 

him into the satyr. Jenzo grabbed the secateurs and thrust the point into her father's arm.
He shrieked and collapsed onto his rump breaking the icy surface of the water. The satyr tried to 

carry him to the shore, but Papa Enzo's weight held him down. "She never changes," he said.
"Oh yes, I have." Jenzo proved him wrong. Straddling his shivering body, her shoulders 

stretching wider, thighs bulging, calfs tapering, a crimson demon blossomed in the foetid 
atmosphere. Papa Enzo recoiled into the satyr's arms and gawped at his daughter's skin blushing red
and a cape of wings, a deeply veined membrane, curling around her snarling face. A hard tail 
snaked towards the satyr and sliced a bloody line across his throat. 

"Short of breath," she rasped, "pain in the chest, arm gone numb? Man of your age, it can only be 
one thing." She gripped Papa Enzo's head in her talons and held a lethal thumb in the socket of his 
eye. "Cruel Jennifer, remember that, Papa. Your sister is cruel Jennifer. If my brother could see me 
now. . . ."



"You left your grandmother to die alone. I see why now. I see what no one else ever saw."
"You saw the devil in me, Papa." The satyr attempted to approach, but the tail stopped him again 

with a lacerating swipe; a line of blood seeped from his stomach. "Don't you think I look so much 
more assertive like this?"

"She died alone."
"She died alone? If she died alone where were you? Where was the rest of the family? In your 

boardrooms or the hotel restaurant dreaming up fancy ways of fundraising for the needy. Mama 
always liked to surround herself with the wretched. She could have stayed at home to do that." She 
leaned forward and pressed her head into Papa Enzo's purple face. "Even though you're not really 
here I hope you die. . . ."

He gasped and rattled. The satyr tried to prop him up.
"I don't know why you're so concerned. He always thought you were ugly. Said you made the 

garden look like a Florentine toilet."
"Now is not the time."
"Now is the time, Galfino. You two deserve each other." Papa Enzo slipped from the satyr's 

support. His head bumped the lake bed, his mouth and nose covered by the water.
"I'm not afraid of you, Galfino," Jenzo said. "I created you, remember? You belong to me." She 

stepped on her father's chest. "My only regret is that none of this is real."
"Yes it is," said the satyr. "People have tried to contact you. . . ."
"No, they haven't."
"When was the last time you checked?"
"I don't need to check. Where's the list? Where are the names I asked for?"
Behind the satyr the lake stirred and heads, many heads, began to emerge from the water's 

surface. "You recognise them?"
The demons, the same demons that crawled and scrawled across the walls of the monastery tower,

drifted to the shoreline. As black as the smoke and with featureless flesh stretched and deformed, 
they surrounded her, sniffing and licking; one bit her elbow. Jenzo retreated to a boulder and from 
the elevated position she saw another face.

Sam gazed at her from the demonic crowd. "You just can't see the world outside your own private
bubble, Jenzo. Events have moved on."

"Gran isn't dead, Sam."
He didn't answer.
"I don't know what any of this means. What has it got to do with the names? Is it a test? What?"
"You need to go home, Jenzo."
"I'm not going home, I'm not going anywhere until I have the names."
The pentacle continued to burn, crackling with the same vigour as when it first ignited. It was the 

beacon from which Jenzo could orientate herself and by closing her eyes she could ignore the 
demons, ignore Sam, ignore the dying old man with his submerged face and final bubbles of breath.
Eyes closed, she trudged up the lake shore towards the camp until the grass replaced the gravel 
underfoot, but the tent was not so easy to find. The tent with her rucksack and her phone. Lost in the
awkward darkness and tormented by doubt, Jenzo insisted Mother Enzo was not dead.

With no watch, no transit of stars or movement of the moon, she could only guess the time. 
Boredom would have been bearable, but her patience was tested by the incessant attention of 
tormenting visitors. Squat, squawking, walking, slithering, beaked and billed, there was no creature 
too ridiculous, no monster too fantastic, and they all came to tell her Mother Enzo was dead. She 
swatted the monsters away, chased the demons back into the smoke, but more would follow, 
innocently approaching like cautious birds and then delivering their message in foreign languages 



and crude noises. On the far side of the lake, the chasms vented an endless cloud of intoxicating 
smog and ash and cheering demons tumbling and rolling with their horns and trumpets and 
cacophonous din.

Unable to cope with the sensory deprivation Jenzo unleashed a howl that startled the creatures 
crowding around. And she only stopped when the smoke dried her throat and dehydrated her flesh 
until it cracked and fell away. Polder said nothing about this nullification of life, this reduction to a 
husk as brittle as discarded skin. 

A headache smothered the back of her eyes and kept her awake for another freezing hour until 
nausea forced her sideways into the shingle. Drained of life she pulled out her wings like a death 
shroud and longed for sleep. Eternal sleep.

"You and I are old acquaintances, Jennifer. I am always with you, Jennifer. Always part of you, if
you only knew."

She looked around the shoreline for the voice, but saw no one. 

-

Jenzo woke with her face compressed into the shingle. She couldn't remember how or when she fell
asleep. The smoke had lifted from the foreshore and the flotsam and jetsam of battered bodies 
scattered across the shingle watched the lake burn. Against the backlit sky and imminent sunrise the
shadows of Mutteristock and Schijen lifted their winged outlines one more time and the dying 
furnaces glowed like the eyes of some giant beast observing the valley and the group lying like 
fallen soldiers.

Shalini noticed Jenzo awake and stumbled over to her. "Did you see Ruby?"
"Ruby?"
Shalini collapsed next to Jenzo who didn't have the strength to sit up. "She was here last night."
"Was she? How is she?"
Shalini, for once, looked like an exhumed corpse. "She told me we were wrong all along and hell 

isn't the place we imagined it to be. She warned us to change, move on or join her. . . . She begged 
me, and I never saw her beg for anything. . . . ."

"She isn't burning in hell."
"She wanted me to help her, but I couldn't get near with all these things around her. . . ."
"It wasn't her. . . ."
"She blames me. . . ."
"She isn't in hell, she doesn't blame you. Don't ask me to explain last night, but I ended up 

wrestling with my father."
"Your father was here?"
"Didn't I tell you? He gets everywhere. He wanted me to come home." She sat up. "I need to 

make a phone call."
"You can't do that. We don't even know if the ritual has worked. Where's the book? Where's the 

list?"
"I don't know." A pile of ash scarred the shore where the pentacle had stood. Vukadinovic sat 

with his head in his hands, occasionally looking up to gaze into some painful recollection of his 
own. "Doesn't look like anything's here except a load of worried insomniacs. Look at everyone."

Auteuil and Kelly propped each other upright. Gregor stared at his feet; no roll up, no comforting 
succubus to hang on to.

"Looks like it was quite a night. I saw Sam, you know."
"What did he say?"



"He was with the demons from the monastery. He told me to go home. Everyone told me gran 
was dead."

"You can't phone home." 
"If I ring from a public phone in Glarus they can't trace it to me."
"They'll know it's you because of the number you're ringing."
"Bollocks. Where's that fucking book." Jenzo jumped up and waded into the lake, yelling at the 

far side of the valley. "We made a deal with you! We suffered for you, you fucker. You're not God 
turning away when we ask for help. We had a deal. You owe us, you owe us you ungrateful bastard.
Where's the book? Where's my fucking list you fucking evil cunt?"

She kicked and thrashed the water, found the largest stones and flung them at the mountain. 
"Where is my fucking list?" All the agony of life, the frustration of failure and the goading mocking
faces of her family issued in one long cry of pain echoing around the valley. She heard her own 
anguish, but not the cries of others. 

"It's here. . . ."
When her lungs filled again, she screamed, and she screamed when she lifted her head out of the 

water, still oblivious to the cries of others.
"It's here. . . ."
And when her chest ached and the lake bed bit into her knees she screamed to herself. She 

screamed when Gregor pulled her upright, "It's here," he said and gathered her up, carried her back 
to the shore where Shalini stood surrounded by the group, "It's here, the list is here. We did it. You 
did it. We got the list."

Jenzo saw the book in Shalini's hands and wept.
All the effort, the suffering, the torment was for this slim volume with pages that were neither 

paper nor parchment, but some pliable skin-like substance. The hide bound cover was unmarked; no
title, no author, no embellishment or ornamentation, a simple monochrome surface, pitted with the 
age of the leather. Jenzo scanned the handwritten names. Page after page of names, and the one 
name to confirm that this was the list of the upper covens appeared towards the middle of the book: 
Virginia Bruck.

"They're all here. It must be them. Virginia Bruck. . . ." She underlined the name with her grubby 
fingernail. "Who was the head? Was it Hans-Peter Schneider?"

"Sam was level two," said Shalini turning the pages. "Sam Lombard. . . ."
"Here, he's here." Jenzo found him several pages on from Virginia. 
"We still have those names he gave us," said Gregor. No one knew what he meant. They were too

worn out to think. "Remember, in Salzburg."
"We've still got that list," said Kelly. "We can cross-reference it."
The names were documented in no order with no additional details, but Jenzo noticed one 

anomaly she couldn't explain. "Is it my imagination, but are some of the names written in bold?" 
Shalini stared at the book and pointed at one name. "Like that one. . . ."
"That one, and there's one here. . . ." Every page of the book had one or two names written in a 

heavier hand than the others. "And thirteen times thirteen is one hundred and sixty-nine, but look," 
Jenzo counted through the pages, twelve names per page and sixteen pages. One hundred and 
ninety-two names. So who are the other twenty-three?"

"We've got the list," said Gregor, "so why don't we get out of here and go study it. Go somewhere
warmer."

The others agreed. "Like where?" said Auteuil.
"I don't know. Anywhere. Anywhere other than here. I don't want to see this fucking place ever 

again." He stalked off towards the camp. 



Jenzo saw her own tent and thought about the phone. "He's right. Let's get away from here before 
someone notices chummy on the pentacle has been missing for two days."

She wrapped the book in the same protective cloth as Polder's Abramelin and stuffed it into the 
bottom of her rucksack. She found the phone. 

"Don't turn that on," Shalini said. "Not yet. Not until we know where we're going next."
She shoved the phone out of sight. "What I said on the ledge. . . . "
"Forget it."
"I'm sorry."
"Don't apologise. We're all wound up."
"I didn't mean it. About your boat sinking."
Shalini pulled the tent poles apart. "Just leave it in the past." She drew Jenzo's head forward and 

kissed her. "And get a shower. You stink like an old barbecue."
Violent weather had swept the valley for seven days. On the eighth day the group left behind a 

blue sky and benevolent clouds as harmless as a whimsical thought. Jenzo forced herself to stop for 
one more minute and look back down the valley and its deep glacial cleft and steep shadows. The 
mountainside gave no clue to the figure everyone had seen when they woke that morning, but she 
believed it was there, hidden by trees, concealed in the rock, waiting to answer those who called.



34

Frieda belonged to Rotterdam. She understood its labour. She recognised the scruffed surfaces of 
the port. She felt the energy of commerce. The train transported her through the sedimentary layers 
of urban sprawl, and each stage evoked a moment in her life from humble beginning through 
growing affluence to the final isolated gems of wealth. Yes, the threadbare edges of the city 
reminded her who she was, from where she had come, and why it was so important to keep moving 
to escape the filth.

She wasn't bothered by the North Sea wind cutting into the flesh. Rotterdam was no island 
paradise; Rotterdam was necessary to make the money required to find the island paradise. And 
many didn't make that money. They became the dust of poverty and were swept into the busiest 
main roads where industry and business fought tooth and claw with cyclists and pedestrians in a 
struggle for supremacy.

On Zaagmolenstraat Frieda found the offices of Alien Noise Corporation. The single door offered
no clue to who lived and worked behind it, gave no hint of the reputation being concocted and 
manufactured and distributed to a depressingly gullible public. With its lack of dripping blood and 
symbols of anarchy, the address confounded Frieda like every other piece of Toten Herzen's 
existence. The location had hoax written all over it. Where was the myth, the eccentricity? Where 
was the shrine? Toten Herzen ought to have a shrine. . . .

The door opened and a woman stepped out. She spoke loud Dutch, but when Frieda stared back 
with incomprehension tried English (equally loud). "Are you looking for someone?"

"Oh, yes. I was looking for Alien Noise, but I was expecting a larger office."
"You mean like a castle?" The woman invited Frieda to enter. "With all the bats and shit flying 

around the turrets?"
"I wasn't quite expecting that, but not far off."
Inside the office, the woman and her thudding Dutch consonants trampled around the dark timber 

rooms. Steps climbed to several mezzanine floors with open plan meeting spaces. The discreet 
murmur of telephone conversations seeped from behind indiscreet glazed panels.

The woman took her place behind the reception desk. Her handwritten name badge said Gerda. 
"Do you have an appointment?"

"Yeah. Frieda Schoenhofer. I was hoping to meet Marco Jongbloed."
"He's not here. He's left an apology, but he's been called away on an emergency." She lowered her

voice. "We get a lot of emergencies to deal with here. It's the nature of the band. Always in trouble 
somewhere." 

"Do you know when he'll be back?"
"Sometime tomorrow. Susan Bekker will be back for a radio interview tomorrow night, so I think 

he wants to be back to be with her."
"Okay." Frieda didn't want to leave without a more robust arrangement. "Is there any chance to 

speak to him now, on the phone, very briefly."
"No. Sorry. I have his number, but he doesn't like to be contacted if he says don't contact him. I 

can send him a text and ask him to call you."
"If you could please."
Details were exchanged and Frieda left the office with time to spare. Free time. She hated free 

time and suddenly Rotterdam didn't seem like such an accommodating place for the idle. And it 
didn't wear its notoriety well either. This was the city of Toten Herzen, birthplace of Susan Bekker 
and Rene van Voors, but as hard as she looked there was no evidence they had ever existed. No 
streets carrying their names, no parks named in their honour, no Totensouvenirs in tourist gift shops



(no tourist gift shops). She took a taxi to the Ahoy Arena, curious to see the homecoming concert 
venue where the band's first concert for thirty-five years was cancelled after a riot broke out.

The taxi driver left in a hurry. Frieda wanted to believe he drove away with too much haste, as if 
the place was cursed. But even here on the very doorstep of recent history, there wasn't an atom of 
recognition, as if the whole dreadful event had been a figment of some disturbed imagination. She 
saw the news when it happened: the police moving in, fans moving out, traffic coming to a 
standstill. This part of Rotterdam had been a no-go zone for several hours thanks to four people. 
The influence of four people.

What was that influence? What influence did these people have over Lena? Frieda sat alone in the
arena cafe, finishing off an apple tart, when Marco Jongbloed rang.

"I'm sorry not to be there, Frieda, but things have a habit of rearing their ugly head without 
warning."

"Nothing serious, I hope."
"Serious is a relative term, Frieda. What would be a crisis for most bands is a minor irritant for us.

You know, the odd death here and there, someone bursting into flames." He laughed.
"I see."
"Just kidding."
"I thought you might be." (A friend in Bamberg had warned her about Dutch humour.) "Did you 

get my message about our meeting? I know it was probably a little opaque."
"Yes, I did. I understand. You can't reveal everything over the phone. You never know who's 

listening."
Frieda knew who might be listening. "Well, it is an investment offer. I'm interested in, let's say, 

opportunities that are a little different."
"We never say no to investment partnerships, so long as you're fully aware of the risks."
"I've been around long enough, Marco. . . ."
Jongbloed laughed himself into a spasm. "I don't mean your usual business risks, Frieda. I mean, 

well let me give you an example. We had an investor from Singapore who wanted to meet the band,
became a little too friendly with Dee, if you know what I mean, wandering hands and what have 
you. He eventually needed a blood transfusion. Almost drained Singapore of type A blood. But he 
survived."

"I hadn't read about that."
"Oh, you won't hear about everything that happens. Crisis management is one of the larger 

departments at Alien Noise. I think it might have been the first department we set up." He laughed 
again.

Frieda pushed away her half empty glass of red wine and asked Jongbloed when he planned to 
return to Rotterdam.

"Susan will be in town tomorrow night, so I'll be back for that, otherwise she'll be very cross."
"I wouldn't like to meet her when she's cross."
"No, you wouldn't. But stay in town, stay by the phone and the minute I'm back . . . in fact, no, 

let's arrange a meeting now. It's the fourteenth, so day after tomorrow, sixteenth. The restaurant on 
Bergweg is good. Nice atmosphere, we can talk there."

"Sounds okay. Eight p.m?"
"That's good. I'll see you then, Frieda, and I'll look forward to the numbers."
The numbers were of no consequence. Frieda had two days to figure out how to drop the subject 

of Lena Siebert-Neved into the conversation.

-



"It's not everyday we have a guest of this significance, this magnitude, but then it's not everyday 
you get to meet a real life vampire. . . ." A gasp of contempt interrupted the DJ's announcement. 
"Sorry, had to drop that in. . . ."

"Make it the last reference."
Frieda heard Susan Bekker's voice for the first time in her life. Susan Bekker's voice. A deep 

confident sound with rich vowels and those toughened Dutch consonants like a hammer thumping 
on wood. The sumptuous letter s - 'der lasht referensh' - pulled Frieda out of the depths of the sofa 
in the lounge of the Louden Hotel. She listened to the radio broadcast on her tablet. She could have 
listened on her phone and four other pay-as-you-go burners, but she needed them for some other 
plan that would come later.

For now she was entranced by Susan Bekker's voice. Not one for falling at the feet of celebrity, 
Frieda recognised a quality in the woman's enunciation that encapsulated her personal history and 
that of the band. Forty years of experience, forty years of headlines and rumour rolled up in those 
vowels, bounced off those abrupt consonants, wallowed in each sumptuous letter s.

"So, tell us why you're back in Rotterdam?"
"The usual crisis management. But it was a storm in a teacup, as usual." 
(A shtorm in a teacup.) Frieda closed her eyes and drank the words.
"Can you tell us the problem this time?"
"No. For once it isn't public."
"Okay. Has it disrupted the world tour?"
"No."
"But you've had to come all the way back from Brazil to deal with it."
"It's not a problem."
"It's two day's travel."
"Not for me." 
Frieda spat out her coffee.
"I won't go there."
"No. Better not go there."
The world tour continued according to plan. The usual tour strains were bearable, the band were 

not at each other's throats, literally or metaphorically. And the rival band from Russia, There Will 
Be Blood v.2, were not impeding Toten Herzen's own gargantuan publicity machine.

"They've got a long way to go," Susan said. "If they make it that far."
Every word, every sentence was loaded with menace, as if she had rehearsed a script until the 

sense of foreboding had become second nature. But then her reputation preceded her. Frieda 
couldn't listen without a subconscious awareness of the past. So many accusations of murder and 
attacks, and even if it was a gigantic hoax it was a frighteningly sinister effective hoax. 

"Are you ready to take calls from the fans?"
"Oh yes." 
Susan was ready. And so was Frieda; she rang the radio station and found herself in a queue of 

callers.
"A call from Freddie in Nijmegen. What do you want to ask Susan Bekker, Freddie?"
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAARGH."
"Someone stabbed Freddie," said Susan. Frieda detected a hint of weary irony. "Let's hope it 

didn't hurt."
"Second call. When my eardrums are okay again. Ruud from Amsterdam?"
"I'm from Alkmaar."



"Sorry, Ruud. It says Amsterdam in front of me. Your question to Susan Bekker."
"Hi, Susan."
No reply.
"When you recorded Malandanti you said you wanted to sing, but you didn't sing. Why was that?"
"I wasn't ready in time. I had a lot of singing lessons, but in the end I didn't sound right. So we 

left Dee, Elaine and Rene to carry on as normal."
The DJ had his own supplementary question. "All the others sing. Are you really so bad they 

won't let you sing too?"
"Thanks. Yes, I am. I'm not tone deaf, I wouldn't be able to play guitar if I was, but I just can't 

hear the notes in my head when I sing. I can't explain it."
"Okay. Next call from Olivia in . . . right here in Rotterdam. Olivia, speak."
"Hello, Susan. The witch in the video for Disorientated was very convincing. How did you film 

all that and did people really die during the filming?"
"Hey, that's two questions," said the DJ.
"Tough," said Olivia.
"Special effects and no. We used green screens and all that kind of stuff. We were planning that 

video for months and the fact some people still think it was real is a compliment."
"No witches were harmed in the making of this film. Joel from Veenendaal, what's your 

question?"
Joel from Veenendaal wanted to have Susan's babies and tried to explain in gruesome detail how 

he would go about it. Frieda ended the call on one of the burners and rang the station again with a 
second. The calls continued. Susan answered with a grumpy mix of obligation and co-operation. 
Frieda wondered why she was bothering.

"Gert from 'S-Hertogenbosch. . . ."
"If I go down on my knees will you-"
"And Frank from Tilburg. Keep it clean, Frank."
"Keep what clean?"
"Thanks, Frank. Nadia from Lelystad."
"Hi, Susan. Why were covens in Germany trying to kill you? I heard you had something they 

wanted."
The radio paused. "There's been so much rumour like that since we made the video for 

Disorientated, and it's fine for a while, the conspiracy, the gossip, the rumours, but eventually you 
can only explain it so many times before you start to wish people would just accept it for what it is. 
A clever video made by clever people. Everything else is just babble."

"But Dmitri Neved's house burned down on the same night the video was broadcast. . . ."
"One question each, people. This isn't a press conference."
In the lounge of the hotel a waiter buzzed around the tables. He took Frieda's coffee and stared at 

all the mobile phones spread around her.
"Magazine product review," she said and rang the station again on the third burner. She was 

determined to crack Susan's defensiveness and win the battle.
"Lot of people still on the lines. Let's take a break for a couple of minutes. Susan, when was the 

last time you performed Black Rose?"
"Two nights ago, actually."
"Oh! Okay."
Again, the DJ struggled for words. He cued the song and the interview paused for four minutes of 

Seventies Toten Herzen. Frieda hung on to the phone connection until a voice spoke to her: "Hello, 
can I have your question please?"



She hadn't thought of one. "Sorry, I wanted to ask about touring Europe."
"What specifically?" They were vetting the questions in advance. No more aarghs, no more 

babies, no more going down on bended knees and other depraved requests. 
"Which cities in Germany do they plan to visit. I come from Munich."
"Okay. And your name and where you're calling from?"
"My name. Ruth and. . . ." She shivered. "Rotterdam."
"You sure about that?"
"Yeah. My boyfriend is trying to steal the phone from me."
Information given, Frieda abandoned the burner convinced the station didn't believe who she was.

She created a new identity and had her question ready before ringing again on the fourth and final 
burner.

The DJ came back. "Susan Bekker, yes, the Susan Bekker is sitting here with me and I'm still 
alive-"

"But for how long?"
"Yes, very funny. Still alive, and Susan is still taking calls, so Stephane from Zoetermeer. Keep it 

clean."
"Hi, Susan. If Jimi Hendrix was alive today what would you say to him if you met him?"
"Oh, God. I'd tell him I saw him at the Ahoy in 1968, my mother was a big fan of his and the two 

of you together inspired me to play the guitar. And then I'd beg him to join us onstage one night."
"Which Hendrix song would you duet with him?" said the DJ.
"Probably . . . All Along the Watchtower, or If 6 Was 9. Depends what mood I'm in. I think we'd 

probably end up playing the same extended solo all night."
"If only, if only. Thanks for the call, Stephane. Ruth in Rotterdam, your question."
"Shit." Frieda grabbed the third burner. Switched off, discarded. Wasted.
"Ruth are you there? No, Ruth is gone. No Ruth. Maybe she killed Freddie. Joe in Haarlem."
"Hi, Susan. What do you think of There Will Be Blood and are you a corporate band?"
"No, we're not a corporate band. It's a ridiculous criticism. There Will Be Blood are not the little 

indie band people are making them out to be. There's big money behind them, big corporate 
potential. The money behind us is one man, Alien Noise Corporation. It's not like we're doing deals 
with multi-nationals and entering affiliate relationships with big companies. We hate anything like 
that. We could make a lot more money if we jumped into that cesspit, but we don't and yet people 
call us a corporate band. A lot of the criticism is coming from their camp. Their manager sends out 
a lot of shit to the media and some of it sticks. But we're not a corporate band."

"I believe you. Den from Breda. Your question for Susan Bekker."
"Hello. Your music is more symphonic on the new album. Will you be working with the Russian 

guy in the future?"
"I'd like to work with him. The others, especially Dee, were not so comfortable with the whole 

symphonic metal thing, and to be honest neither was I before we started recording, but I thought he 
brought us a few alternative possibilities. It's a starting point, something I hope we can build on."

"This is the Russian composer Dmitri Neved?" said the DJ.
"Yeah. What he didn't know about music wasn't worth knowing, and we didn't take all his 

suggestions, but he made us think about just expanding our horizons a little bit, try things we 
wouldn't normally try. I liked working with him. He was difficult to get along with at times, but he 
was a good teacher."

"And where is he now? Will he be listening."
"I doubt it, he doesn't live in the Netherlands."
Den from Breda hadn't finished and managed to squeeze in another question. "What is he working



on now?"
"I'm not exactly sure. . . ." She didn't sound exactly sure. The DJ waited for her to continue; the 

audience, Den from Breda, waited for her to continue. . . . "I'm not sure."
The DJ added another question. "How did you meet this guy in the first place?" 
"He turned up out of the blue. We put the word out I was looking for a voice coach and he 

answered the call. Brave guy."
Frieda listened to the radio and searched the web at the same time. She found a news headline 

concerning Wurzburg University: Doctor Hoenenbacker had been arrested by Interpol. The radio 
voices continued in the background as she read the vague details of a heavy police presence and a 
big security operation normally carried out for international criminal masterminds. 

She shook her head and rang the station on her own phone. The final opportunity to catch Susan 
out. She waited and waited, unaware of how long the queue might be and if she would run out of 
time. . . . 

"We have Rob from Rotterdam. . . ."
"Rob?" Susan sounded surprised.
"Hi, Susan. Surprise surprise."
"What are you doing? This is supposed to be for the fans."
"Most of them are nutters, I thought you'd welcome a sensible question for a change."
"From you? Rob Wallet, a sensible question?"
"You know me, Susan. I'm always sensible."
"Yeah, and I'm three-quarters Inuit."
"My question is why are you still passing off all this bollocks about the video? Why not come 

clean about Lena Siebert-Neved from Bamberg? The real story would be a colossal headline. No 
one would be talking about There Will Be Blood after that."

"Rob, get off the phone."
"Get off the phone, Rob," said the DJ laughing.
"No, I'm serious, Rob . . . I'm gonna have a quiet word with you later."
"It's no big deal, Susan. Witchcraft, a real witch, a mystery. It's a solid gold Toten Herzen 

escapade. Why are we keeping it such a big secret?"
"Rob, get . . . off . . . the phone."
Dee Vincent joined in. "Get off the phone, Rob. Her highness has spoken. . . ."
"Dee, will you put him back in his cage?"    
"We would, but he's putting up a hell of a struggle. But for what it's worth, he has a point."
The radio paused again. Frieda had a mental image of Susan and the DJ holding a frantic chat 

about ending the phone-in.
"Neved's sanity depends on it, Susan," Dee added. The line went dead.
"Bastards. You cut off your own band members."
The DJ spoke again. "We've lost the line. Can we get them back on? Can we . . . . No, we can't get

them back. What unpredictable colleagues you have, Susan."
Susan mumbled, "That's not the phrase I'd use."
So, after all the names and the towns and cities, the burners and bogus identities, Frieda found 

herself opening more browser windows on her tablet to read about Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker's 
arrest. The details were as opaque as Susan Bekker's interview technique. The phone-in continued 
until the DJ was cutting people off mid-sentence, squeezing as many anxious fans into the 
remaining time he had. After Piet from Den Haag asked a question about Susan's favourite 
chocolate (she didn't eat chocolate), the interview and the show ended.

Frieda downloaded the podcast for later analysis, but she knew there would be little to learn from 



it. A late night walk around the grounds of the hotel cleared her mind and reassembled her 
priorities. The unexpected events in Wurzburg highlighted more urgent issues, more serious issues 
than chasing Toten Herzen. The covens were breaking up, the network collapsing, and if Frieda 
didn't act her world would collapse with it.

She rang Virginia Bruck's number, but it wasn't recognised. She rang Marco Jongbloed. The call 
went to voicemail. "Hi. Frieda Schoenhofer. I heard Susan on the radio tonight. Will she be joining 
us at our meeting? Bye."

Jongbloed replied by text. 'No. Susan prefers to avoid business discussions. See you soon. Marco.'
His answer was the one she was hoping for.
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"It's you. What happened to your meeting?"
"She stood me up."
Marco Jongbloed stood at the front door of his own house, lost, confused, waiting for a sign of 

sympathy. Susan blocked his entry. "Can I come in?"
"Oh, sorry. Why did you ring the bell?"
"I forgot the code." He tapped the door's keypad.
"You're getting more senile every day."
"But you'll never leave me because of it." He held her waist, kissed her cold forehead and pushed 

forward into the hallway.
"I might. I don't plan on dressing you in the morning. Once you're beyond repair you're going on 

the shit heap to rot down."
"That's what I like about you. So romantic."
"What happened?"
Jongbloed kept his coat on and slumped into the settee in the lounge. From here he could look 

through the wide window at the empty black band of the coast and imagine life without Susan. 
Blank, featureless. A mere reflection of a man sat alone in old age. . . . She poured a whisky and 
literally appeared next to him.

"Sorry, didn't mean to make you jump."
He took the whisky.
"I don't know why you agreed to meet her."
"The investment sounded interesting. We can't afford to ignore offers like that."
"Haven't you learned anything. Business women from Bamberg are bad news. . . ."
"And lightning doesn't strike twice."
"That's in very poor taste."
"Why? It's true."
Susan sat down open mouthed. 
"What? Why are you staring at me like that."
"Lightning struck Rose Pursey. Lightning made us all look like a bunch of murdering 

psychopaths. Not that anyone has thought any differently of us."
"Okay, bad choice of words."
"Did you get the date right? Have you checked your diary?"
"Of course I got it right. You make me sound like an idiot."
"Okay." She drifted away out of sight like a ghost wandering aimlessly through a haunted spot. 

Jongbloed's reflection stared back from an empty room overlaid with long dune grasses. Susan 
stood in front of him. "Where did you buy that scarf?"

"This, bought it today. Do you like it?"
"You bought it for the meeting?"
"Sort of, yes."
"You bought it for her?"
"Are you jealous?"
She pulled a long handful of hair down her right shoulder. "Of course I'm not jealous. But I'm still

pissed off you gave her the time of day. And. . . ." She sniffed the air around Jongbloed's head. 
"New cologne? What the fuck, are you two up to something?"

"Jesus, the paranoia increases every year." He offered another soft kiss to the forehead and guided
her towards the stairs. "When are you going back?"



"When I've calmed down."
"Let me calm you down."
"What?" Susan grinned. Her lips curled and for a second Jongbloed saw a fearsome razor-edged 

fang flash expectantly. His heart fluttered and Susan's weight forced him towards the bedroom.
They made love aggressively. Susan's foot kicked over a table lamp. Screwed up bed sheets 

flapped and scattered across the floor and she growled when she climaxed, scratched a red line 
across Jongbloed's shoulder blade and halted seconds from sinking her teeth into the top of his arm.

"You should be stood up more often." She stroked his chin. "Seems to make you more virile."
"Someone has to control you. Maybe it's time I matched some of that anger of yours."
"I'm not angry."
"You're so sexy when you're angry."
"I'm not angry. . . ."
He brought his nose under her jaw. "Yes, you are, Susan."
"I'm not fucking angry. . . ." 
She hurled Jongbloed at the window. "Okay, point made. You're not angry."
"Why are people asking about Lena Siebert again?" Susan's weight sank into the mattress. "Four 

questions the other night and now this bitch turns up from Bamberg flashing her money. It's not 
happening again."

Jongbloed raised his hands in surrender. "Okay. She's gone anyway. Go back to Brazil and forget 
about it." Detecting a pause in the fury he rejoined her on the bed.

"Does she know about the valley?
"Who?"
"This new citizen of Bamberg. Frieda Schroedinger or whatever she's called."
"Schoenhofer. I don't know. I never got the chance to speak with her remember."
"Dee still hasn't told us where it is."
Jongbloed stroked the tangled hair back from Susan's face and kissed her neck. Her skin, as cool 

as a mountain summit, chilled him when he touched her waist. "She obviously doesn't trust you. 
Why is that, Susan? What is it she doesn't want you to know? Don't you think it's time you went 
your own way?"  

"No. Whatever it is, she has her reasons. I trust her."
"Of course you do."
"What? You don't believe me?"
"Maybe she's lying." He pulled away and moved slowly down her throat, kissing her chest, the 

cool mounds of her breasts, nuzzling her stomach.
"Of course she isn't lying. She has the book, the print. We've all seen the proof. . . ."
"Book?"
"The book. Tollenbarch's book."
"Sorry. You're distracting me."
"There I was thinking it's your age."
Jongbloed gazed up at her. "Another treat of old age you're missing out on."
They came together a second time. Jongbloed tried to exert himself, but she flipped him over onto

his back, flattened him, forced his head over the side of the bed until he had an upside down view of
his own body's reflection being pushed and pulled by some invisible force on top of him. He 
watched, fascinated, curious to know how this could be. He could hear Susan, gasping and 
moaning, and feel her grip on his shoulders, throttling the blood to his arms. The bed cracked. He 
reached out to anchor himself against the wall and sent a second table lamp flying. Susan's weight, 
the force of her thrusts, pressed down on his chest, forcing the air out of his lungs. He choked, but 



fought back, and when she yelled he answered the call, more out of relief than ecstasy.
"I want to see this valley," he said.
"You know you can't." Susan wasn't finished.
"Before I die, Susan, I want to see the valley. I want to make love to you in this valley. . . ."
"You can't see the valley." Her furious face dropped in front of his. "No human can see the valley.

Get over it."
"There must be a way."
"Not unless you turn. And you always said you're too old to turn. I'm not doing it for you." She 

coiled around him, cold air danced across his neck. "But if you can fuck like this every night I 
might consider it."

"You know I'm drawn to something when I'm told I can't have it."
"Mm."
"They told me I couldn't have you."
"You've had me twice tonight."
"Imagine us, Susan, like this on the valley floor. . . ."
"The meadow grass, the ice cool of the stream. . . ."
"What if you need to go there and she won't tell you?"
Sharp canine tips explored his exposed flesh. Susan's voice dropped to a whisper. "She'll say if 

she has to."
"But then it might be too late."
"I like risk."
"Can I persuade her?"
"You know Dee."
Jongbloed felt a line of blood run down his arm. "I know Dee. We all know Dee."
"Concentrate."
"If this woman wants to know maybe she's a vampire too."
Susan hesitated. "Or she's another witch looking for a way in. Maybe it's a Bamberg thing. Maybe

I should meet her after all." 
Susan raised herself and a terrible rage like an Alpine thunderstorm struck her features. Behind a 

jet black veil her lips parted, and there they waited: teeth, fantastically white teeth, sharp like 
daggers. . . . 

"You . . . who the fuck are you?"
Frieda's smile matched Susan's ill intent and malevolence. "What strange events occur at the 

witching hour, Susan."
The vampire's veins bulged, her shoulders stiffened ready to strike Frieda pinned to the floor. "I 

think your boyfriend has just come home," she said. "What will he think if he finds you in bed with 
another woman? Man of his age. Shock will kill him."

A vapour trail crackled for a second after Susan vanished leaving the fibres of the carpet charged 
with tingling static. Frieda dashed for the wardrobe, grabbed her discarded clothes and dressed on 
the run. She expected Susan's enraged form to reappear, jump from a shadowy corner or drop from 
the roof, but the threat could be heard in other parts of the house; Susan hunting for Jongbloed - 
who hadn't returned home - crashing doors and shattering furniture. And where the noise went the 
threat followed; Frieda used the racket to work out the escape route. Bare footed, she burst from the 
house and sprinted for the hire car she had hidden from view.

The engine roared. She exploded from the grounds of the house and hit the track back to the main 
road. In the rear view mirror the threat receded, the gates retreated, the house lights diminished. . . . 
Frieda held her breath, puffed her cheeks and blew relief at the steering wheel. The main highway 



flowed with anonymous traffic (no pursuit, no angry chase), and in the isolation of her car where no
one could ask why, she erupted in a fit of laughter. 

She had the revelation; where Lena failed, Frieda succeeded. She had closed the deal.
And it was a big deal, potentially, the biggest of her life. She turned off the giggling radio to 

concentrate on the knowledge and sort the disparate fragments until they made some kind of sense: 
a book, Tollenbarch, a print of a valley, a valley only visible to vampires. (How come? Klaus would
know, but he had disappeared. Doctor Hoenenbacker would know, but he'd been arrested.) An 
invisible valley. Humans had to die or turn to gain access. . . . Lena was trying to find the vampire's 
lost valley.

A roadside speed camera reminded her to calm down. She checked the mirror again. The radio 
giggled. Frieda turned down the volume, but the radio was off. She played with the controls. The 
rear speakers giggled. . . .

"Do you know how many times you've looked in your mirror?" 
Frieda glanced at the mirror. The road poured away behind her.
"You've done it again. You can't see me."
The car hit the kerb. Frieda wrestled with the wheel to rejoin the carriageway. 
Susan Bekker appeared in the passenger seat. "The witching hour is over, bitch." 
Her body lurched with such violent speed she had her jaws clamped around Frieda's throat before 

she could make a sound. The colossal pressure of Susan's weight rammed Frieda against the door of
the car, pulled her arms off the steering wheel and flattened her out, forcing her bare feet between 
the peddles jamming the accelerator. The flash of street lights increased, the rate of flicker counting 
down the milliseconds to Susan's bite. A car horn blared, a stab of pain speared Frieda's throat and 
the windscreen spattered with blood. The car shook left and right, weaving in response to Susan's 
head shaking her victim. She tore the flesh from Frieda's neck and bit through to the windpipe.

With no one in control the car followed its own demented route across a roundabout, tracing a 
wide arc before crashing into a metal fence alongside a railway line. The vampire had bitten 
through to the bone; a greedy gulping assault that left her panting for oxygen. Frieda's blood 
dripped off Susan's chin in great ugly globules. 

"I prefer you more when you're quiet. You know Lena's blood tasted very similar to yours. I 
should bottle it. Save it for special occasions." Her wide gory smile revealed the devastating fangs 
like red stalactites. She licked the wound and continued her greedy disgusting ravenous feed. The 
ground rumbled under the passing motion of a train. Its lazy rhythm continued for a moment, gentle
and regular, weightless like a hand rocking the car until Frieda fell into a deep sleep.
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Dremba studied the immaculate gardens surrounding the safe house, but the idyll with all its green 
tranquillity did nothing to encourage his mind to expand. Quantum physics sounded like an 
academic joke; somewhere, out there, racing between the pine trees and the silver birch, were 
esoteric particles fiendishly keeping everyone guessing what they were going to do next and where 
they were going to do it. He couldn't see them, feel them or hear them, but they were there, all 
around him like subatomic midges. 

"How do they know where to land? You talk about these particles as if they have a choice."
"Of course they don't have a choice. Don't be such a bloody idiot. They have no central nervous 

system, no electro-chemical synaptic architecture. The patterns they follow are predetermined by 
some other guiding system."

"Still makes no sense."
Doctor Hoenenbacker endured the tedium of being locked away from supernatural danger, but 

trapped at the bottom of an intellectual pit (his words) arguing black is white with Dremba was 
worse than any seminar with the most clueless of his research students (his words again). Dremba 
was the blankest of blank canvases and Dremba didn't like being called a blank canvas. He didn't 
like the idea of being inferior to one of Doctor Hoenenbacker's students. He hated students, as did 
Doctor Hoenenbacker judging by the way he talked about them. But until someone found a way of 
stopping the new threat from a resurgent Malandanti, Dremba was trapped guarding Doctor 
Hoenenbacker and his peculiar wandering photons with their ability to be in two places at the same 
time.

"This is like being in an experiment," said Dremba. "I keep expecting the ceiling to lift off and 
reveal two scientists stood up there looking down on us."

"Wouldn't that be anthropological? I wouldn't know anything about that." Doctor Hoenenbacker 
had finished his book: Entanglement. Evolution of the Extended Werner-like State Under the 
Influence of Different Noisy Channels.

"Would you recommend it to a friend?" said Dremba.
"My friends are in the same fields of research, so I would, yes."
Dremba looked through the window again. The seasons changed so slowly and pulled him along 

at the same rate. He collapsed into the chair opposite Doctor Hoenenbacker's sofa. "What's the 
strangest thing you've ever seen?"

"Strangest?"
"In all the years you've been teaching, what's the weirdest thing you've had to confront?"
"I don't teach. I research." He removed his wire framed spectacles. "But as far as strange sights 

go, the convoy that came for me takes some beating."
"Trust me, it was necessary."
"But why? What have I done? What do I know that's so important to them?"
"It's not what you know, Doctor, it's what you don't know. The people around you."
"The people around me. Well, when will human beings ever cease to be a mystery?" He stopped 

talking when Dremba stared at the ceiling. "What exactly is troubling you?"
"Nothing."
"You asked me about seeing strange things. . . ."
Dremba rubbed the back of his neck. "What are people capable of?"
"I don't understand. Be clear. Don't cover things in fancy expressions, get to the point."
"Can people fly?"
Doctor Hoenenbacker could have chosen from any one of a number of academic avenues: history 



of aviation, gravity's effect on acceleration and terminal velocity, the hermetic knowledge of yogic 
levitation. "Be more specific."

"You're not making this easy."
"What have you seen?"
"People flying." Dremba waited for a reaction, any reaction: a contemptuous snort or a verbal put 

down. Instead, Doctor Hoenenbacker chewed his spectacles.
"You know Wurzburg has for some time been surrounded by rumours of witchcraft. I obviously 

treat such rumours with the disdain they merit, but I do sense a panic at this time. I've felt it walking
around the campus, in the meeting rooms and spaces where people gather. It's as if there's a 
nervousness, a shared nervousness. Of course, when one receives a dead body in the post people are
bound to be concerned. Testament to Virginia's strength of character, I suppose, she didn't collapse 
into a nervous heap."

"You know she's at the centre of all this."
"Oh, I've no doubt she is."
"What? How long have you known?"
"For as long as I've known her. Ever since she married that Bohemian thug people have ridiculed 

her and accused her of all sorts. Nell Gwynn wasn't subjected to the vilification Virginia has had to 
endure. . . ."

"No, no. Virginia Bruck was at the centre of what we saw. People flying. . . ." Maybe now Doctor
Hoenenbacker would act according to character. . . .  "Say something, anything."

Doctor Hoenenbacker rubbed away a tear with his middle finger. "Well, that's Virginia's business,
I suppose."

"I've never seen anything like that before. How is it possible?"
"Perhaps there are some things we're not meant to understand, Pierre."
Dremba had only seen one man go mad in a safe house. A Greek witness in a trafficking trial, 

with the potential for his testimony to bring down a five hundred million euro syndicate. The 
pressure on him to be patient, to not worry about his family, to face life forever looking over his 
shoulder became too much. The trial was suspended for a year, but the witness never recovered and 
six months later he was shot dead in Marseilles.

The door of the safe house opened with a long noisy performance of mechanical complexity 
which should have reassured the occupants, but Dremba believed it had no chance against a 
determined witch.

Bernadette walked in followed by Oliver Tollmann. "We have to go."
"Does he have clearance to be here?"
"He does now. Frieda Schoenhofer is dead."
Doctor Hoenenbacker placed his book on his lap. "The girl from Bamberg?"
"Yes."
"What's happened?" 
"Someone killed her in Rotterdam. Traffic accident, but she was already dead when police found 

the car."
"What dreadful news."
"I thought you didn't like her," said Dremba.
"I can't say I did. I thought she was flippant and disrespectful, but any death is a tragedy."
"She was a sadistic killer," said Tollmann.
"You obviously know her better than I do."
Bernadette gathered her belongings. "There's a helicopter waiting. Wurzburg police will take over

here while we're gone."



"Can we trust them?" said Doctor Hoenenbacker.
"Yes. We'll only be gone twelve hours at the most."
"And just how long am I to be imprisoned in this dreadful place. You still haven't given any 

indication. . . ."
"Doctor, there was a time when I thought maybe the threat wasn't so bad, but this changes 

everything."
"Why?"
Bernadette wouldn't say, but Dremba saw the anxious look exchanged with Tollmann. Tollmann 

had form. Tollmann had ideas as strange as Doctor Hoenenbacker's quantum particles. 
In the helicopter, Bernadette prompted Tollmann to expand on his theory. Frieda Schoenhofer's 

murder was similar to the killing of his colleague Korminsky a year earlier.
"Korminsky. The vampire victim?" said Dremba. "For Christ's sake, this shit gets more ridiculous

by the hour." Bernadette's cautious gaze reminded him of their own ridiculous shit. . . . 
"What?" said Tollmann.
"Nothing," said Bernadette. "Just stick to the details." She shared images on her tablet with 

Dremba. "Korminsky was killed on a road out of Bamberg. Lena Siebert-Neved's house was several
kilometres away. His injuries were massive trauma to the neck, severe injuries to the oesophagus 
and trachea, torn muscles and tendons and a severed carotid artery." She flipped the image to a 
recent forensics photograph of Frieda in the driver's seat of her car. "Massive trauma to the neck, 
muscle, tendon, carotid artery, oesophagus and trachea. Almost torn out."

In the morgue, the pathologist and technicians had patched up Frieda's body for display in a large 
dazzling white room. Asleep on the cart, the neutral light cast a grey blue hue across her skin, like 
porcelain ready for firing, ready to be hardened. An angelic smile rested on her lips.

"What was she doing in Rotterdam?" said Tollmann.
"We don't know. But she knew Klaus Linzl who knew someone called Raven who worked for 

Toten Herzen whose management company is based here in Rotterdam. She had an appointment 
with Marco Jongbloed yesterday evening, but she didn't show."

"Marco Jongbloed is?" said Dremba.
"Owner of Alien Noise Corporation. The band's management company. Susan Bekker's 

boyfriend." 
The name came back to him. "Oh, yeah. The old guy with the young girlfriend." He turned to 

Tollmann. "Always amazes me what a rich man's sense of humour will get you."
Tollmann wasn't amused. He held back the sheet over Frieda's body and stared at the injuries, 

almost shoved his nose in them.
"What are you looking for?" said Dremba.
"The skin around the edges of the wound. Where the entry wound is." He formed a claw with his 

right hand and circled Frieda's throat and neck. "Was the entry here at the front or on the side."
"Is that significant?" Bernadette leaned over to join Tollmann's head around the injuries.
"A predator will go straight for the throat, the first bite-"
"Bite, what the fuck are you talking about?" said Dremba.
"Well, look at it. It's obvious the injuries are the result of an animal bite."
"I thought you said we were dealing with a vampire. . . ."
"Shush." Bernadette greeted the pathologist entering the room with an elderly couple.
"Can you excuse us a moment, please?" 
Outside the room, Bernadette found a lab technician. "Are they her parents?"
"Aunt and uncle," said the technician typing up notes from a memo.
"Parent's too busy to do it themselves?" said Dremba. 



"The victim was their only child. I believe her parents are in hospital under sedation."
"If they only knew the truth about their daughter," Tollmann whispered to Dremba. 
"Show some respect," said Bernadette.
"Respect? We should be celebrating."
"Keep your voice down."
The technician paused and waited for silence to resume his typing.
"I wish a few more of them would come down to Rotterdam," Tollmann said.
"That would make your job so much easier?"
"Yes, it would. Until someone provides me with the resources to chase these people. . . ."
"Will you keep your voices down?" said the technician. "The relatives will be able to hear you."
Bernadette apologised. 
"Is that the autopsy report?" said Tollmann.
"I'm sorry, who are you?"
"Kriminalkommissar Oliver Tollmann. Bamberg police." He fumbled for his badge.
"A report will be made available to you when it's ready."
"How much blood was found in the car?"
"Pardon?"
"Scene of crime detail. How much blood was there?"
"A significant amount. Concurrent with a massive injury to the neck involving a major artery."
Tollmann demanded to see the photographs. Bernadette checked her tablet and found images of 

the car's interior and the dripping windscreen as if someone had hosed it down with blood.
"Footwells, find one of the footwells," said Tollmann.
"Why the footwells?"
"Because with an injury like this she would have lost almost every litre of blood in her body. It 

can't all go over the windscreen. She was drained of it somehow." Tollmann paused the image slide 
show. "See. Blood on the windscreen, down the front of her clothes like she bit her tongue. Where's 
the rest of it."

The technician was ready for Bernadette's question. "Excuse me, but if you took the blood out of 
a human body, placed it in a bucket and poured it into a car, what would that look like?"

"Something like this." He navigated to another folder, another file and photographs of a traffic 
accident in which the driver suffered a neck injury from a metal fence post through the side 
window. "Is that enough blood for you?"

-

Dremba's cigarette offered little warmth and even less reassurance. The North Sea wind found its 
way into every corner of Rotterdam and every exposed area of skin. He shivered next to Bernadette 
analysing the tip of her own cigarette.

"It's a savage murder," she said. "Let's not get carried away. We're being distracted from the wider
picture. Anders Boorhans said the covens were at war. An internal conflict. That conflict has 
brought Frieda Schoenhofer to Rotterdam and that conflict has killed her. Do you agree with that 
basic assumption."

"Yes."
"Well, considering the savagery of Theo Wender's murder and the complexity of Simon Frenzel's 

murder we can say these are people who enjoy what they do."
"Yes."
"There was a time when you always said yeah."



"I know."
"Can we finally assume that Frieda Schoenhofer's killer wants us to think she was attacked by an 

animal?"
"Probably. Or they want us to think it was a vampire. But what about Korminsky? I don't like 

Tollmann, but he's not lying. Korminsky's death was similar to this."
"It was. It was also in Bamberg. And he had some interesting financial arrangements."
"Who? Korminsky?"
"Transfers to offshore accounts. He was a director of a shell company based in the Cayman 

Islands."
"How do you know that?"
"Always follow the money. It's the first place I look. It's why I find all this difficult to understand.

Any other organised crime network is about money. Mafia, Mexican cartels, Albanian traffickers, 
it's all about money. But this. It's a power game. It's influence. Political influence. Surveillance. 
Conspiracy. What do they want?" She stubbed out her cigarette. "What exactly do they want?"

"No use asking this guy?" 
Tollmann joined them. "What next? What do you want to do now?"
"Speak to Marco Jongbloed," said Bernadette. "If anyone knows anything about vampires it's 

him, right?"

-

Tollmann hesitated at the threshold to Alien Noise Corporation's office. An unwitting vampiric 
irony which didn't go unnoticed by Dremba. "Do you need an invite, Oliver?" Dremba held the door
open.

"Can we take this seriously, gentlemen?" Bernadette flashed her ID at the receptionist. "Is Marco 
Jongbloed here?"

Jongbloed watched them from a mezzanine floor. "Come up here. You want a coffee, tea?"
"Coffee. Black. No sugar."
"Make that two," Dremba called. "And a glass of rhesus positive for our friend from Bamberg." 

He sidestepped Bernadette's elbow.
Jongbloed relaxed on a low settee, loosened his tie and answered every question with the patience

of a man who had yet to be asked the same set of questions for the third time.
"How much money was she looking to invest?" said Bernadette.
"I don't know. She didn't show for the meeting and we didn't discuss figures over the phone."
"Why you?" said Dremba. "Why you and Toten Herzen and Alien Noise? Why the sudden 

interest in you?"
"That's why we had arranged to meet."
"Do Toten Herzen make a lot of money?" Bernadette wanted to establish a money trail, but 

Jongbloed insisted money didn't last long in Toten Herzen's hands. 
"It comes in through that door marked ticket sales and goes out of that door marked insurance 

premiums. I'm sure they push up our premiums because of who we are."
"Insurance against what?" said Dremba.
"Litigation. We're an easy target for every lunatic who wants to earn a quick buck. Or thinks they 

can earn a quick buck."
"You said Susan Bekker was in Rotterdam last night? A radio phone-in?" said Dremba.
"Yes."
"Where is she now?"



"Brazil."
"She was here last night, but now she's on her way to Brazil?" Dremba didn't trust Jongbloed's 

smile.
"No, she's in Brazil."
"She take a supersonic flight?"
"Something like that."
"Don't take the piss out of us, Monsieur. Your guest was murdered last night and you're telling us 

Susan Bekker is now back in Brazil?"
"Yes."
Whenever Bernadette shared a look with Dremba Tollmann noticed and frowned. 
"What's the name of the radio station?" said Bernadette.
"Stanvaste Radio."
"Check it out," said Bernadette to Dremba.
"Please. . . . "
"Check it out, please."
He bounded outside, found the station's website, made time for another cigarette and returned to 

find Tollmann asking the questions. Dremba shared an image on his phone with Bernadette: a 
photograph of Susan Bekker posing with the DJ from the phone in.

"Tall woman," Dremba said.
"Even taller in ten centimetre heels," said Jongbloed.
"A little young for you, don't you think. How does a man do that?"
"We're almost the same age."
Bernadette checked the image again. Susan Bekker: a tall young woman, statuesque, confident, 

head and shoulders above the DJ; a pale skinned supermodel, a raven haired siren with piercing 
bloodshot eyes, drug addict's eyes and a drug addicted complexion. By contrast, Jongbloed dressed 
smartly, and was no stranger to sunlight. The grooming, the tidy haircut and the manicured nails 
didn't hide his age and compared to Susan Bekker, his age was compounded by the age difference.

"How old is Susan?" said Bernadette.
"Sixty-three."
Tollmann tutted.
"Sixty-three? Who's her gynaecologist, Mr Jongbloed?"
"Whoever he is, you can't afford him," said Dremba.
"You two are the same age? So what happened to you?"
"It's not a case of what happened to me, but what happened to Susan"
"Vampire," said Dremba.
Jongbloed nodded.
"Children of the night," said Dremba.
"Not quite how I'd describe it."
Dremba waited for Bernadette's objection, but she sat with her head bowed, weakly holding her 

phone and its blank screen. . . . She had no more questions, no more ideas, no more energy. Without
a money trail she had nothing.

"Did you ever meet Lena Siebert-Neved?" Tollmann asked.
"No."
"Did Susan Bekker?"
"I don't know, I don't think so. . . ."
"You live with her and you don't know. . . ."
"She doesn't tell me everything. . . ."



"Why not?"
"She's a private person. . . ."
"She has secrets?"
"I wouldn't call them secrets. . . ."
"What would you call them?"
"I don't know. Private. . . ."
"What was she like last night? Before she went back to Brazil?"
"Fine. A little wound up. . . ."
"Why?"
"She didn't like the way the phone-in had gone. . . ."
"Why not? What happened?
"Some of the questions-"
"Which questions?"
"I don't know-"
"What was wrong with the questions?"
"They were asking about the same thing-"
"What thing?"
"The usual shit-"
"What usual shit?"
"The usual shit. The video-"
"What about the video?"
"The single, the promotional video. . . ."
"What was wrong with it?"
Jongbloed sat up, loosened his tie a little more. "People kept asking about the video. Was it real?"
"Why would that upset her?"
"She wasn't upset. . . ."
Dremba joined in. "You said she was wound up?"
"Yes."
"About the phone-in?"
"Yes."
Tollmann, "So what did she do?"
"She didn't do anything. . . ." 
Bernadette left them alone. Jongbloed watched her go.   
"How was she upset? How did that look?"
"She was agitated. . . . "   
"Did she leave the house?"
"No-"
Dremba, "How did she get to the radio station?"
"No, after. . . ."
"She didn't leave the house after?"
"After. . . . No, she was home."
"Then she went to the airport?"
"No."
"You said she went back to Brazil?"
"She did. . . ."
"What did she do, fly by herself?"
Jongbloed ground his finger and thumb. "Susan comes and goes. . . ."



"How?"
Jongbloed stumbled. . . .
"Where is Susan Bekker, Monsieur? said Dremba.
"I told you. . . ."
"She is not in Brazil, Monsieur Jongbloed. Where the fuck is your sixty-three year old girlfriend? 

If you want us to believe you stop covering things in fancy expressions. Be clear. Get to the point, 
Monsieur Jongbloed."

Bernadette returned. "Police say Frieda Schoenhofer was at your house last night, Mister 
Jongbloed."

"I was out. She wasn't there when I got home."
"But Susan was there, wasn't she?"
"Yes. . . ." Jongbloed's sweat stained his shirt.
Bernadette explained they had no jurisdiction or authority to arrest him - not yet - but Rotterdam 

police would arrive at any minute. 
Dremba and Tollmann stood together outside the office when the cars arrived with flickering blue

lights, and officers stepped out with the weariness of familiarity. "Looks like they come here quite 
often," said Dremba.

Tollmann ignored them. "What did you two see?"
"See?"
"I can tell by the way you two keep staring at each other. You've witnessed something. I saw what

happened in Wurzburg. That was a big convoy to arrest an academic."
Several police officers pushed through the doorway of the office.
"I don't know what we saw."
"You think I talk a lot of shit, but eventually you'll come across things you can't explain. And I 

don't mean a lack of evidence."
Bernadette found them. "We're done here for now."
"How are your colleagues?" said Tollmann.
"Colleagues? You mean Anders Boorhans? Tipo Briess? They'll recover. Eventually."
"And in the meantime we're left with what?" Tollmann headed back to the car.
Dremba followed, leaving Bernadette on her own to find the explanations in the normal world. 

Shouldn't be too difficult, when the normal world was all around, existing everywhere 
simultaneously. But then he knew from talking to Doctor Hoenenbacker, the normal world wasn't as
normal as it would like you to think. It was full of abnormality and contradiction and irrationality 
and uncertainty. Somewhere, in an alternative Rotterdam, there was another Dremba following 
another Tollmann and another Bernadette being left farther behind on the street.

She was almost out of sight and showing no signs of movement when Dremba left Tollmann and 
turned back. "You fallen asleep?"

Bernadette shook her head.
"He thinks it all ends here. I think he speaks more in hope than certainty."
"It won't end until they're all gone. Get rid of the lieutenants and the leaders will find more 

lieutenants. Get rid of the leaders and the lieutenants simply move up a level."
"Not giving up, are you?"
At the end of the street Tollmann leaned against a road sign and ate a chocolate bar.    
"Perhaps he's right," Bernadette pulled on her coat. "Let them kill each other. Stand back and 

wait, let them do our job for us. Doctor Hoenenbacker will be missing you."
Dremba glanced once more at the Alien Noise office. "He was trying to explain how electrons can

be in two places at the same time. I'll have to take his word for it."



37

The occasional chomp of blade on wood disturbed the solitude amongst the dripping trees. Axe 
against log. Virginia ignored the noise and stuck to the desire line through the spruce forest. 
Eventually, unable to answer her own questions, she followed the sound of the axe until she found 
her husband chopping and hacking next to a smouldering pile of leaves and branches.

She spied on him for a moment. Dressed in a heavy waterproof jacket and mouldy cargo pants he 
didn't look like a man at one with nature (the logs were winning the current conflict). But he had 
been at one with nature when he was younger and the idea of sleeping out in the open was more 
commonplace than sleeping inside a bedroom. Bruck never lost that connection. He introduced 
Virginia to wild camping, to swimming naked in lakes, to losing herself on mountain trails and 
forgetting about where the next meal would come from. (She knew how to catch and skin and scale 
every type of living creature from a trout to a deer.) 

He caught his breath before he spoke. "I am haunted by the elementals of the forest."
"I'm not spying on you."
"I didn't say you were." He continued his chopping, adding more kindle to a growing pile of wood

for the log burner. 
"After all this exertion are you still intent on moving out here?" Virginia said.
Bruck's answer coincided with the axe dropping. "Yes."
"It would be a new start for both of us."
"I made my decision. I do not wish to be carried out of the house in a box. I want to die out here. I

want to die where I began."
"You're not a spruce cone. You didn't begin life in a forest. You weren't born in a tree."
"We are a few chromosomes apart from every other form of life in the universe. I have more in 

common with these trees than with . . . Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker." The axe fell again.
"Well, lots of people can say that."
Virginia smiled when Bruck smiled and his childlike grin infected the atmosphere with a 

mischievous glee. He wrapped his large gloved hand around her face. "And you still have satellite, 
even out here. I can never detach you from technology, can I?"

"No." She kissed his cheek and rubbed away a smear of moss transferred from Bruck's glove to 
her chin. 

"You've made a quick recovery from your little adventure. I told you the cabin would help to 
calm you down. Tame the savage memories."

Virginia rubbed her fingers across the exposed grain of the logs. 
"Or maybe you haven't. I did warn you."
"You didn't warn me," Virginia said.
He shattered another log with the axe. "Yes, I did. I told you strange forces continue to thrive in 

the foothills of the Alps. . . ."
"That's hardly a warning."
"There's no law forcing me to be specific. You should have been prepared."
"A little more detail would have saved a lot of trouble. Numbers, powers, names even." She 

watched the axe primed again. 
Bruck took aim. "You knew as much as me. A simple glance of your precious internet would 

have told you."
"Nonsense. And be careful with that blade" She noticed Bruck's hesitation before he swung again.
Virginia returned to the cabin with no interruption from a distant axeman's scream. On the 

verandah with coffee and a view across the Harz Mountains she checked her laptop and the outside 



world. Forty-seven emails from colleagues and students at the university waited to be answered. 
News channels had no further information about Doctor Hoenenbacker's arrest or his whereabouts. 
And the faculty was subject to an embargo; Bruck called it censorship.

She also had a message from one of the seven coven members to escape with her from Friuli. 

News from Rotterdam. Frieda Schoenhofer has been murdered.

Virginia closed the laptop and sprinted back through the trees to Bruck. His axe paused in mid air 
as she approached breathless.

"What's wrong now? Don't tell me you have to go."
"Frieda's dead."
"Who?"
"Frieda. Frieda Schoenhofer. From Bamberg. From the Bamberg coven."
The name eluded him.
"She bought the sculpture at the fund raising event."
"The witch? Dead?"
"I don't know how it happened. . . ."
"Well, shouldn't you find out? You're panicking, but for all you know she could have been 

knocked down by a bus, fallen off a ladder. Think." He jabbed his temple. "Use your common 
sense."

"You're right."
"You only said yesterday life was returning to normal and here you are jumping like a startled 

bird." He resumed his chopping.
"How much wood do we need?"
"You can never have too much wood for the fire."
"She was in Rotterdam."
"Ugly city. Smells of the North Sea and all its shipping diesel."
Virginia tried to imagine the scene and the circumstances, but the sound of chopping wood behind

her provoked all the wrong images. "She was obsessed with Toten Herzen. Said they had a secret 
Lena Siebert was looking for."

"Too many names." Bruck grunted and heaved another huge limb of wood onto the stone block in
front of him. "But you see how we are surrounded by existential threat. Age old witchcraft in Italy, 
secrets of the vampires in the Netherlands. It doesn't do to be complacent. One can never be sure 
where the next supernatural adversary will show." He came alongside Virginia and pointed his axe 
towards the distant wooded slopes and valleys. "Out there was once the hunting ground of 
werewolves, stealer of babies."

"You want me to watch out for werewolves now?"
When Bruck's arm coiled around Virginia's waist the axe hung beside her thigh, its sharp blade 

grinding the fabric of her trousers. "I am always here, weapon in hand to fight the wolf from your 
door."

"Very reassuring." She kissed him again and left the axeman to continue his decimation of the 
fallen trees.

Back in the cabin with a radio playing Brahm's Violin Concerto, Virginia settled herself and made
enquiries, but she could find nothing more about Frieda. Her colleague only knew the death was in 
Rotterdam, possibly a road accident. Bruck could have been right; even in times of conflict tragic 
accidents still happened.

After the world had darkened and nocturnal sounds surrounded the cabin she finished a light meal



and checked the Dutch news websites. And there she found an archived video of a police press 
conference; an Interpol press conference fronted by Bernadette. 

Bruck stood over her shoulder to watch.
"Following the death of Frieda Schoenhofer from Bamberg, we have issued a red notice for the 

arrest of Susan Bekker. Her partner Marco Jongbloed has also been taken into police custody. We 
are not releasing any more information at this time, but I can tell you that no other people are under 
suspicion."

"Death by vampire after all," said Bruck. "Not quite the same as falling off a ladder. My god, I 
may have been wrong about something."

Bernadette took a question from the press pack. Virginia increased the volume. "Is the murder 
linked in any way to those committed in Bamberg last year?"

"At this moment there is no indication of a link. We would like to speak to others to establish the 
movement of the victim in the time leading up to her death, but at the moment there is no link, no."

"What others?" said Virginia.
"Doctor Hoenenbacker." Bruck's voice trailed away to the kitchen. "Doctor Gert Hoenenbacker. 

The man is finally where he always wanted to be. At the centre of the known universe."

-

Bruck didn't hear Virginia leave the cabin to head to the nearest village. Every day she hoped for a 
new addition: another shop, a gallery, a bigger cafe (a restaurant), cinema, in fact anything that 
made it more like Wurzburg and less like Rigolato. She trotted through a soaking late winter mist 
hurtling down the main street, and ducked into the cafe hidden inside the post office, where she had 
arranged to meet Gria.

"The Benandanti must be fewer ever year." Virginia said.
"How do you know?" Gria had been dragged off her besom over the roof of the watermill and still

had the scar on her forehead.
"The population of Italy is shrinking. You saw the village, the empty houses. It didn't look like a 

booming population to me. Cobbold can't rely on them forever, but what we need is for the network
to be consolidated. Now more than ever. We have the upper hand for the first time since, I don't 
know, last September."

Gria stared at the shabby wood-panelled walls. "We're down to seven."
"We can assume the others are coming out of Raiena."
"The discussions we had . . . about your leadership of the coven."
She didn't need to say any more. After the Wishlist ceremony, Helsinki, Friuli, Virginia suspected

there wouldn't be much enthusiasm for her leadership. "You have someone else in mind?"
"Michael is reliable."
"Reliable?" Virginia's apple strudel, when it arrived, looked so insignificant, so ridiculous. 

Inedible. She pushed it aside.
"He has the interests of the coven at heart. I'm sorry to tell you this, Virginia. Friuli was a 

disaster." 
"Well, my leadership would have put me in the main coven and we know they would never have 

approved, so, you needn't be sorry. It was a non-starter anyway." Virginia swallowed a bitter 
mouthful of coffee and walked out into the mist. She was a ghost in the cloud, a half-seen figure 
others would glimpse, but never recognise.

She turned down the lane that led to the track back to the cabin. Gria followed making several 
attempts to continue an apologetic conversation, but Virginia's attention fell on a small group of 



figures entering the churchyard. Their grey outlines trailed the slow procession of a priest and four 
pallbearers. 

The burial service was brief, a silent barely visible spectacle. And after the coffin was lowered 
into the grave the figures, surrounded by the other gravestones, stood around without any sign of 
movement. Having buried the coffin they looked as if they were waiting for the corpse to rise back 
to the surface. A ghostly group of predators watching for their lost friend and relative to crawl out 
of the ground.

"I've had enough of living like this, it's having an effect on me I don't care for anymore." Virginia 
shook her head and continued down the lane without saying goodbye to Gria.

Later, sitting on the verandah, glass of Port in hand, panorama of stars overhead, Virginia said to 
Bruck, "I'm not sure about this cabin, Earnst, but perhaps somewhere else, you with your clay and 
your paint brushes, me and very little else. I could pose for you all day."

"And all night." Bruck knelt on the lounger and kissed Virginia's lips.
"I was only ever your part time muse."
"Ah, but what a muse. No artist had a model like you. Not the smirking mystery Leonardo 

doodled, not the ugly money men and their peasant wives Rembrandt scrawled, not the fat bloated 
pig faced harridans Caravaggio played around with." His hands explored the lines of her body, 
rehearsing his moulding and shaping of the clay, the modelling to come. 

"Let's live like this all the time. Let me choose the house, the cabin, the shack, whatever, and I'll 
lie still for as long as you need."

"Lie still for me now. . . ." He unwrapped his surprise gift and they made love on an unstable 
lounger, caressed by a quick mountain cloud.

When the energy was exhausted and Bruck disappeared to celebrate the future, Virginia spread 
herself along the lounger and observed the sharp trajectories of satellites and aircraft; moving dots 
against an infinity of static dots. Her phone rang. The ringtone that only sounded when the covens 
called. She hesitated before answering.

"Hello."
"Virginia. Eleanor. I hope this isn't an inconvenient time."
"No. I was enjoying a quiet moment alone with the stars."
"Virginia, have you had any thoughts on the way forward?"
"The way forward?"
"The future? The network? All of us?"
"How many of us are there?"
Eleanor paused to count. "One hundred and thirty-seven."
"That's a very accurate assessment. That's most of the second level, yes?"
"Yes. We need to meet, Virginia. I think it's time I listened to how you feel about recent events 

and the road ahead. I've arranged to meet some of our friends, some old affiliates. Discuss how we 
can repair the damage."

"Old affiliates?"
"Don't worry, not them. They're history. Business friends. Security associates. Our political 

friends. It's time to reassure them we are regrouping. The quicker we can repair this damage the 
better, don't you agree?"

"Absolutely. What did you have in mind?"
"A restructure."
"I see."
"Cut out the deadwood. Simplify the network. Throw out the secrecy."
"Throw out the secrecy?"



"The cellular structure had its advantages a hundred years ago, but let's be honest. The threats we 
faced revealed the weaknesses in the system. We can't let that happen again."

"I've thought the same for a while now, but no one listens."
"Well, I'm listening. There is an arms fair in Munich. Late April. It would be a discreet 

environment. A controlled space in which to talk. What do you think?"
"Who else would be there?"
"You, perhaps several other coven leaders, but ideally just you and the Wurzburg coven."
Virginia swirled the Port in her glass. "Coven leaders? The other members of Wurzburg don't 

want me as the leader."
Eleanor spoke carefully. "We can discuss that. Convince them to think again. Maybe it's the 

coven that needs to change, not the leader."
"Interesting." Virginia could smell Bruck's cologne.
"Do you have a problem with that, Virginia?"
"I don't if you don't."
"A new future, as I said. A time for new ideas. I'm looking forward to meeting you."
Arms fair? Virginia found the details on the net. A limited amount of information - as Eleanor 

said, a discreet affair. At midnight, she lay next to Bruck asleep and breathing like a miniature train.
A new future and a place in the main coven if she wanted it. 

By three in the morning she was still awake, her mind running away, the cabin twitching and 
flickering with the sound of tiny footsteps on the roof. And as the night wore on and a waxing moon
cast a reluctant half-light she thought the footsteps were growing heavier, a little more assertive, 
thoughtful. She followed their passage across the roof from left to right and back again as if 
something up there was also pondering the thoughts in her own head.

Bruck was in no state to investigate. Virginia forced herself to go and look, see if something 
bigger than an owl was stuck on the roof, unable to find a way down. The front door of the cabin 
was wide open. She stepped outside and heard the footsteps crunching through the cones and 
needles of the forest floor.

A small figure some distance away darted between the tree trunks. When it stopped, Virginia felt 
an urge to follow. It moved again and she found herself behind the cabin, heading to the wood store.

Bruck dumped his wood for the log burner in the three-sided structure and the result of a day's 
chopping were piled up; misshapen logs in a pyramidal mound, scattered flakes of wood shavings 
and the axe leant against one wall. Above it, a feint impression in the wood. Virginia followed the 
marks with her finger.

"What are you doing?" She jumped. The glow of a torch hit her right shoulder. Bruck's shadow 
stood in its own pool of light.

"I heard footsteps. You left the cabin door open."
"Sorry. Did the draught wake you?"
"I haven't been asleep." The marks intrigued her. Bruck shone the torch on the wall and stepped 

back.
Virginia counted thirteen vertical lines, each one as long as her hand. Above them a clumsy W 

shape and below them, a horizontal line which turned upwards at right angles, up past the W, before
another right angle to the left. The line ended with an open circle.

"How long's that been there?" she said.
"First time I've seen it." Bruck pushed his nose up to the wood and followed the line. His torch 

light revealed fresh splinters along the scratches. "Is it a constellation?" He turned when Virginia 
didn't answer. "What? Do you know what this is?"

"It's not a constellation. I don't know. It could be anything. Don't play tricks like this, it isn't 



funny."
"I didn't do this. You think I'd vandalise my own wood shed?"
Virginia was human, whatever Bruck said about chromosomes and being a distant relative of 

spruce trees. She was human and like all humans she looked for the familiar when confronted with 
the unfamiliar. Coded messages in gobbledegook, faces in clouds, animals in ink stains. Her rational
self insisted the marks in the wood shed could not be a constellation, but the pattern was 
undeniable, she saw it every night when the sky cleared: Draco. 

The Dragon.
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Every time Virginia put down the brochure of the arms fair Bruck would pick it up and read it with 
increasing disgust.

"A bomb for this, a bomb for that. Whatever happened to persuasive argument?"
"I know. People want instant gratification."
"You don't care."
"No, I don't."
He swatted the back of her head with the brochure. "If they're handing them out for free bring 

back a missile or two for me. I could fire them at my critics."
"It's only next week."
"I know. And I'm still confused why you've gone back to work."
She was running late. "Why shouldn't I go back to work? Life goes on. Learning goes on. I 

haven't retired yet. I still have contractual obligations."
"Obligations are what separate the Bohemian from the liberal."
"Contractual obligations, when they're ignored, separate people from their money."
"And you still think they suspect nothing? After the fuss kicked up by the cops?"
Virginia posed in front of the hallway mirror and faced the woman her husband had sketched and 

sculpted so many times. She understood his fascination, his desire; there was very little wrong with 
her, not much that needed changing apart from the hair colour: darker, perhaps, closer to black; or 
maybe a Munroe-esque blonde. Bruck stood behind her adjusting his trouser belt; he was onto the 
last hole before the buckle.

"What have I done wrong? They can't arrest me for flying on a broomstick. It's not as if I need a 
license for it." She patted Bruck's face. "Is it, my darling?"

"Time for a new sculpture. Perhaps the tail a little longer. . . ."
"Horns." She kissed him. "The last one you created, you forgot the horns."

-

Two security guards lingered outside the entrance to Virginia's faculty at Wurzburg. In the absence 
of a tangible threat they became fancy doormen, uniformed meeters and greeters. The debate to 
increase security had been heated; some faculty staff in favour, an equal number against. The 
deciding factor was the size of the armoured van that had taken Doctor Hoenenbacker away. 'If you 
drive up to the front door with one of those,' the bursar had argued, 'there must be a substantial risk.'

Heads turned when Virginia showed up for work. The loss of one senior academic had upset 
everyone's routine and when Virginia disappeared (ill health according to the more sensible 
rumours) students began to think the university was on the verge of collapse. In the staff room the 
questions took the form of gentle nosiness. . . .

"Do you need anything?"
"Let us know if you need anything?"
"If you need anything, don't be afraid to ask."
In the seminar rooms the students were less subtle. . . .
"Is Doctor H dead?"
"Has Doctor H killed someone?"
"Who did Doctor H kill?"
"If you know anything will you tell us?"
By four o'clock Virginia couldn't keep a straight face any longer and she opened the floor to her 



final class of the day.
"You're not worried?"
"Why should I be?"
"Dead body, missing student, Doctor H taken away. It could be you next."
"I doubt it." 
"Police attacked by monsters in the forest?" The students giggled.
"The spirit of the Brothers Grimm lives on."
"Are you a witch?"
"No."
"Are you the Devil?"
"I hope not."
There was, however, one detail she didn't find funny and couldn't understand: the number of 

phone calls between Eleanor and other coven members. Before heading home Virginia stopped at 
the control room at Mainfrankenpark.

"The figure is up to one hundred and sixty-five," said Irina. She produced a list of names on her 
monitor, none of them familiar other than six members of her own coven in Wurzburg. "Revealing 
the names like this is a security risk. Why is she ringing everyone?"

"Play back the last call."
Eleanor held a guarded conversation with Ricardo Devereux from the Avignon coven, but 

Virginia took more interest in the wave form of the voices. She opened up a spare monitor and 
found the files of a recording made twelve months ago, long before the crisis broke, in which 
Eleanor discussed political funding of a left wing party in Greece. The two wave forms of her voice 
were identical.

"What do we make of it?" Virginia said. "Simulation software, impersonator or captive?"
Irina blinked. "Overcomplicating things, Virginia. Maybe it's really her. How do you know you 

can trust her?"
"Thought has crossed my mind. She mentioned a new start. Hinted at replacing the Wurzburg 

coven. Maybe they took out the Bamberg coven. Perhaps Frieda Schoenhofer discovered the truth 
before she was driven off the road outside Rotterdam."

"I don't like speculation." Irina replayed Eleanor's phone call to Avignon.
"It's all we have at the moment. She told me there were one hundred and thirty-seven of us. . . ."
"A hundred and sixty-five names here," Irina said.
"So who are the others?"
"Are you still going to attend?" 
Irina's question surprised her. "Of course I am. How else can I figure out what she's up to?"

-

Hotel Wagner's flat footed collection of cubes and concrete faced the lakes and trees of Westpark in
Munich. A reluctant flush of early spring colour supplied accidental brightness to the discreet 
signage of the international security conference. The euphemism fooled no one and a miserable 
platoon of protesters stood along the edge of the park opposite the entrance to the complex; caged 
out rather than caged in, they chanted like someone else's life depended on it. Virginia counted 
eighteen when she drove past.

In the reception area she joined another small group of people as miserable as the protesters, but 
better dressed. She signed in.

"Your name, madam."



"Bruck. Virginia Bruck."
The receptionist ran a biro up and down a loose sheet of names. "Bruck. A red lanyard for you, 

Mrs Bruck. In the event of an emergency red lanyards will collect in the south car park."
She took the lanyard, badge and visitor's pack and sat down with a cup of coffee. All the delegates

followed the same preamble: arrival, sign in, hand shakes, and the weary mingling of associates if 
they were lucky enough to find a familiar face. Virginia had enough experience of these events to 
know that delegates wanted to bypass this initial tedium, dive into the nitty gritty and sort it all out. 
Place the orders, strike the deals, ring the wife. . . .

Her coffee cooled and none of the arrivals had yet to cluster into groups of nine or ten or, 
ultimately, thirteen. Sitting alone with an unread visitor's pack and not dressed in the regulation 
dark trouser suit, she felt conspicuous, sensitive to the glances and the side looks, as if they knew 
she wasn't interested in the detonation altitude of a daisy cutter, or whether high frequency noise 
was the most effective method to subdue a crowd.

"Hello." A silver haired man loaded with overcoat, briefcase and brochure approached Virginia.
"Morning."
"Are you buying or selling?" He fell onto the adjacent chair.
"I'm not sure."
"Quiet."
"What is?"
"Outside. The protest. Docklands was more serious. You could taste the protest in the air. Very 

sinister atmosphere."
"You visit a lot of these events?"
"Yes. All over the world. The Gulf states put on the best food."
"I'm sure they do."
"Do you represent anyone in particular?" He handed Virginia his card. Artur Diego Pereira. 

Executive Director. Sanlargo Systems. Lisbon.
Lisbon had a coven. Third level. "I'm from the University of Wurzburg. I don't have a card. 

Professor Virginia Bruck."
"Very pleased to meet you, Professor." He shook her hand. 
"May I ask how you came to be invited here, Mr. Pereira?"
"Please, Artur. Invited? The date was decided last year. Part of my calendar. Notification comes 

direct from a trade agency."
"I see. I was asked to come here."
"What is your discipline, Professor?"
"Artificial intelligence."
"You'll be wanting to speak to the reps from Xcom."
"Xcom?"
"I believe they're developing an intelligent guidance system for drones. Maybe they'll want advice

on the ethics of such a system."
"Do ethics play a part in any of this?"
Pereira took his first sip of coffee. "Now and again."
Petra Heinlein from Wurzburg walked in. "My apologies, Artur, but I need to speak to someone 

urgently. Maybe we'll bump into each other again." He stood up as she left.
"Who was the gentleman?" Petra whispered.
"Someone from Lisbon. I don't know who he was, but he wasn't part of the network. What do you

want to do, stay together or split up?"
"I think I'd prefer to stay together. Is Eleanor here?"



"I don't know, but I've only just arrived."
They explored the hotel decorated with lethal invitations to buy anything from eavesdropping 

plants to stealth tanks. "They're like toy salesmen," Virginia said. "Buy my tank, buy my missile, 
buy my bullets."

Without knowing, they passed from hotel into exterior marquee and a temporary village of 
destruction where the main exhibition stands, the big players, offered a wonderful world of 
contraptions that made bigger bangs than their competitor's contraptions. 

"It either blows up or shoots down. One lot offer the ultimate weapon, another lot offer the last 
word in protection." 

Petra read the blurb for General Dynamics' advanced ceramics technology. "What I find amazing 
is the way all this stuff is advertised liked hair products or televisions." 

"Reminds me of the old Ideal Home Exhibitions. Imagine if we held similar trade fairs, what this 
lot would say wandering past the equipment we use." 

Every part of the hotel except the bedrooms offered trading space. Virginia strolled into a wide 
corridor leading to the media centre and found herself in a militarised bazaar with hawkers and 
peddlers staring out from displays and pitches. "Do we haggle," she said. "Can we buy a rug? Earnst
asked me to take back a couple of missiles."

Hidden by the stands and the delegate packs hunched over laptop supplements, a second 
exhibition hung on the corridor walls. An incongruous collection of prints and paintings. Virginia 
laughed and forced a space in front of an old harbour-side scene. "Vittore Carpaccio. The Arrival of
St. Ursula . . . 1498. Earnst would do his nut if he saw this. Tucked away behind . . . who are this 
lot? Strategic Delivery Systems."

"The medieval and the modern," said Petra. "I thought Earnst enjoyed these haphazard 
juxtapositions."

"He wouldn't enjoy this one." In both directions the wall carried a line of framed pictures, 
virtually inaccessible unless the place could be evacuated. Virginia made accidental eye contact 
with the representative of Strategic Delivery Systems and immediately regretted it.

"Good morning," he said almost licking his lips.
"Good morning."
"Do you wish there was a cluster bomb that complied with international law?"
"It's been at the top of my Christmas list for the last thirty years. . . ." 
Petra jabbed Virginia's elbow. "Look. Johan's here."
"Sorry," Virginia said, "cluster bombs will have to wait."
By six o'clock the seven members of the coven finally came together, surprised and suspicious, in

Virginia's hotel room. "She must be here," she said leaning on the window sill. "She invited us. She 
must be here."

"What about Eleanor's number?" said Michael Benz, the last member to arrive. "Ring her."
"We've waited long enough." Virginia's tablet contained encrypted files copied from the server at 

Mainfrankenpark. She found the common denominator, Eleanor's number, and dictated it to Benz.
Sat like a storyteller in the centre of the room he dialled; the small audience waiting for the next 

word leaned forward. . . . He shook his head. "The number's dead . . . no . . . no voicemail, nothing. 
It's just dead."

"If she's not here, why not." Virginia paced around the crowded room, leaving the others to 
babble their own suggestions. "She invited us here. Just us. So, where are the others at this moment 
in time? Try another number, Michael. A random number." She consulted the tablet. "Denis 
Barthez."

Benz stabbed his keypad as Virginia read out the numbers. . . .  "Herr Barthez. Sorry to disturb 



you, but I've been asked by Eleanor to check up on your safety. . . . You're. . . . no, she hasn't 
arrived yet. . . . I will. As soon as she's here. Thank you, Herr Barthez." Benz ended the call, 
wedged the phone against his throat, and stared at the carpet.

"What is it?" Virginia said.
"He's here. He's wondering where she is."
"Here? He must be main coven. . . ."
"You picked a member of the main coven at random? What are the odds of that? Let me try 

another number."
Virginia selected a third number. "I've no idea who this is or where she's from. Trudl Gertz. . . . "
Benz switched his phone to conference call and the audience hushed again. 
"Hello."
"Trudl?"
"Yes."
"Eleanor has asked me to call you and confirm you're okay. . . . "
"Where the hell is she? I've been here four hours."
"Sorry. She's running a little late, which is why she asked me to call."
Virginia whispered into Benz's ear, "Make a reference to the arms fair."
"I hope you're not being hassled too much by the trade delegates."
"No. Let me know when she arrives please."
"Of course. My apologies."
Trudl ended the call. Benz waited for Virginia's conclusion, but she had no obvious answer, no 

insight and she didn't like her room being occupied with people who looked to her for guidance, but
not leadership.

She shoved Gria off the table and cleared a space for a mini control centre. "All of you, make a 
list of these numbers, take twenty each and ring them. Find out who the hell is here and who isn't."

They copied the numbers and left, taking their transient loyalty with them. She waited for the last 
one to close the door and sat at the table with her own list of numbers. What would be the 
consequences of leaving now? Packing up and driving away, bundling her husband into the back of 
the car and putting this tiresome world of manipulation behind her. Bruck's delight would be 
beyond calculation. Her critics would slap themselves on the back and the family history would 
continue in that familiar uninterrupted line of capitulation and cowardice. It was true: the 
Farringtons never had the stomach for a fight.

"Mara Tomawzcelska. Must be Warsaw or Gdansk with this name. . . ." She rang the number. 
Another dead line.

She called Ian Pardew and Florian Oswelt, Janusz Stromow and sixteen other names. All of them 
answered, some with begrudging optimism, others with uncontrolled rage unimpressed by Eleanor's
waiting game.

Benz came back to the room first and within fifteen minutes Virginia had a set of results. 
"Twenty-five people missing out of one hundred and sixty-five. One hundred and forty members of 
the network are in this hotel tonight."

"And only we know it," said Petra. "What do we do with this information?"
"I don't know. I really have no idea."
The April days weren't long enough for the hardened delegates taking their business outside to 

negotiate under a full moon and a universe of stars. In the limited light of a few garden lamps men, 
immobilised by critical decision making, decorated the hotel grounds like modern art. Draco hung a
few degrees above the horizon, above the marquees and the fluttering banners. Virginia stopped to 
compare the constellation with the splintered pattern on the wood shed wall, and the overwhelming 



gravity of questions forced her to sit down.
She was joined on the garden bench by a man whose badge contained the name Torsten. "Penny 

for your thoughts?"
"You don't want to know."
"All this selling is quite overwhelming."
"And it never stops by the look of it."
"Who are you representing?"
Virginia had a rule never to trust men with black hair and grey beards. "I'm with a . . . let's say a 

leader in IT."
"Ah. All sounds very mysterious. I suppose the world of IT is very secretive, very clandestine."
"It is a bit like that."
"Have to be careful who you talk to."
"Yes. You'd be surprised the lengths some people will go to get information out of you."
Torsten leaned back. "I can promise I'm not here to steal your secrets."
"Good."
"But you looked lost."
"Well, there are times when you question how you came to be in a particular situation. . . ." She 

stopped herself.
"I know the feeling. You're being controlled by circumstances."
"I didn't say that. I-"
"Please. I'm not saying you did. But sometimes you drive along a busy road, moving out of the 

way of others and you think, why am I doing this, why am I moving out of their way. And you 
readjust. Life is a constant stream of readjustment."

Virginia controlled a smirk. "Are you in insurance or engineering?"
Torsten laughed. "Commercial development. And skiing. Not a business you would normally . . . 

what is it?"
Virginia raised her hand to stop him. She could hear another more interesting conversation.
"I'll contact the management," a voice said. "If their surveillance system is so bad they need an 

upgrade."
"They didn't look capable of breaking in to me."
"Complacency. Enemy of every organisation. Beats you every time."
Two men walked across the lawns, noticed Virginia's head turned towards them and stopped 

talking. When they were gone she stood to leave. "A break in."
"Protesters," Torsten followed Virginia to the reception desk. "Is that a problem for you?"
"No."
"No. Obviously."
Virginia's arrival at reception provoked a few staff smiles not quite enthusiastic enough to be 

genuine. "I overheard someone talking about a break in. Did protesters get into the hotel?"
"No, it's nothing to worry about. In the media centre, some damage to a wall."
The receptionist's colleague nodded. "A joke, I think."
"Joke?"
"They damaged the plasterwork. Carved the word leave into it."
"How childish. Is it being repaired?"
"It will be, yes. I could ask the manager for the details."
"No. It's not that important."
But it was important. The smallest details, from Artur Diego Pereira's business card to Eleanor 

Mitrescu's dead phone and now Torsten with his mismatched hair colouring, had meaning. The 



details had to be the scattered bits of a bigger set up and Virginia wanted to see the 'damage' behind 
the doors of the media centre.

She returned to the corridor, the indoor bazaar which seemed inconsequential without its shuffling
shoppers and weaponised salesmen. Torsten trailed along excited by the evening's sudden adventure
and left Virginia to tug at the double doors of the media centre. Locked. No sign of repairmen or the
tell-tale mess of activity. She backed into the doors, frustrated and furious, indexing a list of 
possible spells to see through solid matter: the bowl and water used in Helsinki, remote projection, 
shamanic travel. . . .

Torsten dodged between the leaning posters and tubular trade stands, ducking to look at the 
paintings' labels. One in particular caught his attention. "How perfect. Look at this Virginia. Sofia 
with Clocktower by Joseph Oberbauer. I have a print at home."

Without Bruck's bombastic brushwork the painting failed to stir Virginia's interest, but it spoke to 
Torsten who ran his eyes over the delicate landscape.

"A beautiful painting, don't you think?"
"Exquisite,"
"Virginia," Torsten took a pen and a small square of paper from an inside pocket, "please feel free

to contact me if you wish to talk. My room number." He offered the paper, placed his hand on her 
waist and lined himself up for a kiss.

"Thank you," she said avoiding his hand. The kiss evaporated with Torsten's hopes and he padded
away leaving her to Joseph Oberbauer's watery rendition of Sofia and its sun bleached clocktower.

And then the painting spoke to her too. Paying attention to the fine detail in the architecture she 
noticed a tiny figure perched on the parapet around the top of the tower. Not a bird or a stone 
gargoyle, but a short dark grey figure, squatting on its haunches, almost shadow like; tiny and 
insignificant but for two short horns on its head.

Torsten said nothing about it, made no mention of Oberbauer's strange little creature, but she 
questioned its inclusion. To the side of the painting a second artwork waited for attention: The Duke
of Lorraine Crossing the Rhine Before Strasbourg. Johann Tobias Sonntag. Her mouth fell open 
when she found, in the middle distance, four tiny horsemen crossing a green plain, accompanied by 
a demonic animal running alongside them.

The painting found earlier behind the trade stand carried a threat as terrible as any of the weapons 
advertised around it. Virginia's stomach fluttered when she looked again at the title: The Arrival of 
St Ursula at Cologne 1498. The painting stared at her, unashamed to be examined with such 
fascination and dread. And there, high in the rigging of the boat, a demon; small, almost a blemish 
in the canvas, but unmistakably demonic with red eyes and the suggestion of a tail. . . .

Cologne. Sofia, Strasbourg. Second degree covens.
She dashed from painting to painting. Skirmish With Polish Tatars; a figure with skeletal hands 

lying on the ground. The First Defenestration of Prague 1419; a female figure falling backwards 
from a first floor window, watched by the tiny laughing face of a horned man. The Capitulation of 
Madrid; a demon hiding behind Napoleon's legs. The hide and seek continued in other paintings 
portraying Leipzig, Bucharest, Verona (a tiny demon in the shadows of a boat, bottom left corner), 
Avignon, Gdansk, and Wurzburg. Virginia held her breath and looked for the menace haunting her 
own city. She had seen the engraving so many times, The Battle of Wurzburg by Branche after a 
sketch by Martinet, but not this version. The engraving was different in that it had no concealed 
demon, but the outline of a small tree painted in the shape of the constellation Draco.

The demonic gallery embedded in the frills and trinkets of a war zone could only have one 
curator. A group of people that relished the symbolism of death and loved to hide it in the 
minuscule cracks and corners of everyday life. People who challenged themselves to dream up ever 



more ingenious ways to torture people and then weave a sense of humour into the tapestries of their 
mad methodology.

Dizzy from the audacious brilliance, Virginia hobbled to the only painting that refused to reveal 
its demons. Pawwel Casteels' Battle of Vienna. A war scene crammed with soldiers on foot and on 
horseback, packed together in close combat. The puzzle offered many opportunities to include one 
demonic face, enough heads to plant a pair of horns, plenty of dark spaces to conceal a diabolical 
surprise. But Virginia's fascination with the game had given way to increasing trauma and the urge 
to save herself. This was no game, this was the first warning sign that the forty-nine after months of 
hiding were ready to act.

Thirteen paintings, thirteen cities. Virginia stumbled into a display for night vision headsets, 
knocking over the vertical support with a sickly green poster of dense woodland and skulking 
figures glowing in the dark. She called Benz and ran back to her room.

"Take the list you had and ring everyone again. Warn them to get out. I don't have time to 
explain. I'll ring the others to do the same."

"Okay. . . ." Benz wanted to talk. The hotel alarm exploded. "What the hell's going on?"
Virginia stopped at the lift doors. "The alarm has gone off," she wasn't sure if Benz could hear 

anything above the painful din. The lift doors opened. Delegates poured out. Bodies flooded the 
reception area which became the confluence of people flowing from the bar, the dining room, 
seminar rooms. Guests inundated the one safe space in the hotel and waited for directions and 
explanations from staff.

The second lift pinged. The doors rumbled open. Petra threw herself out of a compressed bunch 
of delegates.

She shouted, "Michael called me. . . ."
"He called you? I told him to call the names on the list. Try to stay calm, or at least look calm. We

have to leave."
"What is it? Why the alarm?"
"I can't explain the alarm, but we weren't invited here by Eleanor."
"We weren't what?"
Conversation was impossible. Virginia grabbed the nearest shoulder and yelled at a stranger, 

"What's happening?"
He shrugged and bellowed at Virginia's ear, "Someone breached the perimeter. I didn't think there

were enough of them."
"Them?"
"Protesters. You must have seen them outside when you arrived."
Benz appeared with more bad news. "They won't let anyone out. They say it's not safe."
"Not safe?" Virginia shoved through the crowd to the entrance doors. The alarm stopped. Outside,

hotel staff with walkie-talkies mingled and gazed upwards towards some hidden point of interest. 
One of them noticed Virginia.

"Please be patient," he said through the glass.
"What's the problem?"
He pressed a button and released the automatic doors. "The safest place is inside the building. 

Please stay inside until we're sure the place is safe."
"Who's broken in?"
"Broken in?"
"Someone said the perimeter had been breached."
The security guard frowned and pointed his walkie-talkie at the sky. Above the hotel a hovering 

line of lights flickered brighter than the constellations. Virginia counted twenty of them.



"What are they?"
"We're waiting to see if they come any lower. They may be small drones, perhaps with protest 

messages, hopefully nothing more serious."
"Drones?" Virginia's colleagues were equally unimpressed when she relayed the problem. 

"They're worried about a bloody line of lights in the sky."
"Is that all?" Benz dropped his rucksack. "We're packing up because of that."
"No, we're packing up because of something far more serious. Ring those numbers."
"Excuse me." A woman in hotel uniform stepped into the middle of the pack and waited for the 

talking to hush. "Those of you with red lanyards can you follow me please. Name badges with red 
lanyards only please."

The Wurzburg coven held back to assess the options. Virginia was reluctant to follow the hotel 
rep, but a large number of the delegates separated from the larger pack. "Ring those numbers 
again," Virginia said.

She forced her way to the head of the crowd and caught up with the woman outpacing the 
delegates behind her. "Excuse me, where are we going?"

"Somewhere safe. You were told where to go when you arrived. Guests never listen to the 
instructions they're given. People never heed the warning signs, Virginia." The woman had scars on 
her ear lobe and eyebrow, old wounds as if rings had been torn out.

A chorus of mobile phones accompanied the evacuation. Virginia stopped and allowed the 
delegates to march past, their expressions changing from surprise to concern to horror as the 
messages came through and the warning registered. They hung up, rang their own contacts and 
another set of phones began to sing and chime. The surge continued, following the woman through 
the hotel, along the maze of corridors until they reached the gallery, the bazaar, and the open doors 
of the media centre.

Amongst the delegates, moving now like automatons, Torsten spoke on his phone and looked 
around at the others. Virginia knew what he was thinking, if he was bright enough to realise that his
colleagues from Sofia weren't the only coven being corralled into the media centre.

He sidestepped the pack. "You're from Wurzburg, aren’t you? Virginia Bruck?"
"Yes, I am. We have to get out of here."
Another man overheard them. "Virginia Bruck? I'm from Verona." Centuries of secrecy fell away 

and a wave of introductions ran along the nervous gathering as the phone calls and identities 
revealed coven members from Prague and Leipzig. 'I'm Cologne,' 'I'm from Vienna,' 'Madrid.' On 
and on the revelations came and the duplicitous reason for the invitations stirred a growing anger 
and finally resistance.

"That bitch has dragged us all here for this. . . ."
"I never trusted Eleanor. . . ."
"I've come all the way from Madrid. . . ."
"No," Virginia spun towards the paintings and dragged Torsten to the view of Sofia and its 

Clocktower. "For Christ's sake look. . . ."
Torsten stared at the demon sat at the end of Virginia's fingernail. "No. . . . "
"Yes. It isn't Eleanor who brought us here. . . . "
Before Torsten could react, a scream shook the corridor and the trade stands collapsed, trampled 

in a sudden panic.
The Battle of Vienna unleashed its secret.
A single delegate, one curious coven member, stood too close to the painting was sucked head 

first into the charge of horses and left with his legs thrashing. The pack took fright and attempted to 
turn around, but the painting spewed out its demonic battle force.



Teeth and talons snatched and carried the stragglers, and forced them forward to the waiting 
portal of the media centre. The crush caught Virginia and heaved her through the doors. They 
slammed shut. The lock turned. The demons, concealed by the darkness, set about their imprisoned 
feast.

The sulphurous whiff of trouble descended, the same malodorous stench of the Wishlist 
ceremony. Ten months ago Virginia witnessed the aftermath of the forty-nine's gruesome games. 
She walked amongst the unfortunate few, guided by a giggling sentinel showing off her grotesque 
dioramas. Now, the same choking smog called Virginia to play her role in Jennifer Enzo's latest 
production.

Glass smashed. Demons hurled a group of people through the small windows lining the upper 
walls of the auditorium. The smog thickened to an opaque emulsion. A light burst into life, a 
glowing light, growing in strength until it reflected off the far wall. A line of beacons; a suspended 
line of burning torches gripped by thirteen figures pinned to the wall and stripped of flesh. 
Clamouring hands engulfed Virginia. The mass of panic, the sheer weight of terror, picked her up 
and carried her back towards the locked door.

But she had the knowledge and the belief that she wasn't meant to be here. Her destiny lay in the 
stars, in one particular constellation, and she fought her way out of the rockfall of bodies piling up 
against the door. She crawled towards the wall where the torches illuminated a large letter carved 
above the heads of the human beacons: W.

Warsaw. . . .
The unbreathable mist filled her head. She shut her eyes to stem the flow of acidic tears, and in 

the darkness of her imagination she remembered the constellation and the memory of her husband 
staring at it, almost sniffing the wall. Left, right, left, a circle. . . . A creature jumped on her back. 
She dropped onto the floor, fought it off and rammed her foot into its head. Another attacker 
wrapped around her neck, but she had leverage on its skull, grabbed a horn and smashed it against a
wall. She threw herself left, punched the air, flailed her fists at unseen demons flapping from every 
direction and made contact with protruding bones, membranes, and with one exceptional punch, the
tortured human face of a body being heaved up the wall to the ceiling where the internal pressure of
possession exploded.

Virginia hit the wall with the thirteen burning witches. The constellation, the pattern of the 
constellation was her only hope: left, right, left, a circle, but what circle. . . . A door frame. She 
followed it with her hands until she felt a handle. The door opened and she crashed into another 
long dark corridor.

Follow the dragon.
She ran to the right, abandoning the moans and screams of her colleagues, ran blind until she 

could feel the mist lifting. She checked the doorway behind her; the flickering glow around the 
frame offered no clue to the horrors beyond it. An agonising coughing fit slowed her down, but she 
dragged herself on. The long walk allowed time to think, but one question troubled her: was she 
being helped towards freedom or an even greater agony? The Witch's Choice, a variation of the age 
old dilemma: float if you're guilty; drown if you're innocent.

The corridor hit a blank wall. To the right, darkness; twenty metres to the left, a door ajar; a 
vertical slice of gold. Virginia had time to stir up thoughts about life, her life, her family history and
how the contents of this room would influence the long troubled canon of Farrington exploits, the 
conflicts and surrenders, the errors and catastrophes.

When she reached the door it opened wide. Virginia caught her breath and cleared her stinging 
eyes. Jennifer Enzo stood with her hands behind her back, feet apart, expectant expression like a 
school teacher about to lecture a pupil on the importance of navigation. Virginia arrived at the 



threshold of a room occupied by Jenzo and her Satanic group.
They had chalked a makeshift magic circle on the floor and surrounded it with seven large 

candles. The golden light cast a warm hue over Eleanor Mitrescu suspended from the ceiling; her 
legs trussed up behind her torso suspended upside down over the centre of the circle like a human 
pendulum. Throat cut, the foaming blood collected in a bowl beneath her head. Around the outside 
of the circle, the drained carcasses of the other members of the coven hung above their own 
overflowing bowls.

Jenzo closed the door. "You understood our message?"
"Why?"
"Why?"
"Why me? Why have you helped me?"
"I had a feeling you knew all along where we were."
"For a while I did."
"Montenegro?"
"Yes."
"Sam's little error, checking the map?"
"Yes."
"Well let me ask you. . . why?"
"I thought we might be able to help each other."
Jenzo walked around Eleanor's body, pushed it with her index finger and said to Shalini, "Told 

you, didn't I?" Shalini nodded. "Always one prepared to sacrifice the rest."
"I had nothing to do with any deaths, none of your deaths. . . ."
 Jenzo placed a hand on the body. "We know. That's why she's hanging around like this and not 

you. Whenever you have a complaint, take it to the top."
"The others . . . On the wall back there?"
"Warsaw," Jenzo said. "I made a promise and I always keep my promises."
"And. . . ."
Jenzo held up her hand. "Too many questions, Virginia. All in good time."
"Do we agree to accept our differences?"
"Big differences." Jenzo's eyes appeared larger than when Virginia last spoke to her in the wild 

antics of the Wishlist. Now they bulged with ambition, shone with uncompromising potential. "I 
know you don't like me," she said.

"No, I don't. If I'm honest."
"You think I'm common."
"I've never said that. I know all about the Enzos, the wealth, the history, the culture. I just never 

understood how a family like that could produce a beast like you."
"Ah, well, there you are. Beastly people do beastly things, Virginia."
Shalini sneezed; an unexpected giggle, strangled before it bellowed into laughter.
"Culture? Let's not kid ourselves, Virginia," said Jenzo, "that interbreeding mob you call family 

isn't the respectable institution it once was. You might think you're a duchess, but back in England 
you still come from 'oop north.'"

"I never claimed to be a duchess."
"No. You lot owned land around Littledale. Was it Littledale? Some obscure valley lost in the 

rolls and folds of north Lancashire."
"Yes."
"'Oop north."
Virginia looked at her feet and winced.



"I know, it touches a nerve every time I say it."
"Yes, and it wasn't funny the first time. Okay. How does this new relationship work?" said 

Virginia. "Not like the previous one obviously?"
"What? We deal with all the shit while you lot dance naked round a pile of skulls. I thought it 

might be time to swap roles. We do all the frenetic Bacchanalian carry on and you get covered in 
blood and snot killing people."

"You never complained in the past."
Jenzo took two steps forward, stood nose to nose with Virginia and snarled, "Things were 

different then."
In a slow choreographed sequence, the forty-four took off their jackets, tee-shirts and tops, and 

stripped to their bare chests. On every body from the neck down, deep crimson lacerations and 
phrases in obscure languages cut through the surface of the flesh. Jenzo's muscular frame displayed 
the words VITA MORTEM VITAM REVOCARE from shoulder to shoulder below the 
collarbones; between her breasts and an elaborately pierced naval, she had the symbol of Lucifer 
gouged out of her skin. Strange words drawn at strange angles sneaked around her rib cage and 
swelled with each heavy breath, opening the scar, revealing the black interior.

Jenzo grinned with grotesque intent. A grin with too much visible gum around the teeth, too much
white of the eyes. "Tell me again, who is in charge now?"

"There are still more of them out there. When they move up, when third degree becomes second 
degree."

"We'll worry about that when it happens. Maybe you could put in a good word for us."
"I was going to ask what you plan for me."
"Am I right in remembering your family's ability to swap allegiance when it suited them? 

Royalist, Republican, back to Royalist, back to Republican, Royalist, Republican. . . ."
"Yes, yes."
"We're currently five short."
"I don't believe what you believe."
"Don't you? How do you think we made it this far?" Jenzo reversed, brushing past the body. 

Virginia followed to the back of the room where a slim fragile book rested on a large heavy trunk 
covered with a decorated cloth. Jenzo handed the book to Virginia. "You recognise the names?"

All of them. The same names compiled by her own team of eyes and ears at Mainfrankenpark. 
Eleanor's list, except it wasn't Eleanor's list after all. "Yes."

"But do you recognise the handwriting?"
In the writhing light of the candles, the scent of burning chemicals, the heavy atmosphere of a 

small room full of silent people, Jenzo's features mirrored her beliefs and hinted at the source of the 
names: demonic, malevolent, the same sinister malevolence in the handwriting. Virginia denied its 
authenticity or its provenance, but her personal belief was irrelevant. The book of names succeeded.
Wherever it came from; whoever (whatever) had written it, the book of names had served its 
purpose.

"The names in bold?" Virginia recognised one name, that of a colleague, one of the few who 
survived the battle in Rigolato. . . . "You know Frieda's dead."

"Cities are dangerous places for women walking alone."
"We'll never know what she was doing there. She had nothing to do with any attacks on you. She 

couldn't care less about the conflict." Virginia continued to flick the pages of the book. "I never 
understood her. You weren't going to kill her along with the rest of them?"

"Third degree, Virginia. Not worth the trouble." Jenzo took the book back. "Now, once and for 
all, what are we going to do with you?"



Virginia hated the word opportunist, but opportunists had a habit of surviving. Switching 
allegiance was nothing more than voluntary evolution. Survival. It served her family for over three 
hundred years. Her DNA wasn't that of spruce trees, it was the chromosomes and proteins of 
opportunism. Gambling brought the dynasty to an end, not side swapping. (And she had unfinished 
business. Fruit to pick. A bigger enemy in the Alpine foothills of northern Italy.)

"What do I need to do to become part of this?"
Jenzo sniffed the air, alert to the oncoming carbon floating along the corridor towards them. 

"Hotel's on fire," she said and took the knife from her waistband. "No time to lose." She pushed the 
blade beneath the collar of Virginia's jacket. "Trust me, this won't hurt one little bit."



39

When the morning shadows stretched across the Domplatz Oliver Tollmann imagined them 
reaching out to the Cathedral for divine protection. He wanted to reassure them there was no need. 
The danger had passed. For now, at least. He was able to withstand the interrogation of his 
superiors, his line commander, the police committee and the city fathers. And he had the initiative; 
crime rates sustainable, clear up rates on target, Interpol off his back. The spire of the Gothic tower 
remained a conundrum and the lofty source of local rumour. But in spite of the official urgency 
being reduced Tollmann continued to speculate how they did it. How they hauled Simon Frenzel's 
body up there.

The shadows retreated and the whiteness of his newspaper shone with optimism. Tollmann folded
the paper, open at the opinion piece describing the terrible fire at the Hotel Wagner in Munich, and 
read the article again. His colleague Heike caught up with him and walked into a private reading. 
(The second in one morning.)

"So much death and destruction. And so wide the gap in public opinion. I have a kind of 
sympathy with the protesters' argument. That whole reap what you sow irony. Don't you think?"

"You're happy now. I get it."
"You're damn right I'm happy. I'm ecstatic. I'm vindicated. I have been released. You do realise 

they weren't arms dealers who burned in the fire. One hundred and forty-four victims from Leipzig, 
Wurzburg, Cologne, Vienna. . . ."

"Have you taken your medication today?"
Tollmann sucked in a huge volume of fresh Bambergian air. He tapped the folded newspaper. 

"The discovery of a black magic circle will have conspiracy theorists gnashing their teeth for years 
to come. People defenestrated, trussed up bodies, bodies skinned, bodies turned inside out. Must 
have been quite an event." Tollmann smiled.

Heike said hello to a woman who had crept across the square to them. She was holding a crash 
helmet and staring at the Cathedral spire.

"Is that where it all happened?" she said. The breeze blew the waves of hair across her features. 
Black hair, dark intense eyes.

"What? Where what happened?
"The guy they hung above the door? Was it that one?" She pointed to the north door.
"Yes. Yes, it was."
"And which tower was the other guy stuck on?"
Tollmann felt the woman's weight push against him. "The Gothic tower. The one nearest to us."
"Right." She rubbed her chin on her helmet. "How did they get him down?"
Get him down? Tollmann hadn't figured out how they got him up, but he knew how they got him 

down. "The body was kind of blown down, I suppose."
"Right. Be quite windy up there."
"You could say that."
"Must have made a right mess when it landed. Body hitting cobbles from that height. Imagine 

having to clean up after that."
"Terrible."
"Blood and guts bursting out and everything. Bleurgh!"
Tollmann remembered the initial complications, the operational difficulties and the ad hoc 

solutions, but he was beyond caring. No one asked anymore. No one of any importance, although 
his sixth sense (his cop's suspicion) told him he knew this woman. His phone rang.

"Excuse me. Tollmann. . . . Rotterdam? . . . I don't know, presumably her relatives brought her 



back to Bamberg for burial. . . . I don't know, maybe she was buried somewhere else. . . .  A lot has 
happened since March."

"Makes you wonder, doesn't it?" said the woman. "How these things happen? What sort of sick 
minds would do this kind of thing." Tollmann heard a waiting motorbike on the edge of the 
Domplatz. The impatient driver, female, helmeted, revved the engine. "Some sick people living 
amongst us."

Tollmann delicately placed his phone into his pocket. "I'm sorry, but who are you?"
"Who am I?" She started to back away rolling the helmet in her hands, a terrible cruel grin 

breaking out across her face. "Yeah, who am I?" she said. "I'm the end of the world."
She returned to the bike. The engine roared. She patted the driver's head and pointed forward; an 

extravagant gesture like a commanding field marshal. The bike pulled away, front wheel in the air, 
and threw the pillion backwards. She spread her arms wide like a leather bird and roared. A roar 
that echoed above the bike, echoed around the square and continued its reverberation long after she 
was out of sight.

Tollmann ripped his newspaper open and a wave of sickness churned in his gut. A photo, taken 
outside the Hotel Wagner. One of the rescued guests blackened and blanketed, her face caught in a 
flash of camera light. 'What was it like in there,' she was asked. 'Like the end of the world,' she 
answered. And Tollmann saw for the first time the anguish in her face wasn't anguish, it was an 
embryonic smile. A terrible cruel grin. The same devilish grin that told him his work was unfinished
and would never be finished. A new wave of conflict was coming and in a form he had yet to 
experience.



WHO AMONG US...



AND FINALLY...

Thank you for reading Who Among Us... That's not just a platitude, it's a genuine thank you for 
investing the time and a bit of cash. I probably don't have to tell you it's not easy being an author in 
the 21st century and having my novel picked from the millions that are out there is gratifying.

Thank you.

Can I ask you for one more tiny favour (or two)? Leaving a quick review on a site of your choice 
would go a long way towards spreading the word, either for this book or for me. If you can find a 
few more minutes to leave an honest review I would be doubly grateful.

And if you enjoyed my storytelling and can't get enough of it (I'll pause here until you stop 
laughing) there are several options for you.

The TotenUniverse can be explored here at:

TotenUniverse.com

This is my ambition to create a new mythology around the rock band Toten Herzen and the 
Malandanti network of covens. You'll find more articles, features, interviews and short stories to fill
the gaps between the novels and expand on the issues and episodes contained in the stories.

Don't forget, by signing up to the newsletter you'll get your free ebook The Excitement of 
Solitude...

FREE DOWNLOAD 

To date there are three other novels in the TotenUniverse available and if you haven't already found 
them they're described in the following pages:

https://totenuniverse.wordpress.com/novels/the-excitement-of-solitude/
http://totenuniverse.com/


WE ARE TOTEN HERZEN

Between 1973 and 1976 Toten Herzen sold over eight million albums and toured arenas in Europe 
and the US. In 1977 all four members of the band were murdered by crazed fan Lenny Harper. 
Harper was only charged with wasting police time and the bodies disappeared.

Thirty five years later, British music journalist Rob Wallet's investigation into the incidents of 1977 
led him to discover the band still alive in a remote village in southern Germany.

He persuaded them to make a comeback.

The paranormal dark comedy We Are Toten Herzen is the authorised story of one music journalist's
ambition to bring Toten Herzen back from the dead. From an isolated Dutch farmhouse to the 
teeming chaos of New York, via Suffolk and the Ahoy Arena in Rotterdam, fact and fiction blur as 
the '70s most notorious rock band plan their return, outwitting the modern music industry and 
settling old scores in the only way they know how.

But is Wallet's story a hoax or strange reality? As he uncovers more of the band's past new 
questions begin to emerge. Was lead guitarist Susan Bekker hospitalised in 1974 with Rabies? Was 
the band's first manager Micky Redwall killed by his own dogs in 1977? What happened to an 
original 'fifth member' of the band Peter Miles? And after all this time why haven't Susan Bekker, 
singer Dee Vincent, bassist Elaine Daley and drummer Rene van Voors grown old? Find out in the 
only official account of Toten Herzen's long awaited reappearance.



TOTEN HERZEN MALANDANTI

After the disastrous events in the previous novel 'We Are Toten Herzen,' the band are forced to 
count the costs and the repercussions of their comeback tour. The focus turns to the safety of the 
recording studio and their first album in forty years. Things can't get any worse. 

But this is Toten Herzen, the dead rock band: murdered in 1977, discovered alive in 2013. Guitarist 
Susan Bekker wants to sing, antagonising lead singer Dee Vincent whose catastrophic interview in 
Hullaballoo magazine leads to a multi-million dollar lawsuit. Rob Wallet, the band's publicist, flirts 
with insanity when he isn't flirting with Lena, the seductive former terrorist and leader of a network 
of covens known as the Malandanti. 

The story sets down amongst the isolated mountains of the English Lake District, with excursions to
post-communist St. Petersburg and Bamberg in Germany, scene of the 17th century witch trials. 
Along the way the band are assaulted by an ever growing list of mysteries. Why has a Russian voice
coach arrived uninvited at three in the morning? Why are the Malandanti searching for a book 
owned by Dee Vincent? What is Susan Bekker's Big Lie? And is the valley pictured in a 14th 
century painting the source and home of the first European vampires? 

Blue hair, black magic, talking sheep, murderous bushes, necromancy, alchemy and leather-clad 
litigation. All captured on film by a deafening Dutch director in Toten Herzen Malandanti. Book 
two in the authorised account of the band's astonishing and some would say unbelievable 
comeback.



THE ONE RULE OF MAGIC

Frieda Schoenhofer is dead, murdered in Rotterdam. For her grief-stricken parents the true story of 
their daughter's life is about to begin.

Her father, slowly demolishing the world around him, tries to eradicate painful memories by 
throwing out his lifelong collection of film memorabilia. Her mother is convinced Frieda has been 
reincarnated as a new born foal.

But Frieda isn't dead. She is travelling Europe hoping to rescue her father's discarded collection. A 
journey of redemption that takes her to Nice, Prague, Turin and Vienna, where she meets a crooked 
dealer in antique silverware, joins a funeral party full of mourners who can't stop laughing, falls in 
love with a beautiful marionette, and discovers a plan to destroy the legacy of Mozart.

The One Rule of Magic explores Frieda's attempts to make amends for the crimes of her old life, 
come to terms with what she has become, and prepare her parents for the bizarre truth surrounding 
their daughter's disappearance.
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Thanks for your support and I hope you can continue on this bizarre literary journey with me.

C Harrison


